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ABSTRACT

Radioimmunotherapy (RIT) utilises antibodies directed against tumour associated antigens to 

carry a therapeutic dose o f radiation to the tumour. Using RIT, model tumours have been 

successfully treated and yet clinical responses have been limited by poor tumour localisation. In 

an attempt to overcome this, many new antibodies have been developed. Measuring the gross 

tumour localisation and tumour to normal tissue ratio in animal models has generally been used 

to assess the potential clinical use of these antibodies. However, these measurements assume all 

the energy from the electron emitted from the radionuclide is deposited in the source organ, and 

also ignore the effects o f dose-rate and cell proliferation during treatment. In addition, they do 

not consider the effects o f heterogeneous dose deposition and response within the tissues. The 

principal purpose o f this thesis is to develop a more accurate measure o f the biological effect of 

radiolabelled antibodies in a mouse xenograft in order to select the optimal radionuclide/antibody 

combination for more effective therapy in man.

A structural model has been developed from mouse data to facilitate more accurate absorbed 

dose calculations by accounting for organ size, shape, and position relative to surrounding 

organs. In addition, the linear-quadratic model, conventionally used in external beam 

radiotherapy, has been adapted for use in RIT to account for the effects o f dose-rate and 

proliferation during treatment. To characterise heterogeneity o f dose deposition and response in 

tumours, images of tumour morphology and radiolabelled antibody distribution were registered. 

The images were obtained through digitisation o f stained histological sections and storage 

phosphor plate technology. All data was collected using a wide range o f antibodies labelled with 

'^ 'la n d ^ Y .

These models show that multivalent, tumour-specific antibodies, with intermediate clearance 

rates, deliver the most effective dose to xenografts. Antibody affinity and avidity facilitate the 

prolonged retention in radiosensitive areas o f tumour where most o f the dose is deposited. In 

addition, a significantly greater activity of ^̂ Î can be injected before causing the equivalent bone 

marrow toxicity. Furthermore, when antibodies are labelled with a significant amount of the 

electron energy escapes the source organ and is absorbed in surrounding tissue. Nevertheless, 

the results clearly show that radionuclide and antibody should be matched in order to deliver 

optimum therapy.
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Cancer

In normal tissues, cell proliferation and cell death are genetically determined and are related 

to the cell function in the tissue o f origin. For example normal cells in the intestine have a 

half life o f a few days and they are replaced at the same rate, whereas there is a very slow loss 

o f brain cells with little or no replacement. In childhood, cell division greatly exceeds cell 

death. This cell division is strictly controlled by regulatory mechanisms within the body.

As cells divide, they copy their DNA which contains the genetic information for the cell. The 

copying is not always exact; occasionally mistakes are made. These may occur as random 

errors in copying or they may be results o f damage the DNA has suffered from radiation or 

other carcinogens. In any event, these alterations may appear as mutations in the DNA of 

subsequent generations. Thus, DNA has a special need for metabolic stability. This stability 

is maintained by a replication process o f very high accuracy and by mechanisms for 

correcting genetic information when DNA suffers damage. Furthermore, there are control 

mechanisms at the end of each phase o f the cell cycle called cell cycle checkpoints (Hartwell 

& Weinert, 1989). These checkpoint controls can send arrest signals that lead to the inhibition 

o f cell cycle progression and can respond to DNA damage by instructing the cell to undergo 

apoptosis. These controls are responsible for maintaining the appropriate number o f cells in a 

given tissue and ensuring metabolic stability. Changes in tissue cell number are dictated by 

the number o f new cells generated by cellular proliferation and the number of cells lost to the 

tissue by apoptosis or by trauma to the cell membrane (necrosis).

A tumour may be formed when there is a loss of cell cycle control. This may result in a 

colony of cells where growth exceeds death. This abnormality is caused when there is no 

appropriate response to the signals that normally cause the cell to stop going through the cell 

cycle or when there is a failure to generate those signals. Cancer is a disease in which the 

symptoms are due to the unrestrained growth o f cells in one o f the body organs or tissues.

There are two types o f tumours that occur in the body: benign and malignant. Benign 

tumours, such as a wart or lipoma, are common and remain localised in their tissue of origin.
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Malignant tumour cells have increased invasiveness and can then invade adjacent tissues and 

spread to distant organs. Spreading o f malignant cells occur via the blood vessels and 

lymphatic channels to distant parts o f the body where métastasés are formed. Once in the 

circulation, cancer cells are not generally recognised as "foreign" and can evade the immune 

system.

Cancer o f the large bowel is the second most common type o f cancer in the western world 

with 60,000 deaths each year and 18,000 in the United Kingdom alone (Boffetta & Parkin, 

1994). The cure rate depends on early diagnosis, successful operation, and appropriate use of 

adjuvant therapy. At present, successful operative resection has the greatest impact on the 

cure o f patients with established disease.

In general, there are four stages defining disease progression (Gordon-Watson, 1930; Dukes, 

1932,1940, 1958):

A Tumour is confined to the bowel wall

B Tumour has breached the bowel wall

C Regional lymph node involvement

D Distant métastasés.

The five year survival rates vary but are approximately 95 per cent, 60-80 per cent and 20-30 

per cent for Dukes’ A, B and C respectively (Steele, 1990).

Apart from surgery there are presently few effective therapy regimes although evidence 

suggests that adjuvant treatment can reduce mortality in Dukes’ C patients. Moderate doses 

of external beam radiation prior to surgery may be o f use in converting an inoperable rectal 

tumour to one that is operable, and thereby offer a chance of curative treatment (Cohen,

1997). However, tumouricidal doses are difficult to give due to the proximity o f 

radiosensitive normal tissues. Another problem with conventional radiotherapy is that only 

known tumours can be treated and undetected métastasés are left untreated.

In systemic treatment, cytotoxic drugs are administered and although 5-fluorouracil (5FU) 

and Leucovorin have produced responses in Dukes’ C and D patients (Moertel et al., 1990) 

many patients do not respond. The overall response rates for 5FU alone is only 5-15% 

(Begent, 1992) while a combination o f 5-FU and Leucovorin produces response rates of 25%
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(Moertel et al., 1990). More recently, a clinical trial using 5FU, leucovorin and oxaliplatin 

showed improved response rates of more than 50% with 28% surviving at five years 

(Giacchetti et al., 1999). Another new chemotherapeutic drug, irinotecan, has significantly 

increased patient survival after one year to 45% compared to 32% for 5FU (Rougier et al.,

1998) and has improved quality of life (Cunningham et ah, 1998). Nevertheless, there is a 

definite need to develop new forms o f systemic treatment in order to improve the response in 

colorectal carcinoma. These treatments might also be applicable to other tumour types.

1.1.2 Cancer targeting

Many agents kill cancer cells but are too toxic to normal tissues for effective treatment of 

cancer (Boshoff et ah, 1995). One o f the major aims o f cancer research is to investigate 

forms o f treatment which kill cancer cells whilst sparing normal tissue. A possible solution is 

to selectively direct a toxic agent to a suitable target in the tumour.

Malignant cells often express proteins that are absent or are expressed to a lesser extent in 

normal tissues. These proteins may be secreted firom cancer cells into the blood stream. 

Serum levels of protein can be used as tumour markers and are often an indicator o f the 

progression of disease in patients. The relative abundance of these proteins in diseased tissue 

can be exploited to allow disease specific localisation.

1.1.3 Antibodies for tumour targeting

The immune system acts as a defence against invasion of foreign and potentially harmful 

molecules. The system can recognise and respond to this invasion. Any substance capable of 

eliciting a response fi*om the immune system is known as an antigen. Antibodies are 

produced in response to invading antigens and bind to the antigen by a number o f weak 

bonds, although strong binding occurs when the antibody and antigen configurations match. 

The configuration recognised on the antigen is called the epitope with several epitopes 

present on large antigens. The typical, naturally occurring antibody response is directed 

against several epitopes on one antigen and is called a polyclonal response.

All antibodies belong to the group o f proteins called immunoglobulins (Ig) which can be
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divided into five subclasses, IgA, IgM, IgG, IgD and IgE. IgG is the most abundant and is 

made up o f two identical 'heavy' polypeptide chains attached to a pair o f identical 'light' 

chains (Fig. 1.1). The light and heavy chains have variable regions, V l and V h, which form 

the antigen recognition site.

In 1890, Behring and Kitasoto (MacNalty et al., 1954), recognised that antibodies could be 

used to discriminate between cancerous and normal tissues. However, widespread use of 

these polyclonals was limited because of problems with large scale production, 

reproducibility and purification. These problems were alleviated by the use o f monoclonal 

antibodies (MoAbs) which can be produced in large quantities with the use o f hybridoma 

technology (Kohler and Milstein, 1975). Each monoclonal antibody is specific in terms of 

interaction with antigen and recognises only one epitope.

Due to their specificity for antigen, antibodies were considered as potential carriers of 

cytotoxic drugs and other killing agents. The selective delivery of these 'magic bullets' could 

potentially destroy the target without any detrimental effect on the host (Ehrlich, 1906). 

Therefore, the ideal target for an antibody would be a tumour specific antigen which was 

highly expressed on tumour cells but was not found on normal cells. However, normal cells 

often express the target antigen but usually to a much lesser extent.

A number o f human tumour associated antigens have been successfully used as targets. 

Human chorionic gonatrophin (hCG) (Bagshawe et al., 1980) was first used in hamsters 

bearing xenografts o f human choriocarcinoma in the cheek pouch. Similar work has been 

done using antibodies to antigens such as carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) (Mach et al, 1974, 

Primus et al., 1973, Goldenberg et al., 1974)) and alphafetoprotein (AFP) (Abelev, 1971). 

CEA is also expressed in large amounts on the luminal surface o f the colon but is inaccessible 

from blood and therefore cannot be targeted systemically.
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Figure 1.1. A schematic representation of Immunoglobulin G (IgG) and antibody fragments. 

IgG consists of two fragment antibody regions (Fab ) and a constant region (Fc) joined 

together with a flexible hinge. F(ab’ ) 2  is formed by enzymatically removing the Fc portion of 

the IgG. Further reduction liberates the Fab fragments. The smallest fragment that contains 

the binding regions Vh and Vj is referred to as Fv. The single chain Fv (scFv) is formed by 

joining the Vh and V] using a short peptide linker. The molecular weight of each antibody 

fragment is shown in kilodaltons (kD).

1.2 Problems with antibodies as targeting agents

Antibody targeted therapy is currently limited in man by three major factors. Either repeated 

therapy cannot be given, a therapeutic dose is not delivered to the target, or the therapeutic 

ratio is not high enough. Much research has gone into ways of overcoming these problems.

1.2.1 Immunogenicity

Conventional monoclonal antibodies are raised in mice and, when these are given to patients, 

the formation of human anti mouse antibodies (HAMA) can lead to hypersensitivity reactions 

and in some cases anaphylactic shock and can prevent repeated therapy. Usually the anti
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mouse response is directed against the Fc portion o f the constant regions (Courtenay-Luck et 

ah, 1986; Lind et ah, 1991). This has prompted work which has led to the production of 

antibodies with low immunogenicity such as humanised antibodies, where murine 

complementarity determining regions are grafted into the human framework (Verhoeyen et 

ah, 1988), or chimaeric antibodies which have a murine variable region and human constant 

region (Morrison, 1985).

An alternative approach is to suppress the formation of HAMA by inhibiting an immune 

response. Cyclosporin A is a powerful inhibitor and has been shown to delay the antibody 

response to repeated injections o f mouse MoAbs in patients (Ledermann et ah, 1988). 

However, subsequent injections may evoke a response to other immunogenic sites on the 

antibody and Cyclosporin A is o f no value once an anti-antibody response has developed.

The conjugation o f poly(ethylene) glycol (PEG) to proteins has been shown to modify 

circulating half life and immunogenicity (Nucci et al, 1991; Pedley et ah, 1994; Marshall et 

ah, 1996). It is thought that a shell o f PEG molecules around the protein hinders the reaction 

with the immune system. Pegylation also increases the molecular radius above the threshold 

for glomerular filtration which reduces renal uptake (Delgado et ah, 1996).

1.2.2 Improving the therapeutic ratio

Systemic toxicity can, in theory, be reduced and antitumour effect enhanced by local 

administration o f the immunoconjugate. This has been shown to improve tumour localisation 

for certain tumour types, such as ovarian (Epenetos et ah, 1987; Hird et ah, 1993) and bladder 

(Hughes et ah, 1997). However, success depends on the retention o f the conjugate in the 

cavity targeted or area perfused. Additionally, this system has limitations in the treatment of 

métastasés beyond the targeted cavity.

A reduction in the time o f circulating antibody would also reduce the toxicity to the bone 

marrow and normal tissues. By administering a second antibody, directed against the first, a 

larger complex is formed with rapid clearance through the spleen and liver (Begent et ah,

1987). However, this clearance increases toxicity to these organs and may be dose limiting. 

Avidin-biotin systems have also been used (Marshall et ah, 1994). Galactosylation o f the
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clearing agent streptavidin increases the rate of clearance through the liver, mediated by 

galactose receptors, and consequently reducing splenic toxicity (Marshall et al., 1995).

Another factor that may influence tumour localisation is the binding of the antibody to 

circulating antigen which has been shed into the blood stream. This immune complex is 

rapidly cleared via the liver, which reduces the amount o f free antibody available for tumour 

uptake (Pedley et al., 1989).

The smaller antibody fragments, such as ScFv or Fab (Fig 1.1), penetrate into the tumour 

more efficiently and clear more rapidly from the circulation than the intact antibody 

(Goldenberg et al., 1990). These fragments have shown improved tumour imaging compared 

with IgG (Begent et al, 1996 ;Buchegger et al., 1990; Fjeld et al., 1991; Andrew et al., 1986). 

However, the cumulative uptake in the tumour over time is lower for the fragments due to 

rapid clearance which reduces their therapeutic potential.

1.2.3 Improving tumour localisation

Enhancing the expression o f target antigens in the tumour, such as CEA, with biological 

response modifiers such as interferon can lead to better tumour localisation (Borden, 1988). 

However, this ultimately leads to higher levels of circulating antigen, which retains antibodies 

in the circulation, and subsequently increases myelosuppression.

An alternative approach is to manipulate the tumour vasculature to either improve the tumour 

blood flow and transport across the vascular wall, which makes the tumour more accessible to 

the circulating antibody, or to inhibit tumour blood flow. Several studies have demonstrated 

increased tumour uptake o f radiolabelled Moab's into human tumour xenografts using TNFa 

to increase vascular permeability (Rowlinson-Bursa et al., 1995; Smyth et al., 1988). 

Alternatively, antivascular drugs such as flavone acetic acid (FAA) and the more potent 

analogue dimethylxanthenone-4-acetic acid (DMXAA) have been used to enhance the 

therapeutic effect o f RIT in mouse xenograft models (Pedley et al., 1994, 1996). These drugs, 

given after optimal antibody localisation, selectively inhibit tumour blood flow leading to 

haemorrhagic necrosis and trap the antibody in the tumour.

Even though binding to tumour associated antigens may be efficient, there is still substantial
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loss o f antibody. One way to improve the retention in the tumour is to modify the strength of 

the interaction o f an antibody with its antigen. This interaction is known as its affinity and is 

a reversible kinetic reaction which comprises of association 'on-rate' and dissociation 'off- 

rate*. It has been proposed that high affinity monoclonal antibodies, which bind strongly to 

tumour antigens, could improve tumour targeting and therapy (Hawkins, 1992; Chester,

1994). Indeed, a comparative study of radiolabelled antibodies in ovarian cancer xenografts 

showed better growth inhibition for higher affinity antibodies (Kievit et al., 1996).

Related to the affinity is the avidity which may also influence the total antibody concentration 

in the tumour. Natural IgG molecules are bivalent and one or both Fab' arms can bind to 

antigen. The binding is stronger if both arms bind and this is referred to as the avidity effect 

(Badger et al., 1987). This effect can be exploited by adding one or more binding arms to the 

antibody which increases the chance o f an interaction with the epitope, facilitating prolonged 

retention in the tumour.

1.3 Antibodies for cancer therapy

One way in which antibodies have been exploited as therapeutic agents for cancer therapy is 

by stimulating the natural effector mechanisms or the immune response in patients. Many 

clinical trials have been performed using monoclonal antibodies, raised against various 

tumour antigens, such as 17-1A (Riethmuller et al., 1994), CD3 (Waldmann, 1991) and 

HER2 (Keler et al., 1995) with varying degrees o f success. Additionally, antibodies 

generated against human B-cell lymphomas have shown encouraging anti-tumour effects in 

clinical trials (Meeker et al., 1985). However, the use of antibodies alone, as therapeutic 

agents, is limited due to antigenic heterogeneity and the inability to target all tumour cells.

A more potent strategy involves the use of antibodies to deliver toxic agents to the tumour 

site while sparing critical normal tissue. Many anti-cancer drugs including adriamycin 

(Oldham et al., 1988), methotrexate (Kanellos et al., 1985), melphalan (Tjandra et al., 1989) 

and daunomycin (Amon and Sela, 1982) have been successfully conjugated to monoclonal 

antibodies for selective tumour delivery. Clinical success has been limited (Takahashi et al.,

1988) due to low level o f drug at the tumour site, which is limited by the amount o f drug that 

can be carried by an antibody, or loss in drug potency and antibody binding after conjugation.
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An alternative strategy utilises immunotoxins which consist o f antibodies conjugated to 

protein toxins usually o f plant or bacterial origin. Toxins are highly active molecules that 

enzymatically inactivate protein synthesis leading to cell death. The majority o f the clinical 

trials have incorporated ricin A chain as the toxin (Calvette et al., 1993; Thorpe et al., 1987; 

Blakely et al., 1992). Other commonly used toxins include saporin, diptheria and 

pseudomonas exotoxin A (Sung et al., 1993; Pai et al., 1993). Many of the clinical trials have 

been limited by the dose that may be safely administered. The toxic side effect o f vascular 

leak syndrome is the major problem which appears to be determined by the duration that 

immunotoxins remain above a certain threshold concentration in the blood (Amlot et al., 

1994). In addition, these toxins must be internalised by all tumour cells, many o f which do 

not express the target antigen.

Antibody directed enzyme prodrug therapy (ADEPT) has been developed as an alternative 

strategy to overcome drug resistance and limited tumour selectivity (Bagshawe, 1987). An 

enzyme, conjugated to an anti-tumour antibody, is directed to the tumour. After clearance of 

the conjugate from the circulation and normal tissues, a non-toxic prodrug is administered. 

This is converted to an active cytotoxic drug by the enzyme localised at the tumour site. One 

enzyme molecule can activate many drug molecules that can then diffuse through the tumour. 

Consequently, the use of ADEPT may overcome the problems presented by low tumour 

uptake and heterogeneous distribution in tumour. Indeed, trials in patients with colorectal 

cancer have shown encouraging partial responses (Bagshawe, 1994 & 1995). However, both 

antibody and enzyme tend to be immunogenic. In addition, the enzyme has a limited active 

life and yet the conjugate must clear sufficiently before the administration of the prodrug. 

Therefore, the enzyme has lost some o f its activity at the time o f administration.

Antibody targeting o f radioactivity has been clinically exploited for both the detection and 

therapy o f cancer deposits. Radioimmunodetection (RAID) utilises radiolabelled antibodies 

to detect cancer deposits. These deposits can be detected either by planar imaging or single 

photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) using a gamma camera, or by a hand held 

gamma detecting probe during radioimmunoguided surgery (RIGS).

RAID of cancer in patients was first reported by Goldenberg et al., in 1978, using polyclonal 

anti-CEA antibodies labelled with ^̂ Î. Subsequently, radiolabelled antibodies to HCG
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(Begent et a l, 1980) and AFP (Kim et a l, 1980) were used to detect small tumour deposits in 

patients. The first clinical study using monoclonal antibodies against CEA was performed in 

1981 (Mach et al., 1981). Since then, other tumour types have been successfully detected 

using RAID: ovarian (Symonds et al., 1985); melanoma (Bomanji et al., 1988); germ cell 

(Begent et al., 1994); and breast (Thompson et al., 1984).

One major limiting factor in these studies was the low contrast between the tumour and 

background radioactivity. The use o f a dual isotope correction involving ^^T c as a free 

isotope or attached to human serum albumin was frequently used to subtract blood pool 

activity (Deland et al., 1980; Jones et al., 1982; Halsall et al., 1981). Other methods to 

improve the quality of the images used image processing techniques to correct for photon 

attenuation (Faber, 1984; Fleming, 1989, 1990) and scatter (Axelsson, 1984; Floyd, 1985).

RIGS has proved useful in defining the extent o f tumour, detecting positive lymph nodes and 

preventing local recurrence (Blair, 1990; Dawson, 1991) in patients with colorectal cancer. 

Additional information on the factors that influence the localisation o f antibodies has also 

been collected from patients on RIGS trials (Boxer et al, 1992). However, RIGS is limited by 

the resolution o f the gamma probe, which is unable to detect small tumour masses, and can 

only be used in areas with known disease.

Radioimmunotherapy (RIT) uses antibodies to direct a therapeutic dose o f radiation to cancer 

deposits. Initial clinical trials have produced encouraging results, but there are clearly 

difficulties. Amongst these are the poor therapeutic ratio o f antibody in tumour versus 

sensitive normal tissues (Sitzmann, 1987; Lenhard, 1985; Order, 1980) and immunological 

reaction of the patient against the administered antibody (Shawler, 1985; Klein, 1986).

This thesis is primarily concerned with the optimisation of RIT by determining the most 

effective antibody/radionuclide combination in terms o f delivering a tumouricidal dose of 

radiation to the tumour whilst minimising normal cell toxicity. This requires a better 

understanding o f the mechanisms of relevant interactions between radiation and biological 

tissues.
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1.4 Interaction of radiation with matter

Radiation is among the most thoroughly investigated factors associated with both the cause 

and treatment o f disease. Although much still remains to be learned about the interaction 

between ionising radiation and living matter, more is known about the mechanism of 

radiation damage on the molecular, cellular, and organ system levels than is known for most 

other cytotoxic agents.

When a beam of ionising radiation passes into an absorbing medium such as body tissue, 

some o f the energy carried by the beam is transferred to the medium where it may produce 

biological damage. The severity and permanence of these changes are directly related to the 

local rate of energy deposition along the path of the beam, known as the linear energy transfer 

(LET). The energy deposited per unit mass o f the medium is known as the absorbed dose and 

is a very useful measure for the prediction o f biological effects. The events that result in this 

absorbed dose and subsequent biological damage are complex and depend on the energy and 

charge o f the incident radiation.

1.4.1 Heavy Charged particles

Heavy charged particles, such as the alpha particle, interact with matter primarily through 

coulomb forces between their positive charge and the negative charge o f the orbital electrons 

within the absorber atoms. The magnitude o f this interaction may be sufficient to either raise 

the electron to a higher lying shell within the absorber atom (excitation) or to remove the 

electron completely from the atom (ionisation). Because o f its high electrical charge and 

relatively low velocity due to its great mass, the alpha particle has high LET and small range 

(a few cell diameters).

1.4.2 Electrons

When compared with heavy charged particles, an electron can be deflected by large amounts 

because its mass is equal to that o f the orbiting electrons with which it is interacting, and a 

much larger fraction o f its energy can be lost in a single encounter. An expression derived by 

Bethe (Knoll, 1989) describes the specific electron energy loss due to collision, causing
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ionisation and excitation:

dE  ̂_  27t e NZ { ̂  rnov̂  E
dx )  mo 21^(1-P ' )  (1.1)

- (\n 2)(2y[T -̂ i  + /3 )̂ + (i-fi^) + i ( i .  ,J 7 7 ^  / j
where v is the velocity of the primary electron, N and Z are the number density and atomic 

number o f the absorber atoms, mo is the electron rest mass, e is the electronic charge and 

p=v/c where c is the speed of light. The parameter I represents the average excitation and 

ionisation potential o f the absorber. In addition, electron-nuclear interactions, which can alter 

the electron direction, sometimes occur. As well as coulomb interactions, electrons can also 

lose energy by radiative processes. These radiative losses take the form of Bremsstrahlung or 

electromagnetic radiation since, in accordance with classical theory, any charge must radiate 

energy when accelerated, and the deflections o f the electron in its interactions with the 

absorbing medium correspond to such acceleration. The energy loss through this radiative 

process is

dx
_ N E Z (Z  + l ) e ^In

2E 4
moc

( 1.2)

The factors of E and Z? in the numerator show that radiative losses are most important for 

high electron energies and for absorber materials o f large atomic number.

The LET is proportional to the sum o f collisional and radiative losses. For electrons with 

typical energies o f a few MeV, radiative losses are a small fraction o f the collisional losses 

and are significant only in absorbers o f high atomic number.
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Figure 1.2. Compton scattering: an elastic collision between a photon and an electron.
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Figure 1.3. Representation o f a KLM Auger electron from a hole in the K shell.
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1.4.3 Gamma rays

Although a large number o f possible interaction mechanisms are known for gamma rays in 

matter, only two major types play an important role in energy deposition for photon energies 

up to a few MeV: photoelectric absorption and Compton scattering. These processes lead to 

the partial or complete transfer o f the gamma ray energy to electron energy with each process 

predominating in particular photon energy ranges (Knoll, 1989).

1.4.4 Photoelectric absorption

The photoelectric effect, in which the photon disappears, is an interaction between a photon 

and a tightly bound electron whose binding energy is less than or equal to the photon energy. 

The electron is liberated with energy given by

E = hf-(p (1.3)

where h is Planck's constant, f  is the frequency of the incident photon and (p is the binding 

energy o f the electron. The photoelectron dissipates all its energy in the absorbing medium 

mainly by excitation and ionisation. Once the photoelectron has lost its energy, it is captured 

and the binding energy (p is transferred to the absorber by means of low energy photons.

1.4.5 Compton scattering

Compton scattering (Fig. 1.2) is an elastic collision between a photon and an electron whose 

binding energy is much less than the energy of the photon. The Compton electron dissipates 

its energy in the same manner as a beta particle.

1.4.6 Auger process

After excitation or ionisation of an electron, a vacancy is left in the normally complete 

electron shell o f the atom (Fig. 1.3). This vacancy is often filled by electrons from outer 

shells. This transition is accompanied by the emission of a characteristic X-ray photon. This 

photon may impinge on an electron on the outer shell o f the atom, causing it to be ejected. 

This electron is called an Auger electron and has energy equal to the difference o f the photon 

energy and binding energy of the shell (Cunningham, 1983). The filling o f the vacancy can
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produce a cascade o f electrons with the emission o f numerous Auger electrons. Auger 

electrons have an energy of typically a few keV and are stopped very quickly.

1.4.7 Absorbed dose

Radiation dosimetry is the study of the physical properties o f radiation energy deposition in 

tissue. The dose delivered to a volume o f tissue is obtained by the summation of the total 

energy deposited by multiple radiation tracks over the volume divided by the mass o f that 

volume. The basic unit o f radiation dose is called the gray and is defined as:

One gray is an absorbed radiation dose o f one joule per kilogram.

1 Gy = 1 J/Kg.

1.4.8 Interaction with biological materials

Since mammalian cells may be considered dilute aqueous solutions, there are two possible 

mechanisms o f interaction with biologically important molecules- the direct effect on the 

important target molecule, and the indirect effect produced by intermediary radiation 

products. For most events, the important target molecule is thought to be the DNA (Painter, 

1980), and when considering the maintenance of reproductive integrity, it is useful to assume 

that DNA is the target. Direct action by ionizing radiation can cause a change in the 

molecular structure o f the biologically important molecule. Point mutations, in which there is 

a change in a single gene locus, are an example o f such an effect. The dissociation o f an atom 

on a DNA molecule can prevent the information originally contained in the gene from being 

transmitted to the next generation. This direct action is most common for high LET radiation. 

Alternatively, indirect effects are caused by the direct action o f radiation on water. This 

produces highly reactive free radicals that are chemically toxic and which may exert their 

toxicity on other molecules. These free radicals can diffuse to points remote from the point of 

origin.

1.4.9 Cell Survival

Radiation effects, whether direct or indirect, are random which is an important principle in 

the general nature o f cell killing. The biological effects of radiation therapy are those
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concerned with reproductive integrity. If the proliferative requirements are low, the cell is 

resistant to radiation whereas if  they are high, it is considered radiosensitive. Generally, cell 

sensitivity is proportional to their ability to divide and inversely proportional to their degree 

of differentiation.

Cell sensitivity was first measured, in terms of survival, by Puck and Marcus (Puck et al., 

1957) using HeLa human cancer cells cultured on petri dishes. After irradiation, survival was 

determined by the ability to form visible colonies. A typical survival curve, o f the fraction of 

cells surviving radiation against the dose given, is shown in figure 1.4.

t9
o
U 1

Figure 1.4. A multi-target single 

hit survival curve illustrating the 

relationship o f surviving cell 

fraction to dose delivered.

Dose

The main features of the curve, which is typical for low LET radiation are:

1 The characteristic shoulder of the curve which indicates sub-lethal and possibly 

repairable damage.

2 The straight part of the curve from which the slope. Do, may be calculated. This slope 

is the mean lethal dose for the cell population and is the dose to reduce the surviving 

fraction to 37%. At small doses the slope is zero so that the first increment of dose 

produces no cell killing.

3 The extrapolation number N which represents N targets within the cell, each of which 

must be inactivated to cause cell death. In this case, surviving cell fraction at dose D 

is given by
S  = (1.4a)

4 The quasi-threshold dose Dq which can be thought o f as "wasted" sub-lethal damage 

after a larger dose has been qiven.
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Tunour cell sensitivities differ from normal cells and from each other. For radiotherapy 

puiooses, it is useful to know the sensitivity at typical doses o f 2 Gy which are more 

important than Do values. Table 1.1 gives some typical data, based on equation 1.4a, 

demonstrating a more than threefold variation at the 2 Gy level.

Tum our Do (Gy) N survival a t 2 Gy

melanoma 1 10 0.77

colon 1 4 0.45

rectum 0.7 13 0.53

cervix 1.3 3.6 0.58

Burkitt 1.25 1.1 0.22

Table 1.1. Variation in radiosensitivity of tumour cells. Data in table are taken from Deacon 

ei al (1984), Radiotherapy and Oncology, 2, 317-323.

1.4.10 Importance of O2 in biological response

Cells irradiated in the presence of air are about three times as sensitive as cells irradiated 

urder conditions o f severe hypoxia. This is important because tumours may contain a 

significant fraction o f clonogenic cells which exist at oxygen tensions low enough to provide 

full hypoxic radioprotection. In tumours the blood vessels are often poorly formed leading to 

regions that have an inadequate supply o f oxygen. The oxygen tension declines with distance 

from capillaries, partly because o f the metabolism of the intervening cells that use up oxygen 

anl partly due to diffusion. Taking these into account, oxygen tension should fall to zero at a 

distance o f about 150 pim from the capillary (Thomlinson et al., 1955; Tannock et al., 1968; 

Hdmlinger et al., 1997). Consequently, tumour cells can be thought o f as being in one of 

tbee distinct environments: well-oxygenated cells near the capillaries, necrotic cells at zero 

oxygen tension at distances greater than approximately 150 pim from the capillaries, with a 

lajer o f chronically hypoxic cells between them. These hypoxic cells form a large obstacle 

foi successful therapy since they are viable but are also resistant to radiation and 

chîmotherapy. Additionally, such cells may also occur because the blood flow in some
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tumours may be intermittent, so that for periods o f a few minutes or more regions of tumour 

may be acutely hypoxic.

1.4.11 Relative biological effectiveness

Relative biological effectiveness (RBE) is defined as the dose required to produce a 

biological effect divided by the dose o f standard radiation required to produce the same 

effect. The standard radiation is usually taken to be 250 kVp X-rays and a dose rate of 10 

cGy per minute. High LET radiation differs fi*om low LET radiation in affecting the shoulder 

and slope of survival curves. A general explanation is that the ionisation is so dense that 

when a cell is hit, the damage cannot be repaired. It is also true that the oxygen effect 

decreases as the LET increases.

1.4.12 Dose rate and fractionation

When radiation treatment is firactionated it is found that a much greater total dose is required 

to achieve a given level o f biological damage than when a single dose is used. This indicates 

that repair firom radiation damage occurs between fractions. The fact that survival curves 

have a shoulder (particularly for low LET radiation) suggests that some radiation damage 

must be accumulated in the cells before they are killed at an exponential rate. Normal cells 

tend to recover better than tumour cells and, therefore, fi-actionation results in greater damage 

to tumour compared to normal tissues.

Another factor o f key importance in the delivery of radiotherapy is the rate at which active 

tumour cells are able to grow during the time taken to complete the course o f treatment 

(Fowler et al., 1990). The potential doubling time of tumour clonogens is frequently short, of 

the order of five days or less (Trott et al., 1985), and the amount of concurrent tumour growth 

may therefore be significant in an extended treatment. In RIT, where the dose rate varies with 

time, the existence o f tumour repopulation is significant for two reasons. Firstly, when the 

initial dose rate is high, a fraction o f the delivered dose is used up in compensating for any 

ongoing growth. Secondly, there may also come a point when the instantaneous dose rate 

falls to such an extent that cells are sterilised at a lower rate than they are proliferating. 

Consequently, any dose, no matter how large, does not lead to effective therapy (Dale, 1996).
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This dependency on dose rate has implications on the choice o f suitable radionuclides, 

particularly in terms o f their physical half life.

1.4.13 Biologically Effective Dose (BED)

An alternative to the multi-target model is the linear quadratic model (Barendsen, 1982;

Dale, 1985 & 96; Fowler, 1990) which is based on the assumption that cell death may be

caused by a single lethal radiation event in the critical target or by the interaction o f two

separate sublethal events. In this case, the surviving fraction o f cells is given by

(1.4)

where E  == oD + fiD^ = D(a + jiD) (1.5)

The parameters a  and p describe the respective probability o f causing cell death by a single 

interaction, giving a dependence on dose, and two separate sub-lethal interactions, giving a 

dependence on dose squared. The inherent radiosensitivity, a , gives the initial slope of the 

curve while the p term describes the curvature at larger doses.

BED is a mathematically defined biological dose parameter, introduced by Barendsen (1982), 

that allows the simple calculation of log cell survival following radiotherapy. It is related to 

relative effectiveness (RE) which is the ratio o f log cell kill at the specified dose rate to that 

at an infinitely low dose rate. RE is the factor by which the total dose is multiplied to obtain 

a figure proportional to the biological effect or to log cell kill. BED is therefore defined as

B E D= D .R E  (1.6)

where

J5ZTD (1.7)

Dose rate is introduced into the RE term by means of a factor g which depends upon duration 

T in relation to the rate of repair p = Ln(2)/T^ which is the proportion repaired per hour 

(Dale, 1985; Thames, 1985) and T^ is the repair half-time in hours.

a
1 + ( 1.8)

where
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When the duration o f the dose D becomes significantly long compared with the half-time of 

repair, RE becomes less effective. Indeed, it can be shown that as T->oo for an exponentially 

decaying source (Dale, 1994),

( R E ) ,  = I + ̂ [ ^
y a )ln2

T p T ,
(1.10)Tp + T ,

where Ro is the initial dose rate and Tp is the physical half-life.

This equation is valid when the dose-rate to the target decreases monoexponentially from the 

initial Rq. However, this is not the case in RIT where the dose-rate to the tumour rises from 

an initial value o f zero to a maximum as the radioactivity is taken up by the tumour and 

subsequently decreases back to zero dose-rate when the activity clears (Fig. 1.5). In this case 

the functional form of the dose-rate may be expressed as

R (t) =  R o (  e (1,11)

The effective clearance half-life Te is given by

-  = 7 ^ 7 »

and the effective uptake half-life Teu

_  _  T p T u

“ (T, + Tu)
(1.13)

P

where Tu and Ty are the biological uptake half-time and clearance half-life respectively. The 

quantity Ro is the extrapolated initial dose rate and is calculated by integrating equation 1.11 

so that

D  = ^ ( T e - T e u )  (1.14)
m 2

Furthermore, it can be shown that RE for the functional form for dose-rate (Howell, 94) is 

given by
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These equations can be used to assess the effectiveness o f RIT. However, they do not take 

into account the ongoing proliferation of cells during the course o f the treatment. 

Repopulation may be a significant factor if  treatment times are long. When present, the 

biological effect produced by the delivered dose is lessened by any tumour regrowth that 

occurs during irradiation. By including the repopulation factor (RF) then equation 1.7 

becomes

BED = (TD.RE) - RF (1.16)

Assuming that repopulation occurs at a constant rate, then the generally accepted form for RF 

(Travis, 87) is

_Ln{2)TRF (1.17)
ccTpot

where T is the duration o f the treatment and Tpot is the potential doubling time o f the cell 

population. This equation gives the total amount o f radiation that is used up in combating 

tumour repopulation. Furthermore, the critical dose rate (Rent) that counteracts the 

proliferation is given by

R
_ Ln{2)

crit
a T

(1.18)
pot

For RIT, Rent has important implications since the dose rate to tumour varies with time. This 

dose-rate initially rises from zero, and may reach Rent in a time Tmit, until maximum dose-rate
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before falling (Fig. 1.5). There comes a time (Teff) when the dose-rate falls to Rent, at which 

point the treatment is effectively ended. Consequently, the biologically effective physical 

dose that reduces cell surviving fraction in RIT is given by (Dale, 1996)

Teff Lf f

True Dose = [  Ro ] [e"'"''̂ ‘- e"'"'̂ “]dt ]  RE -  jR,^,dt

1.4.14 Considerations in tumour radiotherapy

It follows that the likelihood of tumour eradication depends on three factors:

1 The radiation dose absorbed in the tumour and whether sufficient dose is delivered at 

a dose rate higher than Rent-

2 The number o f viable and hypoxic tumour cells present. These all have to be 

sterilised to cure the tumour.

3 The response o f the tumour cells to radiation (e.g., radiosensitivity, repair capacity and 

proliferation rate).

1.4.15 Choice of radionuclides

The aim of RIT is to deliver a lethal radiation dose to the tumour while sparing normal 

tissues. This dose must be delivered at a rate that can overcome repair and proliferation. In 

addition, the probability of delivering a sterilising dose to each cell in the tumour depends on 

tumour size , the radionuclide in use and its intratumour distribution (O'Donoghue et al.,

1995). These can be addressed by selecting a radionuclide with a suitable half-life and 

emission range.
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F igure 1.5. Variation in dose rate in tumours during RIT with A5B7-Fab labelled with 

This also shows the critical dose rate (Rent) and the initial and effective treatment times, t,mt 

and tetr, respectively.

1.4.16 Energy and range

The energy and range o f the emissions from a radionuclide must be selected to suit the 

tumour Energy determines the dose to tumour and normal tissues and given the limits o f 

radiation tolerance to critical nonnal tissues, this ultimately restricts the activity that can be 

injected. In addition, any radionuclide used should have a long enough range to deliver a 

sterilising dose to cells in a region where the antibody localisation is poor.

Alpha emitters deliver a large dose over a range o f a few cell diameters. They are highly 

toxic in areas o f the tumour that are close to emission since they produce more double DNA 

strand breaks which are generally not repairable (Kampf, 1988). Additionally, the cytotoxic 

effectiveness is much less dependent on dose-rate and oxygen tension (Vaidyanathan, 1996). 

However, RIT with alpha emitters is limited because some areas may receive a very low dose 

and the minimum dose must be sterilising. Therefore, only certain tumour types where all 

cells are accessible are amenable. Micrometastatic disease as well as tumours characterised 

by free floating cells in the circulation, such as lymphomas, might be treated with alpha
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emitters. Another type o f application is the treatment o f cancers that spread as thin sheets on 

the surface o f body cavities, such as neoplastic meningitis and ovarian cancer. To date, alpha 

emitters such as  ̂At, ^^^Bi and ^^^Pb have been proposed as potential radionuclides for RIT 

(Wawrzynczak and Thorpe, 1991)).

The most common radionuclides in clinical RIT are beta emitters such as ^̂ Î (Order, 1980; 

Lane, 1994) and (Stewart, 1988; Order, 1986). The range o f beta particles emitted from 

^̂ ’l is a few tens o f cell diameters which may not be long enough if the distribution is 

heterogeneous. However, it is easy to label the antibody and the gamma emission allows 

gamma camera imaging. Improvements in the conjugation o f metal isotopes to antibodies 

(Moi et al., 1990; Cox et al., 1989) allow the use of longer range beta emitters such as 

^^^Re and These isotopes m aybe suitable for larger tumours, but are consequently more 

toxic to normal tissues.

Isotopes emitting Auger electrons such as ^̂ Î, ^̂ Î and ^^Br are extremely toxic if 

incorporated into the DNA (Rassis et al., 1987). Auger electrons have a range from 

nanometers to micrometers ( «  1 cell diameter) (Sastry, 1988; Howell, 1991) and so the 

biological damage caused is dependent on the location of the decay site within the cell 

(Humm, 1994). Therefore, the potential use o f Auger emitters in RIT is limited to agents that 

selectively target DNA (Feinendegen, 1975; Kassis, 1987). In addition, the Auger process 

can also occur when atoms are excited or ionised by other types o f radiation. This can also be 

extremely toxic to DNA if  the Auger cascade occurs nearby.

1.4.17 Half life

The half life o f a radionuclide must be selected to suit the pharmacokinetics o f the antibody.

It should be long enough to allow sufficient uptake of the radiolabelled antibody in the 

tumour and an adequate period of dose delivery at a dose rate that overcomes repair and 

proliferation. In practice, high activity is more attainable with radionuclides o f relatively 

short half-life. In addition, rate o f proliferation and repair vary between tumour types 

(Fowler, 1990) and tumours with high proliferation rates and repair capacity requiring a 

higher dose rate.
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1.5 Murine model for preclinical testing

Athymic nude mice have been extensively used to study the parameters that affect antibody 

biodistribution, localisation and pharmacokinetics (Pedley, 1987; Buchsbaum, 1988; 

Jakowatz, 1985; Philben, 1986; Beatty, 1989; Williams, 1988; Wong, 1989). Nude mice are 

also useful for evaluating the effectiveness o f radiolabelled antibody on tumour growth 

(Pedley, 1993; Buchsbaum, 1990; Hyams, 1987; Buras, 1990; Kuhn, 1991), as well as the 

uptake, retention, and effects of radiolabelled antibody in normal tissues such as bone marrow 

(Badger, 1991; Morton, 1990). The results from these studies are extremely helpful for 

designing future human clinical trials.

1.5.1 Animal dosimetry

Radiation dose estimates from animal tumour models give vital information on the 

therapeutic dose required in man. However, the limitations o f these estimates must be 

considered. Dosimetry methods are well established by the Medical Internal Radiation Dose 

(MIRD) Committee for absorbed doses to internal organs in man from administered 

radiopharmaceuticals (Loevinger, 1988; NCRP, 1985; ICRP, 1979). The MIRD schema 

provides absorbed fractions for penetrating gamma radiations from the source organ to the 

target organ. However, a simplifying assumption often made in these calculations is that non 

penetrating beta radiation originating in the source organ is wholly absorbed in the source 

organ. In fact, the size o f mouse organs are so small compared with the range o f high energy 

beta particles that a significant amount o f radiation energy is deposited in adjacent organs. 

Therefore a dosimetry model established for humans is not adequate for determining the 

absorbed dose from beta particles to mouse organs. Furthermore, absorbed dose alone is not 

a good measure of therapeutic efficacy as it ignores the effect of dose-rate, radiosensitivity 

and proliferation.

If animal dosimetry models are to be used to evaluate the effectiveness o f radiolabelled 

antibody on tumour growth, it is important to accurately characterise the absorbed dose. The 

organ size, geometry and physical relationships o f an organ with the surrounding organs 

should be accounted for when calculating absorbed dose. This can then be used in a model 

that relates absorbed dose and its pattern of delivery to biological effect.
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1.5.2 Tumour dosimetry

Factors such as the antigen expression and accessibility, interstitial pressure, and the extent 

and permeability o f the tumour vasculature determine the intratumour distribution of 

radiolabelled antibodies (Boxer, 1992; Cobb, 1989) and are in part responsible for the 

heterogeneity o f radiolabelled antibody distribution observed in tumour models. The actual 

dose received by tumour cells can be very different to that estimated by dose calculations 

which assume the radionuclide is distributed uniformly (Humm, 1990; Jungermarm, 1984; 

Yorke, 1993). Additionally, the heterogeneous vasculature causes areas o f hypoxia which 

have a variable radiosensitivity. Again, to understand the effect o f radiolabelled antibody on 

tumour growth an accurate tumour dosimetry model needs to be created to deal with the 

heterogeneity problem.

1.5.3 Quantitation of radiolabelled antibody distribution.

Conventionally, the radiolabelled antibody distribution within each organ has been assumed 

to be uniform or was evaluated in a qualitative way. Techniques of autoradiography have 

been used to give some indication o f the pattern o f heterogeneity o f radiolabelled antibodies 

in tumour sections (Humm et al., 1990 & 1993). Sections o f tissue are placed in contact with 

film to develop a map o f the distribution o f radiolabelled proteins. Whilst radioactivity can be 

quantified by densitometry, accurate measurements are not possible due to insensitivity and 

non-linear dynamic range. Autoradiography at the microscopic level has been used for many 

years to elucidate the distribution o f radioactive sources in histological sections (Pedley et al., 

1990). A tissue section is covered with a radiosensitive nuclear emulsion where a latent 

image is formed and after development, grains correspond to the pattern o f activity in the 

sample. This technique has excellent resolution but also suffers from two serious limitations: 

lack of sensitivity and limited, nonlinear dynamic range (about 2 orders o f magnitude). 

Consequently, accurate quantitation using this method has been limited to manual grain 

counting and cannot be used for calculating heterogeneous dose deposition within an organ. 

Therefore, a quantitative assessment o f the activity distribution in each organ is required.
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1.5.4 Phosphor Image technology.

Photostimulatable storage phosphor imaging plates are an alternative to film for recording 

autoradiographic images (Johnston, 1990). Phosphor plate imaging (radioluminography) has 

a linear dynamic range covering five orders o f magnitude and a sensitivity 10 to 250 times 

that o f film depending on the radionuclide used. Spatial resolution of the phosphor has a 

limit o f 88 pm compared 'with 0.1-1 pm of film. The resolution of the phosphor plate is 

sufficient for the study of beta emitting radionuclides, such as and used in RIT, which 

have 90-th percentile distances o f approximately 0.08 cm and 0.51 cm respectively in sofi 

tissue.

1.6 Alms of thesis

Primarily, the objective is to elucidate, via modelling work, the most likely 

radionuclide/antibody combination for effective RIT. This involves the creation o f a more 

accurate murine dosimetry model, for beta emitting radionuclides, that accounts for the dose, 

dose rate and cell proliferation and size, shape and geometry o f organs. Additionally, the 

model is to account for the absorbed dose heterogeneity of radiolabelled antibodies in tissues. 

Data is collected using radioluminography to produce digital images o f radiolabelled 

antibodies in sections o f tumour and normal tissues. The radioluminographs are used to 

quantify the spatial distribution o f the antibodies within tissues. This analysis supplements 

data, at a macroscopic level, fi*om biodistribution studies and allows more accurate evaluation 

of the effectiveness o f a range o f antibody/radionuclide combinations for use in RIT.

1.6.1 Choice of antibodies for RIT

This thesis is concerned with assessing the potential clinical use o f anti-CEA antibodies as 

carriers o f therapeutic doses o f radiation. Factors such as the molecular weight, affinity, 

avidity and specificity o f an antibody affect its biodistribution, pharmacokinetics and tumour 

localisation (Casey, 1996; Pedley, 1996; King, 1994). Throughout this thesis, a range of 

antibodies is compared in terms o f their potential clinical use for RIT.

The monoclonal antibody A5B7 IgG and its fi-agments have been well documented and
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studies have shown efficient localisation, favourable biodistribution and some clinical 

responses (Lane et ah, 1994). However, there is little known about the dose heterogeneity in 

tumour and critical organs.

Recently, genetic engineering of antibodies has facilitated the production o f a number of 

novel antibody molecules such as multivalent antibodies. These are produced by linking Fab' 

fragments with a thioether bond (Fig. 1.6). These cross-linkers allow the formation of higher 

valency fragments, consisting o f two or more binding arms, which have increased avidity and 

altered pharmacokinetics. This facilitates the production o f cross-linked divalent Fab' 

fragments (DFM) and trivalent Fab' fragments (TFM). In biodistribution experiments (Casey, 

1996), DFM and F(ab ' ) 2  performed similarly while TFM cleared faster than IgG, producing 

better tumour to blood ratios.

MFE-23 (Chester, 1994) is a high affinity scFv antibody that has shown tumour targeting 

advantages (Begent, 1996). Single chain antibodies have less than one fifth of the molecular 

weight of an IgG and are monovalent. Consequently, scFv's penetrate tumour masses more 

rapidly and therefore have the potential for treating the whole tumour (Yokota, 1992). For 

these smaller molecules with altered pharmacokinetics, the heterogeneous dose distribution in 

tumour and other organs needs to be addressed.

A major limitation in the use o f antibody firagments is the increased renal uptake. It has been 

proposed that glomerular filtration is governed by antibody size and charge selectivity 

(Sumpio and Maack, 1982). It has recently been demonstrated that attachment o f PEG to a 

chimaeric version o f A5B7 Fab led to reduced kidney to blood ratios in vivo (Delgado et al.,

1996). Therefore, a PEGylated version of A5B7 DFM was produced to assess the influence 

of pegylation on the distribution and therapeutic efficacy.

1.6.2 Radionuclides

The radionuclides most often used for antibody based therapy are the beta emitters,

(Stewart, 1988; Order, 1986) and '^^I (Order, 1980; DeNardo, 1985; Lane, 1994). The 

maximum emission energy of  ̂ ®Y is 2.288 MeV which also has a half-life o f 2.7 days. By 

contrast, ^̂ Î has a maximum emission energy of 606 keV and a half-life o f 8 days. There are
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conflicting views about the best isotope for RIT. Both the above sources have disadvantages: 

releases two-thirds o f its energy as gamma radiation, much of which is absorbed in 

normal tissues, and is a pure beta emitter which goes to bone and hence irradiates 

marrow, if  it detaches from the antibody chelate (Hnatowich, 1988).

1.6.3 Model for therapeutic efficacy

The absorbed dose alone is not an accurate measure of biological effect. Therefore, the true 

dose model is used to account for dose-rate, radiosensitivity and proliferation. The input data 

for this model is based on dose-rate measurements from biodistribution experiments with a 

range o f antibodies conjugated to ^  and It is proposed that by accounting for these 

factors, the overall performance o f antibody/radionuclide combinations will differ from that 

given by the conventional measurements.
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Figure 1.6. The production of multivalent antibodies DFM and TFM from Fab fragments. 

Reduction o f Fab fragments removes hydrogen (H) and allows the addition o f other Fab 

fragments through the formation of disulphide bonds (S).
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1.6.4 Antibody distribution in tissue

Conventional radiation dosimetry from systemically administered radiopharmaceuticals in 

man assumes a uniform distribution o f radiolabelled antibody in the source organ. Similarly, 

dosimetry measurements from biodistribution experiments in animal models often assume a 

uniform distribution in each organ (Casey, 1996; Badger, 1991). However, the actual dose 

received by tumour cells can be very different to the estimated dose when assuming a uniform 

distribution. A statistical model is employed to test this assumption by quantifying the non- 

uniformity of the spatial distribution o f antibody in tissue sections. Images of antibody 

distribution are acquired using radioluminography and regions are delineated by using 

registered images o f tissue morphology. It is likely that the method used in conventional 

absorbed dose calculations is invalid for some tissues and a more accurate measurement 

should be defined.

There is little data on the influence o f antibody characteristics on the distribution in tissue. 

Again, radioluminographs o f antibody distribution in tissue sections are used to assess the 

distribution over time o f the different antibodies, compared to morphological structure. The 

hypothesis is that the distribution in tissue sections is influenced by the antibody design.

1.6.5 Macrodosimetry model

When interpreting radiobiological endpoints in tumour and normal tissues, the most realistic 

parameter, that is obtained from physical measures, is the true dose as defined in equation 

1.19. Quantitative radiation dosimetry, in both human clinical trials and animal research, 

should allow accurate characterisation of the true dose. Conventional absorbed dose 

measurements assume all the emitted beta energy is absorbed in the source organ. However, 

the dimensions o f mouse organs are small compared to the range o f energetic beta particles. 

Again, conventional dosimetry measurements are probably not valid in mouse. A murine 

dosimetry model that accounts for the organ size and geometry has been constructed. This is 

likely to lead to a significantly different dose measurement.
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1.6.6 Tumour dosimetry model

A tumour is a complex system of viable proliferating cells, hypoxic cells and necrotic cells. 

The complicated vascular network supplying oxygen and other nutrients to the tumour, the 

interstitial pressure gradients and heterogeneous antigen expression lead to a heterogeneous 

radiolabelled antibody distribution. Therefore the actual dose received by a cell and its 

radiosensitivity must be taken into account when addressing the tumouricidal effects of RIT. 

A tumour dosimetry model has been developed to deal with the heterogeneity o f dose and 

response in tumour. It is proposed that the model provides a better representation o f the 

actual dose distribution in tumour than when the dose deposition is assumed to be uniform.

1.6.7 Combined model for therapeutic efficacy

The potential clinical use o f radiolabelled antibodies has conventionally been assessed by 

measuring the absorbed dose in tumour and normal tissues in mice. However, this involved 

the use of inaccurate dose estimates for mice and ignored the effects o f dose-rate and 

proliferation, heterogeneity o f dose deposition and response. Three separate models that 

account for these factors have been combined to overcome these problems. This combined 

model is used to assess the clinical potential o f a range o f antibodies with ^̂ Î and and is

likely to give a more realistic measure of therapeutic efficacy compared to conventional 

assessments.
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Chapter 2

ASSESSING THE INFLUENCE OF ANTIBODY CHARACTERISTICS AND 

RADIONUCLIDE PROPERTIES ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF RIT

2.1 Introduction

Four main antibody characteristics are thought to influence the efficacy of tumour targeting: 

molecular weight, affinity, avidity and specificity. Specificity, affinity and avidity are 

interrelated as they describe the interaction between the antibody and the target antigen. An 

antibody is specific if  it recognises an epitope on the antigen. The affinity describes the 

strength o f binding between the antibody and antigen. Avidity also describes the binding 

strength and takes into account the valency of the interaction. Therefore, avidity is always 

equal to or greater than affinity.

Antibody engineering technology facilitates the manipulation o f these characteristics which 

allows the investigation o f their effect on tumour targeting. However, it has proved difficult 

to investigate the role o f each characteristic in isolation which has resulted in conflicting 

evidence and uncertainty over the cause o f any observed biological effect. For example, 

some evidence suggests that antibodies with higher affinity (Adams et al., 1998) and avidity 

(Schlom et al., 1992; King et al, 1994) improve tumour targeting while others postulate that 

they create a "binding-site barrier' around blood vessels that prevents tumour penetration 

(Weinstein et al., 1987 &1992; Fujimori et al, 1990). In addition, increasing valency also 

increases the molecular weight which reduces the clearance rate and subsequently increases 

tumour uptake and normal tissue toxicity. Consequently, the relative importance o f each 

characteristic is not fully understood. For this reason, the manipulation o f these 

characteristics has yet to significantly improve the tumouricidal effect o f targeted therapy.

Compounding these issues, many studies have used inappropriate measures o f therapeutic 

efficacy. The principal biological parameter that ultimately determines therapeutic efficacy 

is the surviving cell fi’action after treatment. For any radiation therapy, the tumour response 

depends on the absorbed dose and its pattern o f delivery, the radiosensitivity o f cells, repair 

capacity and rate o f proliferation o f cells. In RIT, there is a large temporal variation in dose 

rate with prolonged treatment times. Therefore, the effect o f dose-rate and proliferation are of
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particular importance. However, many assessments of therapeutic efficacy have ignored 

some of these factors and have used physical measurements as predictors o f biological 

outcome. This has added further confusion to the search for the optimal targeting molecule.

A technique often used to assess the therapeutic efficacy o f radiolabelled antibodies involves 

the use of biodistribution data (Lane et al., 1994; Casey et al., 1996) in humans and animals 

to calculate the absorbed dose in tumour and normal tissues. The tumour to normal tissue 

ratio was then used as a measure o f the therapeutic efficacy. However, this technique ignored 

the effects o f dose rate and proliferation during treatment.

Another common experimental technique uses a biological measurement to assess the 

efficacy of radiolabelled antibodies in animal models. In this case the extent o f tumour 

growth inhibition is determined by measuring the tumour size after a therapeutic dose of 

radiation (Pedley et al., 1993). This can be subject to large errors due to the difficulty in 

obtaining a sufficient number o f similarly size tumours to give statistically significant results. 

In addition, it does not allow the correlation of any physical parameters such as the absorbed 

dose, in tumour and normal tissues, with biological effect. Furthermore, there may be 

significant cross-dose fi*om tissues surrounding the tumour causing further growth inhibition.

In recent years, compartmental models have been developed to study the relationship between 

individual antibody parameters and antibody pharmacokinetics (Thomas et al, 1989; Strand et 

al, 1993; Baxter, 1994). The construction o f these models is only possible by reducing a 

complex system to a series o f compartments where the relationship between each 

compartment can be described in mathematical terms. These models can provide considerable 

insight into how antibody properties affect tumour uptake and pharmacokinetics, and can 

facilitate an improved understanding o f difficult concepts involving many factors. However, 

they have yet to be used to relate these physical parameters to biological effect.

One characteristic that is known to have a large effect on antibody biodistribution and 

pharmacokinetics is the molecular weight. Essentially, this determines whether the antibody 

is extracted fi*om the circulation by the kidney glomerulus, which ultimately governs the rate 

of clearance and therefore the normal tissue toxicity and tumour localisation. According to 

mathematical pharmacokinetic models, tumour localisation relies on an antibody
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concentration gradient from the blood to the tumour. Initially, the gradient is high with 

efficient tumour loading. As the antibody clears from the blood, the gradient gets smaller and 

tumour loading decreases until the gradient reaches zero. At this point, the gradient reverses 

and the amount o f antibody in tumour decreases. Consequently, antibody fragments that clear 

quickly give both lower tumour and normal tissue levels and subsequently reduce normal 

tissue exposure. In contrast, large antibodies show good tumour localisation but also give 

more exposure to normal tissues. This is suggested by the finding that small and large 

antibodies give similar tumour levels when renal excretion is eliminated by 

nephrectomisation (Horal et al., 1998). Therefore, one way to optimise targeted therapy is to 

find a balance between clearance and localisation.

Assuming no immune reaction, the rate o f clearance is determined primarily by the molecular 

weight o f the antibody although molecular shape and charge are also known to affect 

filtration (Lote, 1992). Small antibodies, less than 25 kD, are extracted by the glomerular 

filter in the kidney. As the antibody size increases, so does the restriction to filtration 

(Sumpio & Hayslett, 1985). Larger antibodies are generally cleared by the reticuloendothelial 

system (RES), mainly via the liver and spleen.

In this chapter, a comparison of antibodies o f different molecular weight, affinity, valency 

and specificity is described in terms o f clearance from blood, biodistribution and total dose 

delivered to tumour and normal tissues. In addition, the effect o f dose rate and tumour cell 

proliferation during treatment is assessed. The principal purpose is to develop a more realistic 

measure o f the biological effect o f radiolabelled antibodies. A statistical model is then 

applied to the experimental data to address the complex nature o f the inter-relationships of 

several factors in RIT and to assess their importance for effective therapy.
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2.2 Materials and Methods

2.2.1 Antibodies

The monoclonal antibody A5B7 was raised against CEA (Harwood et al., 1986) and was used 

to produce the F(ab ’ ) 2  and Fab fragments by enzymatic digestion (Casey et al., 1996).

Divalent (DFM) and trivalent (TFM) antibodies were produced by chemically cross-linking 

the Fab fragments o f A5B7 using a maleimide linker (Casey et al., 1996). In addition, the 

molecular weight and rate o f clearance of DFM was further increased by attaching 25 KDa 

Poly(Ethyline Glycol) (PEG) (Marshall et al., 1996). MFE-23 is a genetically engineered 

scFv, produced by phage technology (Chester et al., 1994), consisting of the variable light and 

heavy chain and is the smallest fragment that retains full binding capacity. MOPC (Schultes 

et al., 1999), a non-CEA binding monoclonal IgG and NFE, a non-CEA binding scFv, created 

by inserting a point mutation into the antigen recognition site in MFE-23 (Read et al., 1997). 

The values o f affinity, valency and molecular weight for these molecules are shown in table 1. 

Purification o f all antibodies, except MFE-23 and NFE, was carried out by affinity 

chromatography using Protein A followed by gel filtration. MFE-23 and NFE were purified 

by Immobilised Metal Affinity Chromatography (IMAC). Purity was confirmed using SDS- 

PAGE.

2.2.2 Antibody radiolabeling

All antibodies were labelled with ^̂ Î to a specific activity of 60 kBq/g. IgG, F(ab')2 , Fab, 

DFM, DFM+PEG, TFM and MOPC were labelled using the chloramine T method 

(Greenwood & Hunter, 1963) while MFE-23 and NFE were labelled using the iodogen 

method (Fraker & Speck, 1978). Each radiolabeled antibody was sterilised by passage 

through a 0.22 pm acrodisc filter (Gelman Sciences).

2.2.3 Animal studies

The human colorectal adenocarcinoma cell line LS174T (Tom et al., 1976) was grown as a 

xenograft model in the flanks o f nude mice. Each radiolabelled antibody was administered via 

the tail vein when the tumours reached 0.5-1.0 cm^, and the mice were culled at selected time
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points after administration. Each mouse weighed approximately 20-25g.

Tumour and various normal tissue samples were excised. Each sample was placed in a pre

weighed tube and the weight was recorded before digestion in 1.5 ml 7M KOH. The 

radioactivity o f the digested tissues and a standard sample o f injected antibody was counted 

using a gamma counter and the results were expressed as a percentage o f injected activity per 

gram (% ia/g) o f tissue. Consequently, there was no correction for radioactive decay in 

biodistribution experiments.

Characteristics

Antibody Specificity Affinity Ka Valency Molecular Weight

A5B7-IgG + 4.76x10* 2 150

A5B7-F(ab’>2 -1- 4.76x10* 2 100

A5B7-Fab + 4.76x10* 1 50

MFE-23 4- 6.26x10* 1 27

TFM + 4.76x10* 3 150

DFM 4- 4.76x10* 2 100

DFM+25k PEG 4- 4.76x10* 2 125

MOPC - 10* 2 150

NFE - 10* 1 27

Table 2.1 shows the antibodies and their characteristics. The affinities o f MFE-23, A5B7- 

Fab, MOPC and NFE were measured on the BIAcore system (Roos et al., 1998) and are given 

b y  the association equilibrium constant (K a). These values give the affinity o f a single 

binding arm of each antibody.

2.2.4 Blood clearance

Antibody clearance from blood was modelled by fitting a bi-exponential model to the blood 

% ia/g data

C, = Co( aé^'' + bé^‘‘ ) (2 .1)

where
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(a+b)=l

Ct = % ia/g at time t 

Co = % ia/g at time 0

>.i=Ln(2)/ti/2i, where ti/2 i is the half-life o f each exponential factor.

The model used a non-linear least squares method to find the best fit to the data. The rate o f 

clearance was given by the time taken for the concentration in the blood to reach Co/e. This 

value was calculated by solving equation 2.1 by Muller's method (Press et al., 1992).

2.2.5 Absorbed Dose

The figures for the % injected activity per gram were corrected for decay using the equation

A, = Aq6~^ (2-2)

where

A,=Ln(2)/t)/2

t=time after administration

Ao is the original activity at time t=0

At is the activity at time t

ti / 2  is the half-life of the radionuclide.

The mean absorbed dose-rate (Gy hr* )̂ in each organ at each time point was given by

(2.3)
at \m  J

where

Eav is the mean energy per emitted particle, in MeV; 

n is the number o f emitted particles per disintegration;

At/m is the activity per unit mass in the organ o f interest, in disintegrations/g hr;

(|) is the absorbed fraction in the organ o f interest; 

k =  1.6x lO'^g-Gy/MeV

The mean absorbed dose was given by the area under the dose-rate curve using the trapezium 

rule. After the last timepoint, the antibody was assumed to clear as from blood and this area 

was calculated by integrating the function to infinity. Eav was assumed to be 0.937 and
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0.183 MeV while n was taken to be 1 and 1.003 for Y and I, respectively. Only the p 

dose was calculated since most of the penetrating y radiation escapes the source organ. In 

addition, the self absorbed fraction, (|), was assumed to be 1 for all radionuclides. The 

absorbed dose was normalised to ensure the blood received the same dose for each 

antibody/radionuclide combination.

2.2.6 Biologically Effective Dose

The BED was calculated using the linear quadratic model and using the values

a  = 0.3 Gy‘  ̂ (Fowler, 1990; O'Donoghue, 1994)

P =  0.03 Gy'^ (Fowler, 1990).

H = ln(2)/l hr ' (Bertino, 1997).

Tpot=51.3 hours (Boxer, 1994).

The ]R.elative Effectiveness (RE) was calculated using equation 1.15. The factors in the 

equation were obtained by fitting equation 1.11 to the experimental data using a non-linear 

optimisation method in Excel solver. The injected activity was adjusted so that bone marrow 

received 13 Gy (Fowler, 1985). This dose was previously measured to be the lethal dose to 

50% (LD50) o f mice when delivered at very low dose rate. A more conservative dose (4 Gy) 

to bone marrow was also used. Patients cannot be retreated after an initial whole body dose 

of 4 Gy (Stewart, 1997). Further comparison was made with a marrow dose o f 2Gy. The 

bone marrow dose was measured to be 0.36 times the blood dose (Muthuswamy et al., 1998). 

The time limits for the BED, hnit and teff, were calculated by setting the derivative o f equation 

1.19 to zero and solving using Mullers method. True dose was then calculated using these 

time constraints in equation 1.19.

2.2.7 Statistical analysis

Analysis was carried out on the influence o f a number o f factors on the important parameters 

affecting the efficacy of RIT: total dose, total dose per injected activity, fnit, tefr and true dose. 

Analysis of variance o f each parameter was carried out with respect to the antibody 

characteristics, radionuclide half-life and dose limit. Variation due to antibody characteristics
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was sub-divided into variation due to molecular weight, affinity and avidity. The statistical 

analysis was performed using the general linear model in Minitab version 10.
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2.3 Results

2.3.1 Biodistribution

Figures 2.1-2.9 show the biodistribution result for each antibody. The mean value gives the 

amount o f antibody in each organ at each time point and the error bars are the standard 

deviation. The A5B7-IgG showed good tumour localisation with more than 20% o f the 

injected activity per gram in the tumour at 24 and 48 hours after administration. This fell to 

10% at 144 hours. By contrast, the uptake in most normal tissues was less than 10% at all 

time points except lung which had 15% per gram at 3 hours. In addition, the antibody 

cleared slowly with 35% per gram still in the blood at 3 hours and 10% at 24 hours.

Figure 2.1. A 5B 7-IgG  b iod istribution
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By comparison, the A5B7-F(ab')2 cleared quicker from blood and had lower tumour uptake. 

The maximum tumour uptake was 10% per gram at 3 and 24 hours while the antibody had 

cleared to less than 1% by 24 hours. The uptake in kidney was 8% at 3 hours which was the 

highest o f all normal tissues.

The monovalent antibodies, A5B7-Fab and MFE-23, cleared very quickly from the
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circulation with less than 10% per gram in the blood at 3 hours. Again, kidney had the 

highest uptake o f the normal tissues. In addition, localisation was poor compared to the 

larger anti-CEA antibodies with less than 10% per gram in the tumour.

Figure 2.2. A5B7-Fab2 biodistribution
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Figure 2.3. A5B7-Fab biodistribution
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Figure 2.4. MFE)-23 biodistribution
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Figure 2.5. TFM biodistribution
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Figure 2.6. DFM biodistribution
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Figure 2.7. DFIVh-25k PEG biodistribution
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Figure 2.8. IVIOTC (IgG) biodistribution
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Figure 2.9. NFE (scFv) biodistribution
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The multivalent di-fab and tri-fab antibodies, DFM and TFM, showed good localisation with 

TFM having maximum uptake o f more than 15% per gram in the tumour at 24 hours while 

DFM had a maximum greater than 10% at 3 hours. DFM also cleared quicker than TFM with 

only 10% in the blood at 3 hours and less than 1% at 24 hours. By contrast, TFM still had 

25% per gram in the blood at 3 hours and 3% at 24 hours. All normal tissues had less than 

10% uptake.

The pegylated version o f DFM cleared more slowly than DFM and showed better tumour 

localisation. The percentage injected activity per gram in blood was 23% at 3 hours and 12% 

at 24 hours. Maximum tumour uptake was 15% at 48 hours. Again, all normal tissues had 

less than 10% uptake.

Each non-specific antibody showed some degree o f tumour localisation with MOPC, an IgG, 

having 12% at 24 hours compared to only 5% at 1 hour for the scFv, NFE. NFE also showed 

faster circulatory clearance with 7% in blood at 1 hour compared to 33% at 3 hours for 

MOPC. The uptake value in normal tissues were all less than 10% except kidney, which had 

more than 20% per gram of NFE.

2.3.2 Antibody clearance

Table 2.2 shows the time taken to reach 37% of the initial concentration in the blood for each 

antibody. The smallest anti-CEA antibody, MFE-23, cleared quickest, taking only 0.11 hours 

for the concentration in blood to reach 37% of the initial value. This was followed by the 

second smallest, A5B7-Fab, which took 1.38 hours while A5B7-F(ab')2 and A5B7-IgG 

cleared more slowly, with clearance times o f 2.75 and 17.91 hours respectively.

The multivalent antibodies did not seem to conform to the relationship between size and 

clearance rate. DFM cleared slightly quicker than A5B7-F(ab')2 (both lOOkDa) whereas TFM 

cleared much quicker than intact A5B7-IgG (both 150kDa). In addition, pegylation o f DFM 

significantly reduced its rate o f clearance. In fact, pegylated DFM cleared slower than TFM 

despite being smaller.

Each non specific antibody cleared much slower than anti-CEA antibodies o f similar size.
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The concentration o f NFE in blood reached 37% o f the initial value in 0.5 hours compared to 

0.11 hours for MFE while MOPC cleared slowest and took 66.51 hours to reach this value.

Antibody Molecular weight (kDa) Time to 0.37Co (hours)

A5B7-IgG 150 17.91

A5B7-F(ab')2 100 2.75

A5B7-Fab 50 1.38

MFE-23 27 0.11

TFM 150 6.46

DFM 100 2.24

DFM+25K PEG 125 15.95

MOPC 150 66.51

NFE 27 0.5

Table 2.2. Antibody clearance from blood.

2,3.3 Dosimetry

Tables 2.3 and 2.4 show the normalised absorbed dose in tumour and normal tissues for each 

antibody labelled with and respectively. The higher tumour:blood ratios were 

obtained using anti-CEA antibodies with intermediate clearance rates. The highest ratio was 

given by DFM, followed by A5B7-F(ab’)2 while non-specific antibodies and those with the 

most rapid clearance, A5B7-Fab and MFE-23, had ratios less than one. In addition, 

significantly (p=0.003) larger ratios were achieved with antibodies labelled with 

compared to
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Antibody Blood Liver Kidney Lung Spleen Colon Muscle Tumour

A5B7-IgG 100 28 23 48 27 10 9 206

A5B7-F(ab')2 100 27 47 43 29 14 12 266

A5B7-Fab 100 23 59 42 21 17 9 92

MFE-23 100 32 119 45 25 24 11 74

TFM 100 26 28 40 32 13 11 247

DFM 100 23 48 46 33 14 15 303

DFM +25KPEG 100 24 30 36 19 11 8 152

MOPC 100 29 21 36 22 8 6 48

NFE 100 53 158 63 58 42 28 60

Table 2.3 shows the normalised absorbed dose, in cGy/MBq, in each tissue from antibodies labelled with
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Antibody Blood Liver Kidney Lung Spleen Colon Muscle Tumour

A5B7-IgG 100 28 22 46 26 9 8 164

A5B7-F(ab')2 100 26 46 42 28 13 11 208

A5B7-Fab 100 22 57 41 20 17 13 83

MFE-23 100 31 119 44 25 11 21 73

TFM 100 25 27 37 30 12 9 196

DFM 100 23 47 44 31 13 12 242

DFM+25K PEG 100 23 28 35 17 11 7 135

MOPC 100 29 21 35 22 8 6 46

NFE 100 52 156 63 57 42 28 57

Table 2.4 shows the normalised absorbed dose, in cGy/MBq, in each tissue from antibodies labelled with
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2.3.4 Biologically Effective Dose
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Figure 2.10. Models fitted to experimental blood and tumour data taken from the A5B7-IgG 

biodistribution experiment.

The models described in equations 1.11 and 2.1 were fitted to the experimental tumour and 

blood data, respectively (Fig 2.10). The mean Pearson coefficient was 0.979±0.025 between 

the model and data for tumour and 0.9998±0.0003 for blood. The injected activity was 

normalised so that each radiolabelled antibody delivered the dose limit to bone marrow. 

Tables 2.5-2.7 show the parameters in the true dose calculations for each antibody labelled 

with both ^̂ 1̂ and ^Y . A significantly greater activity (p=0.007) o f can be injected 

before causing equivalent marrow toxicity. In addition, there is a strong inverse relationship 

between the molecular weight o f the antibody and the injected activity (r=-0.86).

The general linear model showed that the most influential factor in detemnining true dose in 

tumour was the assumed value o f the normal tissue dose limit. The mean true dose for the 13 

Gy limit was 114.91 Gy compared to 27.99 Gy for the 4 Gy limit and 10.69 Gy for the 2 Gy 

limit. Consequently the effect o f dose limit was highly significant (p<G.0G01 ). In addition, 

the mean true dose for the specific antibodies was 61.97 Gy compared to 1G.54 Gy and there
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was some evidence to suggest that increased affinity improved true dose (p=0.08). Similarly, 

there was some evidence to suggest that avidity had an effect (p=0.09). By contrast, 

molecular weight (p=0.42) and radionuclide half-life (p=0.47) had no significant effect.

Dose limit had a significant effect on ti„it, the time taken to reach the critical dose rate. A 

reduction in the dose limit led to a slower tmit (p=0.02). The mean tmit for tumour specific 

antibodies was shorter than for non specific antibodies and there was evidence to suggest this 

difference may be significant (p=0.09). In addition, the mean tinit for antibodies with a 

molecular weight under lOOkD tended to be shorter than those above. However, this 

difference was not significant (p=0.18). Likewise, avidity (p=0.55) and half-life (p=0.6) had 

no significant effect.

Dose limit, radionuclide half-life and molecular weight had a significant effect on the 

effective treatment time, teff. As the dose limit reduced, so did teff (p<0.0001). The longer 

lived radionuclide prolonged teff (p=0.001) as did increased molecular weight (p=0.03). In 

addition, increased affinity may prolong teff (p=0.09). Avidity had no significant effect 

(p=0.64).

Dose limit was the most significant factor governing the total tumour dose (p<0.0001). The 

mean value for the 13 Gy limit was 82.79 Gy compared to 27.14 for the 4 Gy limit and 13.57 

Gy for the 2 Gy limit. In addition, the mean dose for tumour specific antibodies was 50.84 

Gy compared to 7.32 Gy for non specific antibodies. Affinity may also have an effect 

(p=0.07). Molecular weight (p=0.15), avidity (p=0.13), and half-life (p=0.21) made no 

significant difference.

Using the 13 Gy marrow tolerance dose, ^̂ Î labelled DFM delivered the most effective dose 

to tumour. In general, the true dose from ^̂ Î labelled antibodies was significantly larger than 

those labelled with (p=0.016) even though RE was larger for Tmit was faster for 

labelled antibodies (p=0.085) while Teff was significantly longer for '^^I labelled antibodies 

(p=0.004). However, labelled antibodies deliver a more effective dose per injected 

activity (p=0.003).

When using 4 Gy as the dose limit to marrow, one o f the non-specific antibodies (MOPC) did
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not deliver a true dose. Antibodies labelled with again delivered effective therapy over a 

significantly longer time period (p=0.006) with DFM giving the most effective treatment 

overall. However, the difference in effective dose between and labelled antibodies 

was not as significant as before (p=0.42) with some antibodies, such as A5B7-IgG, MFE-23 

and NFE, performing better with Furthermore, the effectiveness per injected activity 

remained higher for (p=0.09).

For the 2 Gy limit, the significance o f the difference in effective treatment time was further 

reduced (p=0.02). Likewise, the difference in true dose was not as significant (p=0.47). 

Nevertheless, DFM with remained the best performer.

The rank o f some antibody/radionuclide combinations varied between the method o f using 

tumour to blood ratio as a measure o f therapeutic efficacy and the true dose model (Fig. 2.11). 

In addition, the rank also varied with the dose limit to bone marrow. However, there was no 

change in the rank o f the top two performers, DFM-^^^I and A5B7-F(ab’)2-^^ Î.
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Figure 2.11. A comparison between the ranks in performance o f radiolabelled antibodies as 

obtained from the conventional tumour to blood ratio (T;B) and using the true dose model 

with the dose limits o f 13, 4, and 2 Gy to marrow.
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(i)

Antibody Inj act (MBq) Tinit (hours) Teff (hours)
Total Dose 

(Gy)
RE BED (Gy) True Dose (Gy)

True Dose/inj. 

act. (Gy/MBq)

A5B7 IgG 42.78 0.227 353.2 112.18 1.248 119.57 119.57 2.795
A5B7 F(ab')? 282.3 0.016 205 174.26 1.662 278.58 278.58 0.983

A5B7 Fab 295.08 0.033 105.6 52.17 1.196 56.48 56.48 0.191
MFE-23 768.86 0.0013 29.18 41.39 2.213 90.06 90.06 0.117

TFM 108.66 0.0497 258.2 139.4 1.401 180.99 180.99 1.666
DFM 327.02 0.0042 271.7 212.22 1.544 312.83 312.83 0.957

DFM+25K 46.32 0.1042 284.6 79.11 1.123 71.77 71.77 1.549
MOPC 16.08 0.468 155.8 21.41 1.034 11.01 11.02 0.685

NFE 615.83 0.0017 10.81 9.7 2.544 24.12 24.12 0.03

(ii)

Antibody Inj act (MBq) Tinit (hours) Teff (hours)
Total Dose 

(Gy)
RE BED (Gy) True Dose (Gy)

True Dose/inj. 

act. (Gy/MBq)

A5B7 IgG 10.14 0.175 218.2 74.76 1.37 89.99 89.99 8.875
A5B7 F(ab ' ) 2 57.57 0.015 160.6 137.89 1.677 222.56 222.56 3.866

A5B7 Fab 63.13 0.03 90.5 47.34 1.183 50.93 50.93 0.807
MFE-23 155.98 0.0012 28.46 41.29 2.252 91.49 91.49 0.587

TFM 23.06 0.045 185.35 103.06 1.445 138.66 138.66 6.013
DFM 67.01 0.004 196.1 157.72 1.564 236.01 236.01 3.522

DFM+25K 11.14 0.083 183.3 57.4 1.145 54.97 54.98 4.935
MOPC 4.71 0.298 116.9 18.998 1.049 12.19 12.2 2.590

NFE 126.01 0.0016 10.84 9.97 2.671 26.07 26.07 0.2

Table 2.5. BED calculations for antibodies labelled with (i) and (ii) when using the marrow dose limit of 13 Gy.
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(i)

Antibody Inj act (MBq) Tinit (hours) Teff (hours)
Total Dose 

(Gy)
RE BED (Gy) True Dose (Gy)

True Dose/inj. 

act. (Gy/MBq)

A5B7 IgG 13.163 0.902 219.2 34.52 1.076 22.73 22.75 1.728
A5B7 F(ab')? 87.169 0.072 145.2 53.62 1.204 56.205 56.206 0.645

A5B7 Fab 90.794 0.123 71.6 16.053 1.06 12.619 12.622 0.139
MFE-23 236.571 0.0068 21.37 12.735 1.373 16.313 16.313 0.069

TFM 33.435 0.206 175.2 42.891 1.123 37.62 37.624 1.125
DFM 100.623 0.0184 190.6 65.299 1.167 65.127 65.128 0.647

DFM+25K 14.253 0.391 168.6 24.34 1.037 13.498 13.506 0.948
MOPC 4.947 - - 6.588 1.01 < 0 < 0 < 0

NFE 189.485 0.01 7.755 2.986 1.475 3.975 3.975 0.021

O il

Antibody Inj act (MBq) Tinit (hours) Teff (hours)
Total Dose 

(Gy)
RE BED (Gy) True Dose (Gy)

True Dose/inj. 

act. (Gy/MBq)

A5B7 IgG 2.245 0.267 195 53 1.243 54.477 54.483 24.269
A5B7 F(ab')? 17.714 0.069 114.05 42.43 1.208 44.729 44.73 2.525

A5B7 Fab 19.424 0.1125 62.05 14.567 1.056 11.599 11.602 0.597
MFE-23 47.99 0.0065 20.87 12.705 1.385 16.453 16.453 0.343

TFM 7.095 0.188 126.5 31.71 1.137 28.48 28.484 4.015
DFM 20.618 0.017 137.9 48.528 1.173 48.944 48.944 2.374

DFM+25K 3.429 0.311 112.9 17.66 1.045 10.865 10.872 3.171
MOPC 1.449 - - 5.846 1.015 < 0 < 0 < 0

NFE 38.772 0.009 7.78 3.068 1.514 4.216 4.216 0.109

Table 2.6. BED calculations for antibodies labelled with (i) and (ii) when using the marrow dose limit o f 4 Gy.90i
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(i)

Antibody Inj act (MBq) Tinit (hours) Teff (hours)
Total Dose 

(Gy)
RE BED (Gy) True Dose (Gy)

True Dose/inj. 

act. (Gy/MBq)

A5B7 IgG 6.581 2.04 145.5 17.26 1.038 6.81 6.85 1.04
A5B7 F(ab ' ) 2 43.585 0.16 114.1 26.81 1.102 22.606 22.609 0.519

A5B7 Fab 45.397 0.264 52.7 8.026 1.03 4.716 4.722 0.104
MFE-23 118.286 0.016 17.42 6.368 1.187 6.559 6.559 0.056

TFM 16.717 0.452 130.7 21.445 1.062 14.208 14.218 0.851
DFM 50.311 0.04 147.8 32.65 1.084 26.211 26.212 0.521

DFM+25K 7.127 0.891 103 12.17 1.019 3.6 3.619 0.5078
MOPC 2.474 - - 3.294 1.005 <0 <0 <0

NFE 94.743 0.024 6.21 1.493 1.237 1.488 1.488 0.016

(ii)

Antibody Inj act (MBq) Tinit (hours) Teff (hours)
Total Dose 

(Gy)
RE BED (Gy) True Dose (Gy)

True Dose/inj. 

act. (Gy/MBq)

A5B7 IgG 1.123 0.61 148.5 26.502 1.122 20.402 20.415 18.179
A5B7 F(ab')? 8.857 0.154 89.85 21.213 1.104 17.981 17.985 2.031

A5B7 Fab 9.712 0.241 46.25 7.284 1.028 4.415 4.42 0.455
MFE-23 23.997 0.015 17.03 6.352 1.193 6.603 6.604 0.275

TFM 3.547 0.413 95.1 15.855 1.068 10.784 10.793 3.043
DFM 10.309 0.038 107.35 24.264 1.087 19.743 19.744 1.915

DFM+25K 1.714 0.696 73.4 8.83 1.022 3.226 3.241 1.891
MOPC 0.725 - - 2.923 1.008 <0 <0 <0

NFE 19.386 0.023 6.236 1.534 1.257 1.568 1.569 0.081

Table 2.7. BED calculations for antibodies labelled with '^'l (i) and ^  (ii) when using the marrow dose limit o f 2 Gy.
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2.4 Discussion

These results clearly demonstrate that tumour targeting is a complex issue and its success 

depends on many factors. Accounting for these factors may lead to a better understanding of 

their role in tumour targeting and could lead to improved therapy. The linear quadratic model 

accounts for the effects o f total tumour dose, temporal change in dose-rate, repair and cell 

proliferation during treatment and therefore provides a more realistic measure o f therapeutic 

efficacy. This measure has been used to test whether accounting for these effects makes a 

difference to the predicted therapeutic efficacy compared to the conventional measurement of 

tumour to blood ratio. In addition, a multivariate statistical model has been used to elucidate 

the effects o f antibody size, affinity, avidity, radionuclide half-life and dose limit to bone 

marrow, on therapeutic efficacy.

One factor that made an obvious difference was the molecular weight of the antibody. 

Generally, small antibodies were cleared quickly fi*om blood leading to a reduction in tumour 

levels. In contrast, larger antibodies cleared more slowly and led to higher levels in tumour. 

This supports the results of other investigators (Lane et al., 1994; Pedley et al., 1993) and is 

primarily due to the rate o f extraction fi-om the circulation via the glomerular filter in the 

kidney. Smaller antibodies tend to be extracted more readily than larger antibodies.

However, it was also evident that the rate o f clearance via the kidney was not related to 

antibody size alone.

TFM and DFM provided the exception to the rule. These localised in the kidney despite 

being larger than the 70 kD ’cut-off for glomerular filtration. This confirms the results of 

previous studies (Casey et al., 1996; King et al., 1994) and indicates that the linker used to 

construct these multivalent antibodies may cause this localisation. However, it may also be 

related to the molecular charge and shape o f the antibody. In addition, pegylation o f DFM 

significantly reduced localisation and consequently, rate o f clearance as previously reported 

(Pedley et al., 1994; Kitamura et al., 1991). Certainly, the increase in molecular weight was 

partly responsible but pegylation may also change the charge and shape o f the construct. 

Furthermore, catabolism of multivalent antibodies to form smaller fragments could also lead 

to an increase in glomerular filtration.
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By comparison, non specific antibodies had slower clearance rates from blood and normal 

tissues than specific antibodies o f a similar size. This was probably due to the better 

accumulation in tumour by the specific antibodies, reducing the amount circulating in the 

blood. This accumulation may be due to the force o f interaction between the specific 

antibody and CEA that helps to prevent the antibody leaving the tumour. By comparison, the 

non-specific continues to accumulate in the tumour until the reversal o f the concentration 

gradient. Effectively, the tumour helps to remove specific antibody from the circulation 

more efficiently than non specific antibody.

2.4.1 Dosimetry

Each absorbed dose calculation was normalised so that blood received the same dose for each 

antibody/radionuclide combination. The highest tumour to blood ratios were achieved for the 

specific antibodies with intermediate clearance rates. This supports the idea that there should 

be an adequate concentration gradient fi-om blood to tumour to ensure good tumour 

localisation, while normal tissue sparing relies on rapid clearance. Finding a balance between 

tumour localisation and normal tissue clearance can improve RIT.

The lowest ratios o f dose in tumour to blood were obtained by the non specific antibodies and 

the smaller specific antibodies. This was due to the inefficient retention in tumour after the 

reversal o f the concentration gradient. Consequently, it appears that the functional affinity is 

important for retention o f specific antibodies within the tumour. Furthermore, the difference 

between tumour and blood absorbed doses is due to the difference at later timepoints.

Every antibody that was labelled with consistently delivered a larger dose to the tumour 

compared to Again this was due to the retention in tumour after clearance fi-om blood 

coupled with the longer half-life o f Even the non specific antibodies gave higher tumour 

doses when labelled with suggesting that non specific retention also occurred as reported 

in other studies (Boxer et al., 1992) where antibody is trapped in the necrotic tumour centre. 

However, these dose calculations do not account for dose-rate effects which are known to be 

important.
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2.4.2 True dose

This analysis showed that the most important factor was the assumed normal tissue dose 

limit. This ultimately determined the amount o f activity that could be injected which was 

significantly higher for the lower energy compared to Antibodies labelled with 

delivered therapy at a higher dose rate but shorter treatment time compared to However, 

the effective dose to tumour was clearly higher for This supports the results of other 

studies for the use o f longer lived radioisotopes (Howell et al., 1994 & 1998). But, as the 

injected activity was reduced this became less clear with some antibodies performing better 

when labelled with Indeed, this result is likely to be reversed as the injected activity is 

further reduced, tumour localisation is impaired and when treating insensitive or highly 

proliferative tumours (Dale, 1996). Nevertheless, this reinforces the need for accurate 

characterisation o f absorbed dose, as delivered in RIT, in critical organs.

The analysis also showed larger antibodies and longer lived radionuclides prolonged the 

effective treatment time. However, increased treatment times also need to be complemented 

by adequate cumulative radioactivity in tumour and efficient clearance from blood for 

effective therapy. Consequently, the most effective tumour doses were delivered by specific 

antibodies with intermediate clearance rates such as DFM and F(ab’)2 . Indeed, one way to 

optimise therapy, in both man and animal, is to find a balance between localisation and 

clearance.

Closely linked to the molecular weight is the valency. There was evidence that increasing 

valency also improved the effectiveness o f the tumour dose. Indeed, the most successful 

antibodies in this study were divalent. However, therapeutic enhancement by increasing 

valency is likely to be limited by longer clearance rates and normal tissue toxicity. This 

implies that a profitable approach to improving therapy would be to determine the optimal 

antibody size by varying the valency.

An increase o f four to five orders o f magnitude in antibody affinity improved tumour therapy 

and also had an effect on treatment time due to improved tumour retention, which supports 

previous results (Casey et al., 1996; King et al., 1994). However, it should be noted that the 

affinity measurements were in two distinct and narrow groups, containing the specific and
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non-specific antibodies, and the observed effect was more due to specificity than affinity. 

Nevertheless, antibody affinity is undoubtedly very important and it is likely that an 

improvement o f affinity would also enhance therapy. However, significant changes in 

therapeutic efficacy would probably require large improvements in affinity.

The performance o f high affinity antibodies such as A5B7-IgG, A5B7-F(ab’)2 (Lane et al., 

1994) and MFE-23 (Begent et al., 1996) has previously been assessed in man. MFE-23 

showed similar tumour to blood ratios in man and mouse and had insufficient tumour uptake 

due to rapid clearance (Verhaar et al., 1995). IgG and F(ab ’ ) 2  had a similar rate o f clearance 

and tumour uptake and there were some responses to treatment in man. By contrast, they 

behaved very differently in mice. Consequently, more research using multivalent antibodies 

with intermediate clearance rates is required in man.

There are several potential limitations and sources o f error in the model. One such limitation 

is the mathematical form for proliferation during treatment. This has been shown to be an 

important factor (Travis et al., 1987; Dale, 1996) but it is complex and difficult to describe in 

mathematical terms. Consequently, the form o f proliferation is subject to debate and almost 

certainly oversimplified in its current form. However, there is little doubt that the effect on 

therapy o f ongoing proliferation becomes large when dose-rates are small and is therefore 

difficult to ignore. In addition, proliferation rates may change during treatment. After 

sterilisation of sensitive oxygenated cells, the fraction o f hypoxic cells reduces due to their 

reoxygenation. This causes an apparent acceleration of the proliferation rate leading to an 

increase in dose that is used in overcoming proliferation. Again, this may have a 

considerable impact when dose-rates are low.

Another source of error is the lack o f accurate measurements o f the radiosensitivity and rate 

of repair for different tumour types. The extent o f each parameter can make a large 

difference to therapeutic outcome (Thames et al, 1985; Fowler, 1990). Therefore, it is 

important to include accurate measurements o f each when assessing the efficacy of 

radiolabelled antibodies for RIT.

Another assumption is that all p energy is absorbed entirely within the source organ which is
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not the case (Hui et al., 1994). These calculations overestimate the self-absorbed dose in 

tumour and normal tissues and the error is likely to be greater for than for In 

addition, no account has been taken o f the heterogeneity of dose deposition and response in 

tumour. Indeed, the heterogeneity of radiolabelled antibody in tumour may be a significant 

factor in the biological effect, particularly if  radionuclides with low range emissions are used 

(Humm, 1990).

Dosimetry calculations were obtained for antibodies linked with and ^̂ Î and were based 

on biodistribution data from antibodies labelled with ^̂ Î. Although the kinetics o f ^̂ Î 

labelled antibodies are likely to be similar to those labelled with ^̂ Î, this may not be the case 

for ^^Y. It is known that will go to bone and hence irradiate bone marrow, if  it becomes 

detached from the antibody chelate. However, it has previously been shown that the 

antibodies used in this study have formed stable conjugates with ^ Y  without any adverse 

effects in bone marrow (Casey et al., 1999). In this study, the main differences between 

antibodies labelled with ^̂ ’l and those labelled with ^^Y occurred at the major sites of 

catabolism. There is evidence that radiometals are subject to prolonged intracellular 

retention and can accumulate in kidney, liver and spleen (Casey et al., 1996). Given the 

limits imposed by nephrotoxicity, this may have a significant impact when kidney is the main 

route o f extraction from the circulation. In terms o f biological effect, the impact o f self-dose 

in liver and spleen is likely to be less pronounced due to the relative radioresistance o f these 

tissues but there may be significant cross-dose from these organs to bone marrow.

Essentially, the use of ^̂ Î biodistribution data for dosimetric evaluations does not take 

account o f the additional limitations that are specific to ^^Y and, as a result, underestimate 

the actual dose received by some critical normal tissues (in particular the radiosensitive 

kidney and bone marrow).

Although the model discussed in this chapter makes some simplifying assumptions, it 

provides important information about how antibody pharmacokinetics, radionuclide 

properties, tumour type and dose limiting factors can influence the efficacy of tumour 

targeting. This model can readily be used for different tumour types and can be combined 

with pharmacokinetic models and biodistribution data, in animal systems and in man, to 

assess the effectiveness. Likewise, it can be used to compare the model values with 

measurable biological effects. With more accurate measurement o f absorbed dose, it should 

be possible to obtain a better prediction of biological outcome from RIT and a more realistic 

assessment of therapeutic efficacy.
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Chapter 3

VALIDATION OF TECHNIQUES FOR QUANTIFYING ANTIBODY DISTRIBUTION IN 

TISSUE SECTIONS

3.1 Introduction

Autoradiography using X-ray film has often been used to demonstrate the heterogeneity of 

radiolabelled antibodies within sections of tumours and normal tissues (Pedley et al, 1990; 

Boxer et al, 1994). However, film suffers from two serious limitations: lack o f sensitivity and 

limited, non-linear dynamic range. The quantitative dynamic range o f film is limited to about 

300 to 1, and is complicated by the characteristic sigmoidal density versus log exposure 

response curve. By contrast, storage phosphor plate technology allows the accurate 

quantitation of the radiolabelled antibody distribution. This technology offers several 

advantages over traditional detection methods such as X-ray film and proportional wire 

counters. Storage phosphors are ten to 100 times more sensitive to incident radiation then X- 

ray film and therefore allow greatly reduced exposure times. Storage phosphor screens are 

quantitatively accurate over five orders o f magnitude, whereas X-ray film is quantitative over 

only two orders. In addition, even though the resolution of phosphor screens is poor 

compared with film, it is adequate for acquiring images for the dosimetry o f medium to long 

range beta emitters.

3.1.1 Background

Photostimulatable storage phosphor materials were developed during the course o f research 

on phosphorescent intensifying screens which are used in medical radiography (and 

autoradiography) to decrease the exposure time required for X-ray film. George Luckey, 

working at Eastman Kodak, realised that storage phosphor screens could be used as a more 

sensitive method for reading out the latent image on the screen by scanning with a helium- 

neon laser and storing the information in digital form (Luckey, 1975). The commercially 

available imaging plates are composed o f fine crystals o f BaFBr:Eu^^ in an organic binder 

(Amemiya & Miyahara, 1988). High energy radiation ( e.g. X-rays, ultraviolet light, gamma 

rays or beta particles ) will excite an electron o f the Eu^^ ion into the conduction band (Fig. 

3,1). This electron is then trapped in an "F-centre" o f the BaFBr complex with a resultant
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oxidation o f to The excited BaFBr' complex exhibits a distinct absorption band 

around 600 nm. By exposing the excited complex to light from a helium-neon laser (633 

nm), the electrons are liberated back to the conduction band reducing Eu^^ to Eu^^. Eu^“ then 

releases a photon at 390 nm as it returns to ground state (Takahashi et al, 1985; Sonoda, et al 

1983).

( L a s e r ^

C Conduction  
band 1 Pump

Luminescence

C T ra p )

GeneratorEnergy

Pump

I Valence band 1 
« » »

Energy transfer^
.  » * • ♦ I

C rysta l Luminescence center

Figure 3.1. Imaging plate luminescence mechanism (Miyahara, 1989). Radiation excites an 

electron from the valence band into the conduction band where it is trapped. Subsequent 

excitation by a laser releases the electron which releases a photon as it returns to the ground 

state.

If the intensity o f luminescence is measured and stored digitally in relation to the position of 

a scanning laser beam, the result is a quantitative representation o f the latent image formed 

on the storage phosphor plate by the original incident radiation.

3.1.2 Scanning

The Molecular Dynamics 425A Phosphorlmager, shown diagrammatically in Fig. 3.2, was 

used to digitise the latent images. The instrument is designed to scan storage phosphor plates
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either 20x25 cm or 35x43 cm in size. The plate is scanned with a 10 mW helium-neon laser 

by means o f a galvanometer controlled mirror. The Gaussian beam is focused to an 88 pm 

spot (1/e^ point) at the plane o f the phosphor plate where the laser power is about 7 mW. The 

beam sweeps across a 35 cm wide plate in about 200 msec, or 50 psec per 88 pm pixel.

These parameters allow reading 80 % of autoradiographic image information stored on the 

plate. As the plate is scanned, the luminescence at 390 nm is collected by a fibre optic 

coupler and channelled to a low current, high dynamic range, photomultiplier tube. Filters 

placed before the photomultiplier tube achieve 10^  ̂attenuation o f the stimulating laser light. 

The positionally defined data stream passes through a log amplifier and analogue-to-digital 

(AD) converter, is five times oversampled at 100 KHz, integrated, and stored as 16 bit data on 

a magnetic hard disk. The AD converter is a 16 bit sigma-delta device requiring neither 

antialiasing filters nor external sample and hold circuitry. All data acquisition and 

intermediate processing are controlled by two Motorola 56001 Digital Signal Processors 

giving 16 bit accuracy over five orders o f dynamic range.

3.2 Evaluation of performance Specifications

There are four important performance parameters that must be considered when using storage 

phosphor imaging systems to quantify radiolabelled antibody distribution in tissue sections: 

uniformity, linear dynamic range, detection threshold, and spatial resolution. Each 

performance specification needs to be evaluated in order to assess the suitability o f the system 

for this quantitation.

3.2.1 Methods

All exposures were done with the Molecular Dynamics Storage Phosphor Screens in 

Molecular Dynamics exposure cassettes. Immediately prior to exposure, screens were erased, 

by exposure to white light, for 12 minutes using a Molecular Dynamics Image Eraser to 

eliminate accumulated background and residual signal from the previous exposure. Samples 

were exposed at room temperature. All data collection was performed using Molecular 

Dynamics ImageQuant software.
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Figure 3.2. Block diagram o f storage plate imaging systems (Johnson et al., 1990).
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3.2.2 Uniformity

A uniform field is critical in order to quantify and compare radioactive samples over the 

entire area o f the phosphor screen. A given sample should produce the same response at any 

position on the storage phosphor screen. The uniformity standard consisted of 

methacrylate slices, obtained fi’om Amersham, with an activity o f 32.56 kBq/g. This standard 

was exposed 17 times in different positions, over the entire 35 x 43 cm field, for exactly one 

hour. A region o f interest was drawn around each slice. The threshold for defining this region 

was set at half o f the maximum count in the slice. A comparison o f the total number o f counts 

in each slice gives a measure of the uniformity.

3.2.3 Linear Dynamic range

Linear dynamic range is the range over which the instrument yields a linear response and is 

therefore essential for accurate quantitation. A wide dynamic range allows the accurate 

quantitation o f both very low and very high activities fi"om a single exposure o f a given 

sample. Standards made from ^"^C-methacrylate were obtained fi*om Amersham International. 

Each strip contained a series o f eight labelled polymer layers and was approximately 25 x

3.5 mm in area and 120 microns thick. The activity levels ranged from 1.11-32.56 kBq/g and 

3.7- 3700 Bq/g. To evaluate linearity the Log of the Phosphorlmager signal was plotted 

against the Log o f disintegrations/mm^. The range over which the relationship is linear is the 

linear dynamic range o f the instrument.

3.2.4 Detection Threshold

Detection threshold is a measure o f the lowest signal that can be imaged by the instrument. 

The detection threshold is measured using the ^"^C-methacrylate microscale and is determined 

by measuring the average o f five separate exposures of the microscales at two, three, five and 

ten minutes. The minimum detectable signal is defined as the average background signal plus 

twice the standard deviation in the background count. The average background signal is 

determined fi-om a region within the borders o f the sample, but distant fi*om high activity 

spots.
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Spatial resolution is a measure o f the ability o f an instrument to distinguish adjacent point 

sources. A system with high spatial resolution enables the user to differentiate very small or 

very close spots on a sample so that they may be delineated and quantified.

Figure 3.3. The phantom used to measure the spatial resolution o f the storage phosphor 

plates. The heavy horizontal line indicates the position o f the line profile in figure 3.4.

The resolution was measured in both the X and Y directions using a pattern o f parallel lines 

drawn on vellum with ink (Fig. 3.3) supplied by Molecular Dynamics. A storage 

phosphor screen is exposed in the Molecular Dynamics exposure cassette with the ink test 

pattern pressed directly against it. A line profile was generated across the image of the 

pattern, and then the contrast transfer function (CTF) was calculated for each line spacing 

(Fig. 3.4). A contrast transfer function is commonly used to describe changes in a wave 

pattern, particularly one generated by a series o f parallel lines and spaces and is defined as

_  average maximum - average minimumL . l r ----------------------------------------------------
average maximum  + average minimum

(3.1)

The criterion used for resolution defines a signal as being resolvable when the valley between 

the two peaks is equal to or less than half the peak maximum. For this resolution criterion, 

the CTF=0.3. Note that the resolution may also be determined using other standards such as 

the Rayleigh criterion, which defines resolution at CTF=0.10. Resolution values expressed in
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line pairs/mm will differ greatly depending on the criteria used to measure them.
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Figure 3.4. The Phosphor Imager signal along the heavy horizontal line in Figure 3.3.

3.3 Delineation of regions in tissue sections

Accurate delineation o f regions is important when quantifying the uptake o f radioactive 

tracers in anatomical or morphological structures. This anatomical-functional correlation is 

often difficult given that imaging modalities generally acquire either functional or anatomical 

information.

Image registration is a powerful tool for mapping images obtained by different modalities and 

for three-dimensional (3-D) reconstruction. This can provide a highly advantageous approach 

to identifying, correlating, and quantifying regional changes in anatomy and function. Since 

the mid 1980's investigators have used several approaches, with varying degrees o f manual 

interaction, to perform image registration. These techniques along with the imaging 

modalities used have recently been reviewed. (Maintz & Viergever, 1998). However, many 

of these techniques have yet to be fully validated in their application.
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To date, there has been no reported registration o f images of radiolabelled antibody 

distribution in tissue sections with morphological images. A number o f studies have used 

registration to perform 3-D reconstructions o f autoradiograms o f serial tissue sections 

(Hibbard & Hawkins, 1988; Roberson, 1994; Humm, 1995). One study compared 

autoradiographs and digitised microscopy images o f histologically stained sections (Humm, 

1994). In this case, however, registration was not performed.

Registration o f radioluminograpbs (RLG) o f tissue sections with their equivalent stained 

histological images facilitates the accurate delineation o f regions o f interest. This also allows 

the comparison o f radiolabelled antibody distribution with tumour factors thought to 

influence therapeutic efficacy: antigen expression, tumour vasculature and hypoxia.

Given that numerous tumour sections are generally required to reduce sampling error, and the 

pixel size is 90 pm, any registration technique ideally needs to be fully automated, reliable 

and accurate. Therefore, the aim here is to validate a technique for these images. Four fully 

automatic registration techniques and one manual technique have been compared for spatial 

accuracy and computation time. These methods were tested on 12 different image pairs.

3.3.1 M ethods

The monoclonal anti CEA antibody A5B7 was labelled with to a specific activity of 60 

kBq/pg. Twelve nude mice, bearing the LS174T colorectal adenocarcinoma xenograft, were 

sacrificed after the antibody had localised in the tumour. Tissues were removed from mice 

for histological processing. Multiple sections were cut from each tissue from all mice. Four 

small pieces o f a liver section, approximately l-2mm^, were used as markers and were placed 

at each comer o f each slide (Fig. 3.5). The sections were then exposed on Molecular 

Dynamics phosphor plates and digitised using the 425A Phosphorlmager.

After exposure, all tissue sections were stained with haematoxylin and eosin to relate 

radiolabelled antibody distribution with tissue morphology. Haematoxylin is a general 

cytoplasmic stain while eosin stains nucleic proteins. The stained section was digitised using 

a Hewlett Packard colour deskscanner and was saved as a true colour tiff image. The 

scanning resolution was 290 dots per inch (or 1 dot per 90 pm) to ensure the pixel sizes for
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RLG and digitised histological were equal. The X and Y resolution fields in each tiff file 

confirmed this. The height and width were set to the same dimensions o f the RLG. All 

image analysis was carried out using MD ImageQuant and Interactive Data Language (EDL).

After registration, a region o f interest (ROI) was manually drawn around the markers on the 

RLG and the stained image. The marker area was then highlighted by rescaling the pixel 

values, removing background noise using a Lee filter (Lee, 1986) and converting to binary 

format (Fig 3.5). The position of the centroid (x, y) of each region was calculated using the 

equations

X  = i,j
U S ii
i j

y =  . giy-e/ (3-3)
2^Sij
t.J

where gÿ =1 when location (i, j) was within the marker area in region I and g, j = 0 when (i, j) 

was outside the marker area. Each coordinate in the RLG image was compared with the 

equivalent coordinate in the stained image. The average geometrical distance, in pixels, 

between the four pairs o f coordinates was calculated. Then the average distance from all 

image pairs was taken as a measure of the accuracy o f the registration technique. The 

performances o f these techniques were statistically compared using the paired student’s two- 

tailed t-test. All registration software was written in DDL for Windows NT (Appendix 1).

3.3.2 Registration techniques

Five registration techniques were compared: Manual, principal axes (Alpert et al, 90) and 

three pixel property based methods, cross-correlation (Pratt, 78; Collins et al, 94), 

minimisation o f variance (Woods et al, 93; Studholme et al, 97) and mutual information 

(Studholme et al, 98).

Manual registration was performed using the full image content while the other techniques
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required thresholding. For these techniques, the true colour histological image was converted 

to a greyscale image. A histogram of this image and RLG shows the distribution o f the pixel 

values in each image (Fig. 3.6). The most common value can then be used as a measure of 

the background signal (B). The lower threshold for these images was set at B+s Vb . For 

principal axes, both images were converted to a binary representation o f the data by using the 

threshold value as the cutoff point.

For the pixel similarity measures, any value below this threshold was set to zero while the 

remainder was left untouched. The histological image was then used as a search area for the 

window image (RLG) so that the overlap between images was the same as the dimensions o f 

the window image (Fig. 3.7). This ensured the measure o f registration was not influenced by 

the size o f the overlap (Studholme et al, 1996).
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Figure 3.5. A stained histological image (A) and corresponding RLG (B). ROI’s were 

drawn on the stained image and RLG to delineate the small liver pieces. The pixels in each 

ROI were converted to binary format (B).
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Figure 3.6. A typical smoothed histogram of pixel values in an RLG. The most common 

value is used as a measure o f background signal.
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Figure 3.7. Search and window areas for registration using similarity measures.
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3.3.3 Manual registration

Registrations were performed manually by overlaying a window, 80x80 pixels and centred on 

the cursor, containing the corresponding part o f RLG on to the stained section and selecting 

translational and rotational corrections (Fig. 3.8). Corrections were specified in pixels 

(translation) and degrees (rotation). Interpolation following registration was bilinear.

Figure 3.8. Manual registration by overlaying an area from the RLG onto the stained 

histological section.

3.3.4 Principal axis

The centres o f mass are first registered with each other to correct for translational mismatch 

between the images. The centre o f mass (x, y) o f an image I was computed using equations 

(3.2) and (3.3) where gy is the grey scale value o f the image pixel at the location (i, j).
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The principal axes o f an image I are defined as the eigenvectors o f the 2 x 2 inertia matrix

(3.4)M  =
V ^2 1  ^ 2 2 /

o f the image where

I J
(3.5)

"*12 = Z E ( ' - ^ ) 0 ' - 3 ' ) g j  (3.6)
i j

"*21 =
i j

22
( j

(3.7)

(3.8)

The centroid and the eigenvectors were calculated for the radioluminograph and the grey 

scale version o f the histological section. The RLG was translated in the X and Y direction 

according to the difference in the centroid calculations. The RLG was also rotated according 

to the angle between the major principal axis on each image. Interpolation was bilinear 

following rotation.

3.3.5 Spatial domain cross correlation

This technique is based on the assumption that the cross correlation between two images 

increases as the two images are in better register. The cross correlation is maximised through 

a series o f translational and rotational transformations.

Let Ii(j,k) and l2 (j,k) represent the two discrete images to be registered. In its simplest form, 

the correlation measure is defined as
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J KS S-̂ i ( j - m , k - n )
___________________________ (3.9)

J  K

y= i k=\

1/2
J  K

Z E a'O " '» . * - " )
7=1 t= l

1/2

where (j,k) are indices in a J x K pixel window area.

3.3.6 Minimisation of Variance

This method is based on the assumption that, for a given pixel intensity in the greyscale 

histological image, the range of intensities of the corresponding RLG pixels is minimised at 

registration. This measure can be expressed as a weighted sum of normalised standard 

deviations o f corresponding RLG values,

(j  ̂ = J ][crX .s)/7 (5 )] (3 .10)

where p(s) is the probability o f the pixels in the greyscale histological image having a value s 

and Gr(s) is the standard deviation o f the corresponding RLG pixels. The weighting ensures 

that the measure is influenced most strongly by RLG variance for the most common pixel 

values in the histological image.

3.3.7 Mutual Information

This measure, also known as relative entropy, is based on the shared information between two 

images that should be maximised at registration. The mutual information between the RLG 

with intensity r and histological image with intensity s is given by

I{R;S) = Y,P(r,s)log  (3.11)
M  P(r )p(s )

where p(r, s) is the probability o f an RLG pixel with a value r having a corresponding pixel 

value s on the histological image.
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3.3.8 Optimisation

Optimisation was achieved using an iterative, multiresolution strategy. This began with 

coarse resolution images and iteratively reduced resolution. These images were created by 

sampling every 9*, and finally every pixel o f the search and window areas (Woods et al, 

1993). The window image was translated in the x and y directions with a step size equal to 

one pixel in the coarse resolution image, while rotational corrections were in one degree steps 

(Studholme et al., 1997). An error volume was generated at the end o f each iteration (Fig. 

3.9). The optimal value in this volume then gives the values for corrections for spatial and 

rotational alignment. This transformation was then used as the starting point for the next 

iteration.

In the first iteration, the search area was created by adding a border, one quarter o f the width 

of the image along the x axis and one quarter o f the length in the y direction. This was filled 

with the background value. Subsequent thresholding then ensured the content o f this border 

was set to zero and did not influence the similarity measures. In following iterations, the 

border added was the same size as the sample frequency of the previous iteration.

Large rotational adjustments were not necessary since the slides were constrained in the same 

orientation by the phosphor screen exposure cassette and on the flatbed deskscanner. 

Therefore, the rotational search was limited from three degrees anticlockwise to three degrees 

clockwise on the first iteration. This was reduced to two degrees on the second iteration and 

finally to one degree. Interpolation following rotational correction was bilinear.
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0 . 6

Figure 3.9. A 3D plot of the cross correlation coefficient for each horizontal and vertical 

translation. This demonstrates the sharp fall from the position of maximum correlation. The 

data was taken from a plane through the error volume, at the angle of maximum correlation.
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3.4 Results

3.4.1 Uniformity

A uniform response is critical in order to be able to quantify and compare activities over the 

entire area of the phosphor screen. There was less than 10% difference between the highest 

and lowest signals from the samples placed over the entire scanning area of a phosphor plate 

(Fig. 3.10).
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Figure 3.10. Uniformity data over entire 35x43 cm scanning area of MD Phosphor screen.

The response was considered to be uniform if {high -  low) x 100
low

<10

3.4.2 Linear dynamic range

The linear dynamic range is defined as the range over which the response of the system is 

linear (Fig. 3.11). A wide dynamic range allows the accurate quantitation of both very low 

and very high activities from a single exposure. The response of the Phosphor plate is linear 

for over five orders with a correlation coefficient of 0.99.
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Figure 3.11. System response to ^"*C-methacrylate standards. Data was combined for 

exposures o f 10 mins, 17 hrs and 34 hrs to show the dynamic range o f the system.

3.4.3 Detection Threshold

The detection threshold was defined to be the background count plus two standard deviations 

o f the background count (Fig. 3.12). The minimum resolvable signal was thus measured to be 

28.26 disintegrations/mm^, or 1 dpm/mm^ exposed for 28 minutes.
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Figure 3.12. Determination o f minimum sensitivity. Each point shows the mean ± standard 

deviation for five measurements.

3.4.4 Spatial resolution

The spatial resolution is the ability of a system to distinguish between two points that are 

close together. Using the more conservative criterion for the contrast transfer function 

(CTF=0.33), is resolved at 2.2 line cycles/mm for the 88 pm scanning resolution (Fig.

3.13). That is, two lines, 0.4mm thick, can be resolved when separated by 0.1mm. For the 

176 pm scanning resolution, is resolved at 1.61 line cycles/mm and hence a line 

separation o f 0.3mm.
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Figure 3.13. Contrast transfer functions for high and low resolution settings.

3.4.4 Com parison of registration techniques

Five approaches to register radioluminographs with digitised histological sections were 

compared in terms o f their spatial accuracy and efficiency. Images o f radiolabelled antibody 

distribution in tumour sections were registered with their equivalent morphological images. 

The results are shown in tables 3.1 and 3.2.

Registration technique Mean distance (pixels)

Manual 5.18±2.52

Principal axes 14.00^=7.37

Cross correlation 3.68±2.00

Minimisation o f variance 4.0U 1.74

Mutual Information 3.87±2.23

Table 3.1 shows the spatial accuracy of the five registration techniques. The values are the 

mean distance, in pixels, between the centroids o f the markers in each image pair while the 

error is given by the standard deviation.
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Manual Principal axes Cross
correlation

Minimisation 
o f Variance

Mutual
information

Manual 1 - - - -

Principal axes <0.00001 1 - - -

Cross correlation 0.03 <0.00001 1 - -

Minimisation o f Variance 0.07 <0.00001 0.54 1 -

Mutual information 0.08 <0.00001 0.77 0.8 1

Table 3.2 shows the p-values from student’s t-test that compares the accuracy of each 

technique.

Principal axes was highly significantly less accurate than any other technique, while manual 

registration was less accurate than cross correlation (significant at 5% level), minimisation of 

variance (significant at 10% level) and mutual information (significant at 10% level). There 

was no significant difference between the accuracy of the pixel similarity measures.

The time taken to register each image pair increased with image size for automatic 

registration. On average, principal axes took 30 seconds, cross-correlation took 1.65 minutes, 

minimisation o f variance 15.3 minutes and mutual information achieved registration in 9 

hours.
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3.5 Discussion

3.5.1 Storage Phosphor plates

The performance specifications o f the Phosphor Imager were measured and compared with 

the values quoted by other investigators (Johnston et al, 1990; Molecular Dynamics Technical 

Note # 55). The Phosphor screen responded uniformly to identical activities placed over the 

entire screen. This response was linear for an activity range of five orders o f magnitude. 

Additionally, the detection threshold was measured to be 28 disintegrations/mm^ compared to 

25 disintegrations/mm^. The spatial resolution measurements also compared favourably with 

the results o f other investigators. At the high resolution scan setting, resolution was measured 

at 2.2 line cycles/mm whereas at the lower setting this reduced to 1.61 line cycles/mm. These 

are similar to previously reported values of 2.2 line cycles/mm and 1.8 line cycles/mm.

Storage phosphor plates facilitate the quantitation o f radiolabelled antibodies in sections of 

tissue. The plates are sensitive to low levels o f radiation and maintain a linear response for 

high activities. This is essential when working with samples covering a wide range of 

activities and with samples with highly heterogeneous distribution o f activity. In addition, 

given that the system can resolve signals that are separated by a distance that is less than the 

range o f most beta emitters, storage phosphor plates are adequate for use with ^^'l and

3.5.2 Image Registration

The fully automatic pixel similarity measures were found to be the most accurate method for 

registering RLG's with their digitised stained histological equivalents. There was no 

significant difference in accuracy between cross correlation, minimisation o f variance and 

mutual information. However, the time taken to achieve registration varied markedly 

between these techniques. This was due to the additional loops required to calculate each 

measure. In EDL, considerable performance penalties are associated with using loops rather 

than matrix operations. Nevertheless, it was not deemed necessary to optimise each 

technique as cross-correlation was already accurate and efficient.

There were several potential sources o f error in this work. The search method assumed that
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no misregistration occurred at the end o f each iteration. If this happens then it is unlikely that 

the images are corrected in the following iterations since the point o f registration lies outside 

the search field. A further source o f error was in determining the centroid o f each liver 

marker. Occasionally this was not well defined on the RLG. Consequently, this method was 

not a true measure o f the accuracy of each registration technique. However, this did not 

influence the rank o f each technique in terms of the accuracy.

To reduce sampling error, a large number o f sections are required to thoroughly analyse 

radiolabelled antibody distribution in tissue. As a result, manual registration techniques 

would be time consuming and tedious. However, the cross correlation technique can be used 

to automatically register, accurately and efficiently, large numbers of image pairs.
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Chapter 4

QUANTITATION OF ANTIBODY DISTRIBUTION IN TISSUE SECTIONS

4.1 Introduction

Numerous studies in mice have shown enhanced therapeutic effect with RIT compared to 

external beam radiotherapy (Wessels et al., 1989; Roberson et al, 1995) while others 

demonstrate reduced tumour growth delay with RIT (Williams et al., 1992; Buras et al.,

1993). Potential causes for this discrepancy are due to the heterogeneity o f dose deposition 

and response. Anti-tumour antibodies tend to predominantly localise in well-vascularised, 

radiosensitive areas o f tumour where most of the dose is deposited (Boxer et al., 1994; Pedley 

et al., 1990) leading to enhanced tumour growth inhibition. Indeed, some cells can receive a 

greater dose for the required level o f sterilisation resulting in overkill, at the expense of others 

(Humm, 1993 & 1990; Makrigiorgos, 1989; Yorke, 1993). Alternatively, dose deposited in 

the necrotic areas does not affect tumour growth. Therefore, in order to explain an observed 

biological effect, the non-uniformities in dose deposition and response should be accounted 

for.

There is little data about the extent o f nonuniformity of radiolabeled antibody distribution 

within tumour and normal tissue. Autoradiographic techniques have given some indication of 

the pattern o f heterogeneity but these have generally been qualitative assessments.

Quantitative measurements were made possible with the use o f densitometry and grain 

counting (Fand et al., 1992; Yang et al., 1992; Sung et al., 1993; Pedley et al., 1987). Using 

this technique, the distribution o f antibodies in tissue sections has been shown to vary with 

the size o f the antibody with small antibodies penetrating into the tumour (Yokota et al, 1992 

& 1993). However, accurate dose estimates were limited by non-linear response and poor 

sensitivity o f film. In addition, the heterogeneity o f response was not taken into account.

Alternative strategies to account for heterogeneity involved the use o f models that reduced the 

tumour architecture to a series o f compartments where the relationship between 

compartments were described in mathematical terms. These models assessed the effect of 

interstitial pressure gradients, blood flow and antigen expression (Jain & Baxter, 1988;
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Weinstein & van Osdol, 1992; Boucher et al, 1998) on antibody distribution. They enable 

conceptual understanding o f bow these factors may influence antibody distribution but have 

yet to be used to compare absorbed dose distribution and biological outcome.

The methods that have hitherto been used to account for heterogeneity o f antibody 

distribution in tumour have not been used to measure the heterogeneity o f dose deposition 

and response. For the conventional measurements to be valid, the dose distribution should be 

sufficiently uniform. It is postulated that the distribution in some tissues is not sufficiently 

uniform. To test for uniformity, a statistical model is employed. Furthermore, in order to 

assess therapeutic efficacy, measurements need to distinguish between dose deposited in 

sensitive tumour areas and dose deposited in resistant areas. Given the results from Yokota et 

al (1992 & 1993), it is likely that the dose deposited in sensitive areas compared to necrotic 

areas varies with antibody type. Images of tumour morphology are used to delineate viable 

and necrotic areas.

4.1.1 Statistical model

Under certain conditions, models can be used to predict the distribution function that will 

describe the results o f many repetitions of a given measurement. The measurement is defined 

as counting the number o f successes resulting from a given number o f trials. In the case of 

radioactive decay, the number o f trials is equivalent to the number o f nuclei in the sample 

under observation, and the measurement consists o f counting those nuclei that undergo decay. 

In terms o f the measurement of radioactive decay, this is given by the probability (p) of 

detection and is defined by the efficiency o f the detector.

For a given period o f time, where p is constant, there are three specific statistical models 

(Knoll, 1989) that are commonly used in radioactive decay:

1 The Binomial distribution is the most general model but is computationally 

cumbersome in radioactive decay, where the number o f nuclei is very large.

Generally, it is only used in the examination o f data acquired by counting very short

lived radiosotopes with high counting efficiency.
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2 The Poisson Distribution. This model is a direct mathematical simplification o f the 

binomial distribution under conditions that the success probability is small. In 

practical terms, the condition implies that the observation time is small compared with 

the half-life o f the source or that the detection efficiency is small.

3 The Gaussian or Normal Distribution. The Normal distribution is a further 

simplification if  the average number o f successes is relatively large (>30). This 

condition applies for any situation in which more than a few counts are accumulated 

during the course o f the measurement. This is most often the case so that the 

Gaussian model is widely applicable to many problems in counting statistics.

A tissue section with a uniform distribution o f radiolabeled antibody can be thought o f as a 

two dimensional array of N identical radioactive sources. If the average number of 

disintegrations detected by the phosphor plate (mean count per pixel) is large and the 

probability of success is small then the Normal distribution may be used to describe the 

distribution o f counts per pixel obtained fi*om a uniform source. Typically, this is the case in 

radioluminography where the detection efficiency is less than 5% (Molecular Dynamics, 

Technical Note).

4.1.2 The Normal Distribution

The Normal distribution function is defined as

P{x) = exp
v 2;tc7 (4.1)

where P(x) is the probability of counting x successes and x is the mean of N independent 

measurements given by

2 ] ; ,  (4 2)

N
The probability distribution function is normalised so that
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(4.3)
»•=]

When the probability o f detection is small, this approximates the Poisson distribution and has 

a predicted variance, a measure o f the scatter about the mean, equal to the mean.

0 .40
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Figure 4.1 shows a histogram of counts per pixel from a phosphor plate that has been 

exposed to a background source. Also shown is the standard Normal distribution.

Since the Normal distribution function can be used to describe this histogram, any test for 

normality in the histogram can be used as a test for radiolabeled antibody uniformity in the 

source tissue. Furthermore, the degree o f departure from normality is a measure of 

nonuniformity or heterogeneity. If the histogram of the pixel values is significantly non 

normal, then the source distribution is heterogeneous.

Three special purpose techniques for investigating whether a population is normally 

distributed are the Lilliefor’s (Conover, 1980), skewness and kurtosis (Pearson, 1972a & 

1972b) test statistics. The degree o f heterogeneity is then given by the level of significance at 

which the test fails.
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4.1.3 The Lilliefors Test for Normality

The Lilliefor’s goodness-of-fit test measures the maximum difference between the standard 

normal distribution and the normalised sample distribution. The normalised sample values Z, 

are calculated, where is defined by

Z; =

and the standard deviation s is given by

X:  -  X
(4.4)

s =

The Lilliefors test statistic T is defined by

(4.5)

max, ,
T  = LP*(x)-5 '(jc)

X (4.6)

where F*(x) is the standard normal distribution, from equation 4.1 and S(x) is the empirical 

distribution function taken from the normalised sample values Zj (fig. 4.2).

1,0

F*(-.05) = 0.48 

S(-.Q5) = 0.40

-1- 2
x =  -.05

Figure 4.2. Graphs of F*(x) and S(x) showing the maximum difference between them. In 

this case, T=0.08.
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4.1.4 Testing for skewness

A normal distribution is symmetric. A distribution that is not symmetric is skewed. Skewed 

distributions are divided into two categories: positively skewed or skewed to the right and 

negatively skewed or skewed to the left (fig. 4.3).

positively skewed

Figure 4.3. Examples of skewed distributions.

negatively skewed

The skewness test statistic has a value o f zero for a normal distribution and is given by

where

0,1 —
m'. 3 / 2 (4.7)

Yj(.x,-xy

N
04 8)

and

' ^ ( x , - x y
»=1

N
(4.9)
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4.1.5 Testing for kurtosis

mesokurticplatykurtic

Figure 4.4. Symmetric distributions o f varing kurtosis.

leptokurtic

Kurtosis o f a distribution describes its degree of peakedness compared with the length and 

size o f its tails. A distribution that is relatively flat and has short tails is o f high kurtosis and 

is said to be platykurtic. A distribution with a sharp peak and long tapering tails is of low 

kurtosis and is termed leptokurtic (fig. 4.4). The normal distribution is of intermediate 

kurtosis and is said to be mesokurtic. R.C. Geary’s kurtosis test statistic has a value of 

0.7979 for a normal distribution. His measure is

(4.10)
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4.2 Materials and Methods

4.2.1 Animal studies

Antibodies were radiolabelled according to section 2.2.2 and were injected into a mouse 

xenograft model as in section 2.2.3. These mice were then culled at selected time points, 

depending on the pharmacokinetics of the antibody. The liver, kidney, lung, spleen, colon, 

muscle, femur and tumour were removed from each mouse for histological processing. They 

were fixed in 10% neutral formalin for 48 hours, processed to paraffin wax and sectioned at 3 

pm. Femurs were decalcified in EDTA/formalin for 48 hours before processing. Multiple 

sections were cut fi*om each tissue firom all mice. The sections were dewaxed in inhibisol and 

exposed on Molecular Dynamics (MD) phosphor plates and analysed using MD ImageQuant 

and Interactive Data Language software. After scanning all tissue sections were stained with 

haematoxylin and eosin to compare radiolabeled antibody distribution with tissue 

morphology. The stained sections were then digitised using a HP ScanJet 3C desk scanner 

(Hewlett Packard Ltd, UK).

4.2.2 Radioluminography

Before and after use, remaining images and background noise were erased from storage 

phosphor plates using the MD Image Eraser (Molecular Dynamics Ltd., UK). The tissue 

sections were placed on the imaging plate. Intimate contact was achieved by using an MD 

Exposure Cassette. The latent image formed was converted to a quantitative digital image 

using a MD 425 Phosphorlmager.

4.2.3 Data analysis

Each radioluminograph (RLG) and corresponding stained histological section were registered 

using the cross-correlation method as in section 3.3.5. A region o f interest (ROI) was drawn 

around each tissue on the digitised stained histological image (fig. 4.5). This ROI was copied 

onto the same position on the RLG. This gave an ROI corresponding accurately to the outline 

o f the tissue section.
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The definition of the ROI allowed the quantitation o f the distribution o f the radioantibody 

within the tissue. Values for the mean, standard deviation, median, maximum and minimum 

pixel values were calculated along with the skew, kurtosis and Lilliefor’s test statistics. All 

values were written to a space delimited text file.

For each tissue, the test statistic for Lilliefor’s, skewness and kurtosis was compared with the 

appropriate critical value from statistical tables (Conover, 1980; Pearson, 1972). If a 

distribution from any tissue section was significantly non uniform, antibody distribution 

within the tissue was considered heterogeneous.

In the case o f the tumours, histological examination showed that each section could be 

delineated into three major zones: the first zone contained mostly viable tumour, the second 

mostly necrotic tumour and the third was a hypoxic region which contained both viable and 

necrotic cells. Again, using the registered stained histological section and RLG, ROI’s were 

drawn around the whole tumour, the viable and the necrotic areas on the histological image 

(fig. 4.6).

Each tumour section was selected by clicking on the centre o f the section which created a 

window containing the new magnified image o f the section. When there were separate 

necrotic or viable areas in a tumour section, a ROI was drawn around each area and the pixel 

values were grouped for each zone. The distribution within each zone was analysed.

Sections o f kidney from the A5B7-IgG, A5B7-Fab and MFE-23 experiments were each 

placed on a single phosphor plate to facilitate accurate correction o f the pixel values for 

radioactive decay. This allowed further investigation o f the distribution o f these antibodies 

in kidney over time. Likewise, tumour sections from A5B7-IgG and A5B7-Fab were each 

exposed on a single plate and the pixel values were corrected for decay. Again, this allowed 

the temporal change in the distribution in tumour to be evaluated.
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Figure 4.5. Histologically stained tissue sections with the corresponding radioluminograph. 

Tissue sections were stained with haematoxylin and eosin to facilitate the delineation o f 

regions o f interest around each tissue. Tissues were bone (Bo), colon (Co), kidney (Ki), liver 

(Li), lung (Lu), muscle (Mu), spleen (Sp) and tumour (Tu).
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a

Figure 4.6. Delineation o f viable (V) and necrotic (N) tumour regions.

The degree o f heterogeneity in the necrotic and viable tumour regions was compared for each 

tumour section. Further statistical tests were performed to test whether the populations in the 

necrotic and viable areas o f tumour were differently distributed. For non parametric 

conditions, the Mann-Whitney U-Test statistic was calculated along with the one tailed 

probability o f obtaining the test value at the 0.05 significance level. For parametric 

conditions, the two-tailed t-test statistic and its significance was calculated.

Analysis o f variance was carried out on the ratio o f counts in kidney cortex to medulla and on 

the amount o f IgG and Fab in viable and necrotic regions over time. A single factor (time) 

anova test was used to determine whether the ratio in kidney and the amount o f antibody in 

each region varied over time. Further analysis o f variance was carried out regarding 

“antibody” and “time” as between viableinecrotic ratio for all antibodies. Variation due to 

antibody was subdivided into variation due to molecular weight, avidity and affinity. This 

was carried out using the general linear model in Minitab (Minitab Users Guide, 1995).
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4.3 Results

Sections of tumours and normal tissues were used to study the uniformity o f the distributions 

o f the radiolabeled anti-CEA and non CBA specific antibodies. Further kidney and tumour 

sections, taken at selected timepoints after administration, were used to compare the 

distribution with the histological appearances.

4.3.1 Normal Tissues

Liver is a typical example o f a tissue with a normal distribution o f radiolabeled antibody (fig. 

4.7a(i)) - the test statistics for both the Lilliefors test and for kurtosis were not significant at 

the 20% level. Therefore, the hypothesis that the distribution is normal is accepted at this 

level. The skew test statistic was also insignificant at the 10% level and therefore the 

distribution was symmetric . The histogram of the pixel values was therefore normal and 

hence the antibody distribution within the liver was uniform (fig. 4.7b(ii)). The antibody 

distributions within colon, lung, spleen and muscle were also uniform since Lilliefor’s and 

kurtosis values were insignificant at the 2 0 % level and the skew test statistic was insignificant 

at the 1 0 % level.

In bone, the kurtosis test statistic was not significant at the 20% level indicating normal 

kurtosis. However, the Lilliefor’s test was significant for both specific and non specific 

antibodies. Also, the distribution, in both, was significantly negatively skewed at the 1% 

level. The distribution in bone was not uniform and by comparing the RLG with the 

corresponding stained section it appeared that most o f the antibody retention occurred in the 

bone marrow whereas the areas o f hard cortical bone had count levels close to background. 

When the populations from hard bone and bone marrow were separated, the antibody 

distribution within each was uniform.
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Figure 4.7. Normal tissues with histograms. Radioluminographs of liver and kidney are shown in 

a(i) and b(i) while the corresponding histograms are shown in a(ii) and b(ii), respectively. The 

histograms of counts in the kidney cortex and medulla are shown in b(iii) and b(iv), respectively.
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The histogram of pixel values within the kidney region shows non normal Lilliefor’s, kurtosis 

and skew values (fig. 4.7b(i)). The distribution was significantly platykurtic at the 2% level 

with Lilliefor’s and skew significant at the 1% level. The histogram o f the pixel values 

showed two distinct regions; one with high mean counts per pixel corresponding to higher 

antibody uptake within the cortex; the other with lower mean counts per pixel corresponding 

to the distribution within the medulla (fig. 4.7b(ii)). As with bone, when the distributions in 

the kidney cortex (fig. 4.7b(iii)) and the medulla (fig 4.7b(iv)) were taken separately, the 

distribution within each was uniform. The distribution within the cortex o f the kidney was 

normal: Lilliefor’s and kurtosis were insignificant at the 20% level and skewness was 

insignificant at the 10% level. The distribution in the medulla was also normal with 

Lilliefor’s and kurtosis passing at the 20% with skew passing at the 10% level.

4.5
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Figure 4.8. Kidney cortex to medulla ratios for MFE-23, A5B7-Fab and A5B7-IgG as 

measured from the radioluminographs o f kidney sections.

The ratio between the cortex and medulla counts depended on the antibody and remained 

constant until the antibody cleared from the circulation (Fig. 4.8). Indeed, the anova test 

shows there was no significant change in the ratios over time for A5B7-IgG (p=0.82), A5B7-
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Fab (p=0.23) and MFE-23 (p=0.96). The median ratios, taken over all timepoints, o f the 

cortex to medulla counts for each antibody are shown in table 4.1. The highest ratios occur 

for the single chain fragments, MFE-23 and NFE, while the largest are for the intact 

antibodies A5B7-IgG and MOPC. Antibody fragments and multivalent antibodies have a 

ratio greater than one. In addition, the pegylated form of DFM have a lower ratio than DFM 

itself.

Antibody Ratio

IgG 0.897

F(ab ’ ) 2 2.46
Fab 1.633

MFE-23 3.575
TFM 1 . 2 2 2

DFM 1.298
DFM +25k PEG 1.539

M OPC 0.945
NFE 3.325

Table 4.1. Kidney Cortex:Medulla ratios for all antibodies.

4.3.2 Tum our

The distribution within tumour varied quite markedly. The extent o f the heterogeneity varied 

with time and antibody. Figure 4.9 shows a typical histogram for an anti-CEA antibody.

This was significantly non normal at the 1% level using the Lilliefor’s test, was highly 

platykurtic at the 2% level and positively skewed at 1%. This was consistent with high 

antibody uptake around the thin viable region o f the tumour section. There also appeared to 

be two distinct populations: one corresponding to the large central necrotic region; the other 

due to the distribution at the viable rim.

On separation of the two populations, the distribution at the viable rim was still 

heterogeneous with kurtosis not significant at the 20% level but Lilliefor’s and skew were 

significant at 1%. The distribution in the central necrosis was also heterogeneous with 

significant Lilliefor’s and skew at the 1% level but insignificant kurtosis at the 20% level.
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Additionally, Mann-Whitney U test demonstrated that the activity was significantly higher in 

the viable rim than in the necrosis. This was consistent for all anti-CEA antibodies at early 

timepoints. In fact, the time at which the distribution was most heterogeneous coincided with 

maximum tumour uptake. Subsequently, the distribution became more uniform.

A typical distribution and histogram of a non specific antibody is shown in figure 4.10. The 

histogram was not significantly skewed at the 1 0 % level but it had significant kurtosis at the 

2% level and significant Lilliefor’s at the 1% level. However the distributions in the necrotic 

and viable areas both had insignificant Lilliefor’s (p>0.2), kurtosis (p>0.2) and skew (p>0.1) 

values. Additionally, the activity in the viable region was significantly lower than in the 

necrosis as shown by the two tailed t-test (p<0 .0 0 1 ).
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Figure 4.9. IDL user interface showing stained histological tumour section along with a 

RLG o f anti-CEA antibody distribution. The antibody is predominantly localised in the 

viable region. Also shown is the normalised histogram of pixel values from the RLG.
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Figure 4.10. IDL user interface showing the stained histological image and RLG of non 

specific antibody distribution (MOPC). The antibody penetrates quickly into the necrotic 

centre o f the tumour. Also shown is the normalised histogram of the pixel values from the 

RLG.
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A5B7-Fab distribution in viable and necrotic tumour regions
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Figure 4.11. Movement of Fab in tumour over time. The error bars show the range of the 

data.
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Figure 4.12. Movement of IgG in tumour over time. The error bars show the data range.
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The actual amount of A5B7-IgG in the viable tumour areas did not change significantly over 

time (p=0,3) while the amount in the necrosis did change significantly (p«0 .0001). There 

was a significant increase between 24 and 48 hours (p=0.0005) when the amount in the 

necrosis remained constant (p=0T37). In addition, there was significantly more IgG in viable 

areas at 3 (p<0.0001) and 24 hours (p=0.012). At 48 hours and after, there was no significant 

difference.

In contrast, the amount o f Fab in viable areas changed significantly with time (p<0.0001). 

After the maximum uptake at 24 hours, there was a significant decrease (p=0.0005).

Similarly the amount in necrosis increased significantly between 3 and 24 hours (p=0.002) 

and remained constant thereafter. There was significantly more Fab in the viable areas at 3 

hours (p=0.026). However, at 24 hours there was no significant difference (p=0.358) and at 

later times there was more in necrosis.

There was no significant difference in the amount o f IgG and Fab in viable areas (p=0.936) 

and necrotic areas (p=0.938) at 3 hours. At 24 hours, there was more Fab in necrotic areas 

(p=0.08) and no significant difference between the amounts in viable areas (p=0.114). After, 

there was significantly more IgG in both the viable (p<0.0001) and necrotic areas (p=0.001).

Table 4.2 shows the viable/necrotic ratio for all antibodies. The highest ratio was obtained 

when TFM was used. In fact, TFM gave the highest ratios until the final timepoint. The 

smaller monovalent anti-CEA antibodies penetrated quickly into the necrosis and therefore 

had low ratios. DFM seemed to be retained longer in the viable areas compared to the 

pegylated version which penetrated more quickly into the necrosis. The non specific 

antibodies were not retained in the viable areas, penetrated quickly into the necrosis and 

therefore had a ratio less than one.

The analysis o f variance regarding time and antibody characteristics against viableinecrotic 

ratio showed there was a significant change in the ratio over time (p<0.0001). Similarly, a 

change in antibody affinity (p=0.0005) and avidity (p=0.03) had a significant effect on the 

retention in viable areas. A change in molecular weight had no significant effect (p=0.81).
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Time after adm inistration i[hrs)

Antibody 1 3 6 24 48 72

A5B7-IgG - 3.37 - 2.25 0.92 0 . 8 8

A 5 B 7 -F(ab ’ ) 2 - 3.74 - 1.95 1.9 0.58

A5B7-Fab - 1 . 6 6 - 1 . 1 0.67 0.59

MFE-23 1.38 1.58 1 . 1 2 0.72 - -

TFM - 4.11 - 3.25 2 . 6 6 0 . 6 6

DFM 2.7 3.52 - 2.92 1.83 0.54

DFM+25k PEG 3.15 - - 1.53 1.38 0.79

M OPC - 0.78 - 0 . 6 8 0.55 0 . 6

NFE 0.59 0.44 - - - -

Table 4.2. The viablernecrosis ratios for each antibody at selected timepoints.
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4.4 Discussion

Tests for uniformity on RLGs o f tissue sections are an effective way o f measuring the degree of 

heterogeneity o f in vivo radiolabeled antibody distribution. Since conventional absorbed dose 

measurements, based on the MIRD formulation, assume a uniform distribution in the source 

tissue, the techniques described here test the validity o f this assumption. These tests have 

shown that the distribution o f both non-specific and tumour specific antibodies was uniform in 

spleen, muscle, lung, liver and colon. Therefore, these organs can be used as source regions in 

the MIRD formulation for macroscopic dosimetry.

The overall distribution in bone was not uniform. However, the distributions within bone 

marrow and cortical bone were uniform. Therefore, for conventional absorbed dose 

calculations, the activity in cortical bone and bone marrow should be taken separately. When 

kidney was considered as a whole organ the distribution was not uniform whereas the 

distribution was uniform in the cortex and within the medulla, if  considered as separate 

compartments. Again, a dosimetry model should include the activity in the cortex and the 

medulla.

The activity in the cortex and medulla depended on the antibody and whether it was filtered by 

the glomerulus in the kidney. This filtration process is influenced primarily by the molecular 

size, but also by the molecular shape and charge of the antibody (Lote, 1992). Indeed, filtration 

is generally restricted for antibodies greater than 70kD. Those that are filtered are then 

reabsorbed at the site o f the proximal convoluted tubules which reside in the cortex. Therefore 

a high cortex :medulla ratio indicates reabsorbtion.

The intact antibodies were indeed too large to be filtered by the glomerulus whereas filtration 

increased with decreasing size o f the fragments with MFE-23 and NFE having the largest ratios.

Although TFM, DFM and pegylated DFM are theoretically too large for filtration, they 

localised in the kidney cortex. This may be due to the maleimide linker, a change in charge or 

molecular shape. However, pegylation does seem to reduce this filtration as shown be the 

reduced kidney cortex to medulla ratio and rate of clearance compared to the unpegylated DFM.

Additionally, there seemed to be an increase in absorbtion for the smaller fragments at early 

time points (fig. 4.8).
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In tumour, the degree o f heterogeneity o f antibody distribution varied widely for the specific 

antibodies. The antibody distribution in the necrotic and viable regions was heterogeneous in 

all cases. There was also significantly more radiolabeled antibody in the viable region than in 

the necrosis at early time points in agreement with other investigators (Boxer et al., 1994; 

Pedley et al, 1990).

O f the anti-CEA antibodies, the tri-valent TFM had the highest viableinecrotic ratios, with the 

bivalent antibodies scoring the next highest, followed by MFE-23 which penetrated quickly into 

the necrosis as previously reported with another scFv (Yokota et al., 1992). Given that the 

activity in the viable region is 1.6-4.1 times that in the necrosis, at 3 hours, a significantly larger 

dose rate is received by the radiosensitive viable region o f the tumour during RIT. This is one 

of the advantages o f RIT over conventional radiotherapy where relatively more of the dose is 

delivered to radioresistant hypoxic cells.

The non specific antibody distribution was uniform when the necrotic and viable regions were 

considered separately but not when the tumour section was taken as a whole. However, in this 

case there was 1.3-2.3 times the activity in the necrosis compared to the viable region 

demonstrating rapid penetration into the tumour. This shows that a larger dose is delivered to 

the necrotic region o f the tumour where it is wasted.

All antibodies showed some degree of penetration into the tumour. Consequently, there must 

be a force driving the antibody into the centre. This force may be caused by a concentration 

gradient between the circulating antibody and the tumour. Indeed, it is this gradient that is 

used in mathematical models to explain the transport of antibodies from blood into tumours 

(Jain, 1987; Baxter et al, 1994; Strand et al, 1993).

The magnitude o f this gradient changes with time. Initially this gradient is high when the 

antibody concentration in the blood is high and antibodies penetrate into the tumour. As the 

antibody clears fi*om the circulation, the gradient decreases and there is reduced tumour loading. 

Maximum tumour uptake occurs at the time when the gradient reaches zero and tumour loading 

stops. Consequently, antibodies that clear quickly fi*om the circulation tend to have low 

tumour uptake. This idea is further supported by the fact that maximum uptake in the necrosis
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coincides with maximum total tumour uptake. Once the gradient has reversed, the amount of 

antibody in the viable areas reduces as they leak back into the circulation. However, antibodies 

in the necrosis seem to be trapped. The fact that antibodies are trapped suggests that necrosis 

may be at a lower pressure than viable areas. Indeed, a mathematical model describing tumour 

growth predicts a reduction in interstitial pressure in necrosis (Please et al., 1998).

There was no significant difference in the amount o f IgG in viable and necrotic regions at late 

timepoints. This was primarily due to the long circulating half-life o f the antibody which 

maintained the concentration gradient, forcing the antibody into the tumour when the antigen 

sites adjacent to blood vessels are occupied. This supports the idea that higher amounts o f 

protein may prolong the positive gradient, improve localisation (Thomas et al, 1989) and lead to 

a more uniform tumour dose (Sgouros, 1992).

The temporal change in the concentration gradient also affects the viableinecrotic ratio. As the 

gradient falls and reverses, so the ratio falls and becomes less than one. However, higher ratios 

may be maintained if  higher affinity and avidity antibodies are used. Higher affinity antibodies 

have a stronger interaction with the target antigen while the avidity effect has a number of 

possible explanations. First, it increases the probability o f an interaction. Or if  more than one 

arm is bound then the interaction is stronger. Alternatively, a monovalent antibody, bound to 

antigen that has been shed fi"om the cell surface, effectively behaves as a non-specific protein 

while mulitvalent antibodies still have the ability to bind to fixed antigen. Nevertheless, 

affinity and avidity restrict antibody movement away fi*om the viable tumour, which could 

potentially lead to improved therapy. By contrast, molecular weight did not significantly 

restrict mobility o f antibodies in tumour.

None of the tumours presented here could be considered to have localised radiolabeled antibody 

uniformly, which implies that macroscopic absorbed dose calculations may be misleading. This 

study showed that anti-tumour antibodies preferentially localise in the viable tumour area where 

a large dose is delivered. The magnitude o f this dose is determined not only by the emissions 

from the radionuclide but by the antibody itself. This also has implications for other 

systemically delivered tumour targeting strategies.

To assess the potential clinical use o f antibody/radionuclide combinations for RIT, a more
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accurate dosimetry model needs to be developed to calculate the absorbed organ dose in nude 

mice. The aim o f RIT is to treat tumours effectively without destroying normal tissues. 

Therefore, given the limits imposed by nephrotoxicity and myelotoxicity on RIT, it is important 

that accurate kidney and bone marrow data be included in a dosimetry model. Additionally, a 

tumour dosimetry model, that accounts for dose heterogeneity, needs to be created in order to 

determine whether all parts o f the tumour receive a lethal dose. This tumour model should also 

be incorporated into a macrodosimetry model to accurately characterise the dose deposition in 

tumour and normal tissues in mice. Furthermore, by accounting for the differences between 

mouse and man in absorbed dose calculations, it is then possible to create an improved 

dosimetry model in mice to facilitate the enhancement o f therapy in man.
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Chapter 5

THE CONSTRUCTION OF A MURINE DOSIMETRY MODEL

5.1 Introduction

Traditionally, the most important parameter for assessing the biological effect o f radiolabelled 

antibodies has been the absorbed dose. Quantitative radiation dosimetry methods, in both 

human clinical trials and animal models, have allowed the measurement and characterisation 

o f the absorbed dose. This is important for two reasons: To compare the absorbed dose with 

the toxicity caused in each organ for human and animal model and to use the comparison to 

improve the model as a predictor o f the effect o f absorbed dose in man.

Currently, the widely accepted human dosimetry model is based on the recommendations o f 

the medical internal radiation dose (MIRD) committee (Loevinger et al., 1988; NCRP, 1979 

& 1985). The MIRD schema provides absorbed fractions, 0 ,  for penetrating gamma radiation 

from the source organ to the target organ. Human organs are modelled as ellipsoids or 

cylinders to facilitate easy calculation of the self-dose within organs and cross-dose between 

organs. However, simplifying assumptions made in these calculations are that the dose 

deposition is uniform and non penetrating beta radiation originating in the source organ is 

wholly absorbed within that organ (Loevinger, 1968).

In animal models, tumouricidal effect is often quantified by measuring tumour size 

(Buchegger, 1993) after administration of radiolabelled antibodies. The corresponding 

absorbed dose can be measured using mini-thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD) (Yorke, 

1993) or from the beta particle energy absorbed in the source organ as calculated from 

biodistribution data (Pedley, 1993; Casey, 1996). The mini-TLD method measures the dose 

of radiation coming from all sites in the mouse to the specific dosimeter implanted in the 

target tissue while the biodistribution method assumes all the beta energy is absorbed in the 

source organ, similar to the MIRD schema for the human model. However, given that the 

dimensions of mouse organs are of the same order o f magnitude as the range o f electrons 

emitted from some radionuclides, a significant amount o f beta energy escapes normal mouse 

tissues and tumours. Therefore, a separate dosimetry model for the mouse is needed for 

estimating internal doses from administered beta-emitting radionuclides.
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A preliminary standard mouse model, based on data that was selected from the measurement 

o f the dimensions and masses of organs was created by Hui et al. (Hui et al., 1994). Source 

organs included in the model were the liver, spleen, kidneys, lungs, heart, stomach, small 

intestine, large intestine, thyroid, pancreas, bone and marrow. Additionally, the tumour was 

modelled as a 0.024 g sphere located in the outer flank o f the carcass. The absorbed dose in 

each organ was calculated using MIRD point kernels for (Berger, 1971). The basic 

equation o f this technique was

(5.1)

where D(rk<—r^) was the mean absorbed dose in a target region rk from radionuclides 

distributed uniformly in a source region rh. Ah was the cumulated activity in source region rh, 

A, was the mean energy emitted per unit cumulated activity for radiation o f a particular type 

and energy, (|>i(rk<-rh) was the absorbed fraction for target region rk for the i^ radiation emitted 

in the source region rh, and mk was the mass o f target region. The total dose, D(rk), to a target 

organ was the sum of contributions from all the source organs:

% )  = (52)
h

This model assumed that the radionuclide was distributed uniformly in kidney and tumour. 

However, the cortex and medulla of the kidney should be taken as separate source regions in 

the MIRD schema. Likewise, the non uniform dose distribution and heterogeneous response 

in tumour can lead to large differences in tumouricidal effect compared to that o f a uniform 

distribution and response. Therefore, the current model requires modification to account for 

the heterogeneity demonstrated in chapter four.

In this chapter, the current murine dosimetry model is extended by incorporating more 

accurate models o f the tumour and kidney and to extend the model to include the absorbed 

fractions for ’^'l in mouse organs. Radioluminographs o f kidney sections are used to measure 

the dimensions o f a new model for the kidney cortex and medulla. This model consists o f two 

ellipsoids, one inside the other. The central ellipsoid represents the medulla while the shell 

represents the cortex. The centres of mass of both ellipsoids coincide. The absorbed dose in
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each area is calculated using the MERJD point kernels for and '̂ 1̂.

Size is also an important factor in the curability of tumours when using RIT (O’Donoghue, 

1994; Buchegger, 1990). To achieve optimum doses, the best radionuclide should be chosen 

to suit the size o f the tumour. Given that animal biodistribution studies often involve 

tumours that vary in size, a more generally applicable tumour dosimetry model should cater 

for various tumour sizes.

In order to create a model tumour, two distinct tumour regions have been defined:

1 The radiosensitive, well-vascularised part, that contains viable cells

2 The necrotic centre that contains only dead cells

Therefore, the simplified tumour model consists o f two concentric spheres, the inner 

represents the necrosis while the shell represents the viable tumour region. This model 

overcomes the problems associated with converting the dose-rate distribution, fi*om images of 

antibody distribution, to absorbed dose distribution (Humm et al., 1995). Digitised images of 

stained histological tumour sections were used to identify and measure the necrotic and viable 

areas in tumours o f various sizes. Again, the absorbed dose fractions are calculated for each 

region using the MIRD point kernels for and * '̂l. The absorbed dose fi"om the gamma 

emissions is considered to be negligible in mouse organs (Ellet et al., 1971). All programs 

are written in IDL (appendix 3).

5.1.2 M IRD point kernels

To conform with the schema of absorbed-dose calculations adopted by the MIRD Committee 

(Loevinger, 1968), the absorbed-dose distribution should be expressed in terms o f the specific 

absorbed fraction O. Let R(x,Eq) denote the dose rate at a distance x fi-om a point-isotropic 

source that emits electrons of energy Eq. The dose rate is expressed in the form given by

R{x ,E q) = AnkE^O^x^E^) (5-3)

where
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R(x,Eo) is the absorbed dose-rate, in Gy/sec;

(D(x,Eo) is the specific absorbed fraction, in g’ ;̂

X is the distance from the source, in cm;

Eo is the initial energy of the emitted particles, in MeV 

A is the source activity, in Bq;

n is the number o f electrons of energy Eq emitted per disintegration; 

k = 1.6 X 10'^ g-Gy/MeV.

The quantity 4jrpx^0(x,Eo)dx is the fraction o f the emitted energy that is absorbed in a 

spherical shell o f radius x and thickness dx in a medium with density p(g/cm^). All o f the 

emitted energy must be absorbed somewhere in the medium, assuming leakage o f radiation 

across boundaries to be negligible, which results in the normalisation condition

4;rp 0(x, E o ) d x  =  l  (5.4)
0

5.1.3 Percentile distances

For the purpose o f tabulation it is convenient to consider a set o f radii Xp corresponding to a 

fixed set o f absorbed fractions within a sphere surrounding a point source,

Xp) = 95. (5.5)

These radii Xp are called percentile distances. The defining equation for Xp is

Xp) = 4np I <^n(x)dx =

for a beta particle source. The percentile range xgo is the distance from the source within 

which 90% of the energy is absorbed and is a convenient parameter to use in absorbed dose 

calculations.
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5.1.4 Relationship between absorbed dose distributions in different media

When the same beta particle source is placed in two media with slightly different average 

atomic number, the resulting absorbed dose distributions have a very similar shape. This 

similarity has been the basis for a scaling procedure that has often been used to convert 

distributions measured in air in order to make them applicable to a tissue like medium. With 

the indices 1 and 2  indicating the two media, the scaling relation takes the form

for a beta-particle source where

I A
(5.7)

y-a2 ,^ ^  (5.8)
Hi

The quantity a2 i is called the relative attenuation factor and is a material constant, 

independent o f the particle energy or of the distance fi’om the source, provided that the 

average atomic numbers of the two media are sufficiently close. When the media differ only 

in regard to their density, the relative attenuation factor is unity, and the scaling law is exact. 

The factor (a2 i)^(p2 /pi)^ on the right side of equation 5.7 has been introduced to satisfy the 

normalisation condition equation 5.4 for the specific absorbed fraction.

5.1.5 Scaled absorbed-dose distribution

The scaled ahsorhed-dose distribution F is a dimensionless quantity that is a function o f the 

ratio ^ = X/X 9 0 , i.e., o f the distance from the source as a fraction of the 90-percentile distance. 

The relationship between the scaled absorbed-dose and the specific absorbed fraction is

Hr
F^(^) = 4 ;# r '0 ^ (x )—  = AjtpX^X„<^p{,x) (5-9)

for a beta-particle source.
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Let Eo) and E q)  be scaled distributions around the same monoenergetic source in 

two different media. From equations 5.7 and 5.8, it follows that

(5-10)

for a beta-particle source.

Therefore the functional dependence of the scaled absorbed-dose distribution on Ç is 

independent o f the density of the medium. The properties o f the medium are included 

through the rescaled value o f X 9 0 .
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5.2 Materials and methods

5.2.1 Point kernel technique

The specific absorbed fraction of the energy from a point electron source falls rapidly with 

distance from the source. This distribution is a continuous function but may be approximated 

by a symmetric density matrix, Oij,k, where each element spatially represents a cube and 

contains the value o f the specific absorbed fraction. The dimensions o f the matrix are given 

by (2 n + lx 2 n + lx 2 n+ l) where n is given by the percentile range o f the electron divided by the 

width o f the cube.

The central element in the matrix approximates the point electron source and the self 

absorbed fraction may be calculated using equation 5.6. This equation enables the calculation

o f the absorbed fraction within a sphere of known radius from tabulated values (Berger,

1971). The radius (R) o f this sphere is then related to the width (W) o f the cube (Fig. 1) by

.  = Ï #  ( M l ,

The absorbed fraction within the cube may then be given by

0 («  + 1,« + 1,« +1) = ^ ^  (5-12)
100

where G is a geometrical reduction factor (Berger, 1970). Given that the activity is assumed 

to be uniformly distributed throughout the volume, this factor is simply given by the ratio of 

the volumes

G = (5.13)
;rv3

and p r  is calculated by linear regression within the intervals o f the tabulated values. Where 

the density of the absorbing material differed from that o f water, equations 5.7 and 5.8 were 

used with a2 i= l, p i= l and p2  = density of the new medium.
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w
Figure 5.1. Calculating 

the self-absorbed 

fraction for the central 

voxel o f the density 

matrix.

The values o f the remaining elements of the matrix are calculated using equation 5.9. This 

equation enables the calculation o f the absorbed fraction within a spherical shell o f known 

radius from tabulated values. The radius X is given by the geometrical distance of the target 

element from the source, i.e.

X  = W-^(i~ny + ( J - n f  + ( k - n y  

In this case, the absorbed fraction is simply

(5.14)

(5.15)
90

where the density o f the medium differed from that of water, X9 0  was recalculated from 

equation 5.7 using the values, a2 i= l, pi= l and p2  = the density o f the new medium.
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5.2.2 V alidation of technique

This technique was validated by using the 90 and 100 percentile electron ranges to define the 

dimensions o f the density matrix and then comparing the sums o f the elements in the matrices 

with the appropriate percentiles. Furthermore, by increasing sampling fi*equency, i.e reducing 

cube width, the matrix should provide a better representation o f the continuous fimction.

5.2.3 A bsorbed fraction in mouse organs

5.2.3.1 In p u t data

Most organs were modelled as ellipsoids except for bone and marrow which were modelled 

as cylinders. The dimensions of each organ are taken from Hui (Hui et al., 1994) and are 

shown in table 5.1. Each organ was then represented by a 3D array where each element was a 

cube o f side 50 pm. The density o f tissue in most organs, except lung, cortical bone and bone 

marrow, was assumed to be the same as water. The density o f the lung tissue was assumed to 

be 0.26 g/cc, bone marrow was assumed to be 1.03 g/cc and cortical bone was 1.92 g/cc.

Organ Length (cm) Width (cm) Height (cm)
Liver 1.54 1.13 0 . 8 6

Spleen 1.67 0.57 0 . 2 0

Lungs 1.57 1.28 1 . 2 2

Heart 0.85 0.55 0.50
Stomach 1.37 0.91 0.69

Small bowel 1 . 2 0 1 . 2 0 1 . 0 0

Large bowel 1.50 1.60 0.50
Thyroid 0.71 0.57 0 . 1 0

Pancreas 0.55 0.32 0 . 2 0

Bone 1.30 0 . 2 0 0 . 2 0

Marrow 0.90 0 . 1 0 0 . 1 0

Table 5.1. The dimensions used to create the organ models.

MIRD point kernels were used to calculate the self absorbed dose fi"om and ^  in each 

organ. The elements in the kernel matrix represented cubes o f side 50 pm when using
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and 250 [im for

Femur
Bone

Marrow
Cavity

0.1 cmDia.

1.3 cm
0.9 cm

0.2 cm Dia.—

Figure 5.2. Dimensions o f the whole femur used to model the skeleton and marrow.

5.2.4 Kidney and tum our dosimetry models

5.2.4.1 Animal studies

Twenty tumour bearing mice (section 2.2.3) were injected with labelled MFE-23 (section 

2.2.2). All mice were sacrificed 3 hours after administration and the kidneys and tumour 

were removed for histological processing (section 2.2,3). Multiple sections were taken from 

each tissue. The kidney sections were placed on the phosphor plate. After image acquisition, 

all sections were stained with haematoxylin and eosin.

5.2.4.2 Kidney model

A region o f interest (ROI) was drawn around the RLG of the kidney section as shown in fig. 

5.3a. The average value along the ROI was used as the background value and was subtracted 

from the image (Fig 5.3b). The centroid ( x, y ) of the image (I) was computed using
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equations 3.2 and 3.3 where gy is the grey scale value o f the image pixel at the location (i, j). 

The principal axes o f the section were defined as the eigenvectors o f the 2x2 inertia matrix in 

equation 3.4 o f the image array where the eigenvectors were given by equations 3.5-3.8 . A 

profile was then generated along each of the principal axes (Fig 5.3d). These profiles were 

smoothed for clarity using a boxcar average function and were then used to measure the 

cortex and medulla dimensions for the dosimetry model. The peaks o f the profiles 

correspond to kidney cortex. The edge of the cortex was defined to be at the position of one 

tenth o f the maximum peak value (Fig 5.3e). An ellipsoidal model o f the kidney was then 

created using these measurements (Fig 5.4).
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Figure 5.3. Measurement o f the dimensions o f the cortex and medulla in the kidney.
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Figure 5.4. The kidney model consisting 

o f two ellipsoids. The central ellipsoid 

represents the medulla (rh) and and the 

outer ellipsoid represents the cortex (rk).
#0 ^

The absorbed fraction within any region is given by

0 (r) = D{r) (5.16)

where

D{r)  =  A{r)kEp<^{r) (5.17)

is the absorbed dose within any region r and is the dose absorbed within an unbounded 

region (r->oo). The absorbed fraction within each region of the kidney can be found by 

calculating D(r) in four separate ways:

1 0(rh) when r=rh

2 0(rh)+0(rk<- rh) when r= rh+ rk and A(rk)=0.

3 0(rk) when r=rk

4 0(rk)+0(rh<— rk) when r= rh+ rk and A(rh)=0.

The cross dose fractions, 0(rk<- rh) and 0(rh<- rk), can be determined by subtracting 1 from 

2 and 3 from 4 respectively.
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S.2.4.3 Validation

The validation o f  the kidney model was separated into three parts:

1 calculation o f  the self absorbed fraction within the kidney model, when taken as a 

single region.

2 calculation o f  self-absorbed fraction, the fraction absorbed in the adjacent region and 

the fraction that escapes the kidney for both the cortex and medulla.

3 comparison o f  actual dose measurements with model values

The absorbed fraction, in part 1, was compared with previous data. Part 2 was validated by 

ensuring the sum o f  these fractions equalled 1.

The third part was validated by measuring the dose in cortex and medulla in serial R LG ’s o f 

sections through the centre o f  the kidney. The heterogeneity o f dose within the kidney was 

quantified by first registering RLG’s o f  central kidney sections with morphological images 

and then aligning the serial sections. The radioluminograph was then convolved with the beta 

dose kernel o f  and Again the morphological image was used to delineate the cortex 

and medulla (Fig. 5.5a). The regions were copied onto the images o f activity (Fig 5.5b) and 

dose distribution (Fig 5.5c and 5.5d). A ratio o f medulla to cortex activity and dose was 

calculated. Using the chi-squared test for goodness-of-fit, this value was compared with the 

predicted value from the equivalent model, when the cortex and medulla activity were as 

measured from the RLG and with unity as from a uniform distribution.
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Figure 5.5. Using the image o f kidney morphology (A) to define regions corresponding to 

the cortex and medulla. These regions were copied onto images o f radiolabelled antibody 

distribution (B), dose-rate distribution from (C) and from (D).
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S.2.4.4 Tumour model

High resolution microscopy images o f neighbouring regions o f  a tumour section were 

digitised using a M inolta R D I75 digital camera mounted on an Axioskop microscope (Zeiss 

Ltd.), and reconstructed to form a composite image (Fig 5.6). Adjacent images overlapped so 

that alignment could be achieved by automatically translating, horizontally and vertically, one 

image relative to the other (Laroche, 98). For each translation, the cross-correlation, between 

the greyscale pixels along the edge o f one image and the pixels along the corresponding 

overlap, was calculated. Exact alignment occurred when there was maximum cross

correlation.

ROI's were drawn around areas o f  necrosis and viable cells in the reconstructed composite 

image. This allowed the measurement o f the thickness o f the viable periphery as a function 

o f tumour radius. A  logarithmic model was fitted to this data. Then, a simple tumour 

dosimetry model, consisting o f  a spherical necrotic core and a viable shell, was created for 

different tumour sizes. As in section 5.2.4.2, the absorbed fraction in both the necrotic and 

viable regions was calculated along with the cross-dose between each region and for each 

tumour size (Fig 5.7).

A third order polynomial model was fitted to the values o f self-dose, in both viable and 

necrotic areas, and cross-dose between these areas, versus tum our radius for both ^̂ *1 and 

The parameters in this model were calculated using a non-linear optimisation procedure.
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Figure 5.6. A montage o f high resolution microscopy images used to delineate viable and 

necrotic areas o f tumour. These were used to define the thickness o f the viable shell in the 

tumour model.
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Figure 5.7. The spherical tumour 

model containing a central necrosis 

(rh) and shell o f viable cells (rk).

5.2.4.S V alidation

Validation o f the tumour model was also separated into three parts

1 calculation o f the self absorbed fraction within uniform spherical tumour models, of

various radii, was compared with previous data.

2 calculation o f self-absorbed fraction, the fraction absorbed in the adjacent region and

the fraction that escapes the tumour for both the viable and necrotic tumour areas and

for each tumour size.

3 comparison o f actual dose measurements with model values for each tumour size

For each tumour size, the dimensions o f the viable and necrotic regions were calculated from 

the logarithmic model. The absorbed dose in viable and necrotic areas was then calculated 

from the polynomial models for the self dose and cross dose. This was compared with the 

actual dose as measured from quantitative images o f dose-rate distribution. RLG’s o f central 

tumour sections were first registered with morphological images and then aligned with each 

other as described in section 3.3.5. The radioluminograph was then convolved with the beta 

dose kernel o f and ^Y . The morphological image was used to delineate areas containing 

mostly viable or necrotic cells (Fig 5.8a). Data from different regions containing cells with 

similar sensitivity were pooled. The regions were copied onto the images o f activity (Fig 

5.8b) and dose-rate distribution (Fig 5.8c and 5.8d). A ratio o f viable to necrosis activity and
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dose-rate was calculated. Using the chi-squared test for goodness-of-fit, this value was 

compared with the predicted value from the equivalent model, when the viable and necrosis 

activity were as measured from the RLG and with unity as from a uniform distribution.

A

C

B

1 r
D

Figure 5.8. Delineation o f viable and necrotic regions, using an image o f tumour 

morphology (A). These regions can be copied onto corresponding images showing 

radiolabelled antibody distribution (B) and dose-rate distribution. The dose-rate distribution 

from antibodies labelled with (C) and (D) are also shown.
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Stom ach

Spleen

Figure 5.9. A schematic diagram o f the mouse model (Hui et al, 1994).

5.2.5 Cross-dose between organs

The ratios o f energy deposited in the adjacent target organs were approximately proportional 

to the ratios o f surface areas overlapped with source organ (Fig. 5.9). Therefore,

(5.18)

where Fkh was the fraction o f surface area of source region h overlapped with target region k. 

Table 5.2 shows the values o f Fkh. When kidney was the source organ (h), Fkh was taken to be 

the same for both medulla and cortex. Conversely, when kidney was the target (k), the 

amount absorbed in the cortex and medulla was proportional to the fraction o f kidney volume 

attributed to each region.
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Source regions

Target Liver Spleen Kidneys Lungs Heart Stomach
Small

bowel

Large

bowel
Thyroid Pancreas Bone Marrow

Liver 1.000 - 0.200 0.075 0.100 0.300 0.030 0.010 - - - -

Spleen - 1.000 0.075 - - 0.200 - - - 0.450 - -

Kidney 0.050 0.200 1.000 - - 0.150 0.040 0.010 - 0.280 - -

Lungs 0.180 - - 1.000 0.500 0.050 - - - - - -

Heart 0.020 - - 0.200 1.000 - - - - - - -

Stomach 0.050 0.500 0.100 0.025 - 1.000 0.030 - - 0.170 - -

Small bowel 0.170 - 0.300 - - 0.160 1.000 0.900 - - - -

Large bowel 0.030 - 0.075 - - 0.010 0.150 1.000 - - - -

Thyroid - - - - - - - - 1.000 - - -

Pancreas - 0.250 0.075 - - 0.050 - - - 1.000 - -

Bone - - - - - - - - - - 1.000 1.000

Marrow - - - - - - - - - - 0.250 1.000

Carcass 0.500 0.050 0.175 0.700 0.400 0.080 0.750 0.080 1.000 0.100 0.750 -

Table 5.2. Ratio (Fkh) o f overlapping surface area o f source and target organs to the surface area o f the source organ (taken from Hui et al., 1994)
Overlapping Area

where Fkh is given by = Source Surface Area
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Point kernel technique

Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show how the accuracy o f the point kernel techniques varies with the 

element size in the density matrix representing the dose-rate distribution around a point source. 

For both and the matrix represents the continuous data more accurately with smaller 

cube size. The accuracy of the ' ' matrix falls more rapidly as cube size is increased with a 

gradient o f approximately 0.9 mm’* while the gradient for is 0.1 mm’*.

co
0.9

0.7
o-oo

0.6
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025

'X90
'1.8.X90

Cube size (cm)

Figure 5.10. The variation in the sum o f the elements o f the point dose kernel for *̂ *I with the 

element size. As the size o f the element is reduced and sampling frequency increases, the 

absorbed fraction within the specified electron range tends towards the percentile values. The 

ranges are given by the 90**̂  percentile (X90) and 100* percentile (1.8X90).
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Figure 5.11. The variation in the sum o f the elements o f the point dose kernel for ^ ’Y with the 

element size. As the size o f the element is reduced and sampling frequency increases, the 

absorbed fraction within the specified electron range tends towards the percentile values. The 

ranges are given by the 90̂  ̂percentile (X90) and 100̂  ̂percentile (1.8X90).

5.3.2 Self-absorbed fraction

The absorbed fractions calculated, using the point kernels, for mouse organs modelled as 

ellipsoids and cylinders are given in table 5.3. There is a lower self absorbed fraction in smaller 

organs, such as thyroid or pancreas, for both radionuclides. In addition, the absorbed fraction for 

is significantly larger (p<0.0001) than for ^°Y in all organs.
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Organ #90 Y

Liver 0.687 0.954

Spleen 0.366 0.854

Lungs 0.308 0.850

Heart 0.487 0.914

Stomach 0.626 0.943

Small bowel 0.694 0.955

Large bowel 0.615 0.939

Thyroid 0.241 0.742

Pancreas 0.240 0.824

Cortical Bone 0.765 1.000

Bone Marrow 0.150 0.643

Table 5.3. The self absorbed fractions in mouse organs for and 

5.3.3 Kidney M easurem ents

The dimensions o f the cortex and medulla, calculated using RLG’s o f kidney sections, are 

shown in table 5.4. These measurements were used to create a kidney dosimetry model and 

the absorbed fractions are shown in table 5.5.

Region Length (cm) Width (cm) Height (cm)

Medulla 0.484±0.088 0.189±0.057 0.185±0.008

Cortex 0.890±0.090 0.531±0.094 0.487±0.002

Table 5.4 shows the dimensions o f the kidney dosimetry model.
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Absorbed Fraction 131l 90y

0 (  Th+rk) 0.919 0.478

0(rh<—rh) 0.775 0.226

0(rk<-rh) 0.225 0.384

0(rk<—rk) 0.889 0.448

0(rh<-rk) 0.017 0.020

d)(roo<—rh) 0.000 0.390

d>(roo<—rk) 0.095 0.532

Table 5.5 shows the self absorbed fractions and cross-dose fractions for the kidney, as a 

single region (r^+rk), and for medulla (r^), cortex (rk) and surroundings (roo) for both ^  and
131I.

5.3.4 Validation of the kidney model

The value o f the absorbed fraction in kidney, as a single region, was within 4 % of that in Hui 

et al. For both and the sums of the absorbed fractions from each region equalled 

unity. Figure 5.12 shows the actual dose-rate and model dose-rate in cortex relative to 

medulla from '̂ *1 and for a range o f activity ratios. The actual values and the model 

values show better correlation for both (p=0.98) and (p=0.92) than the values for the 

uniform distribution (p=0.06 and p=0.35, respectively). However, the model tended to 

underestimate the dose to cortex relative to medulla.
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Figure 5.12. A comparison of the actual dose-rate in kidney cortex relative to medulla and 

the kidney model predictions for both and ^Y.

5.3.5 Tum our model

The variation of the thickness of the viable shell with tumour radius was measured by 

delineating viable regions on montages of microscopy images. The thickness of the viable 

shell increased with tumour size. The logarithmic model that was fitted to the data (Fig. 

5.13) showed significant correlation (p-0.003).

Third order polynomial models were fitted to the self-dose and cross-dose measurements, 

from both '̂̂ *1 and for viable and necrotic regions (Figs 5.14-5.18). In all cases, the 

model provided a good fit for the data (p<0.0001). The self-dose in each region increased 

with tumour size.
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Figure 5.13. Variation of the thickness of the viable shell with tumour radius along with a 

logarithmic model fitted to the data. The thickness increased with tumour size.
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Figure 5.14. Absorbed fractions from in viable and necrotic regions in the spherical 

tumour model, with necrotic tumour as the source, along with the third order polynomial fits.
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Figure 5.15. Absorbed fractions from in viable and necrotic regions in the spherical 

tumour model, with viable tumour as the source, along with the third order polynomial fits.
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Figure 5.16. Absorbed fractions from in viable and necrotic regions in the spherical 

tumour model, with necrotic tumour as the source, along with the third order polynomial fits.
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Figure 5.17. Absorbed fractions from in viable and necrotic regions in the spherical 

tumour model, with viable tumour as the source, along with the third order polynomial fits.

5.3.6 Validation of tumour model

The absorbed fractions in spherical isotropic tumours, with different radii, were measured 

(Fig 5.18). These values compared well with previous measurements (O’Donoghue, 1994; 

Bardies et al., 1994; Prestwich et al., 1989). From figures 5.14-5.17, the sums of the self

dose fractions and cross-dose fractions equalled unity.

Actual dose measurements in tumours were compared with the model predictions. Figure 

5.19 shows the actual values and model values for the absorbed dose in viable relative to 

necrotic areas for both and ^Y. The model data for compares well with the actual 

data (p=0.67) while there is less correlation between the actual data and unity (p=0.21) as 

would be obtained from a uniform distribution. Likewise, the model values for ^ Y  provided 

a better estimation o f the actual values (p=0.96) than those obtained by assuming a uniform 

distribution (p=0.65).
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Figure 5.18. Absorbed fractions from '̂ 1̂ and in a uniform spherical tumour.90.
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Figure 5.19. Comparison o f predicted dose to viable tumour cells relative to necrotic cells, 

using the tumour model, and actual dose to viable and necrotic cells.
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5.3.7 Cross dose between organs

The self-dose in each organ and cross-dose between organs from and are shown in 

tables 5.6 and 5.7, respectively. The self-dose is larger for compared to resulting in a 

smaller cross-dose. The absorbed fraction also depends on organ size with liver, stomach, 

large and small bowel having the highest values. None of the beta energy, from emitted 

in the kidney medulla escapes the kidney while the energy emitted by ^°Y is absorbed in 

surrounding organs.
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Source regions

Targets Liver Spleen
Kidney
Medulla

Kidney
Cortex Lungs Heart Stomach

Small
bowel

Large
bowel Thyroid Pancreas Bone Marrow

Liver 0.954 - - 0.019 0.011 0.009 0.017 0.001 0.001 - - - -

Spleen - 0.854 - 0.007 - - 0.011 - - - 0.079 - -

Kidney Medulla - - 0.775 0.016 - - - - - - - - -

Kidney Cortex 0.002 0.029 0.225 0.889 - - 0.009 0.002 0.001 - 0.049 - -

Lungs 0.008 - - - 0.850 0.043 0.003 - - - - - -

Heart 0.001 - - - 0.030 0.914 - - - - - - -

Stomach 0.002 0.073 - 0.010 0.004 - 0.943 0.001 - - 0.030 - -

Small bowel 0.008 - - 0.029 - - 0.009 0.955 0.055 - - - -

Large bowel 0.001 - - 0.007 - - 0.001 0.007 0.939 - - - -

Thyroid - - - - - - - - - 0.742 - - -

Pancreas - 0.036 - 0.007 - - 0.003 - - - 0.824 - -

Cortical Bone - - - - - - - - - - - 1 0.357

Bone Marrow - - - - - - - - - - - - 0.643

Carcass 0.024 0.008 - 0.016 0.105 0.034 0.004 0.034 0.004 0.258 0.018 - -

Table 5.6. Calculated Absorbed Fractions Op(rk <- rh) o f Beta Energy From Source Organ h to Target Organ k in the Mouse Model.
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Source regions

Targets Liver Spleen
Kidney
Medulla

Kidney
Cortex Lungs Heart Stomach

Small
bowel

Large
bowel Thyroid Pancreas

Cortical
Bone

Bone
Marrow

Liver 0.687 - 0.078 0.106 0.052 0.051 0.112 0.009 0.004 - - - -

Spleen - 0.366 0.029 0.040 - - 0.075 - - - 0.342 - -

Kidney Medulla - 0.009 0.226 0.020 - - 0.004 0.001 - - 0.015 - -

Kidney Cortex 0.015 0.118 0.384 0.448 - - 0.052 0.011 0.004 - 0.197 - -

Lungs 0.056 - - - 0.308 0.256 0.019 - - - - - -

Heart 0.006 - - - 0.138 0.488 - - - - - - -

Stomach 0.016 0.317 0.039 0.053 0.017 - 0.626 0.009 - - 0.129 - -

Small bowel 0.053 - 0.117 0.160 - - 0.060 0.694 0.347 - - - -

Large bowel 0.009 - 0.029 0.040 - - 0.004 0.046 0.615 - - - -

Thyroid - - - - - - - - - 0.240 - - -

Pancreas - 0.159 0.029 0.040 - - 0.019 - - - 0.240 - -

Cortical Bone - - - - - - - - - - - 0.850

Bone Marrow - - - - - - - - - - - - 0.150

Carcass 0.158 0.031 0.069 0.093 0.485 0.205 0.029 0.023 0.030 0.760 0.077 - -

Table 5.7. Calculated Absorbed Fractions 0p(rk <— rh) of Beta Energy From Source Organ h to Target Organ k in the Mouse Model.
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5.4 Conclusion

A mouse dosimetry model has been developed to facilitate more accurate absorbed dose 

calculations during RIT. The self-absorbed dose fraction and cross-dose fraction, for both 

and were calculated for 12 major organs. In addition, information based on data 

from RLG’s and histological images of kidney and tumour sections was incorporated into 

the model.

Each organ, or region within an organ, was modelled as an ellipsoid or cylinder. Each region 

was subdivided into a 3D array o f elements with each element containing the local activity. 

The dose distribution to a region surrounding each element was calculated by multiplying the 

value o f the element by a density matrix created from the MIRD beta dose kernels for 

and The accuracy of this technique depended on the dimensions o f each element 

compared to the range o f the emitted electron. Indeed, as the dimensions decreased, the sum 

of the elements tended towards the expected values. However, this was accompanied by an 

increased burden on computation time. Nevertheless, the error was greater for '^’l compared 

to due to the shorter range o f the electron.

As expected, the self-absorbed fraction in each organ was greater for ’^’l than ^®Y. As a 

result, the cross-dose to adjacent organs was smaller. The values for the self-absorbed 

fractions from ^°Y were within 13 % of the values from the model by Hui (Hui et al., 1993), 

for all normal tissues except for cortical bone. In the original model, ^Y  was assumed to 

remain on bone surfaces whereas here it is assumed to be distributed uniformly throughout 

and, as shown by Bardies (Bardies et al., 1994) for spherical geometry, this leads to a 

significantly larger absorbed fraction. In addition, the value for the absorbed fraction in bone 

marrow was 5% larger for ^Y  and 18% larger for ’^'l than that calculated by Muthaswamy 

(Muthaswamy et al., 1998). This was primarily due to a difference in size of the marrow 

cavity.

These fractions were generally higher than in the original model, with the largest errors for 

the smaller organs. This was probably due to a partial volume effect at the surface o f the 

organ model. In addition, the cross-dose was assumed to distribute uniformly in the target 

organs. Obviously, areas of the target organ that are adjacent to the source would absorb
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more energy than distant areas. Therefore, a more accurate model would include more 

information on the structure of the mouse.

A kidney model was developed and comprised two distinct regions representing the cortex 

and medulla. The dimensions o f each region were measured and the self-dose was calculated 

in kidney as a single region, cortex and medulla. In addition, the cross-dose between medulla 

and cortex and the amount that escapes the kidney was calculated for both regions. The 

mean dimensions o f the kidney were smaller than previously measured (Hui et al, 93;

Durbin et al, 92) but agree to within experimental error. The absorbed fraction in the kidney, 

from agrees with the previous model to within 10 %. The error was primarily due to the 

smaller dimensions used. Additionally, a significant amount o f the p energy from 

escapes the medulla, penetrates the cortex and is absorbed in adjacent organs. Likewise, 

energy from surrounding organs may also be absorbed in the medulla. By contrast, none of 

the energy from that escapes the medulla also escapes the cortex.

The kidney model tended to overestimate the dose delivered to the cortex relative to the 

medulla. There are three probable sources of error: The geometry o f the model does not 

accurately describe the structure o f the kidney; the dimensions of the cortex may have been 

overestimated in the original measurements; delineation of cortex and medulla during 

validation may have been inaccurate. Nevertheless, the model provides a more accurate 

measurement of the actual dose distribution in kidney compared to traditional calculations 

that assumed uniform distribution.

A tumour model was also developed and consisted of a spherical necrotic core with a shell 

representing the viable periphery. The absorbed fractions within uniform isotropic spheres, 

with various radii, compared well with work by others (O’Donoghue et al, 95; Bardies & 

Chatal, 1994). The extent o f viable and necrotic regions was measured from montages of 

microscopy images o f histologically stained tumour sections. This was also performed for a 

range of tumour sizes. As the tumour size increased, so did the thickness o f the viable shell. 

This implies that there is concurrent vascularisation with tumour growth. Otherwise, the 

thickness o f the viable shell would remain constant with the diffusion range o f nutrients.

The self-absorbed fraction in each tumour region was greater for than ^Y . In addition.
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the cross-dose between regions increased with tumour size for and decreased for 

However, it is likely that if  the tumour size increased further then the cross-dose with 

would then decrease. Furthermore, the cross-dose from necrosis to viable was greater than 

that from viable to necrosis. Any electron that escapes the necrosis must pass through the 

viable region whereas an electron escaping from the viable region does not necessarily pass 

through the necrosis. Indeed, more electron energy escapes the tumour altogether.

The equations that were used to describe the tumour model were used only to facilitate 

interpolation between data points. There was no theoretical basis for their form. 

Consequently, they cannot be used to extrapolate for tumour sizes that lie outside the range of 

sizes presented here.

The tumour model provided a more accurate estimate o f the dose to viable and necrotic areas 

compared to calculations that assume uniformity of dose deposition. In addition, the model 

for ’^’l described the actual dose values better then the model. Nevertheless, there was an 

appreciable difference between model and actual values.

No account was taken o f the spatial heterogeneity o f antibody distribution within viable and 

necrotic regions. In addition, the morphology o f the tumour was disregarded. Furthermore, 

cellular radiosensitivity in the tumour was assumed to be a binary function whereas it is 

probably a continuous function ranging from the most sensitive cells to those that have 

complete radioprotection. Therefore, a more realistic model would account for the structure 

of the tumour and heterogeneity o f dose deposition and response. Indeed, reconstruction of 

serial images of radiolabelled antibody distribution has been used to account for morphology 

and dose deposition (Roberson et al., 1994; Yorke et al., 1993; Humm et al., 1995).

However, there has been little work on quantitative measures of the heterogeneity of 

response.

The traditional MIRD approach to internal beta dosimetry assumes all the beta energy is 

absorbed in the source organ. However, this is not a valid assumption when measuring the 

absorbed dose in the organs o f small animal models. A preliminary model was developed to 

facilitate more accurate dose estimates for ^®Y labelled antibodies in mice (Hui et al., 1993).

In this chapter, this model has been adapted for use with ^̂ Î labelled antibodies.
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Furthermore, information from images of antibody distribution in tissue sections and tumour 

morphology has been used to account for dose heterogeneity in kidney and tumour. This new 

model further improves dose estimates in mice and allows better characterisation o f absorbed 

dose as well as giving a conceptual basis for considering dosimetry in patients with cancer.
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Chapter 6

A COMBINED MODEL TO ASSESS THE BIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF 

RADIOLABELLED ANTIBODIES

6.1 Introduction

The absorbed dose in tumour and normal tissues has traditionally been used to assess the 

biological effect of RIT in patients and animal models. However, absorbed dose alone 

cannot be used to predict biological effect as it takes no account o f dose-rate, tissue 

radiosensitivity and proliferation during treatment. Furthermore, it often assumes that all 

energy from beta particles is absorbed in the source organ. In addition, it assumes that 

the dose deposition and response within each organ is uniform. Consequently, these 

factors must be accounted for, in both man and mouse, in order to characterise the 

biological effect o f radiolabelled antibodies in man and mouse. Furthermore, accounting 

for the anatomical differences between man and mouse in dose calculations should lead 

to a more realistic use o f mice as a model for man.

The accuracy of absorbed dose calculations in mice depends on the method used. The 

first part of the analysis in this chapter is to compare three methods for calculating the 

absorbed dose in mouse organs. The first method was described in section 2.2.5 and 

employs the conventional MIRD technique, used in man, that assumes all the beta energy 

is absorbed in the source organ. The second method uses the mouse model described in

5.2 and enables the calculation of the self-dose in each organ while the third method 

corrects for cross-dose between organs as in section 5.2.5. The value o f the absorbed 

dose is likely to vary with the technique used and the extent o f the variation is probably 

related to the range o f the emitted beta particle.

When using mice to predict the performance of radiolabelled antibodies in man, an 

appropriate dosimetric parameter needs to be defined. Given that there is negligible 

cross-dose from beta emissions between organs in man, it would not be appropriate to 

include the correction for cross-dose in such a calculation. Likewise, dose estimates that
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assume all the beta energy is absorbed in the source organ overestimate the dose in that 

organ. Therefore, the self-dose in mouse organs is more likely to provide a better 

estimation of dose in man when the activity per gram in the organ is similar.

Furthermore, if  RIT is to be used to treat small cancer deposits then there will probably 

be appreciable cross-dose between viable and necrotic tumour areas in both mouse and 

man. Consequently, the calculation of self-dose to critical organs and the corrected total 

dose in viable and necrotic areas o f tumour allows the construction o f a dosimetry model 

that is based on data obtained from mice and can be used to assess biological effects in 

man.

The principal purpose of the second part of this chapter is to combine the information 

from previous chapters into a single model in order to characterise the biological effect in 

tumour and normal tissues in man. This combined model will then be used to determine 

the most suitable radionuclide/antibody combination for the treatment o f colorectal 

cancer in man by maximising the effect in tumour while limiting toxicity to critical 

normal tissues. Information on the heterogeneity of antibody distribution in kidney and 

tumour is taken from chapter four while the true dose model, described in chapter two, is 

used to account for the effects of radiosensitivity, dose-rate and proliferation in tumour. 

Further information on the effects of dose-rate and radiosensitivity on critical normal 

tissues is also included.

There has been little data on the normal tissue tolerance to RIT. However, a 

comprehensive study determined the maximum tolerated dose in normal tissues in mice 

(Behr et al., 1997) and showed that kidney was the dose limiting organ for small 

antibodies, such as Fab fragments, and bone marrow was the limiting organ for larger 

molecules like IgG. There was no evidence for renal damage for kidney doses o f less 

than 40 Gy whereas myelotoxicity became dose limiting at marrow doses o f less than 5 

Gy, However, renal tolerance during external beam radiotherapy in man is generally 

considered to be 20 Gy (Rubin et al., 1997) whereas other studies have shown that 

radiation doses of 6 Gy (Stewart, 1997) can produce a latent reduction in kidney function. 

Therefore, the critical organs were deemed to be bone marrow and kidney.
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The optimal radionuclide/antibody combination is chosen by the highest true dose 

delivered to viable tumour cells. To compare the true dose, the dose limits were set at the 

conservative estimates of 20 Gy for kidney and 4 Gy for bone marrow and whilst not life 

threatening, these values may lead to a degree o f toxicity. It is proposed that the 

performance o f each radionuclide/antibody combination, derived using the combined 

model, will vary substantially from that derived from the model presented in chapter two.
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6.2 Methods

6.2.1 Absorbed dose in mouse organs

The absorbed dose was calculated as in section 2,2.5 and the values for the % injected 

activity per gram for each organ were as calculated in chapter 2. Some organs were 

assumed to have negligible antibody uptake and in this case the uptake in each organ was 

taken to be proportional to the volume of blood per organ mass. For the mouse model, 

these values were taken to be the same as for man (Snyder et al., 1974) and are shown in 

table 6.1.

Tissue Ratio ml/g

Liver 0.139

Spleen 0.500

Kidney 0.226

Lungs 0.530

Heart 0.161

Stomach 0.040

Small bowel 0.000

Large bowel 0.000

Thyroid 0.180

Pancreas 0.000

Cortical bone 0.000

Bone marrow 0.053

Muscle 0.025

Table 6.1. The volume of blood per gram of tissue for each organ in the mouse model.

The self-absorbed dose in each organ was calculated according to section 2.2.5 and the 

self-absorbed fraction was given by table 5.3. The self-dose to kidney cortex and 

medulla was calculated as in section 5.2.4.2 while the self-dose in viable and necrotic 

areas in tumour was calculated according to section 5.2.4.4. The total dose was
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calculated using equations 5.1 and 5.2 where the cross-dose fractions were given by 

tables 5.6 and 5.7. For each antibody, the kidney cortex to medulla activity ratios and the 

viable tumour to necrosis activity ratios were taken from chapter 4. The tumour mass 

was the mean value o f Ig, taken from all tumour data. To enable efficient and accurate 

calculation in Microsoft Excel, a macro was written in visual basic.

6.2.2 Clinical Potential of antibody/radionuclide combinations

As in section 2.2.6, the injected activity was adjusted so that the bone marrow or kidney 

received the dose limit. Initially the limits were set at 13, 4 and 2 Gy for marrow as in 

chapter 2 and 20 and 6 Gy for kidney. The dose to marrow was calculated from the 

mouse model and the dose to kidney was taken to be the self-dose to cortex. A bi

exponential model, similar to equation 1.11, was used to describe the uptake and 

clearance phase o f antibodies in kidney and marrow. The model parameters that describe 

the uptake and clearance phase were obtained by fitting the model to the actual data. RE 

for kidney and marrow was then calculated using equation 1.15 along with the model 

parameters, the linear quadratic values for kidney and the physical half-lives o f both ^̂ *1 

and '’“Y:

a/p=2 Gy (Stewart et al, 1987; Thames et al, 1988) 

p=ln(2)/2 hr’* (Stewart et al, 1987; Thames et al, 1988)

and for marrow

a/p=10 Gy (Thames et al, 1984; Wheldon & O’Donoghue, 1990)

p=ln(2)/0.3 hr’* (Thames et al, 1984; Wheldon & O ’Donoghue, 1990)

where a/p describe the radiosensitivity of each tissue and p is the rate repair.

The true dose to viable cells was taken to be the self-dose plus the cross-dose from 

necrosis. To determine the uptake and clearance factors, equation 1.11 was fitted to the
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experimental measurements o f dose-rate to viable tumour at each time point. The time 

limits were calculated as in 2.2.6 and the true dose was calculated using these factors and 

constraints. To obtain the best antibody/radionuclide combination for clinical RIT, true 

dose values were taken at the most realistic dose limits o f 4 Gy to marrow and 20 Gy to 

kidney. The rank o f each antibody/radionuclide combination, in terms o f the true dose, 

was compared with the rank from the conventional measurement o f tumour to blood 

ratio. In addition, the true dose was compared with the true dose in chapter 2.
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6.3 Results

The self-absorbed dose and the total dose using the cross-dose correction, from 

antibodies labelled with and was calculated for 15 tissues in mice. These were 

compared with the absorbed dose estimates in section 2.2.5 that assumed all the beta 

energy was absorbed in the source organ. Tables 6.2 and 6.3 show the self-absorbed 

doses for and respectively while tables 6.4 and 6.5 show the total doses from 

and ®̂Y respectively.

The self-absorbed dose from was significantly smaller (p=0.015) than the equivalent 

estimates in section 2.2.5. However, the dose to the kidney cortex was higher and the 

medulla dose was lower than the mean kidney dose for antibodies that was localised in 

the kidney. Likewise, the dose to viable parts o f the tumour was larger than the tumour 

dose for the specific antibodies while the reverse is true for the non specific antibodies, 

MOPC and NFE. In addition, the highest dose to viable tumour was delivered by DFM 

and TFM while the lowest was NFE.

The self-absorbed doses from ^°Y labelled antibodies were also significantly lower 

(p<0.001) than the equivalent in table 2.4 and was generally lower than from ’^̂ 1. Again, 

antibodies that were filtered by the kidney gave larger doses to the cortex. These were 

larger than the kidney doses in table 2.4 while the medulla doses were smaller. In 

addition, the dose to viable tumour areas was also less than the mean tumour dose in table 

2.4.

In general, the total absorbed doses were significantly greater, for both '^^I (p<0.001) and 

^°Y (p<0.001), than the respective self-absorbed doses. Likewise, there was some 

variation between the total organ doses and those in tables 2,3 and 2.4. This difference 

was significant for ^°Y (p=0.003) but not ^^'l (p=0.21).
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Antibody Blood Liver Spleen
Kidney
Cortex

Kidney
Medulla Lungs Heart Stomach Small

Bowel
Large
Bowel

Thyroid Pancreas
Cortical

Bone
Bone

Marrow
Viable

Tumour
Necrotic
Tumour

A5B7-IgG 100 26.75 25.2 21.83 21.27 45.16 14.57 3.81 11.11 10.9 13.55 0 0 13.1 236.31 194.31

A5B7-F(ab')2 100 25.67 25.71 60.56 21.06 37.66 10.87 2.83 13.72 13.42 10.02 0 0 9.71 343.11 196.17

A5B7-Fab 100 22.93 20.42 75.71 40.05 36.86 10.51 2.72 18.33 17.94 9.6 0 0 9.27 109.61 113.54

MFE-23 100 38.79 31.04 234.50 53.23 54.86 12.03 3.12 33.81 33.01 11 0 0 10.67 108.6 73.98

TFM 100 24.78 29.08 29.41 20.95 35.94 13.06 3.39 14.32 14.05 12.05 0 0 11.65 354.82 146.87

DFM 100 22.09 30.4 49.63 32.98 40.42 10.4 2.7 14.88 14.59 9.57 0 0 9.26 404.86 202.89

DFM+5K PEG 100 20.64 14.67 31.19 17.44 28.87 14.1 3.65 6.71 6.59 12.97 0 0 12.52 318.58 238.96

DFM+25K PEG 100 22.11 18.98 36.1 20.33 33.76 15.39 3.98 12.25 12.01 14.13 0 0 13.65 176.14 122.71

MOPC 100 28.22 23.42 22.65 20.9 39.19 17.46 4.54 10.82 10.6 16.15 0 0 15.63 41.67 67.98

NFE 100 44.29 43.99 258.78 63.23 50.59 11.14 2.89 38.36 37.39 10.17 0 0 9.88 32.29 62.99

Table 6.2. Self-absorbed organ doses for antibodies labelled with Each dose is normalised so that blood receives the same dose.
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Antibody Blood Liver Spleen
Kidney
Cortex

Kidney
Medulla Lungs Heart Stomach

Small
Bowel

Large
Bowel

Thyroid Pancreas
Cortical

Bone
Bone

Marrow
Viable

Tumour
Necrotic
Tumour

A5B7-IgG 100 18.94 12.19 12.59 7.09 18.82 8.91 2.89 9.26 8.16 5.01 0 0 6.32 131.15 77.27

A5B7-F(ab')2 100 18.13 11.16 31.26 6.21 14.04 5.95 1.92 10.22 8.97 3.31 0 0 4.19 170.48 70.84

A5B7-Fab 100 15.84 9.45 41.36 12.59 14.51 6.08 1.95 14.44 12.68 3.36 0 0 4.23 57.52 43.6

MFE-23 100 26.39 14.58 130.26 16.48 22.01 7.09 2.29 27.12 23.66 3.9 0 0 4.95 57.99 28.71

TFM 100 17.18 13.13 15.78 6.48 13.93 7.44 2.39 11.11 9.79 4.14 0 0 5.23 183.3 54.65

DFM 100 15.48 13.35 25.78 9.84 15.17 5.73 1.85 11.17 9.84 3.18 0 0 4.02 202.4 73.7

DFM+5K PEG 100 14.5 7.03 17.71 5.68 11.82 8.48 2.72 5.49 4.86 4.72 0 0 5.94 173.84 93.04

DFM+25K PEG 100 14.76 9.84 22.09 7.17 14.89 9.98 3.2 10.81 9.53 5.54 0 0 6.98 103.52 51.94

MOPC 100 19.99 14 16.03 8.543 20.05 13.12 4.22 11.06 9.72 7.32 0 0 9.26 28.35 33.69

NFE 100 30.56 19.95 138.89 18.91 19.63 6.35 2.05 29.75 25.88 3.48 0 0 4.43 16.677 23.82

Table 6.3. Self-absorbed organ doses for antibodies labelled with Each dose is normalised so that blood receives the same dose
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Antibody Blood Liver Spleen
Kidney
Medulla

Kidney
Cortex Lungs Heart Stomach

Small
Bowel

Large
Bowel

Thyroid Pancreas
Cortical

Bone
Bone

Marrow
Viable

Tumour
Necrotic
Tumour

A5B7-IgG 100.00 26.96 25.75 23.02 26.11 47.31 16.88 5.87 11.85 11.34 13.55 1.34 1.93 13.08 243.80 226.58

A5B7-F(ab')z 100.00 26.07 27.07 61.72 34.19 39.34 12.83 5.48 14.82 14.12 10.02 2.08 1.43 9.70 350.44 244.94

A5B7-Fab 100.00 23.38 22.11 77.30 56.65 38.56 12.43 5.37 19.66 18.82 9.60 2.15 1.37 9.27 113.79 129.43

MFE-23 100.00 40.07 36.14 236.52 101.49 57.08 14.95 9.14 37.08 35.14 10.99 5.49 1.57 10.66 111.36 89.50

TFM 100.00 25.02 29.78 30.63 27.44 37.85 14.94 5.69 15.17 14.59 12.04 1.62 1.72 11.64 360.42 196.08

DFM 100.00 22.44 31.53 51.12 43.83 41.96 12.47 5.36 15.89 15.24 9.57 2.04 1.36 9.25 412.29 260.09

DFM+5KPEG 100.00 20.87 15.42 32.06 24.24 30.58 15.62 5.22 7.37 6.98 12.97 1.13 1.84 12.51 327.89 282.05

DFM+25K PEG 100.00 22.35 19.85 37.18 28.27 35.77 17.17 5.91 13.11 12.55 14.12 1.37 2.01 13.64 180.81 147.21

MOPC 100.00 28.40 24.01 23.86 25.90 41.77 19.55 6.59 11.62 11.06 16.15 1.30 2.30 15.61 44.18 73.89

NFE 100.00 45.70 49.61 261.24 116.54 53.00 13.69 9.89 41.99 39.77 9.95 6.43 1.42 9.67 34.61 67.67

Table 6.4. Total organ doses, including correction for cross-dose between organs, for antibodies labelled with Each dose is 

normalised so that blood receives the same dose.
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Antibody Blood Liver Spleen
Kidney
Medulla

Kidney
Cortex Lungs Heart Stomach

Small
Bowel

Large
Bowel

Thyroid Pancreas
Cortical

Bone
Bone

Marrow
Viable

Tumour
Necrotic
Tumour

A5B7-IgG 100.00 20.06 16.05 17.93 16.02 35.89 21.05 15.24 14.45 11.62 4.99 7.64 2.90 6.29 148.60 128.51

A5B7-F(ab')2 100.00 20.33 19.24 35.60 24.63 26.83 15.29 16.15 16.90 13.54 3.29 11.11 1.91 4.18 185.77 141.91

A5B7-Fab 100.00 18.31 20.28 46.84 36.91 27.63 15.95 17.55 23.09 18.72 3.35 12.64 1.95 4.22 66.71 68.32

MFE-23 100.00 33.74 46.86 135.48 83.61 42.08 22.30 38.10 47.53 37.85 3.87 33.52 2.24 4.94 64.18 53.08

TFM 100.00 18.48 17.63 20.82 17.27 28.10 16.73 15.09 16.59 13.61 4.12 8.61 2.39 5.21 195.44 128.35

DFM 100.00 17.42 20.27 30.87 25.84 26.68 15.69 16.02 17.38 14.19 3.17 10.82 1.84 4.01 218.22 157.88

DFM+5K PEG 100.00 15.81 12.06 21.36 16.37 25.28 16.50 12.24 10.00 7.76 4.71 6.64 2.73 5.91 195.13 160.01

DFM+25K PEG 100.00 16.07 16.13 27.14 21.04 31.73 20.14 15.87 17.17 13.82 5.52 8.67 3.21 6.95 115.06 93.61

MOPC 100.00 21.02 19.07 22.98 19.64 45.19 26.64 19.64 17.92 14.14 7.29 9.12 4.25 9.21 35.54 45.43

NFE 100.00 38.48 54.20 145.13 90.95 40.47 20.26 42.22 51.56 41.11 3.37 37.54 1.96 4.33 21.69 30.96

Table 6.5. Total organ doses, including correction for cross-dose between organs, for antibodies labelled with Each dose is 

normalised so that blood receives the same dose.
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6.3.1 Dose limits

The injected activities (MBq) were corrected so that each radiolabelled antibody 

delivered a BED equal to the dose limit to kidney and bone marrow. The limit was set at

13,4 and 2 Gy for marrow and 20 and 6 Gy for kidney. Table 6.6 shows the injected 

activities required to achieve these limits. This clearly demonstrates that the dose 

limiting organ is likely to be marrow for larger antibodies and kidney for antibodies that 

are retained in the cortex. In some cases, there may be considerable toxicity to both 

marrow and kidney. In addition, a significantly greater activity o f *̂ Î than (p=0.001) 

can be injected before the limit is reached.

6.3.2 True dose to viable tumour cells

The model for functional dose-rate was fitted to the actual dose-rate in viable cells. This 

model accurately represented the actual data (r=0.993±0.003). The true dose from each 

antibody and radionuclide was then calculated for each dose limit. The parameters, tjnit, 

teff, RE and true dose are shown in appendix 5.

Based on the most realistic dose limits of 4 Gy to marrow and 20 Gy to kidney, relevant 

data is then extracted from appendix 5 and is shown in table 6.7. The highest true dose 

was delivered by TFM labelled with and corresponded to a high relative 

effectiveness. The next highest true dose was delivered by DFM with ^^'l while the least 

effective dose was given by NFE. In addition, Tjnit and Teff tended to be shorter and RE 

was generally higher for ^°Y.
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( i)

Antibody
Marrow Kidney

13 Gy 4 Gy 2 Gy 20 Gy 6 Gy

A5B7-IgG 137.7 42.37 21.19 140.81 42.25

A5B7-F(ab’)2 801.21 246.53 123.27 197.41 59.22

A5B7-Fab 1763.44 542.6 271.3 196.37 58.91

MFE-23 2462.9 758.75 379.48 76.09 34.73

TFM 305.57 94.02 47.01 202.07 60.62

DFM 1106.65 340.51 170.26 277.16 83.15

DFM+25K PEG 131.45 40.45 20.22 83.92 25.17

MOPC 33.95 10.45 5.22 32.74 9.83

NFE 4379.6 1348.8 674.55 83.27 37.72

(ii)

Antibody
Marrow Kidney

13 Gy 4 Gy 2 Gy 20 Gy 6 Gy

A5B7-IgG 72.5 22.3 11.2 63.4 12.7

A5B7-F(ab’)2 362.8 111.6 55.8 98.8 29.6

A5B7-Fab 547.4 168.4 84.2 83.6 25.1

MFE-23 1364.9 420.3 210.2 30.1 13.7

TFM 248 76.3 38.2 85 25.5

DFM 440.32 135.48 67.74 115.55 34.66

DFM+5K PEG 74 22.8 11.4 40.5 12.2

MOPC 26.7 8.2 4.1 22.8 6.8

NFE 2082.6 641.5 320.8 32.9 14.9

Table 6.6. The injected activities (MBq) for each antibody labelled with (i) and 

(ii). The activity is set so that the delivered BED to critical organs equals the dose limit.
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(i)

Antibody Dose (Gy) Tinit (hrs) Teff (hrs) RE True dose (Gy)

A5B7-IgG 97.98 0.15 276.8 1.27 108.3

A5B7-F(ab’)2 131.52 0.02 154.3 1.72 218.4

A5B7-Fab 31.92 0.05 76.3 1.21 34.2

MFE-23 3.9 0.03 13.2 1.19 3.9

TFM 138.49 0.037 213.35 1.61 210.76

DFM 202.1 0.006 218.1 2.13 419.5

DFM+25K PEG 66.86 0.064 245 1.15 61.94

MOPC 13.67 0.75 111.4 1.01 2.54

NFE 1.03 0.01 5.53 1.04 0.72

(ii)

Antibody Dose (Gy) Tinit (hrs) Teff (hrs) RE True dose (Gy)

A5B7-IgG 86.71 0.102 207.4 1.4 109.36

A5B7-F(ab’)2 138.9 0.01 138.6 1.92 259.7

A5B7-Fab 31.73 0.04 71.5 1.2 34.1

MFE-23 4.04 0.03 13.4 1.18 4.01

TFM 213.91 0.013 202.7 2.24 467.45

DFM 164.4 0.01 173.9 1.91 305.1

DFM+25K PEG 63.35 0.002 186.4 1.16 62.75

MOPC 15.38 0.296 115.2 1.04 7.64

NFE 1.21 0.007 6.05 1.05 0.88

Table 6.7. Summary o f factors influencing the true dose delivered to viable tumour cells, 

from (i) and (ii) labelled antibodies, using the most realistic dose limits o f 4 Gy 

to bone marrow and 20 Gy to kidney.
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Figure 6.1. The temporal change in the effective dose-rate for the most effective 

antibody/radionuclide combinations and MFE-23. Also shown is the critical dose-rate 

(Rent). The area bounded by the critical dose-rate and the effective dose-rate gives the 

true dose.

Figure 6.1 shows the temporal change in the effective dose rate of the five most effective 

antibody/radionuclide combinations and MFE-23 with ^Y. The highest dose-rate to 

viable cells in a 1 g tumour was delivered by TFM with ^Y. However, the dose-rate falls 

more rapidly with ^^Y compared to The area bounded by the dose-rate curve and the 

critical dose-rate (Rent) is a measure of therapeutic efficacy. The performance assessment 

using this measure varies widely from the assessment using tumour to blood ratio (Fig.

Table 6.8 shows the ratio of total dose in necrotic tumour to viable tumour for each 

antibody labelled with and ^Y. In general, the dose was more unifonnly distributed 

with antibodies labelled with ^Y , with the exception of DFM + 25kPEG and A5B7-IgG.
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The largest ratios were obtained with the non specific antibodies while the smallest ratios 

were from TFM and DFM.

Antibody 131j 90y

A5B7-IgG 0.93 0.86

A5B7-F(ab’)2 0.7 0.76

A5B7-Fab 1.14 1.02

MFE-23 0.8 0.83

TFM 0.54 0.66

DFM 0.63 0.72

DFM+25K PEG 0.81 0.81

MOPC 1.67 1.28

NFE 1.96 1.43

Table 6.8. Dose to necrosis as a fraction o f the dose to viable cells.

Figure 6.2 shows the rank in performance o f each antibody/radionuclide combination 

using the combined model compared with the rank obtained using the tumour to blood 

ratio. The largest difference was with TFM while tended to perform better in the 

model. Furthermore, the true dose to viable cells was more than 16 times the true dose in 

the uniform tumour, as calculated in chapter 2, for TFM with and approximately six 

times greater for TFM labelled with In general, the true dose to viable cells 

increased substantially, using the combined model, compared to the true dose 

calculations in chapter two with the exception of MFE-23 and NFE.
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Figure 6.2 shows the rank in performance of each antibody/radionuclide combination 

using the model compared with the rank from tumour to blood ratio (T:B).
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6.4 Discussion

The biological effect of radiolabelled antibodies in man and animal models depends 

primarily on the absorbed dose, the pattern o f delivery, tissue radiosensitivity and 

proliferation. However, the clinical potential o f radiolabelled antibodies for RIT has 

often been assessed by absorbed dose estimates in mice and has ignored the effects of 

dose-rate and tissue response. In addition, these dose calculations did not account for the 

fact that, in mice, a significant amount of beta energy may escape the source organ and be 

absorbed in surrounding organs. Furthermore, they ignored the heterogeneity o f dose 

deposition within kidney and tumour and the heterogeneity o f response in tumour. In this 

chapter, an attempt has been made to account for these factors in order to determine the 

most effective antibody/radionuclide combination for RIT.

Dosimetric measurements in man assume all the emitted beta energy is absorbed in the 

source organ. However, this assumption is not valid in murine organs, particularly with 

long range emitters, and yet the absorbed dose in mice has conventionally been estimated 

by making this assumption. To test the validity of the conventional measurements, the 

self-dose and total dose, with cross-dose correction, were compared with previous 

measurements. These showed that the self-absorbed doses for both ’^’l and were 

significantly smaller than was previously estimated. This difference was larger with 

due to the longer range of the beta emissions. In addition, the total dose was significantly 

larger than the self-dose for both radionuclides. These results are in general agreement 

with other studies (Rubin et al, 1997; Beatty et al, 1994) and clearly demonstrate the 

need for appropriate absorbed dose calculations in order to assess biological effects.

Previous studies have identified kidney and bone marrow as the dose limiting organs 

during RIT. Therefore, the injected activity was corrected so that each antibody 

delivered a biologically effective dose of 4 Gy and 20 Gy to marrow and kidney, 

respectively. In general, marrow was the dose limiting organ for antibodies with long 

circulation times while kidney was the dose limiting organ when there was retention in 

the kidneys.
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TFM labelled with was shown to be the best combination for effective therapy in 

viable areas of a 1 g tumour. This is due to intermediate clearance rate from the blood 

along with its prolonged retention in viable tumour areas while the higher dose-rate from 

means the dose is delivered at a more effective rate. In general, the rank in 

performance o f each antibody/radionuclide differed from the rank using the conventional 

measurement of tumour to blood ratio.

Antibodies labelled with ^°Y also delivered a more uniform dose to the tumour due to the 

longer range o f the emitted electron. However, there were two exceptions: A5B7-IgG 

and DFM+5K PEG. As shown in chapter 4, these antibodies have long circulation times 

and tend to localise in viable areas at early timepoints but then, after approximately 48 

hours, the distribution becomes more uniform. At that time the activity o f ^̂ *1 is higher 

than ^^Y. Therefore, the dose delivered to necrotic areas is higher for than ^®Y.

The importance of normal tissue dose limit was clearly demonstrated in chapter 2 and, in 

this chapter, the dose limit to marrow was assumed to be 4 Gy while the limit was 20 Gy 

to kidney. However, there has been little research that relates the absorbed dose from 

RIT to biological effect. Consequently, the dose limits used here are only guideline.

This illustrates the need for the characterisation of the biological effect o f RIT in tumour 

and normal tissues.

Conventional measurements using the MIRD formulation for systemically administered 

radiopharmaceuticals (Loevinger et al, 1988), assume instant mixing o f the radionuclide 

in blood at the time of injection. Effectively, this results in an initial dose-rate, in each 

organ, that is proportional to the volume o f blood per organ mass. However, the concept 

of instant mixing is certainly oversimplified and the functional dose-rate shortly after 

administration is probably a complex mathematical form and is beyond the scope of this 

work. Furthermore, the blood volume is small in some critical organs and is typically 

less than 5 % in tumour (Meyer et al., 1993; Baldwin et al., 1996) and therefore the effect 

of the initial dose rate is expected to be small. In addition, the effect o f the initial dose 

rate is constant between antibodies and given that the principal purpose o f this study is to
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assess the clinical potential o f different antibodies, this effect has little influence on the 

rank o f antibodies in terms of their biological effect.

The work described in this chapter clearly demonstrates the importance of matching 

antibody type with radionuclide. This can lead to a very different outcome when 

different radionuclides are used and illustrates the need for the assessment o f therapeutic 

efficacy by adapting this model for use with other radionuclides. Furthermore, the model 

highlights the potential errors involved with assuming biological effect is simply related 

to physical parameters, such as absorbed dose. These conclusions clearly reinforce the 

requirement for mathematical models to account for the multiple factors, relating to 

isotope, antibody and tumour biology, that influence the efficacy o f RIT.
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Chapter 7

OVERALL DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

7.1 Introduction

The biological effect o f RIT has conventionally been assessed by calculating the absorbed dose 

in tumour relative to normal tissues from biodistribution studies in man and murine models. In 

both cases, the absorbed dose calculations have assumed that all the emitted beta energy is 

absorbed in the source organ. This may be a reasonable assumption in man but, given that the 

dimensions o f the organs in a mouse are similar to the range o f some beta emissions, is likely to 

lead to considerable error in mouse. Another common assumption is that the dose deposition and 

tissue response is uniform in the source organ and yet tumour morphology is known to be 

irregular. In addition, the dose is generally delivered at a low dose rate over a prolonged period 

and the effects of cell repair and proliferation can be sizeable. Therefore, absorbed dose alone is 

not a good predictor o f biological effect. This thesis describes a mathematical model that relates 

absorbed dose and its pattern of delivery to biological effect. The input data for this takes 

account o f mouse anatomy and heterogeneity o f dose deposition and response. The model is 

used to determine the optimal antibody design from a selection o f those currently available and 

to investigate ways to further improve antibody design.

7.2 Influence of dose-rate and proliferation

The effects o f dose-rate and proliferation were considered in chapter two and had a significant 

influence on the performance o f each radiolabelled antibody. This is in agreement with other 

studies that assessed each factor in isolation (Dale, 1996a & 1996b; Fowler, 1990; Howell et al., 

1994). However, the data presented used a unified model to assess the overall effect. 

Furthermore, this model was used to evaluate the therapeutic efficacy of nine antibodies and 

made a significant difference to the rank o f each radiolabelled antibody when compared to the 

conventional measurement o f tumour to blood ratio. In addition, the rank changed as the marrow 

dose limit, and consequently the injected activity, was varied. This was primarily due to the 

effect o f proliferation and cannot be predicted by the conventional measurements. Furthermore,
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due to the effects o f dose-rate, there was a difference between antibodies labelled with and 

those labelled with Again, conventional measurements fail to make this distinction. 

Nevertheless, in each case DFM labelled with was found to be the best performer and the 

non-specific antibodies the worst.

A novel technique, using a statistical model, was used to determine the important factors 

influencing the efficacy o f RIT. This analysis showed that the most influential factor in 

determining the therapeutic efficacy was the value o f the marrow dose limit. Essentially, this 

controlled the injected activity which, in turn, governed the effective dose-rate in tumour. In 

addition, antibody affinity and valency also influenced effectiveness while molecular weight and 

radionuclide half-life were the key parameters that determined the effective treatment time (teff).

7.3 Method to quantify antibody distribution

The applicability o f radioluminography for the quantitation o f the distribution o f antibodies in 

tissue sections was assessed in chapter three. The findings were in general agreement with other 

studies (Johnson et al, 1990; Amemiya & Miyahara, 1988). There was a uniform response to 

identical activities placed over the entire screen and the response was linear for an activity range 

of more than five orders o f magnitude. In addition, the screen was found to be very sensitive and 

could detect very low activities. The resolution o f the screen was considerably lower than 

conventional film. However, given that the images were used to quantify the dose distribution 

from the medium to long range beta emitters, *̂ ’l and this was considered to be acceptable. 

Indeed, the use o f radioluminography to determine the dose distribution is original.

Five image registration techniques, for relating radioluminographs with images o f tissue 

structure, were compared in chapter three. The fully automatic pixel similarity measures were 

found to be the most accurate method. Indeed, there was no difference in accuracy between 

cross-correlation, minimisation o f variance and mutual information. However, cross-correlation 

was significantly less time consuming and given that large numbers o f image pairs need to be 

registered to give statistically meaningful results, this was the chosen method for subsequent 

registrations. Automatic registration has not been applied to these image types before.
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7.4 Quantifying antibody heterogeneity in tissue sections

The uniformity o f antibody distribution in tumour and normal tissues was assessed in chapter 

four using a novel statistical technique. This was found to be uniform in spleen, muscle, lung, 

liver and colon. Therefore, these organs can be used as source organs in conventional, MIRD 

based dosimetric calculations. By contrast, bone marrow and cortical bone, kidney medulla and 

cortex should each be used as separate source regions. Furthermore, the distribution in tumour 

was highly heterogeneous with specific antibodies preferentially localised in viable areas while 

non-specific antibodies penetrated quickly into the necrosis, as described in previous studies 

(Boxer et al., 1994; Humm et al, 1994; Pedley et al., 1990; Weinstein, 1992).

The amount of radiolabelled antibody in kidney cortex relative to the medulla varied between 

antibodies. The smallest antibodies, MFE-23 and NFE, gave the largest cortex to medulla ratios 

and this tended to decrease with size. However, every multivalent antibody, with the exception 

o f IgG, showed preferential uptake in cortex compared to medulla, in keeping with the elevated 

uptake in kidney as previously reported (King et al., 1994; Casey et al., 1999). This may indicate 

that filtration by the kidney is also related to antibody charge and molecular shape. Furthermore, 

antibodies that were filtered had greater ratios at early timepoints suggesting that either filtration 

was more efficient or that subsequent clearance from the tubules was reduced due to the antibody 

concentration.

The amount of antibody in viable tumour areas relative to necrosis also varied between 

antibodies. The antibody characteristics that determine the extent o f this ratio were found to be 

the affinity and valency. Consequently, the specific trivalent molecule, TFM, had the highest 

ratios. The affinity causes the antibody to bind to antigens around the blood vessels while the 

valency increases the probability o f an interaction and can increase the force o f interaction if 

more than one arm binds. By contrast, monovalent antibodies can penetrate further and non

specific antibodies do not bind to any antigens and are free to move into the centre o f the tumour. 

This is an original approach without comparable studies in the literature.
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The ratio o f the amount of antibody in viable tumour relative to necrotic tumour also varied with 

time, as described by Yokota (Yokota et ah, 1992). Initially, the amount o f specific antibody in 

viable areas increases as the antibody binds to antigen surrounding the blood vessels. As more 

antibodies enter the tumour, they can penetrate further as the probability o f an interaction is 

reduced due to the lack o f available antigens or, alternatively, they may displace other antigens 

that subsequently move inwards. Consequently, even though tumour loading still occurs, the 

viable to necrotic ratio decreases. Furthermore, there comes a time when the concentration of 

antibodies in blood falls below that in the tumour and tumour loading stops. With further 

clearance from blood, the amount in viable areas diminishes as antibodies escape the tumour, 

reducing the ratio even more. Antibodies that have penetrated into the necrosis are trapped due to 

reduced interstitial pressure. However, it should be noted that there is evidence of raised 

interstitial pressure at the centre o f tumours (Jain & Baxter, 1988) and the concept o f reduced 

pressure is based on a mathematical model.

7.5 Murine dosimetry model

An extension o f a preliminary mouse model for ^°Y (Hui et al., 1994) was developed in chapter 

five to facilitate more accurate absorbed dose calculations. The major contribution to the 

original model is the adaptation for use with and the incorporation of information on the dose 

heterogeneity relative to tissue morphology. Dose calculations using this model clearly 

demonstrated the error involved with assuming all the beta energy is absorbed in the source 

organ in mouse. This assumption leads to considerable overestimation of the absorbed dose in 

mouse organs. The error involved is larger for ^®Y compared to Furthermore, since a large 

proportion o f the beta energy can escape the source organ, energy is deposited in surrounding 

organs. This needs to be accounted for when assessing the biological effect o f radiolabelled 

antibodies in mice.

A new model was constructed to account for the heterogeneity o f dose deposition in kidney.

This model accurately predicted the difference in dose distribution in cortex and medulla and 

showed good correlation with dosimetry data taken from real kidney sections.
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Another new model was used to describe the structure of tumours o f various sizes. This model 

showed that tumour outgrows its blood supply, leading to increasing central areas o f necrosis. In 

addition, the thickness o f the viable shell also increased, suggesting that tumour growth initiates 

vascularisation in these areas. The model also described the actual dose delivered to viable and 

necrotic areas o f tumour better than the conventional measurements that assume uniform dose 

deposition.

7.6 Assessment of potential clinical use of radiolabelled antibodies

In chapter six, the mouse model was used to calculate the absorbed dose in tumour and normal 

tissues from nine antibodies with ’^'l and This made a significant difference to the dose 

calculations for both ^^'l and The model accurately predicted that kidney cortex received a 

higher dose than the medulla. In addition it showed that tumour specific antibodies deliver a 

higher dose to viable and more sensitive areas o f tumour than to necrosis. By contrast, the non

specific antibodies deliver a higher dose to necrosis where it is wasted.

This study also showed that the dose limiting organ is bone marrow for larger antibodies while 

antibodies that are primarily cleared via the kidney are more likely to deliver a toxic dose to the 

cortex, in agreement with Behr (Behr et al., 1997). In addition, due to the lower energy o f beta 

emissions, a higher activity o f *̂ Î compared to ^°Y can be injected before causing the same level 

o f biological damage to normal tissues.

A new approach, using a combination o f all the models described in this thesis, was used to 

assess the potential clinical use o f each antibody/radionuclide. This predicted that the trivalent 

antibody, TFM, labelled with ^°Y was the most effective combination for a Ig tumour. This was 

due to a combination o f the intermediate clearance rate along with the prolonged retention in 

viable areas, while ^°Y delivered a highly effective dose-rate. However, it should be noted that 

’^'l would probably perform better in smaller tumours with ^®Y being best suited to larger 

tumours (fig. 5.18).
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In general, specific antibodies performed better than non-specifics and those labelled with 

gave a more uniform tumour dose. It was also evident that radionuclides should be matched with 

antibody pharmacokinetics in order to deliver the most effective dose to viable tumour. 

Moreover, the rank in performance o f each antibody/radionuclide combination varied greatly 

compared to the rank using tumour to blood ratio. Indeed, in some cases the predicted biological 

effect was more than six times greater than that from chapter two.

7.7 Future work

7.7.1 Concentration Gradient

Antibody characteristics have a large influence on the effectiveness o f tumour targeting. 

Molecular weight governs both the clearance rate and, due to the concentration gradient, the 

absolute tumour uptake. Specificity, affinity and valency seem to prolong retention in tumour. 

Given that specific, multivalent antibodies, with intermediate clearance rates gave the most 

effective dose to viable tumour, a profitable approach to improving therapy could be to vary the 

molecular weight by changing the valency.

Ideally, the most productive approaches would involve maintaining the concentration gradient 

into the tumour while not increasing normal tissue toxicity. This would increase tumour uptake 

leading to a great improvement in tumour therapy and has the additional advantage o f delivering 

a more uniform dose without compromising the dose to viable cells.

One potential way o f doing this would be to allow radiolabelled antibody to localise in the 

tumour and clear from the circulation and then inject unlabelled antibody. Alternatively, using a 

radiolabelled antibody that can be metabolised in tumour may also maintain the gradient.

Another approach may be to use antibodies that target different parts o f the tumour. For 

example, non-specific antibodies could be used to target the necrosis where they are retained. 

After clearance, specific antibodies could be used to target viable cells. Additional phases may 

also be added to this approach but there may be some competition in terms of the concentration
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gradient. Moreover, each antibody would need a carefully selected radionuclide to optimise 

tumour therapy, including a long-range beta emitter on the antibody targeting the necrosis.

7.7.2 Tumour associated factors

The image registration technique described in this thesis allows the quantitative correlation of 

numerous factors that influence tumour targeting. Images o f antibody distribution, tumour 

morphology, antigen distribution and functional vasculature can be obtained. The relative 

importance o f morphology, antigen distribution and vasculature on antibody distribution may 

elucidate which parameter, or combination o f parameters, may be exploited to improve targeting. 

Furthermore, three-dimensional reconstruction of serial tumour sections also allows the 

correlation o f dose-rate distribution with other factors that relate to radiation response such as 

hypoxia, perfusion, metabolism and apoptosis. This will give vital information on the inter

relationships between these factors and on the probability o f tumour eradication, the mode o f cell 

death, the reason for treatment failure, or ways o f optimising therapy.

7.7.3 Comparison of data from animal models and man

In order to use animal models as predictors of effect in man, a comparison of the factors that 

affect therapeutic efficacy needs to be drawn between model and man. More data is required on 

the pharmacokinetics o f antibodies in man. In addition, tumour biopsies will provide essential 

information on the intra-tumoural distribution. Further study is needed o f the comparison of 

measurable biological effects with dose, dose-rate and proliferation in tumour and normal tissues 

in man. This will also give vital information on the dose limits in critical normal tissues.

Once the behaviour o f antibodies has been characterised in mouse and man, accurate 

pharmacokinetic models could be developed to take account o f the distribution of antibodies in 

tumour and normal tissues over time. These models could then be used to facilitate the 

conceptual understanding of the complexity of antibody targeting and to predict the effect of 

variation of antibody characteristics.
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7.7.4 Mathematical model of tumour response

Further work is also required in the mathematical description o f tumour response to radiation. 

The mathematical form for proliferation is simplistic in its current form and probably leads to an 

overestimate o f surviving cell fraction at the end o f the effective treatment time. Indeed, it 

assumes that the rate o f proliferation is unaffected by radiation. Therefore a new function should 

be derived to describe more accurately the effects of proliferation.

Currently, the Linear Quadratic model does not account for the effects of hypersensitivity at low 

doses and dose-rates (Joiner et al., 1996; Marples et al., 1997; Short et al., 1999). It has been 

postulated that there is a threshold o f DNA damage at which repair is initiated. Doses that cause 

damage below this threshold are not considered to be threatening to the survival o f the cell 

population and cells die rather than initiate repair. Given the low dose and dose-rate delivered in 

RIT, this effect could have a marked influence on treatment outcome and should be accounted 

for.

Conventional measurements in radiation dosimetry assume that double-strand breaks are 

irreparable and that a return to full cell functionality after radiation damage is due to the repair of 

single-strand breaks. The mathematical function that described repair was assumed to be mono

exponential. However, it should be noted that the repair o f single-strand breaks in DNA does not 

necessarily guarantee error-free restoration o f genetic information. Indeed, the resulting 

structure may prove disabling or toxic to the cell and therefore may also adversely affect 

survival. Furthermore, double-strand breaks may also be repaired and would also affect survival. 

Consequently, the mathematical form, that describes repair, is likely to be complex and requires 

a detailed study o f the mechanisms of DNA repair after radiation damage.

Once tissue response to RIT has been accurately determined, it could potentially be described by 

a mathematical model. This would allow the comparison of model predictions and observed 

biological effect, leading to a complete evaluation of response in tumour and critical normal 

tissues. In addition, this model could be used in conjunction with a pharmacokinetic model to 

optimise antibody design for RIT.
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The model presented in this thesis could readily be extended for use with other beta-emitting 

radionuclides. Indeed, there may be radionuclides that are more suitable for each antibody and 

tumour type than and Similar models may also be developed for radionuclides that emit 

very short range particles although radioluminography would probably be inadequate to deal 

with the dose heterogeneity in this case and conventional autoradiography would be required.

7.7.5 Other targeting strategies

The work in this thesis also has implications for other systemically delivered cancer therapies. 

Indeed, it is likely that dose heterogeneity also occurs in kidney and tumour for these drugs. 

Therefore, similar models may improve the characterisation o f the toxicity in tumour and normal 

tissues and may increase the accuracy o f the extrapolation o f data from animal model to man.

The results may also affect the schedule for multi-phase therapies. The concept o f the effective 

treatment time in viable tumour cells is of particular importance and could define the timing of 

subsequent systemic delivery of anti-tumour agents. Repeated RIT would benefit from this 

approach. Alternatively, a two-phase strategy that could also benefit would be RIT followed by 

vasoactive drugs that shut down tumour blood flow leading to the rapid development of central 

necrosis (Pedley et al., 1996).

In summary, because detailed information on heterogeneity o f dose distribution in relevant 

tissues cannot be readily obtained for clinical treatment regimes, any calculation designed to 

estimate the effectiveness o f different targeted therapies must inevitably involve some 

compromise between accuracy and simplicity. However, the model based approach presented in 

this thesis will improve our understanding of the effect of RIT in mouse and will facilitate the 

development o f RIT in man.
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APPENDIX 1
IDL code for image registration techniques

;Program to register RLG images with digitised sections using automatic 
;intensity matching techniques

pro img_reg

; Start batch o f slides

rilenam el=pickfile(/read,filter="*'.tif,path='d:\data',title-Select Radioluminograph') 
fi lename2=pickfi le(/read ,fi 1 ter='*.ti f  ,path='d :\data',title='Select corresponding morphology')

;Choose number o f slides, speed and registration technique 
desc=['0,LABEL,Enter details:,CENTER',$
'1 ,BASE„COLUM N,FRAM E,',$
'0,INTEGER,0,LABEL_LEFT=Number to be processed:,W IDTH=4,TAG=num',$ 
'2,INTEGER,0,LABEL_LEFT=Number o f iterations:,W IDTH=4,TAG=itnum',$
'1 ,BASE„COLUM N,FRAM E,',$
'0,LABEL,Select technique:,CENTER',$
'2,BUTTON,Cross Correlationjlntensity matching|Mutual Information,COLUMN,EXCLUSIVE,TAG=tech', 
'1,BASE„R0W ',$
'0,BUTTON,OK,QUIT„TAG=OK',$
'2,BUTT0N,Cancel,QUIT']

b=cw_form(descycolumn) ;set up form and extract info
number=string(b.num,format='(i2)')
Directory=strmid(filenamel ,0,strlen(filenamel )-9) 
pos=rstrpos(fi len am e2, V) 
directory2=strmid(fïlename2,0,pos+l) 
index=strmid(filenamel ,strlen(Directory)+3,2) 
print,'index:',index 
print,'Length:',strlen(index)

;setup loop for slides
for series=fix(index),fix(index)+number-l do begin

tim e=systim e(l) ;set timer 
;Get RLG filename
Directory=strmid(filenamel ,0,strlen(filenamel)-9) 
last=string(series,format='(I2.2)') 
first=string(index,format='(I2.2)') 
posl=rstrpos(filenam el ,V) 
pos2=rstrpos(filenam el,first) 
len=pos2-posl-l
name=strmid(filename 1 ,pos 1+1,len) 
filename=directory+name+last+'.tif 
print,'filename:',filename 
RLG=read_tiff(filename)

;Get image width and length

dim=size(RLG) ;5 element vector 
w idth=dim(l : 1 ) ;second element converted to int 
length=dim(2:2) ;Third element to int 
print,'imagewidth=', width 
print,'imagelength=',length

RLGimagewidth=width(0)
RLGimagelength=length(0)

;Get digitised stained section

filename2=directory2+'st'+last+'.tif
Section=read_tiff(filename2)

;Get image width and length
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dim=size(section) ;5 element vector 
if  d im (l) eq 3 then begin

width=dim(2;2) ; second element converted
; to integer

length=dim(3:3) ; Third element to int 
print,'i magewi d th=',wi dth 
print,’imagelength=’,length 
imagewidth=width(0) 
imagelength=length(0)
;Create greyscale version
New_sect_gs=rebin(section,l,imagewidth,imagelength) 

New_sect_gs=reformCNew_sect_gs,imagewidth,imagelength) 
endif else begin

w idth=dim (l) ; second element converted
; to integer

length=dim(2) ; Third element to int 
print,'im agew idth-,w idth 
print,'imagelength=',length 
imagewi d th=wi dth(O) 
imagelength=length(0)
New_sect_gs=255-section ;invert

endelse

New_sect_gs=bytscl(255-New_sect_gs)

;Make sure width and length are equal 
if  imagewidth gt RLGimagewidth then $

disp_width=RLGimagewidth else $ 
disp_width=imagewidth

if  imagelength gt RLGimagelength then $
disp_length=RLGimagelength else $ 
disp_length=imagelength

print,'ilerations:',fix(b.itnum)

for t=0,fix(b.itnum)-l do begin ; start iterations

sam ple=3''(b.itnum -t-l ) ;sample every ?

print,'Sample:',sample

; and divisible by sample
disp_width=disp_width-(disp_width mod sample) 
disp_length=disp_length-(disp_length mod sample)

rlg=extrac(rlg,0,0,disp_width,disp_length)
Newsect_gs=extrac(New_sect_gs,0,0,disp_width,disp_length)

print,'Changing array size'
;Change size o f array
rlg_low=intarr(disp_width/sample,disp_length/sample)

rlg_low=rebin(rlg,disp_width/sample,disp_length/sample)

print,size(RLG_low)
print,size(section)

;Change array size 

print,'Resampling'
New_section=rebin(New_sect_gs,disp_width/sample,disp_length/sample)

if  t eq 0 then search=disp_width/(sample"‘4) else $ 
search=3*sample

;Call registration technique 
if  b.tech eq 0 then $
struct=register(New_section,rlg_low,search,$
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search,b.itnum-t) else if  b.tech eq 1 then $ 
struct=int_mat(New_section,rlg_low,search,$ 
search,b.itnum-t) else if  b.tech eq 2 then $ 
struct=mut_inf(New_section,rlg_low,search,$ 
search,b.itnum-t)

; Returned values 
p=struct.x 
q=struct.y 
ang=struct.ang

RLG_reg=make_array(Imagewidth,imagelength,/byte)

;Correct image
rlg_reg=shift(rlg,sample*p,sample*q);shift high resolution image 
rlg_reg=rot(rlg_reg,ang)

;Display image
w indow ,!,title -H ig h  resolution images',xsize=2*disp_width,ysize=disp_length 
tvscl,rlg_reg,0
tv,New_sect_gs,disp_width,0

rlg=rlg_reg

end for

;Save new file
N ew _im gl=directory+nam e+last+ '_fs.tif
print,'F ilenam e:',N ew Jm gl

write_tiff,New_imgl ,rlg_reg 
time=systime(l )-time 
print,'Running time (secs):', time

endfor

end

;A program to register images using cross correlation

Function register,section,rlg,search_x,search_y,ang

; Create new array from stained section. New array is four times larger 
; and is used as the search area for correlation.

dim=size(section) 
w id th l= d im (l) 
length l=dim (2)

dim=size(rlg)
w idth2=dim (l)
length2=dim(2)

;Make sure dimensions are equal
if  width 1 gt width2 then imagewidth=width2 else imagewidth=widthl 
if  length! gt length2 then imagelength=length2 else imagelength=length!

section=extrac(section,0,0,imagewidth,imagelength)
rlg=extrac(rlg,0,0,imagewidth,imagelength)

;Obtain mean perimeter value 
for m=0, lmageWidth-1 do begin

if  m eq 0 then perimeter =0
peri meter=long(peri meter + section(m,0) + section(m,imagelength-!))

endfor

for n = ! , Imagelength - ! do begin ; miss first pixel
perim eter =!ong(perimeter + section(0,n) + section(imagewidth-l ,n))

endfor
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N_pix=2*Imagelength + 2*Imagewidth - 2 
Ave_pix=perimeter/N_pix

print,'perimeter:',perimeter
print,"N_pix:',N_pix
print,Ave_pix
max_sect=max(section)
min_sect=min(section)
print,'M ax;',max_sect
print,'M in;',min_sect

; Check if  image width and length are even

;if imagewidth mod 2 eq 0 then Newwidth=imagewidth $
;else Newwidth=imagewidth-1

;if imagelength mod 2 eq 0 then newlength=imagelength $
;else newlength=imagelength-l

Search_area=intarr(imagewidth + 2*search_x,imagelength+2*search_y)

Search_area(0;imagewidth-1,0:image1ength-l )=section 
Search_area(i magewi d th : imagewidth+2 *search_x-1 ,$ 
imagelength:imagelength+2*search_y-l)=ave_pix 
Search_area=shift(Search_area,search_x,search_y)

;Rescale search image
Search_area=bytscl(search_area)
temp=histogram(search_area)
void=max(temp,backg)
cut_offl =backg+3 *sqrt(backg)
result=where(search_area gt c u to f f l  )
temp=search_area
temp(*,*)=0
;cut_off2=median(search_area(result)) 
temp(result)=search_area(result) 
search_area(*,*)=temp 
;result=where(search_area gt cut_off2)
;search_area(result)=cut_off2

window,0,title="New',Xsize=imagewidth+2*search_x,Ysize=imagelength4-2*search_y
;Load BAV colour table
loadct,]
tvscl,search_area

; Rescale RLG
rlg_temp=bytscl(rlg)
temp=histogram(rlg_temp)
void=max(temp,backg)
cut_off=backg+3 *sqrtOjackg)
resultl =where(rlg_temp gt cut_off,count)
temp=rlg_temp
temp(*,*)=0
tem p(resultl )=rlg_temp(resultl ) 
cut_off2=m edian(rlg_tem p(resultl)) 
result2=where(temp gt cu to ffZ ) 
temp(result2)=cut_off2 
rlg_temp=temp

window, l,title='01d',Xsize=Imagewidth,Ysize=imagelength 
tv,rlg_temp
;calculate correlation coeff R(m,n)

R=float(0)
;temp_R=fl tarr(2 *search_x,2 *search_y)

X=fltarr(Imagewidth*imagelength)
Y=fltarr(Imagewidth*imagelength) 

print,'Search:',search_x 
prin t,'Search ;’,search_y
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;Find Maximum correlation 
for l=-ang,ang do begin

rlg_rot=rot(rlg_temp,360+1)
for k=0,2*search_y -1  do begin

for j=0,2*search_x -1  do begin
X=extrac(Search_areao,k,floor(Imagewidth),floor(lmagelength))
X=fix(reform(X,f!oor(Imagewidth)*floor(Imagelength)))
Y=fix(reform(rlg_rot,f!oor(Imagewidth)*floor(Imagelength)))
lag=[0]
R=(c_corre1ate(X,Y,lag))
;if not flnite(R(0)) then R=0
if  (1 eq -ang and j eq 0 and k eq 0) $
then Max_R=R(0)
;temp_R(j,k)=R(0)
if  (R(0) ge Max R) then begin
p=fixO)
q=fix(k)
angle=360+l
Max_R=R(0)
endif

endfor
endfor
print,"Max angle:',angle 
print,'M ax_R:',M ax_R

endfor

p=p-search_x
q=q-search_y

print,'Max correlation:',M AX_R 
print,') :',p 
print,'k:',q 
print,'Angle:',angle

;Retum values
return,{x:p,y:q,ang:angle,M ax_R:Max_R} ;,R:temp_R}

end

;program to register Images using intensity matching.

function int rnat, image2,imagel,search_x,search_y,ang

dim l=size(im agel)
dim2=size(image2)

;Check image dimensions
If d im 2(l) eq 3 then begin
i mage2=rebin(image2,1 ,d i m2(2),di m2(3))
image2=255-reform(image2,dim2(2),diîTi2(3))
dim2=size(image2)
endif

;Change dims
if d im l( l)  gt d im 2(l) then im agewidth=dim 2(l) else im agew idth=dim l(l) 
if  d im l(2) gt dim2(2) then imagelength=dim2(2) else im agelength=dim l(2)

imagel =extrac(imagel ,0,0,imagewidth,imagelength)
image2=extrac(image2,0,0,imagewidth,imagelength) ;make sure images are same size

; Rescale images
image2=bytscl(image2)
temp=hi stogram(image2 )
void=max(temp,backg)
cut_off=backg+5*sqrt05ackg)
result=where(image2 gt cut_off)
temp=image2
tempC^,*)=G
temp(result)=image2(result)
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image2(*,*)=temp

image 1 =bytscl(image 1 ) 
i mg 1 _temp=image 1 
temp=histogram(imagel ) 
void=max(temp,backg) 
cut_off=backg+5*sqrt(backg)

print,'cut_off:',cut_off

result=where(imagel gt cut off,count)
temp=imagel
temp(*,*)=0
temp(result)=imagel (result) 
imagel =temp

loadct,0
window,0,xsize=imagewidth,ysize=imagelength,title='Stained section' 
tv,image2
window ,!,xsize=im agew idth,ysize=im agelength,title-Radioluminograph' 
tv,imagel

;calculate probability o f  values occuring
temp=image2
temp(*,'*)=0

pixels=image2(where(image2 gt cut off)) 
print,’M ax:',max(pixels) 
print,'Min;',min(pixels) 
temp=uniq(pixels,sort(pixels)) 
pi xels=pi xels(temp) 
print,'Pixels:',pixels

print,'No:',n_elements(pixels)
pix=lonarr(n_elements(pixels))

;create error array
error=lonarr(2'"ang+l ,2"'search_x+l ,2"‘search_y+l )

for l=-ang,ang do begin
tempi =rot(im agel ,iyinterp,missing=0) 
for k=-search_y,search_y do begin

for j=-search_x,search_x do begin 
temp=shiff(templ J,k)
;for each iteration calculate test function 
for i=OL,n_elements(pixels)-l do begin ;sample every 5 

result=where(image2 eq pixels(i),count) 
if  count gt 1 then begin

pix_vals=temp(result)
pi x(i )=(stddev(pi x_val s))"*count

endif
endfor
test=long(total(pix)) 
if  test It 0 then print,test 
error(l+angj+search_x,k+search_y)=long(test) 
pixC*)=0

endfor
endfor
print,'l:’,l

endfor

print,min(error)
print,max(error)

;Get coords from error array
result=min(error,I)
print,'!:',!
Iz=floor(!/((2 *ang+ ! )*(2 '^search_x+ ! ))) 
rem=I-(!z’*(2’"ang+! )’"(2’''search_x+! ))
!y=floor(rem/(2’"ang+! ))
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Ix=rem-Iy*(2*ang+1 ) 
lx=Ix-ang 
Iy=Iy-search_x 
lz=Iz-search_y

print,'Ix:',Ix 
print,'Iy:',Iy 
print,'lz:',Iz

result=extract_slice(error,2"'search_x+] ,2*search_y+1 ,$ 
lx+ang,search_x+l ,search_y+l ,90,90,0)

;Display slice o f error func. 
result=sfit(result,5)

window,4,xsize=600,ysize=400
surface,result,title-Error surface',charsize=2,charthick=2,xthick=2,ythick=2,zthick=2 

; Return coords
return, {x:Iy,y:Iz,ang:Ix,Max_R:I}

End

'«program to register Images using mutual information.

function m u tjn f , image2,imagel,search_x,search_y,ang

dim l=size(im agel)
dim2=size(image2)

;Check dimensions
If d im 2(l) eq 3 then begin
image2=rebin(image2,l,dim2(2),dim2(3))
image2=255-reform(image2,dim2(2),dirn2(3))
dim2=size(image2)
endif

;and change them
if d im l(l)  gt d im 2(l) then imagewidth=dim2(1) else im agew idth=dim l(l) 
if  d im l(2) gt dim2(2) then imagelength=dim2(2) else im agelength=dim l(2)

im agel=extrac(im agel,0,0,im agewidth,im agelength)
image2=extrac(image2,0,0,imagewidth,imagelength) ;make sure images are same size

;Set threshold for rescaling 
i mage2=bytscl (i mage2) 
temp=histogram(image2) 
void=max(temp,backg) 
cut_off=backg+5 "'sqrt(backg) 
result=where(image2 gt cut_off) 
temp=image2 
temp(*,*)=0
temp(result)=image2(result)
image2(*,*)=temp

i mage I =bytscl(image I ) 
temp=histogram(imagel ) 
void=max(temp,backg) 
cut_off=backg+5 *sqrt05ackg)

print,'cut_off:',cut_off

;Threshold
result=where(imagel gt cut off,count)
temp=imagel
temp(*,*)=0
temp(result)=imagel (result) 
im agel=tem p

;Display images
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loadct,0
window,0,xsize=imagewidth,ysize=imagelength,title='Stained section' 
tv,im agel
window, l,xsize=imagewidth,ysize=imagelength,title='Radioluminograph' 
tv,imagel

tmp_img=image2(where(image2 gt cut_off)) 

test=histogram (tm pJm g)
new_temp=reverse(sort(test)) ;arrange in ascending order
pixels=new_temp(0:10) ;take top ten

I_12=dblarr(ll)
print,pixels
for i=0,10 do begin

temp=image2(where(image2 eq pixels(i)))
endfor

wset,0
erase
tv,temp
p_i 2=doubie(0) ; variable for mut inf
;create error array
erroi^dblarr(2 '"ang+1,2 '*search_x+1,2*search_y+1 )

;Set up search
for !=-ang,ang do begin

tem pl=rot(im agel ,1/interp) 
for k=-search_y,search_y do begin

for j=-search_x,search_x do begin 
temp=shift(templ J,k) 
pixell= im agel(w here(im agel gtO)) 
temp2=uniq(pixel 1 ,sort(pixel 1 )) 
pixel 1 =pixel 1 (tem pi)
;Do top 10
for i= 0 ,10 do begin

;Extra loop
for h=0,n_elements(pixel 1 )-l do begin

resultl=where(im age2 eq pixels(i),countl ) ;subs from im gl 
resultl=where(temp eq h ,countl) ;subs from im gl 
p_l=countl
temp_img=temp(resultl )
result3=where(temp_img eq h,count3)
if  countl gt 0 then begin
p_2=countl
p_12=count3
endif else goto, jum p 1
var=double(p_l 2*imagewidth'"imagelength/p_l ) 
var=var/p_l
if  var gt 0 then l_12(i)=p_12*aloglO(var) ;mutual info 
;print,'l_12:',l_12(i)
p_12=0
jum pl : ;next h

endfor
endfor
test=total(I_12)
error(l+angj+search_x,k+search_y)=test

endfor
endfor
print,'l:',l

endfor

print,min(error)
print,max(error)

;Display slice from error volume 
result=extract_siice(error,2’''search_x+l ,2*search_y+l ,$ 
ang+1 ,search_x+l ,search_y+l ,90,90,0)

result=sfit(resu!t,5)
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window,4,xsize=800,ysize=400 
surface,result

;Find coords
result=max(error,l)
print,'I:',I
Iz=floor(I/((2*ang+] )*(2*search_x+l ))) 
rem=I-(Iz’*‘(2*ang+l )*(2'*search_x+l ))
Iy=floor(rem/(2*ang+l ))
Ix=rem-Iy*(2*ang+1)
Ix=Ix-ang
Iy=ly-search_x
Iz=Iz-search_y

print,'Ix:',lx
print,'Iy:',Iy
print,'Iz:',Iz

;Retum coords
return, {x:Iy,y:Iz,ang:Ix,Max_R:I} ;,R;temp_R}

End

;A p rog ram  to reg ister im ages using p rincipal axes

pro prax

; setup widget for principal axes 

;Create widget
base=widget_base(Title='Principal axis',mbar=bar) 
File=widget_button(bar,value='File'yMENU) 
buttl =widget_button(File,value='Open',uvalue=l ) 
butt2=widget_button(File,value='Save as',uvalue=2) 
butt3=widget_button(File,value='Quit',uvalue=3) 
help 1 =w idget_button(bar,value-H elp'/M EN U ) 
help2=widget_button0ielpl,va lue-A bou t program',uvalue=4) 
image=tiff_read('D:\data\prax.tif)

dim=size(image) ;5 element vector 
width=dim(2:2) ;second element converted to int 
length=dim(3:3) ;Third element to int

width=width(0)
length=length(0)

draw=widget_draw(base,xsize=width,ysize=length)
widget_control,base/realize,set_uvalue={id:draw}
tv,image,true=l
xmanager,'prax',base
end

pro prax event, event
wi d g e tco n  trol,even t. id ,get_u val ue=type

CASE type o f

1 : begin ;Open

;Get images for registration

filenam e=pickfile(path-D:\data',title='Selectradiolum inograph',
fllter='*.tif)
RLGl =tiff_read(filename)

;Get image width and length

dim=size(RLGl) ;5 element vector 
width=dim(l :1) ;second element converted to int
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length=dim(2:2) ;Third element to int

RLGimagewidth=width(0)
RLGimagelength=length(0)

filename=pickfile(path='D:\data',title='Select stained section'.S 
filter= '*.tif)
stain=tiff_read(filename)

tim e=systim e(l)

; Resize draw widget
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=win
widget_control,win.id,xsize=2*rlgimagewidth,ysize=rlgimage1ength

tv,255-rlgl,0 ,0  ;Display inverted images 
tv,stain,rlgimagewidth,0,true=l 
rlgtemp=rlgl
;Calculate centres o f mass and eigenvectors 
struct=princ_ax(rlgtemp,/bin) ;structure returned from princ ax

A l=struct.evec ;eigenvectors
x_hatl=struct.x
y_hatl=struct.y

trired,A1 ,D,E ;Compute tridiagonal form o f A
triql,D ,E,Al ;Compute eigenvals in D and vectors in a

;Convert true colour image to greyscale 
image=intarr(rlgimagewidth,rlgimagelength)

for j=0,rlgim agelength-l do begin
for i=0,rlgimagewidth-l do begin
result= total([sta in(0,ij),stain(l,iJ),stain(2,ij)])
im age(iJ)=255-fix(result/3)
endfor

endfor

struct=princ_ax(image,/bin) ;structure returned from princ ax

A2=struct.evec ;eigenvectors
x_hat2=struct.x
y_hat2=struct.y

trired,A2,D,E ;Compute tridiagonal form o f A
triql,D,E,A2 ;Compute eigenvals in D and vectors in a

;Calculate shift 
xshift=round(x_hatl -x_hat2) 
yshift=round(y_hatl -y_hat2)

print,'Xshift:',xshift
print,'Yshift:',yshift

;calculate angle
num=double(a 1 (0)*a2(0)+a 1 ( 1 )*a2( 1 )) 
angle2=round(57.2958*(acos(num)))

print,'angle:',angle2

;Create form widget to select rotation

desc=['0,LABEL,Enter details,CENTER',$
'1 ,BASE„COLUM N,FRAM E,’,$
'2,BUTTON,Clockwise|AntiClockwise|Automatic,LABEL_TOP=Rotate RLG:,COLUM N,TAG=bgl',$ 
■1,BASE„R0W',$
'0,BUTTON,OK,QUIT„TAG=OK',$
'2 ,B U TT 0N ,C ancel,Q U ir]

a=cw_form(desc,/column)
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;widget_control,a,/realize 

help,/STRUCTURE,a 

print,a.bgl(0)
p rin t,a .bglO )

;rotate using bilinear interp
if a.bgl(O) eq 1 o ra .b g  1(2) eq 1 then begin
rlgl =rot(rlgl ,angle2/interp)
endif else rlgl=rot(rlgl,-angle2,/interp)

rlgl =shiflt(rlgl ,-xshift,-yshift)

time=systime(l )-time 
print,'Registration time (secs):’,time

widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={imgl:rlgl,img2:stain,id:win.id}
tv,255-rlgl,0,0
end

2:begin ;Save
print,'save'
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=struct 
result=pickfile(path-D ;\data',filter= '.tif,title='Save as') 
tiff_write,result,struct.imgl 
end

3:begin ;End widget
wi d get_con trol,even t. top ,/d es troy
end

4;begin
print,'Dont need help' 
end

endcase

end

;A program to return the centroid and the eigenvectors o f  
;the principal axes o f an image

function princ_ax,rlg,bin=bin

;work out centroid

dim=size(RLG) ;5 element vector 
width=dim( 1:1) ;second element converted to int 
length=dim(2:2) ; Third element to int

RLGi mage wi d th=wi dth(O)
RLGimagelength=length(0)
rlgtemp=rlg

rlg=bytscl(rlg) 
temp=h i s togram(rl g)

;Define image threshold
void=max(temp,backg)
print,'backg:',backg
cut_ofr=backg+7"'sqrt(backg)
print,fix(cut_off)

if  keyword_set(bin) then begin
result=where(rlg gt cut_off,count) 
print,'R]g:',max(rlg)
rlg(*.*>=0
print,'No:',count
rlg(result)=255
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endif 

tv,rig,0,0 

;calculate coeffs
for j==OL,rlgimagelength-l do begin

for i=OL,rlgimagewidth-l do begin
if  i eq 0 and j  eq 0 then begin
x_sum=OL
y_sum=OL
denom=OL
endif
x_sum =double(x_sum +(i+l)*rlg(iJ))
y_sunri=double(y_sum +(j+l)*rlgôj))
denom =double(denom +rlg(ij))
endfor

endfor

;then centroid
x_hat=double(x_sum/denom)
y_hat==double(y_sum/denom)

print,'x_hat:',x_hat
print,'y_hat:',y_hat

;Find eigenvalues o f inertia matrix

for j=0,rlgim agelength-l do begin
for i=0,rlgimagewidth-l do begin 
if  i eq 0 and j  eq 0 then begin 

m l 1=0L 
m l2= 0L  
m21=0L 
m22=0L

endif
m l l= m l l+(rlg(i J)*(i-x_hat)''2)
m 12=m 12+0-x_hat)*0'-y_hat)*rlg(i j )
m 21=m l2
m 22=m 22+(rlg(ij)*(j-y_hat)''2)
endfor

endfor

;inertia matrix
A=[[ml I,m l2],[m 21,m 22]]

struct= (evec:A,X:x_hat,Y :y_hat} 
return,struct

end

; A prog ram  to reg ister im ages m anually  

pro m a n re g

;Open file and get dimensions

filenam el=pickfile(/read,filter= '* .tif,path-c:\data') 
RLG=tiff_read(filenamel )

;file index and directory 
Index=strmid(filenamel ,strlen(filenam el )-6,2) 
print,'Index:',index

Directory=strm id(filenam el,0,strlen(filenam el)-9) 
print,'Directory:',directory

;Get histo image from same dir. 
print,'end:','st'+index+'.tif

Filename2=Directory+'st'+index+'.tif
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print,'filename:',filename2 
stain=read_tiff(filename2)

image=read_tiff('c;\data\coI_tab.tif,R,G,B)
tvlct,R,G,B

;Get image width and length

dim=size(rlg) ;5 element vector 
w idth=dim(l :1) ;second element converted to int 
length=dim(2:2) ;Third element to int

;Make sure dims are equal
imagewidth=width(0)
imagelength=length(0)

dim=size(stain)
stwidth=dim(2)
stlength=dim(3)

if imagewidth gt stvridth then imagewidth=stwidth 
if  imagelength gt stlength then imagelength=stlength

;Convert RLG to true colour 
rlg=extrac(rlg,0,0,imagewidth,imagelength) 
rlg=conv8_24(rlg)
stain=extrac(stain,0,0,0,3,imagewidth,imagelength)

;Create widget for manual registration and realise

base=widget_base(title='Manual registration',mbar=bar)
bttl=widget_button(bar,value='File'/M ENU)
btt2=widget_button(bttl,value='Save',uvalue=6)
btt3=widget_button(bttl,value='Cancel',uvalue=7)
btt4=widget_button(bttl,value='Print',uvalue=8)
btt5=widget_button(bar,value='Help',uvalue=9)
btt6=widget_button(bttl ,value='Capture',uvalue=l 0)
new_base=widget_base(base,/column,xsize=200,yoffset= 100,space=20)
X=widget_slider(new_base,drag=l,M aximum=50,minimum=-50,title='X trans',$
uvalue=l ,frame=l ,xsize=l 50,value=0)
Y=widget_slider(new_base,drag=l,M aximum=50,minimum=-50,title='Y trans',$ 
uvalue=2,ffame=l ,xsize=l 50,value=0)
Rot=widget_slider(new_base,drag=l ,M aximum=l 80,minimum=-l 80,title='Rotation',$ 
uvalue=3,frame=l ,xsize=l 50,value=0)
M ag=widget_slider(new_base,drag=l,M aximum=200,minimum=l,title='M agnification',$ 
uvalue=4,frame= 1 ,xsize= 150,value= 100)
draw=widget_draw(base,Xsize=2*imagewidth,ysize=imagelength,xoffset=250,/motion_events,uvalue=5) 
;create graphics window

widget_control,draw,get_value=win_id ;Get window index 
wset,win_id ; Set graphics to draw widget

widget_control,/realize,base

; Display image 
tvscl,rlg,0,true=l

tv,stain,imagewidth,0,true=l
widget_control,base,set_uvalue={imgl:rlg,img2:stain,x:0,y:0,ang:0,dir:directory}

xmanager,'man_reg',base ;Register widget
end

pro man_reg_event,event 

widget_control,get_uvalue=type,event.id 

case type of

6: begin ;Either Done or button pressed
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widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=state 
dim=size(state.imgl )
;can't change dims o f true colour image
;Do each channel separately
red_img=reform(state.imgl(0,*,*),dim(2),dim(3))
green_im g=reform (state.im gl(l,*,*),dim (2),dim (3))
blue_img=reform(state.imgl(2,*,*),dim(2),dim(3))
; Likewise when rotating
red_img=rot(red_img,state.ang)
green_img=rot(green_img,state.ang)
blue_img=rot(blue_img,state.ang)
image=intan-(3,dim(2),dim(3))
;copy new image 
image(0,*,*)=red_img 
image(l,*,*)=green_img 
im age(2,*,*)=bluejm g 
;and save
result=pickfile(path=state.dirywrite,filter='.tif)
tiff_write,result,image
w idgetcontrol/destroy.event.top
;save image to file
end

7: begin ;stop widget 
print,'Cancel'
w idgetcontro l /destroy,even t. top 
end

8: begin ;print
w idgetcon  trol ,even t. top,get_u val ue=struct
image=tvrd(0,0,!D.x_size,!D.y_size,true=l)
set_plot,'printer'
device,scale_factor=2
result=dialog printersetupf)
result2=dialog printjobO
tvscl,image,true=l
dev ice/closedocum ent
set_plot,'win'
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue= {imgl :struct.imgl ,img2:state.img2,$
x:state.x,y:state.y,ang:state.ang,dir:state.dir}
end

9: begin ;Help 
print,'Help button pressed' 
xdisplayfile,'c:\data\help.txt',title='Help',width=35 
end

10: begin ;screen capture
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=struct
image=tvrd(0,0,!D.x_size,!D.y_size,true=l)
file=dialogj3ickfile(/write,path=struct.dir,fllter='*.tif)
write_tiff,file,image
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue=(imgl :struct.imgl,img2:struct.img2,$
x:struct.x,y:struct.y,ang:struct.ang,dir:struct.dir}
end

1 : begin ; X direction slider selected
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=state ;Get structure 
imagel =shiff(state.imgl,0,event.value,0) ; shift along X axis
dim=size(state.imgl )
;separate channels
red_img=refbrm(state.imgl(0,'*,'*),dim(2),dim(3))
green_img=reform(state.imgl(l,*,'*),dim(2),dim(3))
blue_img=refbrm(state.imgl(2,'*,'*),dim(2),dim(3))
;Rotate each one
redJm g=rot(red_im g,state.ang)
green_img=rot(green_img,state.ang)
blue_img=rot(blue_img,state.ang)
image=intarr(3,dim(2),dim(3))
;copy info back into array
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image(0,*,*)=red_img 
im age(l ,*,*)=green_img 
im age(2 ,* ,*)=bluejm g 
tvscl,image,0,0,true=l 
dim =size(state.im gl) ;5 element vector 
w idth=dim(2) ;second element converted to int 
tv,state.img2,width,0,true=l
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={imgl:imagel,img2:state.img2,x:0,y:0,ang:state.ang,dir;state.dir}
end

2; begin ; Y direction slider selected
print,'Y translation:',event.value
w idgetcontro l,event. top,get_uvalue=state ;Get structure 
im agel=shift(state.im gl,0,0,event.value) ; Shift along Y axis 
dim =size(state.im gl )
;separate channels
red_img=reform(state.imgl(0,*,*),dim(2),dim(3)) 
green_img=reform(state.imgl ( 1 ,*,*),dim(2),dim(3)) 
blue_img=reform(state.imgl(2,*,*),dim(2),dim(3))
;and rotate
r e d j  mg=rot(red_i mg,state.an g) 
green_i mg=rot(green_i mg,state.an g) 
blue_img=rot(blue_img,state.ang) 
image=intair(3,dim(2),dim(3))
;copy info into array 
im age(0 ,* ,*)= redjm g 
imageO ,*,*)=green_img 
image(2,*,*)=blue_img 
tvscl,image,0,0,true=l 
dim =size(state.im gl) ;5 element vector 
width=dim(2) ;second element converted to int 
tv,state.img2,width,0
wi d g e tc o n  trol ,even t . top,set_u val ue= {i mg 1 :imagel,img2:state.img2,x:0,y:0,ang:state.ang,dir:state.dir} 
end

3: begin ; Rotation
print,'Rotation :',event.value
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=state ;Get structure 
dim =size(state.im gl )
;separate channels
red_im g=reform(state.imgl(0,*,*),dim(2),dim(3))
greenJm g=reform (state.im gl(l,*,*),dim (2),dim (3))
blue_img=reform(state.imgl(2,*,*),dim(2),dim(3))
;and rotate
red_img=rot(red_img,event.value) 
green_img=rot(green_img,event. value) 
blueJm g=rot(blue_im g,event.value) 
image=intarr(3,dim(2),dim(3))
;copy info into array 
image(0,*,*)=red_img 
image(l ,*,*>=green_img 
image(2,*,*)=blue_img 
tvscl,image,0,0,true=l
width=dim(2) ;second element converted to int 
tv ,state.im ^,w idth,0,true=l
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={imgl:state.img],img2:state.img2,x:0,y:0,ang:event.value,dir:state.dir}
end

4: begin ; M agnification if  needed
prin t,'Magni fi cati on ;',even t. value 
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=state ;Get structure

dim =size(state.im gl) ;5 element vector 
width=dim(2) ;second elem ent converted to int 
length=dim(3) ;Third element to int

X=floor(width*event.value/100) ; New imagewidth 
Y=floor(length*event.value/]00) ; New imagelength 
im agel=congrid(state.im gl,3,X ,Y ) ;New magnified array
imagel =extrac(im agel,0,0,0,3,w idth,length)
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;separate channels
red_img=reform(imagel(0,*,*),dim(2),dim(3)) 
green_img=reform(imagel (1 ,*,*),dim(2),dim(3)) 
biue_img=reform(imagel(2,*,*),dim(2),dim(3))
;rotate
red_i mg=rot(red_i mg,state, an g) 
green_img=rot(green_img,state.ang) 
biue_img=rot(blue_img,state.ang) 
i mage=intarr(3 ,dim(2),dim(3))
;and save
im age(0,*,*)=redjm g 
image(] ,* ,* )= green jm g 
image(2,*,*)=blue_img 
tvsci ,image,0,0,true= 1 
tv,state.img2,width,0,true=l
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={imgl;state.imgl,img2:state.img2,x:0,y:0,ang:state.ang,dir:state.dir}
end

5 :begin ;cursor event in draw widget
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=state ;Get structure

dim =size(state.im gl) ;5 element vector 
width=dim(2) ;second element converted to int 
length=dim(3) ;Third element to int

if event.type eq 2 then begin ;motion 
if event.x It (width+40) then begin 
void=widget_message('W rong image, move right') 
endif else begin
;get start window from one image
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=state
result=extrac(state.img2,0,state.x,state.y,3,80,80)
;and display on other
tv,result,state.x+width,state.y,true=l
dim=size(state.imgl)
;separate channels
red_img=reform(state.imgl(0,*,*),dim(2),dim(3)) 
greenJm g=reform (state.im gl (1 ,*,'*),dim(2),dim(3)) 
b lueJm g=reform (state.im gl(2,’*,'*),dim(2),dim(3))
;and rotate
red_img=rot(red_img,state.ang) 
green_i mg=rot(green_i mg,state. ang) 
blue_img=rot(blue_img,state.ang) 
i mage=in tarr(3 ,d im(2),dim(3 ))
;save info
image(0,’*,*)=red_img 
image(l ,*,*)=green_img 
im age(2,'*,*)=bluejm g 
;get new window
result=extrac(image,0,event.x-width-40,event.y-40,3,80,80)
;display again
tvscl,result,event.x-40,event.y-40,true=l
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={imgl:state.imgl,img2:state.img2,x:event.x-width-40,y:event.y-40,ang:state.ang,dir:state.dir}
endelse
endif
end

endcase
end
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APPENDIX 2

IDL code for quantitation o f antibody distribution in tissue sections

; Program to quantitate registered images. Files are 24 bit files

pro risquant 
;close file units 
result=fstat(l)
if  result.open ne 0 then close,1 
;Create widget list containing tissues
base=widget_base(colum n=3,uvalue={i:0},title-Tissue',m bar=bar)
;Create file button
butt3=widget_button(bar,value='File'/M ENU)
file_bttnl=widget_button(butO,value='Open',uvalue=2)
file_bttn2=widget_button(butt3,value='Capture'yM ENU)
file_bttn3=widget_button(file_bttn2,value='Screen',uvalue=12)
file_bttn4=widget_button(file_bttn2,value-Draw R 0r,uvalue=13)
file_bttn5=widget_button(file_bttn2,value='Done',uvalue=13)
file_bttn2b=widget_button(butt3,value='Graphics'yMENU)
file_bttn2c=widget_button(file_bttn2b,value='Capture',uvalue=23)
file_bttn2d=widget_button(file_bttn2b,value='Print',uvalue=24)
file_bttn3=w idget_button(butt3,value-Q uit',uvalue=l)
;set pull down menu
butt2=widget_button(bar, value-T issues'/M E N U )
f_buttl=widget_button(butt2,value='Backgmd',uvalue=3)
f_butt2=widget_button(butt2,value='Bone',uvalue=3)
f_butt3=widget_button(butt2,value='Colon',uvalue=3)
f_butt4=widget_button(butt2,value='Kidney'/M ENU)
kid_butl=widget_button(f_butt4,value='Kidney',uvalue=3)
kid_but2=widget_button(f_butt4,value='Cortex',uvalue=3)
kid_but3=widget_button(f_butt4,value='Medulla',uvalue=3)
f_butt5=widget_button(butt2,value-Liver',uvalue=3)
f_butt6=widget_button(butt2,value='Lung',uvalue=3)
f_butt7=widget_button(butt2,value='Muscle',uvalue=3)
f_butt8=widget_button(butt2,value='Spleen',uvalue=3)
f_butt9=widget_button(butt2,value='Tumour'yM ENU)
tum_butl=widget_button(f_butt9,value='Tumour',uvalue=3)
tum_but2=widget_button(f_butt9,value='Select',uvalue=4)
f_buttlO=widget_button(butt2,value='Done',uvalue=3)
butt3=widget_button(bar,value='Functions'/M ENU)
butt4=widget_button03utt3,value='Histogram',uvalue=20)
butt5=w idget_button0)utt3,value-D efine regions',uvalue=21 )
butt6=widget_button^utO,value='Correlate',uvalue=22)
butt6b=widget_button(butt3,value='M ultivariate analysis',uvalue=27)
butt7=widget_button(butt3,value='Redisplay',uvalue=25)
butt8=widget_button(butt3,value='Zoom',uvalue=26)
buttl=widget_button(bar,value='Help',xoffset=400)
buttl a=widget_button (buttl ,value='Help',uvalue=0)
image=read_tiff('D:\data\tiss.tif)
dim=size(image) ;5 element vector
width=dim(2:2) ;second element converted to int
length=dim(3:3) ;Third element to int

imagewidth=width(0)
imagelength=length(0)

draw=widget_draw(base,xsize=imagewidth,ysize=imagelength,uvalue=5,retain=2)
widget_control/realize,base
;get value o f draw widget
widget_control,draw,get_value=win_num
tv,image,true=l
widget_control,base,set_uvalue={i:0,winjd:draw,widthb:imagewidth,num:win_num}
xmanager,'tisquant',base

end

pro tisquant_event,event
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widget_con trol,even t.id,get_uvalue=type,get_value=tissue,show=l 
widget_control,event, top,get_uvalue=struct

;delete open windows
index=!D.window
if index eq 1 then wdelete,index

CASE type o f

1 :begin ; Quit widget
close,!
w idget_control,event.top/destroy
end

0:begin ;Help button 
result=widget_message('You do not need help') 
end

2:begin ; Open file 
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=struct 
if  struc ti ne 0 then begin
;Don’t open unless you're done with the previous one 
result=widget_message('Geoff detec ted'/cancel,title='W arning') 
endif else begin
filename! =pickfile(path='D:\data',title='Open image o f antibody distribution') 
pos=rstrpos(filenam e!,'.')
ending=strmid(fi!ename! ,pos+! ,strlen(filename! )-pos) 
print,'End:',ending

;Get file number and directory 
pos=Tstrpos(filename! ,Y) 
directory=strmid(filename! ,0,pos+! ) 
print,'Pos:',pos 
print,'Dir:',directory

filename2=pickfile(path=directory,filter='*.tif,title='Open morphological image') 
stain=tiff_read(filename2)

pos=strpos(filename2,'.')
index=strmid(filename2,pos-2,2)

len=strlen(filename2)-strlen(directory)-4

type=strmid(filename2,strlen(directory),len-2)

print,'end:',type+index+'.tif

;!f a tiff file
if  ending eq 't if  then begin

RLG=tiff_read(filename ! )

;Get image width and length

dim=size(RLG) ;5 element vector 
rlgim agew idth=dim (!) ;second element converted to int 
rlgimagelength=dim(2) ; Third element to int 

endif else begin 
;otherwise its unformatted 
openr,!,filenam e!
readf,!,format='(!0,x,10,x,10)',width,length,height
rlgimagewidth=2'*length
rlgimagelength=2'^height
A=db!arr(!ength,height)
for i=0,width-! do begin

if  i eq (index-!) then begin
readu,! ,A
rlg=A
end ife!sereadu ,!,A

end
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rlg=rebin(rlg,rlgimagewidth,rlgimagelength)
endelse
print,'imagewidth=', RLGimagewidth 
print,'imagelength=',RLGimage]ength

rlg_temp=bytscl(rlg)
;get histo section from rig filename

Filename2=Directory+type+index+'.tif
print,'fllename:’,filename2
stain=tiff_read(filename2,r,g,b)
dim=size(stain)

if  dim(O) eq 3 then begin
;make sure arrays are same size
stain=extrac(stain,0,0,0,3,RLGimagewidth,RLGimagelength) 

endif else begin
stain=extrac(stain,0,0,rlgimagewidth,rlgimagelength) 
stain=conv8_24(stain);set to true colour

endelse

print,size(stain)
print,size(rlg_temp)

;Convert stain to r,g,b components

;convert rig to 24 bit file 
array_24=conv8_24(rlg) 
print,'array size:',size(array_24)

widget_control,event.top,tlb_set_title='Tissue: '+filenamel 
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=id
widget_control,id.win_id,xsize=2"‘rlgimagewidth,ysize=rlgimagelength 
;Load colour table
image=read_tiff('D:\data\col_tab.tif,R,G,B)
;result=color_quan(Red,Green,Blue,R,G,B)
erase
tvlct,R,G,B
tvscl,stain,RLGimagewidth,0,true=l 
tvscl,array_24,0,0,true= 1

widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={win_id:struct.win_id,stain:stain,$
array_24:array_24,width:rlgimagewidth,length:rlgimagelength,i:0,x;0,y:0,$
dir:directory,index:index,num:struct.num,zoom_size:100,backg;0,label_id:0}
end
end

3:begin ; Tissue quantitation
widget_control,struct.win_id,get_value=win_num
print,'win_num:',win_num
wset,win_num
;You can quit or set background 
if  tissue eq 'Done' then begin 
if  struct.backg eq 0 then begin

result=widget_message('Do you want to set background'/question) 
if  result eq 'Yes' then begin 

tissue='Backgmd' 
goto, jump2

endif
endif
close,2
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=struct
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={winJd:struct.win_id,i:0,num:struct.num}
endif
;Do quantitation
if  tissue ne 'Done' then begin
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=structydraw_button_events 
background value needs to be set first for spreadsheet macro later 
if  struct-i eq 0 then begin 
jum pl :File=struct.diri-'res'+struct.index+'.txt'
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openw,2,File ; Open file to write results
print,'Filename:',File
end if

jum p2:
if  tissue eq 'Backgmd' then begin
result=widget_message('Draw background ROIVinformation)
struct.backg=l
endif
text=tissue + ' ROl'
label=widget_label(event.top,value=text,yoffset=struct.length/2) 
print,'width:',struct.width 
print,'length:',struct.length 
;Draw ROI
jum p: result=copyroi(2’"struet.width,struct.lengthynofill) 
pixels=dblarr(N_elements(result))

;Get pixel values
for j=OL,N_elements(result)-l do begin

y=floor(result(j)/(2*struct. width)) 
x=result(j)-(y'^2*struct. width) 
if  X It 0 then begin
errop=widget_message('Redo region',title='W rong image') 
goto ju m p
endif else pixels(j)=255-struct.array_24(0,x,y)

endfor
ans=moment(pixels,sdev=stan,mdev=madev)
no=N_elements(pixels)
;Calculate
print,'n:',no
print,'M ean:',ans(0)
med=median(pixels)
print,'Median:',med
print,'Standard deviation :',stan
print,'M ax:',M ax(pixels)
print,'Min:',M in(pixels)
print,'Skewness:',ans(2)
print,'Kurtosis:',ans(3)
Geary=madev*no/(stan*sqrt(no"'(no-l)))
print,'Gearys Kurt:',Geary
lillie=lilIiefo(pixels,ans(0),stan,tissue)
print,'Lilliefors:',Iillie
;Save in formatted file
if  struc ti eq 0 then begin
printf,2,format='(16x,"Number",5x,"M ean",l lx,"M edian",9x,"St
Dev",9x,"M ax",8x,"M in",6x,"Skew",llx,"Kurtosis",7x,"Gearys",9x,"Lilliefors",q)'
endif
printf,2,format='(A10,5x,15.0,5x,F10.5,5x,F10.5,5x,F10.5,5x,I5.0,5x,I5.0,5x,D10.6,5x,D10.6,5x,D10.6,5x,D10.6,q)',$
tissue,N_elements(pixels),ans(0),med,stan,Max(pixels),Min(pixels),ans(2),ans(3),Geary,lillie
i=struct.i+l
widget_control,label/destroy ;remove text
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={win_id:struct.win_id,stain:struct.stain,$
array_24:struct.array_24,width:struct.width,length:struet.length,$
dir:struct.dir,i:i,num:struct.num,label_id:label,$
zoom_size:struet.zoom_size,baekg:struct.backg}
endif
end

4:begin ;select tumour for more accurate region drawing
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=struct
resolve_routine,'tum_event'

print,'Left mouse button to mark centre'

cursor,x,y/dow n ,/device
print,'X:',x
print,'Y:',y
startx=x-struct.width-(struct.zoom_size/2)
starty=y-(struct.zoom_size/2)
Tumi temp=extrac(struct.stain ,0,startx,$ 
starty,3,$
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struct.zoom_si ze,struct.zooni_size)
Tum2temp=extrac(struct.array_24,0,startx,$
starty,3,$
struct.zoom_size,struct.zoom_size)

dim =size(Tum ltem p) ;5 element vector 
width=dim(2;2) ;second element converted to int 
length=dim(3;3) ; Third element to int

i mage wi d th=wi dth(O) 
imagelength=length(0)

;New widget for zoomed tumour images
base2=widget_base(title='Registered tumours',/column,uvalue=struct,mbar=bar)
buttl=w idget_button(bar,value='File'/M enu)
butt2b=widget_button (buttl ,value='Open',uvalue= 10)
butt4=widget_button(buttl ,value='Fuse images',uvalue=6)
butt2c=w idget_button(buttl,value-R egister',uvalue=l 1 )
butt2=widget_button(buttl ,value='Save as',uvalue=4)
butt2d=widget_button (buttl ,value='Capture'yMENU)
butt2e=widget_buttonO)utt2d,value-Screen',uvalue=12)
butt2f=w idget_button(butt2d,value-RO r,uvalue=13)
New_butt=widget_button(buttl,value='Zoom',uvalue=8)
win_but=widget_button (buttl ,value='W indow size',uvalue=l 4)
butt3=widget_button(buttl,value='Quit',uvalue=5)
butt5=widget_button(bar,value='Regions'/M ENU)
butt6=widget_button(butt5,value='Viable',uvalue=7)
butt7=widget_button0Jutt5,value='Necrotic',uvalue=7)
butt8=widget_buttonO>utt5,value='CEA',uvalue=7)
butt9=widget_button(butt5,value='Blood',uvalue=7)
;profile menu
buttl l=widget_button(bar,value='Profile'/M ENU) 
buttl 2=widget_button(buttl 1 ,value='CEA',uvalue=9) 
buttl3=w idget_button(buttl l,value='Blood vessel',uvalue=9) 
draw2=widget_draw(base2,xsize=4*imagewidth,ysize=2*imagelength,retain=2) 
widget_control,draw2,get_value=win_numb
slider=widget_slider(base2,value=50,title='RLG intensity % ',uvalue=6) 
widget_control,/realize,base2

;Magnify X 2 initially
tum2=rebin(tum2temp,3,2*imagewidth,2*imagelength)
tum l=rebin(tum ltem p,3,2*im agewidth,2*im agelength)
tvscl,tum2,0,0,true=l
tv,tum 1,2 "'imagewid th,0,true= 1

widget_control,base2,set_uvalue={dir:struct.dir,x:x,y:y,$ 
stain:struct.stain,array_24:struct.array_24,width;struct. width,$ 
length:struct.length,stainb:tumltemp,array_24b:tum2temp,widthb:imagewidth,$ 
lengthb:imagelength,win2Jd:draw2,win_id:struct.win_id,i:struct.i,zoom:2,$ 
num:struct.num,label_id:struct.label_id,base:event.top,backg:struct.backg}

xmanager,'tum',base2
end

12:begin ;capture graphics
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=struct
array=intarr(3,2*struct.width,struct.length)
new_rlg=bytscl(struct.array_24)
new_stain=bytscl(struct.stain)

array(0;2,0:struct. width-1,0:struct.length-l )=new_rlg 
array(0:2,struct.width:2'*struct. width-1,0:struct.length-l)=new_stain

filename=pickfile(path=struct.dir,filter="''.tif)
tiff_write,filename,array
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={array:array,width:struct.width,file:filename,i:0,:
win_id:struct.win_id,num:struct.num,backg;struct.backg}
end

13 : begin ; Draw ROI on image for capture purposes
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widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=struct
array=struct.array
if  tissue eq 'Draw ROI' then begin

cursor,xl ,y l /w ait/dev ice  
n=0
repeat begin

print,'Press cursor to mark point' 
if  n eq 0 then begin 

xprev=xl 
yprev=yl

endif
Cursor,X2,Y2,/down,/device
pIots,Xprev,Yprev/device
plots,X 2,Y 2/device/continue
plots,Xprev-struct.width,Yprev/device
plots,X2-struct. w idth,Y 2/device/continue
array=roi_write(Xprev,Yprev,X2,Y2,struct.width,array)
print,'Button',!err
n=n+l
xprev=X2
yprev=Y2
endrep until !err eq 4
array=roi_write(Xprev,Yprev,Xl ,Y1,struct.width,array);complete ROI 
array=bytscl(array)
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={array:array,width:struct.width,$ 
file:struct.flle,num;struct.num} 

endif else begin ; Done
print,'File;',struct.flle 
ti ff_wri te,struct. file,struct.array 
tvscl,struct.array,true= 1 
endelse

end

20:begin ;Draw histogram
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=struct 
print,'Draw region around tissue for histogram'
;Draw ROI around tissue o f choice

roi=copyroi(2'^struct.width,struct.length/nofill)

pixel=intarr(N_elements(roi))

for i=0,N_elements(roi)-I do begin
y=floor(roi(i )/(2 "'struct, width))
x=roi(i)-y"'2"'struct. width
i f  X It 0 o r  y  It 0 then begin
print,'Error'
print,'x:',x
print,'y:',y
endif

x=[struct.array_24(0,x,y),struct.array_24(I,x,y),struct.array_24(2,x,y)]
result=total(x)

pixel(i)=255-fix(result/3)
endfor

;Display
loadct,0
window,0,title-H istogram ',xsize=400,ysize=400
plot,smooth(histogram(pixel),15),background=255,color=0,charsize=2,xthick=2,ythick=2,: 
xticks=4,yticks=4,xstyle=l ,ystyle=l ,charthick=I .5,thick=2,font=6,$ 
x title-C ounts per pixel',ytitle='frequency'
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={win_id:struct.win_id,stain:struct.stain,$
array_24:struct.array_24,width:struct.width,length:struct.length,$
dir:struct.dir,i:0,num:struct.num,backg:struct.backg}
end

21:begin f i l t e r
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=struct 
print,'Press 1 to end'
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array=intarr(3,stnjct. width,struct.length)
array('",*,*)=255 ;set all elements to zero
repeat begin
roi=defroi(2*struct. width,struct.length)
;convert roi 
;roi=roi-struct. width 
;array(roi)=struct.stain(roi) 
for i=0,n_elements(roi)-l do begin

y_var=floor(roi(i)/(2*struct. width)) 
x_var=roi(i)-(y_var*2*struct. width )-struct. width 
array(*,x_var,y_var)=struct.stain(*,x_var,y_var)

endfor
b="
read,b,foimat='(A 1 )'
print,"button :',b
c=strtrim(string( 1 ),2)
print,'c:',c
endrep until b eq c
tvscl,array ,struct.width,0,true=l
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue= {win_id :struct.win_id,stain :array,$
array_24:struct.array_24,width:struct.width,length:struct.length,$
dir:struct.dir,i:0,num:struct.num,backg:struct.backg}
end

22:begin ;Calculate cross correlation
;change to greyscale
array=rebin(struct.array_24,1,struct. width,struct.length)
array=refbrm(array,struct.width,struct.length)
stain _gs=rebin(struct.stain,l,struct, width,struct.length)
stain_gs=refoim(stain_gs,struct.width,struct.length)
loadct,0
temp_rlg=array
temp_rlg(*,*)=0
temp_st=stain_gs
temp_st(*,*)=0
tem p=lonarr(l)
tvscl .array,0,0
tvscl,stain_gs,struct.width,0
repeat begin
;Define regions
roi=copyroi(2*struct.width,struct.length/nofill) 
temp2=lonarr(n_elements(roi)+n_elements(temp)) 
temp2(0:n_elements(roi)-l )=roi
temp2(n_elements(roi):n_elements(roi)+n_elements(temp)-1 )=temp
quest=dialog_message('Another region'/question)
temp=temp2
endrep until quest eq "No"

print,"Num:',n_elements(temp) 
temp 1 =intarr(n_elements(temp)) 
temp2=intarr(n_elements(temp)) 
forj=OL,N_elements(temp)-l do begin

y=floor(temp(j)/(2*struct. width)) 
x=temp(j)-(y*2*struct. width) 
temp 1 (j)=255-array(x,y) 
temp_rlg(x,y)=255-array(x,y) 
temp2(j)=255-stain_gs(x,y) 
temp_st(x,y)=255-stain_gs(x,y)

endfor

tvsc l,tem prlg
tvscl ,temp_st,struct. wi d th ,0
;get coeff
pearson=correlate(templ ,temp2) 
print.'Pearson :’,pearson

widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={win_id:struct.winJd,stain:struct.stain,
array_24:struct.array_24,width:struct.width,length:struct.length,$
dir:struct.dir,i:0,num;struct.num,backg:struct.backg}
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end

23:begin ;capture graphics
wset,l
result=tvrd(0,0,!D.x_size,!D.y_size) 
file=dialog_pickfile(/write,path=struct.dir,filter='*.tif) 
write_tiff,file,result
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={win_id:struct.win_id,stain:array,$ 
array_24:struct.array_24,width:struct. width,length:struct.length,$ 
dir:struct.dir,i;0,num:struct.num,backg:struct.backg} 
end

24:begin ;print graphics
im age=tvrd(0,0,!D.x_size,!D.y_size,true=l)
setj3lot,'printer'
device,scale_factor=2
result=dialog printersetupQ
result2=dialog printjobO
tvscl,image,true= 1 ,top= 150
dev ice /c lo sedocum en t
set_plot,'win'
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue= { w in id  :struct.win_id,stain :array,$
array_24:struct.array_24,width:struct.width,length:struct.length,$
dir:struct.dir,i:0,num:struct.num,backg;struct.backg}
end

25 (begin ;redisplay original 
tvscl,struct. array_24,0,0,true= 1 
tvscl,struct.stain,struct.width,0,true=l
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={win_id:struct.win_id,stain:struct.stain,$
array_24:struct.array_24,width:struct.width,length:struct.length,$
dir:struct.dir,i:0,num:struct.num,backg;struct.backg}
end

26:begin ;zoom images 
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=struct 
array=rebin(struct.array_24,3,2 "'struct. width,2*struct.length) 
stain_gs=rebin(struct.stain,3,2 "'struct. width,2 "'struct.length) 
widget_control,struct.win_id,xsize=4 "'struct. width,ysize=2"'struct.length 
tvscl,array,0,true=l 
tvscl,stain_gs,l ,true=l
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={win_id;struct.win_id,stain:stain_gs,$
array_24:array,width:2"'struct.width,length:2"'struct.length,$
dir:struct.dir,i:0,num:struct.num,backg:struct.backg}
end

27:begin ;multivariate analysis 
widget_control, event.top,get_uvalue=struct 
; Input number o f  variables 
desc=['0,LABEL,Enter details,CENTER',$
'1 ,BASE„COLUM N,FRAM E',$
'2,INTEGER,0,LABEL_LEFT=Number o f factors:,W IDTH=4,TAG=nfact’,$ 
'1,B A SE„R 0W ',$
’0,BUTTON,OK,QUIT,TAG=OK',$
'2 ,B U TT 0N ,C ancel,Q U ir]

a=cw_form(descyCOLUMN)

;Open files

for i=0, a.nfact-1 do begin
if i eq 0 then begin

file=dialogj5ickfile(path='d:\data',filter='"'.lev',$
title=’Open template image')
pos=rstrpos(file,'V)
dir=strmid(file,0,pos+l )
print,'Dir:',dir
openr, 1,file
point_lun,l,0
readf, 1 ,format=’(IO,x,IO,x)',height, width
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print,'Height:',height
print,'W idth:',width
;image=intarr(height,width,width)
;point_lun,l,0

B=assoc(l ,intarr(3,width,width),20)

;get slice from volume image 
desc=['0,LABEL,Select,CENTER',$
'1 ,BASE„COLUMN,FRAM E,',$
'2,INTEGER,0,LABEL_LEFT=Slice number:,W IDTH=4,TAG=nsect',$ 
'1,B A SE„R 0W ',$
'0,BUTTON,OK,QUIT„TAG=OK',$
'2 ,B U TT 0N ,C ancel,Q U ir]

c=cw_form(descycolumn)
point_lun,-l,pos
print,'Pos:',pos
im age=B(c.nsect-l)
point_lun,-I,pos
print,'Pos:',pos
close, 1
width=2*width
image=rebin(image,3,width,width)
widget_control,struct.win_id,xsize=width,ysize=width
temp=read_tiff('D:\data\col_tab.tif,R,G ,B)
tvlct,R,G,B
tvscl,image,true=l
image=rebin(image,l ,width,width)
image=reform(image,width,width)

info=create_struct('file',",'data',dblarr(width,width))
info=replicate(info,a.nfact)
no=0
repeat begin

no=no+I
temp=defroi(width,width)
if  no eq 1 then roi=temp else begin

temp_array=lonarr(n_elements(roi)+n_elements(temp)) 
temp_array(0:n_elements(roi)-l )=roi
temp_array(n_elements(roi):n_elements(temp_array)-l)=temp
print,'Temp_array:',size(temp_array)
print,'Array:',n_elements(roi)
print,'Temp:',n_elements(temp)
print,'No:',n_elements(roi)+n_elements(temp)
roi=long(temp_array)

endelse
print,'Num:',no 
text='Another region' 
quest=dialog_message(textyquestion) 

endrep until quest eq 'No'

y=floor(roi/long( width)) 
x=roi-(long(width)'*y) 

endif else begin
heading='Open filenum ber:'+string(i+l,form at= '(I2)') 
file=dialog_pickfile(path=dir,title=heading,filter="''.lev') 
openr, 1,file 
point_lun,l,0
readf,l,format='(I0,x,I0,x,F10.2)',height,width,conv_fact
print,'Height:',height
print,'W idth:',width
print,'Conv_fact:',conv_fact
point_lun,l,0
B=assoc(l ,intarr(width,width),20) 
im age=B(c.nsect-l) 
image=rebin(image,2"‘width,2*width) 
subs=where(image It O,count) 
if  count gt 0 then image(subs)=0 
image=float(image)/conv_fact
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loadct,0 
tvscl .image 
close, 1

endelse
pos=rstrpos(file,'V) 
file=strmid(file,pos+l ) 
print,'I:',i 
info(i).file=file

prin t,'Si ze : ',size(i mage)

;image=image(x,y)
temp=image
print,'M ax_temp:',max(temp)
temp(*,*)=0.0
temp(x,y)=image(x,y)
info(i).data=temp
subs=where(temp gt 0)
data=temp(subs)
erase

tvscl .temp

;print,'Mean:',mean(image)
print,'Max:',max(temp)
print,'M in:',min(temp)

print,format='("Mean voxel count ",F25.15)',i+l,m ean(data)

endfor

print,'N;',n_elements(roi) 

save data
file=dir+'Analysis.txt'
g e tju n .u n it
openw,unit,fïle
for j=0,n_elem ents(roi)-l do begin

for i=0, a.nfact-1 do begin; 
if  j  eq 0 then begin

if  i eq a.nfact-1 then printf,unit,format='(A,q)',info(i).file else $ 
printf.unit,format='(A.3x)',info(i).file 

endif else if  i eq a.nfact-1 then $ 
printf.unit.format='(F16.10.x)'.info(i).data(roi(j)) else $ 
printf,unit,fbrmat='(F16.10,x)',infb(i).data(roi(j)) 
endfor

endfor

;close,unit

end

endcase
end

;P rog ram  for th e  quan tita tio n  in tu m o u r sections

pro tum event.event

;widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=struct
widget_control,event.id,get_uvalue=type
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=struct

case type o f

4:begin ;save image
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=struct 
;Save to file
fïlename=pickfile(path=struct.dir,filter='*.tif/w rite)
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tifî_write,filename,stnict.array_24b
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={x:struct.x,y;struct.y,dir:struct.dir,$
stainb;tuml,array_24b:tum2,widthb:imagewidth,lengthb:imagelength,i:struct.i,$
w in2Jd:struct.w in2Jd,w inJd:struct.w in_id,num :struct.num ,base:struct.base,backg:struct.backg}
end

5:begin ;quit quantitation 
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=struct 
w id g e tco n  trol,event, top/destroy 
widget_con trol,struct. win_id,get_value=num 
wset,num
widget_control,struct.base,set_uvaiue={dir:struct.dir,$ 
stain:struct.stain,array_24:struct.array_24,width:struct.width,$ 
length:struct.length,winJd;struct.win_id,i:struct.i,zoom:2,$ 
num;struct.num,label_id:struct.!abel_id,zoom_size:l 00,backg:struct. backg} 
end

6:begin ; Image fusion
widget_controI,event.top,get_uvalue=struct
turn 1 =bytscl(struct.stainb)
tum2=bytsc](struct.array_24b)
high=max(tum2)
print,'Max array value:’,high
imagewidth=struct.widthb
imagelength=struct.lengthb
fuse=fitarr(3,imagewidth,imagelength) ;create fused image 
;get intensity info
if TAG_NAMES(EVENTySTRUCTURE_NAM E) ne 'W IDGET_BUTTON' then $ 
fact=event.value else fact = 50

print,'Creating fused image' 
for j=0,im agelength-l do begin

for i=0,imagewidth-l do begin
if  ((tum 2(0,ij) It fact*high/100 or tu m 2 (l,ij)  It facf^high/100 or $
tum 2(2,ij) It facf^high/100) and (i+j) mod 2 eq 0) then $
fu se (0 ,ij> ^u m l(0 ,ij)  else fuse(0,ij)= tum 2(0,ij)
if  ((tum2(0,i j )  It fact*high/100 or tum 2(l ,i j )  It facf^high/lOO or $
tunÎ2(2,ij) It fact*high/100) and (i+j) mod 2 eq 0) then $
fu se ( i ,iJ )= tu m l( l,i j)  else fu se (l,ij)= tu m 2 (l,ij)
if  ((tum2(0,i J )  It fact*high/100 or tum 2(l ,i j )  It fact*high/100 or $
tum 2(2,ij) It facf'high/lOO) and (i+j) mod 2 eq 0) then $
fuse(2 ,ij)= tum l(2 ,id) else fuse(2,iJ)=tum2(2,i j )
if  (tum 2(0,ij) ge fact*high/100 or tum 2(l,i j )  ge facf^high/l00 or $
tum2(2,i j )  ge fact*high/100) then fuse(0,i j ) ^ u m l(0 ,i  j )
if  (tum 2(0,ij) ge facf^high/lOO or tu m 2 (l,ij)  ge facf*high/100 or $
tum 2(2,ij) ge fact*high/lOO) then fu s e ( l , i j ) ^ u m l( l , i j )
if  (tum 2(0,ij) ge facf*high/100 or tu m 2 (l,ij)  ge facf^high/lOO or $
tum 2(2 ,ij) ge facf'high/100) then f u s e ( 2 , i j ) ^ m l(2 , i j )
endfor

endfor
tum2=rebin(fuse,3,2*imagewidth,2’*imagelength) 
tv,tum2,0,true=l ;display
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={x:struct.x,y:struct.y,dir:struct.dir,$
stainb;tuml,array_24b:tum2,widthb:imagewidth,lengthb:imagelength,i:struct.i,$
win2_id:struct.win2_id,win_id:struct.win_id,num:struct.num,base:struct.base,backg:struct.backg}
end

7:begin ;Quantitation o f  section
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=struct 
widget_control ,event.id ,get_value=region

if  region ne 'Done' then begin 
text=region+' ROI'
label=widget_label(event.top,value=text)
widget_control,struct.win2_id,get_value=num
wshow,num
wset,num
New_array=rebin(struct.array_24b,3,stnjct.zoom*struct.widthb,$
struct.zoom"'struct.lengthb)
result=lonarr(I)
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repeat begin
jump2: tem pl=copyroi(2*struct.zoom*struct.widthb,struct.zoom*structlengthbynofill) 
temp2=result
result=lonarr(n_elements(temp2)+n_elements(temp 1 )) 
result(0;n_elements(temp2)-l)=temp2 
result(n_elements(temp2):n_elenients(result)-l)=tempi 
print,'Resu]t:',size(result)
;Draw another region?
text='Another '+region+' region'
quest=dialog_message(textyquestion)
wshow,num
endrep until quest eq "No"
;print,'Pixels:',pixels 
pixels=intarr(N_elements(result))

for j=0,N_elem ents(result)-l do begin
y=floor(result(j)/(2*struct.zoom"'struct.widthb)) 
x=result(jHy'"2*struct.zoom'''struct.widthb) 
if  X It 0 then begin
error=widget_message('Redo region',title='W rong image') 
gotojum p2
endif else pixels(j)=255-New_array(0,x,y)

endfor
ans=moment(pixels,sdev=stan,mdev=madev)

no==N_elements(pixels)
print,'n:',no
print,'Mean:',ans(0)
med=median(pixels)
print,'Median:',med
print,'Standard deviation:',stan
print,'Max:',M ax(pixels)
print,'Min:',Min(pixels)
print,'Skewness:',ans(2)
print,'Kurtosis;',ans(3)
Geary=madev*no/(stan*sqrt(no'*(no-l))) 
print,'Gearys Kurt:',Geary 
Iillie=lilliefo(pixels,ans(0),stan,tissue) 
print,'Lilliefors:',lillie 
;Save info to file
if  structi eq 0 then printf,l,form at='(16x,"Num ber",5x,"M ean",l lx,"M edian",9x,"St 
Dev",9x,"M ax",8x,"M in",6x,"Skew",llx,"Kurtosis",7x,"Gearys",9x,"Lilliefors",q)'
printf,!,form a t='(A10,5x,I5.0,5x,F10.5,5x,F10.5,5x,F10.5,5x,I5.0,5x,I5.0,5x,D10.6,5x,D10.6,5x,DI0.6,5x,D10.6,5x,D10.6,q)',
region ,N_elements(pixels),ans(0),med,stan,M ax(pixels),M in(pixels),ans(2),ans(3),Geary,lillie
struct.i=struct.i+l
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={x:struct.x,y:struct.y,win2_id:struct.w in2Jd,winJd:struct.w in_id,$
stainb:struct.stainb,array_24b:struct.array_24b,widthb:struct.widthb,$
lengthb:struct.lengthb,dir:struct.dir,i:struct.i,stain:struct.stain,$
array_24:structarray_24,zoom:struct.zoom,num:struct.num,base:struct.base,$
width:struct.width,length:struct.length,label_id:struct.label_id,backg:struct.backg}
endif
end

8:begin ;Zoom images
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=struct 
zoom=struct.zoom+1
tuml=rebin(struct.stainb,3,zoom"‘struct.widthb,zoom'''struct.lengthb)
tum2=rebin(struct.array_24b,3,zoom*struct.widthb,zoom*struct.lengthb)
widget_control,struct.win2_id,xsize=2*zoom*struct.widthb,$
ysize=zoom’"struct.lengthb
tvscl ,tum2,0,0,true= 1
tv,tuml ,zoom*struct.widthb,0,true=l
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={x:struct.x,y:struct.y,win2_id;struct.win2Jd,win_id:struct.win_id,$
stainb:struct.stainb,array_24b:struct.array_24b,widthb:struct.widthb,$
lengthb:struct.lengthb,dir:struct.dir,i:struct.i,stain:struct.stain,$
array_24:struct.array_24,zoom:zoom,num:struct.num,base:struct.base,$
width:struct.width,length:struct.length,label_id:struct.label_id,backg:struct.backg}
end

9:begin ;proflles if  needed 
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=struct
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widget_control,event.id,get_value=region

New_array=rebin(struct.array_24b,3,struct.zoom*struct.widthb,$
struct.zoom ’"stnict.lengthb)
read,number,prompt='Enter number o f blood vessels:',format='(i2)' 
for vessel=0,number-1 do begin 
if  vessel eq 0 then begin
info=replicate( {star .Mean :0,x_pos:0,yj3os:0,radius:0},number) 
endif
result=copyroi(2*struct.zoom'*struct.widthb,struct.zoom*struct.lengthbynofïll) 
x_arr=intarr(N_elements(result)) ; x values in region 
y_arr=intarr(N_elements(result)) ; y values in region 

for j=OL,(N_elements(result)-l) do begin
y_arr(j)=floor(result(j)/(2*struct.zoom*struct.widthb))
x_arr(j)=result(j)-(y_arr(j)*2''‘struct.zoom’''struct.widthb)

endfor
Max_x=M ax(x_arr)
Min_x=M in(x_arr)
Max_y=Max(y_arr)
Min_y=Min(y_arr)

pix_arr=intarr(M ax_x-M in_x+1 ,M ax_y-M in_y+1 )

for j=OL,(N_elements(result)-l) do begin
pix_arr(x_arr(j)-Min_x,y_arr(j)-Min_y)=255-New_array(0,x_arrO'),y_arr(j))

endfor

;work out centre o f  mass

for j=OL,M ax_y-Min_y-l do begin
for i=OL,Max_x-Min_x-l do begin
if  i eq 0 and j eq 0 then begin
x_sum=OL
y_sum=OL
denom=OL
endif
x_sum=double(x_sum+(i+l)'*pix_arr(ij)) 
y_sum =double(y_sum +(j+l)*pix_arr(ij)) 
denom=double(denom+pix_arr(i j ) )  
endfor

endfor

x_hat=double((x_sum/denom)+M in_x)
y_hat=double((y_sum/denom)+M in_y)

;find radius o f blood vessel 
Area=N_elements(result) 
radius=fix(sqrt(Area/3.14 »

pixels=lonarr(N_elements(result))
for j=OL,(N_elements(result)-l) do begin

y=floor(result(j)/(2*struct.zoom*struct.widthb))
x=result(j)-(y"'2''‘struct.zoom'''struct.widthb)

pixels(j>=255-New_array(0,x,y)
endfor

ans=moment(pixels,sdev=stan,mdev=madev)

Mean_pix=ans(0) 
print,'M ean:',M ean_pix
info(vessel)={STAR,M ean:M eanj3ix,xj30s:x_hat,y_pos:y_hat,radius:radius}
print,info(vessel)
;result=profile(New_array,xx,yy)
array_gs=255-New_array(0,’̂ ,'")
array_gs=reform(array_gs,struct.zoom*struct.widthb,struct.zoom’"struct.lengthb)

minimum=min(array_gs(result),min_pos) 
printj'min :',minimum 
print,'min_pos:',min_pos 
array_gs=bytscl(array_gs,top=130)
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array_gs(info.x_pos,info.yj30s)=255
loadct,0
w indow /free
tvscl,array_gs
endfor
g e tju n .u n it
openw,unit,'k:\test.txt'
printf,unit,format='(I3,x,q)',struct. widthb*struct.zoom 
printf,unit,format='(I3,x,q)',struct.lengthb*struct.zoom 
for j=0,struct.zooTn*struct.Iengthb-l do begin

for i=0,struct.zoom*struct.widthb-l do begin 
prin tf,un i t,fbrmat='(I3 ,x,q )',array_gs(i J  ) 
endfor

endfor
ciose,unit
end

10:begin ;Open file containing high resolution (microscopy) tumour
\vidget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=struct
fllename=pickfile(/read,path=struct.dir,filter='*.tif)
tumour=tifî_read(fïIename)
dim=size(tumour) ;5 element vector
width=dim(2:2) ;second element converted to int
length=dim(3:3) ;Tlnrd element to int
imagewidth=width(0)
imagelength=length(0)

array=struct.array_24b

;Need to ensure dimensions are same 
xfact=fix(imagewidth/struct.widthb) 
yfact=fix(imagelength/struct.lengthb)

if  xfact ge yfact then fact=xfact else fact=yfact

x_diff=imagewidth-fact*struct.widthb
y_diff=imagelength-fact*struct.lengthb

New_array=intarr(3,imagewidth,imagelength)

array=rebin(array,3,fact*struct.widthb,fact*struct.lengthb)

forj=0,im agelength-l do begin
for i=0,im agewidth-l do begin
if  i It (fact*struct.w idthb-l ) and j  It (fact*struct.lengthb-l ) then $
New_array(*,ij)=array(*,i j )  $ 
else New_array(*,i j)=m ax(array) 
endfor

endfor

widget_control,struct.win2_id,xsize=2*imagewidth,ysize=imagelength
erase

tvscl,New_array,0,0,true=l 
tv,tumour,imagewidth,0,true= 1
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={x:struct.x,y:struct.y,win2Jd:struct.win2Jd,win_id:struct.win_id,$
stainb:tumour,array_24b:New_array,widthb;imagewidth,lengthb:imagelength,$
dir:struct.dir,i:struct.i,zoom:struct.zoom,num:struct.num,base:struct.base,backg;struct.backg}
end

11 :begin ;Register images if  needed
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=struct 
;make sure arrays are divisible by 2 
dim=size(struct.stainb) ;5 element vector 
width=dim(2:2) ;second element converted to int 
length=dim(3:3) ;Third element to int

imagewidth=width(0)
imagelength=length(0)
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if  imagewidth mod 2 ne 0 then imagewidth=imagewidth-l 
if  imagelength mod 2 ne 0 then imagelength=imagelength-l

airay=struct.array_24b
stain=struct.stainb

aTTay=extrac(array,0 ,0 ,0 ,3 ,im agewidth,im agelength) 
stain=extrac(stain,0,0,0,3,im agewidth,im agelength)

stain_gs=intarr(imagewidth,imagelength) 
array_gs=in tarr(i mage wi d th, i magelen gth )

;tum images into greyscale 
forj=0,im agelength-l do begin

for i=0, im agewidth-1 do begin
x=[stain(0,io),stain(l,ij),stain(2,ij)]

result=total(x)
stain_gs(i j)=flx(result/3);get mean value 
x=[array(0,i J),array( 1 ,i J),array(2,i j) ]  
result=total(x) 
array_gs(i j)=fix(result/3)

endfor
endfor

small_array=rebin(array_gs,imagewidth/2,imagelength/2)
small_stain=rebin(stain_gs,imagewidth/2,imagelength/2)

;register new images

structure=register(small_stain,small_array,imagewidth/8,imagewidth/8)

p=structure.x
q=structure.y
ang=structure.ang

array_gs=shift(array_gs,2*p,2*q) 
array_gs=rot(array_gs,ang)

;register high resolution images 
structure=register(stain_gs,array_gs,4,4)

p=structure.x
q=structure.y
ang=structure.ang

array_gs=shift(array_gs,p,q) 
array_gs=rot(array_gs ,an g)

array=conv_8_24(array_gs)

widget_control,struct.win2_id,xsize=2*imagewidth,ysize=imagelength
wdelete,0,l
;change colour table
image=tiff_read('c:\data\col_tab.tif,r,g,b)
tvlct,r,g,b
tvscl ,array,0,0,true= 1 
tv,stain,imagewidth,0,true=l

widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={x:struct.x,y:struct.y,win2_id:struct.win2_id,winJd:struct.winJd,:
stainb:stain,array_24b:array,widthb:imagewidth,lengthb:imagelength,$
dir:struct.dir,i;struct.i,zoom:struct.zoom,backg:struct.backg}

end

I2:begin
;capture graphics
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=struct
array=intarr(3,2*struct.widthb,struct.lengthb)
new_rlg=bytscl(struct.array_24b)
new_stain=bytscl(struct.stainb)
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for j=0,struct.lengthb -1 do begin
for 1=0,struct.widthb-1 do begin 
array(*,ij)=new _rlg(*,ij) 
array(*,i+struct.widthbj>=new_stain(*,iJ) 
endfor

endfor
fi iename=pickfile(path=struct.dir,fïlter="'' .tif  ) 
tiff_wri te,filename,array
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={x:stnjct.x,y;struct.y,win2_id:struct.win2_id,win_id:struct.win_id,$
stainb:new_stain,array_24b:struct.array_24b,widthb:struct.widthb,1engthb;struct.1engthb,$
dir:struct.dir,i;struct.i,array:array,fi1e:filename,num:struct.num,backg:struct.backg}
end

13: begin ; Draw ROI on image for capture
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=struct
array=rebin(struct.array,3,2*struct.zoom*struct.widthb,struct.zoom*struct.!engthb)

cursor,xl ,y l /w ait/dev ice  
n=0
repeat begin

print,'Press cursor to mark point' 
i f  n eq 0 then begin 

xprev=xl 
yprev=yl

endif
C ursor,X2,Y2/downydevice
plots,Xprev,Yprev/device
plots,X 2,Y 2/device/continue
plots,Xprev-struct.zoom*struct.widthb,Yprev,/device
piots,X2-struct.zoom *struct.w idthb,Y2/device/continue
array=roi_write(Xprev,Yprev,X2,Y2,struct.zoom*struct.widthb,array)
;print,'Button',!err
n=n+l
xprev=X2
yprev=Y2
endrep until !err eq 4
array=roi_write(Xprev,Yprev,XI ,YI ,struct.zoom*struct.widthb,array) ;complete ROI
array=bytscl(array)
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={x:struct.x,y:struct.y,win2_id:struct.win2_id,win_id:struct.win_id,

stainb:struct.stainb,array_24b:struct.array_24b,widthb:struct.widthb,$
lengthb:struct.lengthb,dir:struct.dir,i:struct.i,zoom:struct.zoom,$
array:array,num:struct.num,file:struct.file,backg:struct.backg}

; Done
print,'File:',struct.file 
ti ff_wri te,struct.fi le,array

end

14:begin ;change window size if  section doesn't fit in default 

;change window size
desc=['0,LABEL,Enter window size (default is 100),CENTER',$
'1 ,BASE„COLUMN,FRAM E',$
'2,FLOAT,0,LABEL_LEFT=W idth(pixels):,W IDTH=4,TAG=winsize',$
'1,B A SE„R 0W ',$
'0,BUTTON,OK,QUIT,TAG=OK',$
'2,BUTT0N,Cancel,QUIT']

a=cw_form(desc/colum n)

startx=struct.x-struct.width-(a.winsize/2)
starty=struct.y-(a.winsize/2)
Tumi temp=extrac(struct.stain,0,startx,$ 
starty,3,$
a.winsize,a.winsize)
Tum2temp=extrac(struct.array_24,0,startx,$
starty,3,$
a.winsize,a.winsize) 

dim =size(Tum ltem p) ;5 element vector
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width=dim(2:2) ;second element converted to int 
length=dim(3:3) ;Third element to int

imagewidth=width(0)
imagelength=length(0)
;change window size
temp 1 =rebin(tum ltem p,3,2 "'imagewidth,2*imagelen gth) 
temp2=rebin(tum2temp,3,2 "“imagewidth,2 ’"imagelength) 
widget_control,struct.win2_id,xsize=4"'imagewidth,ysize=2"'imagelength 
erase
tvscl ,temp2,0,0 ,true= 1 
tvscl,tem pl,2"“imagewidth,0,true=l

widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={dir:struct.dir,$
stain:struct.stain,array_24:struct.array_24,width:struct. width,x:struct.x,y:struct.y,$
length:struct.length,stainb:tumltemp,array_24b:tum2temp,widthb:imagewidth,$
lengthb:imagelength,win2_id:struct.win2_id,winJd:struct.win_id,i;struct.i,zoom;2,$
num:struct.num,label_id:struct.label_id,base:struct.base,backg:struct.backg}
end
endcase
end
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APPENDIX 3

IDL code for 3D models for dosimetry

{Program for interactive draw widget for registration o f tumour 
{sections, dosimetry and mouse organ model

pro recontum

{Open picture for user interface
image=read_tiff('D:/data/recon.tif)
dim=size(image)
width=dim(2)
length=dim(3)

{create widget
base=widget_base(/column,mbar=bar)
draw=widget_draw(base,xsize=width,ysize=length,uvalue=0)
bttl=widget_button(bar,value='File'yM ENU)
btt2=widget_button(bar,value='Regions'yM ENU)
btt3=widget_button05tt2,value='Accept',uvalue=l)
resuU2=widget_slider(base,maximum=l 80,minimum=-l 80,uvalue=2,
value=0,title='Rotate',xsize=200)
new_base=widget_base(base/row)
up_btt=widget_button(new_base,vaIue=’UP',uvalue=12)
down_btt=widget_button(new_base,value-DOW N',uvalue=13)
btt5=widget_button(bttl,value='Open'/M ENU)
btt5a=widget_button(btt5,value='2D',uvalue=8)
btt5b=widget_button(btt5,value='3D',uvalue=7)
btt4=widget_button(bttl,value='Save'yM ENU)
btt4a=widget_button(btt4,value='2D ',uvalue=19)
btt4b=widget_button(btt4,value='3D',uvalue=6)
result3=widget_button(bttl,value='Quit',uvalue=3)
result4=widget_button(btt2,value-Display',uvalue=4)
result5=widget_button(btt2,value='Align',uvalue=5)
result6=widget_button(bar,value='Functions'yM ENU)
result9=widget_button(result6,value='Save As',uvalue=l 1)
result! 0=widget_button(result6,va1ue-Dosim etry'/M EN U)
result! !=w idget_button(result!0,va!ue-Tum our M ode!',uva!ue=!8)
{result! lc=widget_button(result! !,value='M odel',uvalue=!8)
result! 2=widget_button(resu!t!0,value='Kidney Mode!',uvalue=! 5)
result! 3=widget_button(result!0,value='Bone M odel',uva!ue=!6)
result! 4=widget_button(result!0,value='E!lipse',uvalue=! 7)
result! 5=widget_button(result! 0,value='Reconstructed',uva!ue=!4)
w idget_control/realize,base
widget_control,base,set_uvalue={id:draw,start:0,pos:0,ang:0}

{load colour table
result=color_quan(image, ! ,R,G,B)
tvlct,R,G,B
tvscl,image,true=!

xmanager,'recontum',base

end

pro recontum event,event

{Check for open file units and close the bloody things 
result=fstat(!)
if  result.open ne 0 then close,! 
result=fstat(2)
if  result.open ne 0 then close,2 

{Get event
widget_control,event.id,get_uvalue=val 

case val o f
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0:begin
if event.type eq 0 then begin ;button pressed in draw window 
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=dims ;get window info 
slide_no=dims.width 
slide_width=dims.xslide

for i= l ,slide_no do begin
if  event.x gt (i-l)*slide_w idth and event.x It i*slide_width then $ 
x_pos=i-l

endfor

if  event.y gt slide_width then y_pos=0 else $ 
y_pos=slide_no

posi tion=x_pos+y_pos ;position o f slide in window

position=position+dims.start 
;check position not greater than no. sections 
if  position gt (dims.num-1) then begin 
position = fix(position-dims.num) 
endif
print,'position pressed:',position
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={array_gs:dinis.aiTay_gs,$
num:dims.num,width:slide_no,xslide:slide_width,pos:position,$
ang:dims.ang,id:dims.id,start:dims.start,array_col:dims.array_col,$
fileidims.file}
endif
end

1 ibegin ;accept manual rotations 
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=struct 
for i=0,struct.num -l do begin 
section_gs=struct.array_gs(i,'*,'^) 
section_col=struct.array_col(i,*,'*,*) 
print,'Angles:',struct.ang(i)
;printf,2,stnjct.ang(i),foimat='10')
section_gs=Teform(section_gs,struct.xslide,struct.xslide)
section_col=reform(section_col,3,struct.xslide,struct.xslide)
;rotate all sections
image_gs=rot(section _gs,struct.ang(i)ycubic,missing=min(section_gs))
temp=refoim(section_col(0,'",*),struct.xslide,struct.xslide)
section_col(0,’*,*)=rot(temp,struct.ang(i)ycubic,missing=min(section_col))
temp=refbrm(section_col(l,"','''),struct.xslide,struct.xslide)
section_col(l,* ,’̂ )=rot(temp,stnjct.ang(i)ycubic,missing=min(section_col))
temp=reform(section_col(2,"','*),struct.xslide,struct.xslide)
section_col(2,"',''')=Tot(temp,struct.ang(i)ycubic,missing=min(section_col))
struct.array_gs(i,’",*)=image_gs ;save rotated section
struct.a rray_co l(i," ',)= section_co l
endfor

widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={array_gs:struct.array_gs,$
num:struct.num,width:struct. width,xslide:struct.xslide,$
pos:struct.pos,ang:struct.ang,id:struct.id,start:struct.start,$
array_col:struct.array_col,file:struct.file}
end

2:begin ;set rotations
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=struct
print,'Rotate:',event.value
posi ti on=struct.pos
section_gs=struct.array_gs(struct.pos,
section_gs=reform(section_gs,struct.xslide,struct.xslide)
print,size(image)
;rotate and display
image_gs=rot(section_gs,event.valueycubic,missing=min(section_gs)) ;rotate section
tvscl,image_gs,struct.pos-struct.start
print,'Position:',position
struct.ang(position)=event.value ; save angle
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={array_gs:struct.array_gs,$
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num:stnjct.num,width:struct. width,xslide:struct.xslide,$
pos;struct.pos,ang:struct.ang,id:struct.id,start:struct.start,$
array_col:struct.array_col,file:struct.file}
end

3:begin ;quit
widget_control,event.top,/destroy 
end

4:begin ;display
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=struct 
common voIume_data,a 
;choose section o f  volume to display 
desc=['0,LABEL,Select,CENTER',$
■1 ,BASE„COLUM N,FRAM E,',$
'2,BUTT0N,Stained image|Radioluminograph|Dose distribution,COLUM N,EXCLUSrVE,TAG=bgl ',$ 
•1 ,BASE„ROW ,FRAME,',$
'2,BUTTON,Volume|Slice,COLUM N,EXCLUSIVE,TAG=bg2',$
■1 ,BASE„ROW ,FRAME,',$
■2,INTEGER,0,LABEL_LEFT=Slicenumber:,W IDTH=4,TAG=nsect',$
'1,B A SE„R 0W ',$
'0,BUTTON,OK,QUIT„TAG=OK',$
'2,BUTT0N,Cancel,QUIT']

b=cw_form(desc /colum n)

ioadct,l

;and display them 
if  b.bgl eq 0 then begin
array_col=rebin(struct.array_col,struct.num,l,struct.xslide,struct.xslide) 
array_col=reform(array_col,struct.num,struct.xslide,struct.xslide) 
a=array_col 
endif else i f  $
b.bgl eq 1 then a=struct.array_gs else a=struct.dose
if  b.bg2 eq I then begin
dim=size(a)
no_slice=dim (l)+l
slicel=struct.array_gs(b.nsect-l,0:dim (2)-l,0:dim (3)-l)
slice2=a(b.nsect-l,0:dim (2)-l,0:dim (3)-l)
widget_control,struct.id,xsize=6*dim(2),ysize=3*dim(3)
slicel=reform (slicel,dim (2),dim (3))
siicel=rebin(slicel,3*dim (2),3*dim (3))
slice2=reform(slice2,dim(2),dim(3))
slice2=rebin(slice2,3*dim(2),3’*'dim(3))
tvsci,slicel
tvscl,slice2,3*dim(2),0 
endif else slicer

widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={array_gs:struct.array_gs,$
num:struct.num,width:struct.width,id:struct.id,xslide;struct.xslide,$
array_col:struct.array_col,dose:stTuct.dose,file:struct.fiIe}
end

5:begin ;automatic alignment using registration prog
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=struct
;send array for further correlation
print,'x:',struct.xslide
for i= l, struct.num-1 do begin

array 1 _gs=reform (struct.array_gs(i-l ,*,"‘),struct.xslide,struct.xslide)
array2_gs=refbrm(struct.array_gs(i,'*,*),struct.xslide,struct.xslide)
array2_col=reform(struct.array_col(i,''',*,*),3,struct.xslide,struct.xslide)
new_arr=register(arrayl_gs,array2_gs,fix(struct.xslide/16),$
fix(struct.xslide/16),5)
array2_gs=shift(array2_gs,new_arr.x,new_arr.y)
array2_gs=rot(array2_gs,new_arr.ang)
array 2_col=shift(array2_col,0,new_arr.x,new_arr.y)
temp=reform(array2_col(0,'*,*),struct.xslide,struct.xslide)
array 2_col(0,*,'^)=rot(temp,new_arr.ang)
temp=reform(array2_col(l ,'^,'^),struct.xslide,struct.xslide)
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array 2_col(l ,"‘,*)=rot(temp,new_arr.ang)
temp=reform(array2_col(2,*,*),struct.xslide,struct.xslide)
array2_col(2,*,*)=rot(temp,new_arr.ang)
widget_control,struct.id,get_value=win_num
wset,win_num
;replace old sections with new 
tvscl,array 2 _gs,i 
struct.array_gs(i,*,*)=array2 _gs 
struct.array_col(i,*,*,*)=array2_col

endfor
widget_control,event, top,set_uvalue={array_gs:struct.array_gs,$
num:stnjct.num,id:struct.id,width:struct.width,xslide:struct.xslide,$
start:struct.start,ang;struct.ang,$
array_col:struct.array_col,file:struct.file}
end

6:begin ;save 3D array 
widget_control,event.top,get_uva!ue=struct

desc=['0,LABEL,Se!ect tissue,CENTER',$
■1 ,BASE„COLUM N,FRAM E,',$
■2,FLOAT,0,LABEL_LEFT=Activity(MBq):,W IDTH=8,TAG=acf,$
■1 ,BASE„ROW ',$
'0,BUTTON,OK,QUIT„TAG=OK',$
’2 ,B U T T 0N ,C ancel,Q U ir]

a=cw _form (desc/colum n) 
subs=where(struct.array_gs gt 0) 
temp=struct.array_gs(subs) 
conv_fact=total(temp)/(a.act* 1 e6)
;Have tumour filename need to work out file format
fi lename_gs=pickfi le(/wri te,path-D :\data ',fi 1 ter=Mev')
name=strmid(filename_gs,0,strlen(filename_gs)-4)
filename_col=name+'_cor+'.lev'
open w, 1 ,fi lename_gs
openw,2,filename_col
print,'Filename:',filename_gs
print,'File:',filename_col
print,"num:',struct.num
print,'W idth:',struct.xslide
printf,l ,struct.num,struct.xslide,conv_fact,format='(I0,x,I0,x,F10.2)'
point_lun,-l,pos
print,'Pos:',pos
A=assoc(l,intarr(struct.xslide,struct.xslide)) ;m akeassociation 
printf,2,struct.num,struct.xslide,format='(10,x,I0,x,F10.2)'
;point_lun,2,0
B=assoc(2,intarr(3,struct.xslide,struct.xslide)) ;make association
;array width is first in file
point_lun,l,20
point_lun,2,20
for i=0,struct.num -l do begin

print,'M ax;',max(struct.array_gs(i,*,*)) 
wri teu, 1 ,fi x(s truct. array_gsO ,*, * )) 
writeu,2,fix(struct.array_col(i,*,*,*))

endfor
close,!
close,2
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={array_gs:struct.array_gs,$
num:stmct.num,width:struct.width,xslide:struct.xslide,$
ang;struct.ang,start:struct.start,id:struct.id,array_col:struct.array_col,$
file:struct.file}

end

7;begin ; Open 3 D tumour model
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=struct
file_gs=pickfile(/read,path=’D:\data',filter='*.lev')
name=strmid(file_gs,0,strlen(file_gs)-4)
file_col=name+'_cor+'.lev'
openr,l,file_gs
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point_lun,l,0
readf,l,format='(IO,x,IO,x,FI0.2)',num,width,conv_fact ;getnum ber/im agewidth
print,'Conv_fact:',conv_fact
opeTir,2,file_col
p o in tju n ,2 ,0
readf,2,format='(I0,x,I0,x)',void 1 ,void2 ;get number/imagewidth 
print,T'Jumber:',num 
print,'width:',width 
; force widget size
if  num It 10 then xsize=ceil(num/2) else xsize=5
widget_control,struct.id,xsize=xsize"'width,ysize=2"'width/draw_buttGn_events
point_lun,-l,pos
print,'Pos:',pos
A =assoc(l ,intarr(width,width),20) 
print,'A:',size(A)
B=assoc(2,intarr(3,width,width),20)
tumour_gs=intarr(num,width,width)
tumour_col=intarr(num,3,width,width)
loadct,l
for i=0,num -l do begin
tumour_gs(i,*,*)=(A(i)) ;copy contents into array
point_lun,-l,pos
print,'M ax:’,max(tumour_gs(i,'*,'*))
if  i It xsize'"2 then tvscl,tumour_gs(i,*,*),i ;only first 10
tumour_col(i,*,'*,'*)=(B(i))
endfor
c!ose,l
close,2
print,'number o f  slices;',num 
ang=intarr(num)
widget_contro!,event.top,set_uvalue={array_gs:tumour_gs,$
array_coI:tumour_col,num:num,width:xsize,xslide:width,$
id:struct.id,start;struct.start,ang:ang,$
file:file_col}
end

8:begin ; Open file for reconstruction
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=struct 
;Get initial filename
filenam e=pickfile(path-D:\data',filter="'‘.tif,title='Open histology image') 
pos=rstrpos(filename,V)
Directory=strmid(filename,0,pos+1)
stain=tiff_read(filename)

;Get image width and length

dim=size(stain) ;5 element vector 
width=dim(2:2) ;second element converted to int 
length=dim(3:3) ;Third element to int

imagewidth=width(0)
imagelength=length(0)

lndex=strmid(filename,strlen(filename)-6,2)

print,'lndex:',index

file=directory+'rlg'+ string(index,format='(i2.2)')+'_fs.tif
image=read_tiff(file)
dim=size(image)
w idth=dim (l)
!ength=dim(2)

if  imagewidth gt w idth then imagewidth=width 
if  imagelength gt length then imagelength=length

;Enter no slides at current tumour level 
;Create form for input

desc=['0,LABEL,Enter details,CENTER',$
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•1 ,BASE„COLUM N,FRAM E',$
'2,INTEGER,0,LABEL_LEFT=Number o f sections:,W IDTH=4,TAG=nsect', 
'1 ,B A SE„R 0W ’,$
’0,BUTTON,OK,QUIT,TAG=OK',$
■2,BUTT0N,Cancel,QUIT']

a=cw_form(descyCOLUM N)

number=a.nsect

;continue cutting sections
for series=fix(index),fix(index)+number-l do begin
filename=directory+'st'+string(series,format='(i2.2)')+'.tif
stain=tiff_read(filename)

stain=extrac(stain,0,0,0,3,imagewidth,imagelength)

;Display true colour image
widget_control,struct.id,xsize=imagewidth,ysize=imagelength
array_col=rebin(stain,l,im agewidth,im agelength) ;convert to greyscale
array_col=refonn(array_col,imagewidth,imagelength)
loadct,!
tv,array_col

;Mark edges o f  tumour 
if  series eq index then begin
roi=defroi(imagewidth,imagelength,Xverts,Yverts ,/nofill) 
xrange=max(Xverts)-min(Xverts) 
yrange=max(Yverts)-min( Yverts)
if  xrange gt yrange then size_Sq=xrange else size_sq=yrange 
img_array_gs=intarr(number,size_sq,size_Sq) 
temp=intarr(3,size_sq,size_sq) 
im garray_gs(* ,* ,*)= -l
i mg_array_col=in tarr(n umber ,3 ,size_sq,si z e S q  )
img_array_col(*,*,*,*)=0
endif else begin
;Get tissue from stained section
roi=defroi(imagewidth,imagelength,Xverts,Yverts,/nofill) 
xrange=max(Xverts)-min(Xverts) 
yrange=max(Yverts)-min(Yverts) 
if  (xrange gt size Sq or yrange gt size sq) then begin 

temp_size=size_sq
if  xrange gt yrange then size_Sq=xrange else size_sq=yrange 
temp_gs=img_array_gs 
img_array_gs=intarr(number,size_sq,size_Sq) 
im garray_gs(* ,* ,*)= -l 
temp_col=img_array_col 
img_array_col=intarr(number,3,size_sq,size_Sq) 
img_array_col(*,*,*,*)=0 
temp=intarr(3,size_sq,size_sq) 
start=fi x((si ze_sq -temp_si ze)/2) 
img_array_gs(0:series-index-l ,start:start+temp_size-l ,$ 
start:start+temp_size-l )=temp_gs(0:series-index-l ,*,*) 
img_array_col(0:series-index-l ,0:2,start:start+temp_size-l ,$ 
start:start+temp_size-l )=temp_col(0:series-index-l ,*,*,*)

endif
erase
endelse

;get rig file from filename o f stain
file=directory+'rlg'+ string(series,format='(i2.2)')+ '_fs.tif
print,'filename:',file
array_gs=tiff_read(file)
array_gs=extrac(array_gs,0,0,imagewidth,imagelength)
temp 1 =histogram(array_gs)
void=max(temp 1 ,backg)
array_gs=array_gs-backg
result=where(array_gs It 0, count)
i f  count gt 0 then array_gs(result)F=0
print,'array size:’,size(array_gs)
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print,'X :’,xrange
shift_x=fIoor((size_sq-xrange)/2)
shift_y=floor((size_sq-yrangeV2)

elements=imagewidth"‘imagelength

shiftx=((size_sq-(max(xverts)-min(xverts)))/2)
shifty=((size_sq-(max(yverts)-min(yverts))y2)

y=floor(roi/imagewidth) 
x=roi -(i magewi d th *y)

for i=OL,n_elements(roi)-l do begin
im g_atTay_gs(series-fix(index),x(i)-m in(xverts)+shiftx,y(i)-m in(yverts)+shifty)=$
array_gs(x(i),y(i))
im g_aiTay_col(series-fix(index),*,x(i)-m in(xverts)+shiftx,y(i)-m in(yverts)+shiflty)=$
stain(*,x(i),y(i))

endfor
endfor

;Create array for angles later 
angles=intarr(number) 
print,'angles:',size(angles)

;work out x dimension o f  window
if number mod 2 eq 0 then x_size=flx(number/2) else $
x_size=flx((numbert-1 )/2)

if  x size gt 5 then x_size=5

print,'size:',size(temp)
print,'width',size_sq

widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={array_gs:img_array_gs,$
width:x_size,array_col:img_array_col,xslide:size_sq,num:number,$
id:struct.id,ang:angles,start:struct.start,pos:struct.pos,file:filename}

;Display sections
erase ; erase window
loadct, 1
;change draw window size
widget_control,struct.id,xsize=x_size*‘size_sq,ysize=2'*size_sqydraw_button_eventsyclear_events
for i=0,number-l do begin
tvscl ,img_array_gs(i,'*,'*),i
endfor
end

12:begin ;up button pressed-move displayed sections up
wi d get control ,event. top, get_uval ue=struct
start=struct.start+l
print,'start:',start
if  start eq struct num then start=0 
for i=start, struct.num-1 do begin

arrayl=reform(struct.array_gs(i,'",''‘),struct.xslide,struct.xslide) 
tvscl,array 1 ,i-start

endfor
for i=0,start-l do begin

arrayl=reform (struct.array_gs(i,’*,'*),struct.xslide,struct.xslide) 
tvscl,array 1 ,struct.num-start+i

endfor
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={array_gs:struct.array_gs,$
num:struct.num,array_col:struct.array_col,width:struct.width,$
xslide:struct.xslide,pos:struct.pos,ang:struct.ang,$
start:start,id:struct.id,file:struct.file}
end

13:begin ;down button pressed-move displayed sections down
widget_control,event.top, get_uvalue=struct
start=struct.start-l
if  start It 0 then start=struct.num-l
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for i=start, struct.num-1 do begin
array! =reform(struct.array_gs(i,*,*),struct.xslide,struct.xslide) 
tvscl,array! ,i-start

endfor
for i=0,start-! do begin

array!=refoim(struct.array_gs(i,*,*),struct.xslide,struct.xslide) 
tvscl .array! ,struct.num-start+i

endfor
widget_con trol,event, top,set_uvalue={array_gs:struct.array_gs,$
num:struct.num,array_col;struct.array_col,width:struct.width,$
xslide:struct.xslide,pos:struct.pos,ang:struct.ang,$
start;start,id:struct.id,flle:struct.flle}
end

14:begin ; tumour dosimetry
widget control.event.top, get_uvalue=struct
result=dose3d(struct.array_gs)
dim=size(result)
width=dim(2)
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={array_gs:struct.array_gs,$
num:struct.num,array_col:struct.array_col,xslide:struct.xslide,$
width:width,start;struct.start,id:struct.id,dose:resu1t,file;struct.file}
end

!5:begin ;kidney dosimetry
pix_size=0.05 ;pixel_size in mm
width=8.895
length=5.307
height=4.869

med_width=4.838
med_iength=1.89
m ed_height=!.854

;enter cortex and medulla counts 
desc=['0,LABEL,Enter details,CENTER',$
•1 ,BASE„COLUM N,FRAM E’,$
'0,FLOAT,0,LABEL_LEFT=M ean cortex count:,W IDTH=6,TAG=ccount',$ 
'2,FLOAT,0,LABEL_LEFT=M ean medulla count:,W !DTH=6,TAG=mcount', 
■!,BASE„ROW ,$
'0,BUTTON,OK,QUIT,TAG=OK’,$
'2,BUTT0N,Cancel,QUlT']

a=cw_form(descyCOLUM N)
if  a ccount eq ! then a.ccount=-l
if  a.mcount eq ! then a.mcount=! ;can't set eq -!
c_array=ellipse(pix_size,width,length,height,a.ccount)

m_array=ellipse(pix_size,med_width,med_length,med_height,a.mcount)

c_dim=size(c_array)
m_dim=size(m_array)

x_diff=c_dim(l )-m _dim (l ) 
y_diff=c_dim(2)-m_dim(2) 
z_diff=c_dim(3)-m_dim(3)

tem p_array=fltarr(c_dim(l),c_dim(2),c_dim(3))
prin t,si ze(tem parray )
temp_array(*,*,*)=-!
temp_array(fix(x_diff/2):fix(x_diff/2)+m_dim(! )-l ,$ 
fi x(y_d i ff/2) : fi x(y_d i fE72 )+m_d i m(2)- ! ,$ 
fix(z_diff/2):fix(z_diff/2)+m_dim(3)-l)=m_array('*,*,*)

array=temporary(c_array)
result=where(temp_array ne -1,count)
if  a.mcount eq ! then tem p_array(result)=-l ;set to -! now
array(result)=temp_array(result)

result=dose3d(temporary(array))
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end

16:begin ;bone dosimetry
pix_size=0.05 ;pixel_size in mm
width=2.0 ; width o f cylinder
height=13.0
mar_width=1.0
mar_height=9.0

;enter counts for bone and marrow 
desc=['0,LABEL,Enter details,CENTER',$
•1 ,BASE„COLUM N,FRAM E',$
'0,FLOAT,0,LABEL_LEFT=Mean marrow count:,W IDTH=6,TAG=mcount',$ 
'2,FLOAT,0,LABEL_LEFT=Mean bone count:,W IDTH=6,TAG=bcount',$
■1 ,BA SE„RO W ,$
'0,BUTTON,OK,QUIT,TAG=OK',$
■2,BUTT0N,Cancel,QUIT']

a=cw_form(descyCOLUMN)
bon_array=cylinder(pix_size,width,height,a.bcount)
mar_array=cylinder(pix_size,mar_width,mar_height,a.mcount)

temp=bon_array 
dens_array=float(temp) 
temp(*,’̂ ,*)=-l 
dens_array(’*,’'',*)= 1.0

dim 1 =size(bon_array) 
d im2=si ze (m ararray )

x_diff=diml (1 )-dim2(l ) 
y_diff=dim l(2)-dim2(2) 
z_diff=dim l (3)-dim2(3)

temp(round(x_diff/2):round(x_diff/2)+dim 2(l)-l,$
round(y_difï/2):round(y_difïï2)+dirri(2)-l,$
round(z_diff72):round(z_diff/2)+dim2(3)-l)=mar_array

subs=where(temp gt 0) 
bon_array(subs)^em p(subs)

subs=where(bon_array eq a.mcount) 
dens_array(subs)=l .03 
subs=where(bon_array eq a.bcount) 
dens_array(subs)=l .92

subs=where(bon_array eq 1, count) 
if  count gt 0 then bon_array(subs)=-l 
print,'Count;',count

result=dose3D(bon_array)

end

17: begin ;ellipse

;enter ellipse dimensions
desc=['0,LABEL,Enter ellipse dimensions,CENTER',$
■1 ,BASE„COLUM N,FRAM E',$
'0,FLOAT,0,LABEL_LEFT=W idth(mm):,W IDTH=4,TAG=width',$
'0,FLOAT,0,LABEL_LEFT=Length(mm):,W IDTH=4,TAG=length',$
'2,FLOAT,0,LABEL_LEFT=height(mm):,W IDTH=4,TAG=height',$
'1,B A SE„R 0W ',$
'0,BUTTON,OK,QUIT,TAG=OK',$
•2 ,B U TT0N ,C ancel,Q U ir]

b=cw_fbrm (desc/COLUM N)

result=ellipse(0.05,b.width,b.length,b.height,10)
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result=dose3d(result)
end

18: begin ; tumour model
desc=['0,LABEL,Enter model dimensions,CENTER',$
■1 ,BASE„COLUM N,FRAM E',$
■0,INTEGER,0,LABEL_LEFT=Viable count:,W IDTH=4,TAG=Vcount',$ 
'0,INTEGER,0,LABEL_LEFT=Necrosis count:,W IDTH=4,TAG=Ncount',$ 
■0,FLOAT,0,LABEL_LEFT=Necrosis radius (mm):,W IDTH=4,TAG=width’,$ 
'2,FLOAT,0,LABEL_LEFT=Tumour radius (mm):,W IDTH=4,TAG=length',$ 
’1,BA SE„R0W ',$
'0,BUTTON,OK,QUIT,TAG=OK',$
’2 ,B U T T 0N ,C ancel,Q U ir]

a=cw_form(desc/COLLlM N)

pixel_size=0.05

ifa .V coun teq  1 then a.Vcount=-l

model=ellipse(pixe]_size,a.length,a.length,a.length,a.Vcount)
result=e]lipse(pixel_size,a.width,a.width,a.width,a.Ncount)

dim l=size(m odel)
print,dim l
dim2=size(result)
temp_model=fltarr(diml (2),dim l (2),dim l (2))
temp_model(*,*,'*)=-l
start=round((diml (2)-dim2(2))/2)
temp_model(start:start+dim2(2)-l ,start:start+dim2(2)-l ,start:start+dim2(2)-l )=result
resu!t=where(temp_model ne -1,count)
print,'Count:',count
if  a.Ncount eq 1 then model(result)=-l else $ 
model(result)=temp_model(result) 
result=extract_slice(m odel,dim l(2),dim l(2),dim l(2)/2,$ 
dim l(2)/2 ,dim l(2)/2 ,0 ,0 ,0)
window,/ffee,xsize=diml (2),ysize=diml (2),xpos=200,ypos=200 
tvscl,result
resuit=dose3d(model)
end

19: begin ;save 2D image
widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=struct
desc=['0,LABEL,Select,CENTER',$
1 ,BASE„COLUM N,FRAM E,',$

'0,BUTTON,Radioluminograph|Dose distribution,COLUM N,TAG=bgl',$ 
'2,INTEGER,0,LABEL_LEFT=Slice number:,W IDTH=4,TAG=nsect',$ 
'1,B A SE„R 0W ',$
'0,BUTTON,OK,QUIT„TAG=OK',$
■2,BUTT0N,Cancel,QUir]

b=cw_form(descycolumn)

pos=rstrpos(struct.file,V) 
directory=strmid(struct.file,0,pos+l )

dir=dialog pickflle(path=directorv.filter="*'.tif,title='Select Directory',file='void.txt')
pos=rstrpos(dir,V)
dir=strmid(dir,0,pos+l )

fiie=dir+'st'+string(b.nsect,format='(i2.2)')+'.tif
dim=size(struct.array_col)
print,'Size stain :',dim

stain=extrac(struct.array_co],b.nsect-l,0,0,0,l,3,dim (3),dim (4))
stain=reform(stain,3,dim(3),dim(4))

result=where(stain eq -1, count)
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if count gt 0 then stain(result)=0 

stain=Tebin(stain,3,2*dim(3),2*dim(4)) 

w ritetiff,file,stain  

if  b.bgl (0) eq 1 then begin
file=dir+'rlg'+string(b.nsect,fomiat='(i2.2)')+'_fs.tif 
print,'File:',file
image=extrac(struct.aiTay_gs,b.nsect-l,0,0,b.nsect,dim(3),dim(4))
image=reform(image,dim(3),dim(4))
result=where(image eq -1, count)
if  count gt 0 then image(result)=0
i mage=(rebin(i mage,2 *d i m(3 ),2 *di m(4)))
wri t e t i  ff,fi le,i mage
endif

if  b .bgl (1) eq 1 then begin
file=dir+'dos'+string(b.nsect,format='(i2.2)')+'_fs.tif
print,'File:',file
d im=si ze(struct.dose)
print,'Size:',dim
image=extrac(struct.dose,b.nsect-l,0,0,b.nsect,dim(2),dim(3))
image=reform(image,dim(2),dim(3))
result=where(image eq -1, count)
if  count gt 0 then image(result)=0
print,'M ax:',max(image)
image=bytscl(rebin(image,2’*'dim(2),2’'‘dim(3)))
write_tiff,file,image
endif

widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={array_gs:struct.array_gs,$ 
num:struct.num,array_col:struct.array_col,width:struct.width,$ 
id:struct.id,dose:struct.dose,file:struct.file,xslide:struct.xslide} 
end
endcase

end

;A function to calculate th e  absorbed  dose p e r  un it volum e in a 3D a rra y

function dose3D,array

;check array has proper dimensions

dim=size(array)
if  dim(O) ne 3 then print,'Array is wrong size'

;get array dimensions
w idth=dim (l)
print,'width:',width
length=dim(2)
print,'length:',length
height=dim(3)
print,'height:',height

;Need to know radionuclide properties 
;set up array to hold absorbed fractions 
X=fltarr(30)
F=fltarr(30)
X p=intarr(l9)
p=fltarr(19)
i=fix(0) ;set counter to 0 

;select radionuclide
desc=['0,LABEL,Select radionuclide,CENTER', 
'I ,BASE„COLUM N,FRAM E,',$
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'2,BUTTON,Y 90|I 131|C 14|C 60|P 32,COLUM N,EXCLUSIVE,TAG=bgl' 
'1 ,B A SE„R 0W ’,$
'0,BUTTON,OK,QUIT„TAG=OK',$
'2,B U TT0N ,Cancel,Q U IT]

a=cw_form(descycolumn)

CASE a.bgl o f

O.begin ;90Y
;Get specific absorbed fraction
file='D:\data\isotopes\Ftables\Y90.txt'
openr,l,file
readf,l ,format='(F6.4)',nbeta 
print,"nbeta:',nbeta
readf, 1 ,format='(F6.4,F6.4)',X90,Eav
print,'X90:’,X90
print,'Eav;',Eav
while not E O F(l) do begin ;get dose fractions
readf,!,format='(F5.3,F5.3)',xtemp,F_temp
X(i)=xtemp
F(i)=F_temp
i=i+l
end while
close,!
i=0 ;reset counter
file='D:\data\isotopes\Percent\Y90.txt'
openr,l,file
readf,! ,format='(F6.4)',nbeta 
readf, 1 ,format='(F6.4,F6.4)',X90,Eav 
while not E O F(l) do begin
readf,! ,format='(!2,F8.6)',xtemp,p_temp ;get percentage absorb. 
Xp(i)=xtemp
P(')=P_femp
i=i+l
endwhile
close,!
end

! :begin ;!3 ! l 
;Get specific absorbed fraction 
file='D:\data\isotopes\Ftables\l! 3 ! txt' 
openr,!,file
readf,! ,format='(F6.4)',nbeta
readf, ! ,format='(F6.4,F6.4)',X90,Eav
print,Vibeta;',nbeta
print,'X90:',X90
print,'Eav:',Eav
while not EO F(!) do begin
readf,!,format='(F5.3,F5.3)',xtemp,F_temp
X(i)=xtemp
F (i^F _ tem p
i=i+!
endwhile
close,!
;Get specific absorbed fraction 
i=0 ;reset counter 
file='D:\data\isotopes\Percent\!! 3 1 txt' 
openr,l,file
readf,! ,format='(F6.4)',nbeta
readf, !,format='(F6.4,F6.4)',X90,Eav
while not EO F(!) do begin
readf,!,format='(!2,F8.6)',xtemp,p_temp
Xp(i)=xtemp
P(>H>Jemp
i=i+!
endwhile
close,!

end
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2 (begin ;14C 
;Get specific absorbed fraction 
file='D:\data\isotopes\Ftables\C 14.txt' 
openr,! .file
readf,] ,fbrmat='(F6.4)',nbeta
readf,l,form at='(F6.4,F6.4)',X90,Eav
print,'nbeta:',nbeta
print,'X90:',X90
print,'Eav;',Eav
while not E O F(l) do begin
readf,l,form at=’(F5.3,F5.3)',xtemp,F_temp
X(i)=xtemp
F('^F_temp
i=i+l
endwhile
close,]
;Get specific absorbed fraction 
i=0 ;reset counter
fi le='D :\data\i sotopes\percen t\C 14 .txt' 
openr,],file
readf,] ,format='(F6.4)',nbeta
readf,],format='(F8.6,F8.6)',X90,Eav
print,'nbeta:',nbeta
print,'X90:',X90
print,'Eav:',Eav
while not EO F(]) do begin
readf, ] ,format='(12,F8.6)',xtemp,p_temp
p(i)=p_temp
Xp(i)=xtemp
i=i+]
endwhile
close,]
end

3 (begin ;60C 
;Get specific absorbed fraction 
file='D(\data\isotopes\Ftables\C60.txt' 
openr,],file
readf,] ,format='(F6.4)',nbeta
readf, ],format='(F6.4,F6.4)',X90,Eav
print,'nbeta(',nbeta
print,'X90(',X90
print,'Eav(',Eav
while not EO F(l) do begin
read f, 1 ,format='(F 5.3 ,F5.3 )',xtemp,F_temp
X(i)=xtemp

i=i+]
endwhile
close,]
;Get specific absorbed fraction 
i=0 ;reset counter 
file='D(\data\isotopes\percent\C60.txt' 
openr,],file
readf,] ,format='(F6.4)',nbeta
readf,],form at='(F8.6,F8.6)',X90,Eav
print,"nbeta(',nbeta
print,'X90(',X90
print,'Eav(',Eav
while not EO F(]) do begin
readf,],format='(I2,F8.6)',xtemp,p_temp
P(0=P_tem p
Xp(i)=xtemp
i=i+l
endwhile
close,]
end

4 (begin ;P32
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;Get specific absorbed fraction 
file='D;\data\isotopes\Ftables\P32.txt' 
openr, 1,file
readf,1 ,format='(F6.4)',nbeta
readf, l,format='(F6.4,F6.4)',X90,Eav
print,'nbeta:',nbeta
print,'X90:’,X90
print,'Eav:',Eav
while not E O F(l) do begin
readf,l,form at= '(F5.3,F5.3)’,xtemp,F_temp
X(i)=xtemp

i=i+l 
endwhile 
close, 1
;Get specific absorbed fraction 
i=0 ;reset counter
fl le='D :\data\i sotopesNpercen t\P32.txt' 
openr, 1,file
readf, 1 ,format='(F6.4)',nbeta
readf, 1 ,format='(F8.6,F8.6)',X90,Eav
print,'nbeta:',nbeta
print,'X90:',X90
print,'Eav:',Eav
while not E O F(l) do begin
readf, 1 ,format='(I2,F8.6)',xtemp,p_temp
P('H >_tem p
Xp(i)=xtemp 
i=i+l 
endwhile 
close, 1 
end
endcase

;correct for range o f  beta in tissue 
desc=['0,LABEL,Enter details,CENTER',$
■1 ,BASE„COLUM N,FRAM E',$
*2,FLOAT,0,LABEL_LEFT=Tissue density (g/cc):,W IDTH=4,TAG=dens',$
'1 ,B A SE„R 0W ,$
■0,BUTTON,OK,QUIT,TAG=OK',$
'2 ,B U T T 0N ,C ancel,Q U ir]

a=c w_form(desc /colum n) 
rho=a.dens

if rho ne 1 then begin
print,'Xp:',size(Xp)
print,'p:',size(p)
Xp_temp=(rho^2)*Xp
p_temp=p/rho
A =[l .0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0,1.0] ;start values
result=Gaussflt(p_temp,Xp_temp,A) ;fit 3 degree polynomial
window,6
plot,p_tem p,X p_tem p,thick=2/device,charsize=2,xtitle-Percentile distance (cm)',$ 
ytitle='Abs Fract % ',title='Model Fit',charthick=2,background=255,color=0,font=Times-Bold' 
z=(p_temp-A( 1 ))/A(2)
oplot,p_temp,A(0)*exp(-(z^2/2))+A(3)+A(4)*p_temp+A(5)*p_temp^2,$
linestyle=2,color=l 80,thick=2
print,'A;',A
;put back into varibles
Xp=Xp_temp
p=p_temp
X90=X90/rho

endif

print,'X vals:',X 
print,'F:',F 
print,'Xp:',Xp 
print,'?:',?
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;input voxel size and kernel size 
desc=['0,LABEL,Enter details,CENTER',$
■1 ,BASE„COLUM N,FRAM E’,$
'0,FLOAT,0.0,LABEL_LEFT=Voxel size:,width=6,TAG=vox',$
■2,INTEGER,0,LABEL_LEFT=Keme] size:,W IDTH=4,TAG=ker',$
T,BASE„ROW ',$
•0,BUTTON,OK,QUIT,TAG=OK’,$
’2 ,B U T T 0N ,C anceI,Q U ir]

a=cw_form(descycolumn) 
factor=a.ker 
pixel_size=a.vox 
print,'Pi xel :',pixel_size
pixel size=pixel_size*Iactor ;correct pixel size

;rebin array size and centre array
new_width=floor( width/factor)
x_diff=width-(new_width*factor)
new_length=floor(length/factor)
y_diff=length-(new_length*factor)
new_height=floor(height/factor)
z_diff=height-(new_height*factor)
array=extrac(array,fix(x_diff/2),fix(y_diff/2),fix(z_diff/2),$
new_width*factor,ncw_length"'factGr,new_height*factGr) ;inside tumour
new_array=fltarr(new_width,new_length,new_height)
;new voxel value=total rebin voxels 
for i=0, new_width-I do begin

for j= 0 , new _length-l do begin
for k=0, new_height-l do begin

temp=array(i *factor:(i+1 )*factor-l J *factor:(j+l )*factor-1 ,$ 
k*factor:(k+1 )*factor-1 ) 
result=where(temp ge O,count)
if  count gt 0 then new_array(i j,k)=total(tem p(result)) else $ 
new _array(ij,k)=-l

endfor
endfor

endfor
width=new_width
length=new_length
height=new_height

;tum greyscale into activity

desc=['0,LABEL,Select tissue,CENTER',$
■1 ,BASE„COLUM N,FRAM E,',$
■2,FLOAT,0,LABEL_LEFT=Activity(MBq):,W IDTH=8,TAG=act',$
T,BASE„ROW ’,$
'0,BUTTON,OK,QUIT„TAG=OK',$
'2 ,B U T T 0N ,C ancel,Q U ir]

a=cw_fonn(desc,/column)

print,'activity:',a.act

limit=X(29) ;use full range o f  electron

search=floor(limit*X90/pixel_size)
print,'End:',X(29)

temp=New_array
New_array=fltarr(2"'search+width,2*search+length,2*search+height)
New_array(*,*,*)=-1
New_array(search:search+width-l ,search:search+length-l ,search;search+height-l )=temp

;discount values below zero (not in organ) 
result=where(new_array ne -1,count) 
print,'count !=-! :',count 
sum=total(new_array(result)) 
print,'sum:',sum
Con v_fact=a.act* 1.0e+006/long(sum)
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print,'Conversion :',Conv_fact

;change voxel values to activity (Bq)
New_aiTay(result)=double(Conv_fact'''new_array(result))

void=where(new_array gt 0, count) 
prin t,'Total : '.total (new_array(voi d)) 
print,'No:',count 
print,'size:',size(new_array)

;create array for dose-rate distribution
dose_array=dblarr(width+2’"search,length+2'*search,height+2'^search)

rho=l ;density for tumour and kidney are 1 
const=0.0000016

abs_fract=dbl arr(2 "^search ,2 *search,2 *search)
;fill absorbed fraction array for isotope 
for i=0,2'''search-l do begin

for j=0,2"'search-l do begin
for k=0,2"'search-l do begin
dist=sqrt((search-i)^2+(search-j)^2+(search-k)''2)
dist=dist"'pixel_size
temp_dist=dist/X90
te m p d i s t=round ( te m p d  i sf* 100)
temp_dist=float(temp_dist/100.0)
if  temp dist It limit then begin

result=where(X It temp dist, count) 
if  count gt 0 then begin
if  abs(tem p_dist-x(count-l)) It abs(temp_dist-x(count)) then $ 
x_val=count-l else x_val=count
abs_fract(ij,kM(F(x_val)'*(pixel_size)^3)/(4'*!pi'*rho'*X90'*(dist^2)))
endif else begin ;self absorbed fraction
rad=(pixel_size'*sqrt(3)/2)
if  rad It p(0) then temp=Xp(0)’*rad/p(0) $
else begin
void=where(p It rad, count)
temp=Xp(count-l )+(Xp(count)-Xp(count-l ))'*(rad-p(count-l ))/(p(count)-p(count-l )) 
endelse
abs_fract(i j  ,k)=temp’̂ 2/(!pi '*sqrt(3)'* 100) 
endelse

endif
endfor

endfor
print,format='("No: ", 18, " o f ",I8)',i,2'*search-l

endfor

print,’abs_fract:',total(abs_fract)

array=new_array
array('*,'*,'*)=0
result=where(new_array ne -1) 
array(result)=new_array(result)

for k=search, search+height-1 do begin
for j=search, search+length-1 do begin

for i=search, search+width-1 do begin
if  new_array(i j ,k )  le 0 then goto, jum p!
tem pl=dose_array(i-search:i+search-l j-search:j+search-l,k-search:k+search-l) 
dose_array(i-search:i+search-l j-search:j+search-l ,k-search:k+search-l )=tem pl +$ 
array(i J  ,k)"*abs_fract 
ju m p l: Jum p to here

endfor
endfor
print,format='("Number ", 13, " o f" , I3)',k-search, height

endfor

tot_energy=a.act* 1.0e+006’"nbeta*const*Eav 
print.'Total energy:',tot_energy 
con v_fact=nbeta "'con sf" Eav
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print,'conv_fact;',conv_fact 
;conv_fact=tot_energy/total(dose_array)
;conv_fact=0.95/total(dose_array) 
dose_array=conv_fact'"dose_array 
result=where(new_array ne -1) 
temp=dose_aiTay 
temp(*,*,*)=0
temp(result)=dose_array(result) 
print,'Activity:',mean(new_array(result)) 
print,'M ax d:',max(dose_array) 
print,'Min d:',min(dose_array) 
print,'size d:',size(dose_array) 
print,'M ax:’,max(dose_array(result)) 
print,M ax:',m ax(tem p) 
print,'M in:',min(temp) 
print,'size new:',size(new_array) 
print,'size array:',size(array)
dose_array2=temp(search:search+width-l ,search:search+length-l ,search:search+height-l )

print,'Max:',max(temp(result)) 
print,'Min:',min(temp(resuIt))

print,'Energy:',total(temp(result)) ;absorbed energy
print,'TotaI Energy:',total(dose_array) ;energy absorbed + escaped
print,'Escaped:',(total(dose_array)-total(temp(result)))
print,'Absorbed fraction:',total(temp(result))/total(dose_array)

; wri te to file 
file='D:\data\temp.txt' 
openw ,!,file
printfil ,format='(F5.2,x,F5.2,x,F5.2,x,F8.6)',width'"pixel_size,$
length*pixel_size,lieight'*pixel_size,total(temp(result))/total(dose_array)
close,!

;remove zero e!ements 
result=where(dose_array2) ;e!ements gt 0 
;new_dose_array2=dose_array2(resu!t) 
print,M ax absorbed:',max(dose_array2(result)) 
print,'Min absorbed:',min(dose_array2(resu!t)) 
print,'Absorbed:',total(dose_array2(result))

result=where(dose_array) ;elements gt 0 
;new_dose_array=temporary(dose_array(result)) 
print,'M ax total:',max(dose_array(result)) 
print,'Min: totar,min(dose_array(result)) 
check=where(dose_array gt O,count) 
print,'Total:',total(dose_array(result))

;rebin dose array again 
wi d th=factor "‘wid th 
length=factor*length 
height=factor"'height
dose_array2=rebin(dose_array2,width,length,height)
dose_array2=dose_array2/(factor^3)
print,'Absorbed:',total(dose_array2)

quest=dialog_message('Do you want to save data'/question)

; wri te to file
If quest eq 'Yes' then begin

file=pickfile(path='D:\data',filter='.lev'/write)
openw,2,file
conv_fact=255/max(dose_array2)
print,'M ax:',max(dose_array2)
print,'Conv_fact:',conv_fact

printf,2,width,length,conv_fact,format='(I0,x,!0,x,F!0.2)'
point_lun,-2,pos
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print,*Pos:',pos
A=assoc(2,intarr(length,Iength)) ;make association

;array width is first in file
point_lun,2,20
for i=0,width-1 do begin

temp=fix(dose_array2(i,"',*)*conv_fact) 
print.'Total slice:',total(temp) 
writeu,2,temp

endfor
close,2

endif

retum,dose_array2

end

; A program to reconstruct high resolution microscopy 
; images to form a montage

pro r e c h is t

;Check for open files 
result=fstat(l)
if  result.open ne 0 then close, 1 

;create widget
base=widget_base(/column,mbar=bar)
draw=widget_draw(base,xsize=800,ysize=800/scroll,$
x_scroll_size=600,y_scroll_size=600,uvalue=0,retain=2)
bttl=widget_button(bar,value='File'/M ENU)
btt2=widget_button(bttl ,value='Open',uvalue=l )
btt2b=widget_button(bttl,value='Graphics'yM ENU)
btt2c=widget_buttonÔïtt2b,value='Capture',uvalue=l 1 )
btt2d=widget_button(btt2b,value='Print',uvalue=12)
btt3=widget_button(bttl,value='Save',uvalue=2)
btt3b=widget_button(bttl,value='Zoom '/M ENU)
btt3c=widget_button(btt3b,value='In',uvalue=13)
btt3d=widget_button(btt3b,value='Out',uvalue=14)
btt4=widget_button(bttl .value-Q uit',uvalue=3)
btt5=widget_button0îar .value-Functions'/M EN U )
btt6=widget_buttonÔ3tt5,value='Register',uvalue=4)
btt8=widget_button(btt5,value='Rotate',uvalue=6)
btt9=widget_button(btt5,value='Reconstruct',uvalue=7)
btt9=widget_button(btt5,value-Shifl',uvalue=8)
bttlO=widget_button(btt5,value='Quantitation',/M ENU)
bttl l=widget_button(bttlO,value='Dual modality',uvalue=9)
bttl2=w idget_button(bttl0,value-R egions',uvalue=10)
w idgetcontro l/realize.base
widget_control,base,set_uvalue={id:draw,sect_array:0,$
col:0,row:0,pos:0,slice_no:0,section_no:0,dual:0,zoom:0}

xm anager.'rechist'.base

end

pro rec_hist_event,event 

;Get event

widget_control,event.id,get_uvalue=val 

widget_control,event.top,get_uvalue=struct 

CASE val o f

Oibegin ;draw widget_event 

CASE event.type o f
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Oibegin ;button press defines centre o f preview image
print,'X:',event.x
print,'Y:',event.y
dim=size(struct.image)
new_wid=fIoor(dim(2)/6)
new_len=floor(dim(3)/6)
if  event.x It (!D.x_size-new_wid) or event.y It (!D.y_size-new_len) then begin 

print,'Not in proper area' 
goto Jum p

end
startx=(event.x-(!D.x_size-new_wid))'"6 
starty=(event.y-(!D.y_size-new_len))*6 
img]=extrac(struct.rlg,0,startx-300,starty-400,3,600,800) 
tv ,im gl,true=l
i mg 1 =extrac(struct. image,0,startx-300,starty-400,3,600,800) 
tvscl ,im gl ,600,0,top=l 50,true=l
temp_img=extrac(struct.image,0,0,0,3,new_wid’̂ 6 ,new jen '''6)

;display small image
reducedJmg=rebin(temporary(temp_img),3,new_wid,new_len)
tvscl,reduced_img,1200-new_wid,800-new_len,top=150,true=l

;add border
plots,[event.x-(floor(new_wid/(dim(2)/600.0))/2),(floor(new_wid/(dim(2)/600.0))/2)+event.x],$
[event.y-(floor(new_len/(dim(3)/800.0))/2),event.y-(floor(newJen/(dim(3)/800.0))/2)],$
/device,thick=2,color=0
plots,[(floor(new_wid/(dim(2)/600.0))/2)+event.x,$
(floor(new_wid/(dim(2)/600.0))/2)+event.x],$
[event.y-(floor(newJen/(dim(3)/800.0))/2),(floor(new_len/(dim(3)/800.0))/2)+event.y],$
/device,thick=2
plots,[(floor(new_wid/(dim(2)/600.0))/2)+event.x,event.x-(floor(new_wid/(dim(2)/600.0))/2)],$
[event.y+(floor(new_len/(dim(3)/800.0))/2),$
event.y+(floor(new_len/(dim(3)/800.0)y2)],$
/device,thick=2
plots,[event.x-(floor(new_wid/(dim(2)/600.0))/2),event.x-(floor(new_wid/(dim(2)/600.0))/2)],$
[event.y+(floor(newJen/(dim(3)/800.0))/2),event.y-(floor(new_len/(dim(3)/800.0))/2)],$
/device,thick=2
jump:
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={id:struct.id,image:struct.image,$
dir:struct.dir,rlg:struct.rlg,dual:l,zoom:struct.zoom}
end

1 ibegin ;button release doesn't do much yet
end

3: begin ; viewport event
;print,'dual:',struct.dual
if  struct.dual eq 1 then begin
print,'event:',event
endif
end

endcase

end

1 :begin ;open digitised section
;open corresponding stained section
file=dialog_pickfile(path='c:\data',filter="''.tifyread)
i mage=read_ti ff(fi le)
dim=size(image)
width=dim(2)
length=dim(3)
result=color_quan(image,l ,R,G,B) 
tvlct,R,G,B
directory=strmid(flle,0,strlen(file)-8)
print,'Dir:',directory
widget_control,struct.id,draw_xsize=width,draw_ysize=length
tv,image,true=l
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widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={id:struct.id,image:image,$
dir:directory,fïle;flle,dual:0,zoom:struct.zoom}
end

2:begin ;save image 
print,'Save'
rile=dialog_pickfile(path=struct.dir,/write,filter='*.tif) 
wri te tiff,file ,struct.im age 
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={id:struct.id,$ 
image:struct.image,dir:struct.dir,dual:0,zoom:struct.zoom} 
end

3:begin ;quit
widget_control,event.topydestroy
end

4:begin ;register w ith small image
array=struct.image
dim=size(array)
width=dim(2)
length=dim(3)
;change to greyscale
array=rebin(array,l ,width,length)
array=bytscl(reform(array,width,length),max=150)
;resize array to correct for magnification

desc=['0,LABEL,Select microscope objective,LEFT',$
■1 ,BASE„COLUM N,FRAM E,',$
■2,BUTT0N,x 4|x 10|x 20|x 40|x 100,COLUMN,EXCLUSIVE,TAG=mag', 
'1,B A SE„R 0W ',$
'0,BUTTON,OK,QUIT„TAG=OK',$
'2 ,B U T T 0N ,C ancel,Q U ir]

a=cw_fbrm(desc/colum n)

CASE a.mag o f

0: mag=40.0 ;x 4 objective
1 : mag= 100.0 ;x 10 objective
2: mag=200.0 ;x 20 objective
3: mag=400.0 ;x 40 objective
4; m ag= l000.0 ;x 100 objective

endcase

; force dimensions to be integer multiple o f  magnification
mag=mag ;rebinned during rec_size
if width gt length then side=width else side=length
fact=ceil(float(side)/mag) ;round up fact
;new_side=fact*mag
new_side=fact*mag
array2=intarr(new_side,new_side)
array2(*,'*)=255
array2(0:width-l ,0:length-l )=array 
array2=shifl(array2,(new_side-width)/2,(new_side-length)/2) 
array2=rebin(array2,new_side/mag,new_side/mag) 
;array2=extrac(array2,0,0,new_side/mag,new_side/mag) 
print,'Array2 :',size(array2)

;open corresponding stained section 
file=dialog pickfile(path=struct.dir,filter="*.tif.$ 
title='Pick File for registration') 
image=read_tifï][file)
tem p=read_tiff('c:\data\col_tab.tif,R ,G,B)
dim=size(image)
width=dim(2)
length=dim(3)
print,'Image:',size(image)
widget_control,struct.id,draw_xsize=width,draw_ysize=length
tvlct,R,G,B
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tv,im age,true=l 
;select tumour section

print,'Left mouse button to mark centre'
cong=0.8 ;congrid factor
cursor,x ,y /dow n/device
print,'X:',x
print,'Y;',y
startx=x-(new_side/(2"'mag'''cong))
starty=y-(new_side/(2"'mag'*cong))
section=extrac(image,0,startx,$
starty,3,new_side/(mag'^cong),new_side/(mag’̂ cong))
section=rebin(section,l,new_side/(mag’̂ cong),new_side/(mag"'cong))
section=refbrm(section,new_side/(mag'*cong),new_side/(mag'^cong))
section=congrid(section,new_side/mag,new_side/mag) ;correct for magnification
print,'section;',size(section)
new_side=new_side/mag
n e w a rra y  1 =rebin(array2,2 '"new_si de,2 ’"new_side) 
new_arTay2=rebin(section,2"‘new_side,2''‘new_side) 
window/free,xsize=4'*new_side,ysize=2'*new_side 
tvscl,new_array2 
tvscl,new_array 1,2"‘new_side,0
result=register(255-array2,255-section,fix(new_side/4),fix(new_side/4),0)

section=shift(section,result.x,result.y)
sect_img=extrac(section,0,0,ceil(600/mag),ceil(800/mag))
sect_img=conv8_24(sect_img)
sect_img=rebin(sect_img,3,ceil(600/mag)*mag,ceil(800/mag)'^mag)
sect_img=extrac(sect_img,0,0,0,3,600,800)
image=extrac(struct.image,0,0,0,3,600,800)
widget_contro],struct.id,draw_xsize=1200,draw_ysize=800,get_vaiue=win_num,$
/draw_button_events,draw_viewport_events=0,xsize= 1200,ysize=800
erase
wset,win_num
resu!t=color_quan(struct.image,l,R ,G,B) 
tv!ct,R,G,B 
tv,sect_img,true=l 
tvscl,image,600,0,true=l ,top=l 50

widget_control,event.top,set_uva1ue={id:struct.id,image:struct.image,$
dir:struct.dir,fi1e:struct.fi1e,reg:result,dual:0,zoom;struct.zoom}
end

6:begin ;rotate
array=struct.image
dim=size(array)
width=dim(2)
length=dim(3)
Red=array(0,'*,*)
Red=reform(Red,width,length)
Green=array(l
Green=reform(Green,width,Iength)
Blue=array(2,'*,'*)
Blue=reform(B1ue,width,length)
Red=rotate(Red,7) ; transpose
Green=rotate(Green ,7 )
Blue=rotate(Blue,7) 
array(0,'*,*)=Red 
array(l )=Green 
array(2,'*,'*)=Blue 
erase
tv,array,true=l
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={id:struct.id,file:struct.file,$
image:array,dir:struct.dir,dual;0,zoom:struct.zoom}
end

7:begin ;align sections
filename=dialog_pickfile(/read,path-c:\data',fi]ter="'’.tif)
Index=strmid(filename,strlen(filename)-6,2)
print,'Index:',Index
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Sect_no=strmid(filename,strIen(filename)-9,2)
directory=strmid(filename,0,strlen(fïlename)-l 1 )
print,'Dir:',directory
;Enter total number o f images
;create form

desc=[’0,LABEL,Directory,CENTER',$
■1 ,BASE„COLUM N,FRAM E’,$
■2,INTEGER,0,LABEL_LEFT=Number o f images:,W IDTH=4,TAG=num',$ 
'1 ,B A SE„R 0W ’,$
’0,BUTTON,OK,QUIT,TAG=OK',$
'2 ,B U T T 0N ,C ancel,Q U ir]

a=cw_form(descyCOLUM N)

number=a.num

;create structure to store information
posJnfo={sect_no:0,xpos:0,ypos:0,file;"}
info=replicate(pos_info,number)

nrow_temp=0
nrow=0 ; variable for number o f rows
ncol=l ; variable for number o f columns

for series=fix(index),fix(index)+number-l do begin 
file=directory+'st'+string(sect_no,format='(I2.2)')+$
'_'+strin g(seri es, forma t='( 12.2 )')+'. ti f  
print,'File:',file

catch, Error status

if  error status ne 0 then begin
print,'Error index:',error_status 
print,'Error message:',!err_string 
if  error status eq -7 then begin

file=Directory+'st'+string(sect_no,format='(I2.2)')+$ 
'_'+string(series,format='(I2.2)')+'e.tif 
print,'Trying file ',file 

end if else stop 
;stop
;error_status=0

endif

section=ti ff_read (fi le)

dim=size(section)

width=dim(2) 
length=dim(3) 
print,'W idth:', width 
print,'Length:',length

;no o f images in row for window size
nro w_tem p=nrow_tem p+1
if nrow temp gt nrow then nrow=nrow_temp

widget_con trol .struct, id/draw _vi ewport_even ts ,$
draw_xsize=width*nrow,draw_ysize=ncol’"length

x=(nrow_temp-l )"■ width 
y=0

info(series-fix(index)).sect_no=series-fix(index)
info(series-fix(index)).xpos=x
info(series-fix(index)).ypos=0
info(series-fix(index)).file=file

check=strm id(fïle,strlen(fïle)-5,l)
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if check eq 'e' then begin
if  ncol gt 1 then temp=n_rows
n_rows=intarr(ncol)
if  ncol gt 1 then n_rows(0:ncol-2)=temp
n_rows(ncol-l )=nrow_temp
print,'Rows:',n_rows
;set ypos
ypos_temp=info(0:series-fix(index)).ypos
if series ne fix(index)+number-l then $
info(0:series-fix(index)).ypos=ypos_temp+1ength
ncol=ncol+l
nrow_temp=0

endif

if  series eq fix(index) then begin
result=color_quan(section, 1 ,R,G,B) 
tvlct,R,G,B

endif

tv,section,x,y,true=l

endfor
print,'Pos_info:',info

dim=size(n_rows)
print,'Num;',dim
print,'rows:',dim(n_elements(dim)-l)
print,'array:',n_rows
for i=0,dim(n_elements(dim)-l )-l do begin 

x_shift=0 
y_shift=0
for j=0,n_rows(i)-2 do begin 

;get images
start=total(n_ro ws(0 : i ))-n_rows(i )
first=start+j+l
print,'Doing:',first
second=start+j+2
file=info(first-l).fi]e
print,'File:',file
i mage 1 =read_ti ff(file)
file=info(second-l).file
i mage2=read_ti ff(fi le)
print,'File:',file
dim =size(im agel)
imagewidth=dim(2)
imagelength=dim(3)
print,'W idth:',imagewidth
print,'Length:',imagelength
im agel_gs=rebin(im agel ,1 ,imagewidth,imagelength)
image 1 _gs=255-reform(imagel_gs,imagewidth,imagelength)
image2 _gs=rebin(im age2,l ,imagewidth,imagelength)
image2_gs=255-reform(image2_gs,imagewidth,imagelength)
tem p_arr=intarr(ll,im agelength/2)
temp_arr('*,'*,'»)=10
subs=where(temp_arr gt 0) ;get all subs 
subs=where(subs mod 5 eq 0)

;start search for correlation
for X shift= l, imagewidth-12 do begin

for yshift=-(imagelength/4),(imagelength/4) do begin
X=extrac(imagel_gs,im agewidth-xshift-l 1 ,(imagelength/4),$
1 l,(imagelength/2))
X=X(subs)
Y=extrac(image2_gs,0,(imagelength/4)-yshift,l 1 ,(imagelength/2))
Y=Y(subs)
lag=[0]
R=(c_correlate(X,Y,lag)) 
i f  not finite(R(0)) then R=0
if  (Xshift eq 1 and Yshift eq -(imagelength/4)) then begin 
Max_R=R(0)
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endif
if  (R(0) ge Max_R) then begin 
p=fix(Xshift)+l 1 
q=fix( Yshift)
Max_R=R(0)
endif

endfor
endfor

;change position info 
temp=info(second-l ).xpos 
info(second-l).xpos=temp-p-x_shift 
temp=info(second-l ).ypos 
info(second-l).ypos=temp+q+y_shift 
x_shift=x_shift+p 
y_shift=y_shift+q 
tv,image2,info(second-l ).xpos,$ 
info(second-l ).ypos,true=l

endfor
endfor
dim=size(n_rows) 
print,'Dim:',dim
if  dim (n_eiements(dim)-l) eq 1 then goto, jum pe 
for i=0,dim(n_elements(dim)-l )-2 do begin ;align rows

;find position o f  vector for correlation between rows
start=total(n_rows(0:i))-n_rows(i)
max_yval 1 =max(info(start;start+n_rows(i)-l ).ypos)
min_yva1I =min(info(start:start+n_rows(i)-1 ).ypos)
m a x x v a l 1 =max(info(start:start+n_rows(i)-1 ).xpos)
;get info from next row 
print,total(n_rows(0:i+l )) 
print,n_row s(i+l)
start=totai(n_rows(0 : i+ 1 ))-n_rows(i+1 ) 
max_yval2=max(info(start:start+n_rows(i+1 )-1 )ypos) 
min_yval2=min(info(start:start+n_rows(i+1 )-1 ).ypos) 
max_xval2=max(info(start:start+n_rows(i+l )-l ).xpos)
if  (max_yval2+imagelength) gt max_yvall then max_yvall =max_yval2+imagelength 
if  (min_yval2+imagelength) gt min_yvall then min_yval2=min_yvail-imagelength 
;and plot
if  max xvall gt max_xval2 then max xval 1 =max_xval2

;read data from image and register 
X=intarr(3,m ax_xvall+im agewidth,l 1) 
x_corr=0

for j=0,n_row s(i)-l do begin
s tart=total (n ro w s  (0 : i ))-n_rows(i )
first=start+j+l
print,'Doing;’,first
file=info(flrst-l ).file
print,'File:',file
image I =read_tiff(file)
XI j30s= in fo (flrst-l ).xpos
if  j eq n_rows(i)-l then X2_pos=XI_pos+imagewidth else $
X2_pos=info(first).xpos
if  X l_pos gt max xval I then X2_pos=max_xvall+imagewidth
if  X l_pos gt (max xvalI +imagewidth) then XI_pos=m ax_xvall+im agew idth-l
prin t,'X I:’,X l_pos
if  j eq 0 then start_tem p=XI_pos
Y 1 _pos=info(first-1 ).ypos
X(*,X l_pos-start_tem p:X2_pos-1-start_tem p,0:10)=im agel (*,0:X2 J50S-X 1J50S-1 ,$ 
max_yval I -Y 1 _pos+5 :max_yval 1 - Y 1 _pos+15)
plots,[X l_pos-start_tem p,X 2j30s-start_tem p],[m ax_yvall+5,m ax_yvall+5]/device

endfor
X=rebin(X,l ,max_xval 1 +im agewidth,l I )
X=reform(X,max_xval 1 +imagewidth, 11 )
temp_X=X
temp_X(*,*)=10
subs=where(temp_X eq 10) ;get all subs
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subs=where(subs mod 10 eq 0)
X=X(subs)
Ytemp=intarr(3,max_xvall+imagewidth,min_yvaI2+image]ength-max_yval2)

;get vector from rows
for k=0,n_row s(i+l)-l do begin

starty=total(n_rows(0;i+1 ))-n_rows(i+1 ) 
first=starty+k+l 
flle=info(first-l).file 
image2=read_tiff(file)
XI j30S=info(first-l ).xpos
if  k eq n_row s(i+ l)-l then X2_pos=Xl_pos+imagewidth else $
X2_pos=info(first).xpos
if  X l_pos gt max xvall then X2_pos=max_xval 1 +imagewidth
if  X l_pos gt (max xval 1 +imagewidth) then X 1 _pos=max_xval 1 +im agewidth-1
Y 1 j50s= info(first-1 ).ypos
min_y=info(first-l ).ypos
Ytem p(*,Xl_pos-start_tem p:X2_pos-l-start_tem p,0;m in_yval2+im agelength-l-m ax_yval2)=$
im age2(*,0:X2_pos-Xl_pos-l ,$
max_yval2-min_y :min_yval2+imagelength-1-min_y)
plots,[XI j30s-start_tem p,X2_pos-start_tem p],[m in_yval2+im agelength-l,m in_yval2+im agelength-l]/device

endfor
dim=size(Ytemp) 
print.'Length :',dim(3)
Ytemp=rebin(Ytemp,l ,dim(2),dim(3))
Ytemp=reform(Ytemp,dim(2),dim(3))
;find correlation
for yshift=l,min_yval2+imagelength-max_yval2-16 do begin

for Xshift=-imagewi d th,imagewi d th do begin 
;doY
Y=Y temp(*,dim(3)-yshi fr-11 :dim(3)-yshift)
Y=shift(Y,Xshift,0)
Y=Y(subs)
lag=[0]
R=(c_correlate(X,Y,lag))
if  (Xshift eq (-imagewidth) and Yshift eq 1) then begin
Max_R=R(0)
endif
if  (R(0) ge Max_R) then begin
p=fix(Xshift)
q=fix(Yshift)+15
Max_R=R(0)
endif

endfor
print,format='("Number ", 13," o f  ",13, " R:", F10.7)',yshift, m in_yval2+imagelength-max_yval2-16,M ax_R

endfor
i f  (p+info(starty).xpos) It 0 then begin
info(*).xpos=infb(*).xpos-(p+info(starty).xpos)
x_corr=x_corr-p
endif
;change x and y positions 
info(starty:total(n_rows)-l).xpos=$ 
info(starty:total(n_rows)-l ).xpos+p 
info(starty:total(n_rows)-1 ).ypos=$ 
info(starty:total(n_rows)-1 ).ypos+q-$ 
min_yval2-imagelength+max_yval 1

endfor

jum pe: ;redisplay images
erase
xsize=max(info(*).xpos)+imagewidth
ysize=maxOnfo(*).ypos)+imagelength-min(info(*).ypos)
if  m in(info(*).ypos) It 0 then begin
print,'Min:',min(info(*).ypos)
info(*).ypos=info(*).ypos-min(info(*).ypos)
endif
array=intarr(3,xsize,ysize) 
print,’Xsize:',xsize 
Print,'Ysize:',ysize 
Print,'Got here'
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for i=0,total(n_rows)-l do begin
image=read_tiff(info(i).file)
x=info(i).xpos
y=info(i).ypos
print,'x:',x
print,'y:',y
array(*,x:x+imagewidth-l,y-min(info(*).ypos);$
y-min(info(*).ypos)+imagelength-l)=image
tv,image,x,y,true=l

endfor
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={id:struct.id,image:array,dir;directory,!
pos_info:info,n_rows:n_rows,dual:0,zooin:struct.zoom}
end

8:begin ;manually align rows if  automatic doesn't work
dim=size(struct.n_rows)
rows=dim(n_elements(dim)-l ) ;number o f rows

desc=['0,LABEL,Select Row,CENTER',$
•1 ,BASE„COLUM N,FRAM E',$
■0,INTEGER,0,LABEL_LEFT=Row:,WIDTH=4,TAG=row',$
•1 ,BASE„ROW ,FRAME',$
'0,BU1TON,Positive| Negative,COLUM N,EXCLUSIVE,TAG=dirl ',$ 
■2,INTEGER,0,LABEL_LEFT=Shift X:,W IDTH=4,TAG=xshift’,$
■ 1 ,BASE„ROW ,FRAME',$
'0,BUTTON,Positive| Negative,C0LUM N,EXCLUSIVE,TAG=dir2',$
'2,INTEGER,0,LABEL_LEFT=ShiftY:,W IDTH=4,TAG=yshift’,$
'1,B A SE„R 0W ',$
■0,BUTTON,OK,QUIT,TAG=OK',$
■2,BUTT0N,Cancel,QUir]

a=cw_fonn(descyCOLUM N)
print,'a:',a
;shift row in x and y direction 
if  a.dirl eq 1 then a.xshift=-a.xshift 
if  a.dir2 eq 1 then a.yshift=-a.yshift 
start=struct.n_rows(a.row-2) ;number in previous row 
print,'Start:',start
struct.pos_info(start;start+struct.n_rows(a.row-l )-] ).xpos=$
struct.pos_info(start:start+struct.n_rows(a.row-l)-l).xpos+a.xshift
struct.pos_info(start:start+struct.n_rows(a.row-l )-] ).ypos=$
struct.pos_info(start:start+struct.n_rows(a.row-l)-l).ypos+a.yshift
;fi]| with white pixels
Struct.imageC^,*,*)=255
for i=0,total(struct.n_rows)-l do begin

image=Tead_tiff(struct.pos_info(i).file)
dim=size(image)
imagewidth=dim(2)
imagelength=dim(3)
x=struct.pos_info(i).xpos
y=struct.pos_info(i).ypos
struct.imageC^,x:x+imagewidth-l ,y;y+imagelength-l )=image 
tv,im age,x,y,true=l

endfor
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={id:struct.id,image:array,dir:struct.dir,l
posJnfo:struct.posJnfo,n_rows;struct.n_rows,dual:0,zoom:struct.zoom }
end

9:begin
;get rig file from filename 
print,'file:',struct.file
Index=strmid(struct.file,strlen(struct.file)-6,2)
print,'Index;',Index
directory=strmid(struct.file,0,strlen(struct.file)-8) 
new_file=directory+'st'+index+'.tif 
print,'new_file:',new_file 
n e w j  mg=read_tiff(new_fi le)
;display both images in window 
dim=size(struct.image)
widget_control,struct.id,draw_xsize=1200,draw_ysize=800,$
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/draw_button_events,draw_viewport_events=0,xsize=1200,ysize=800
tv,new_im g,true=l
tvscl,struct.image,600,0,true=l ,top=l 50
new_wid=floor(dim(2)/6)
new_len=floor(dim(3)/6)
tempjmg=extrac(struct.im age,0,0,0,3,new _wid*6,new_len*6) 
reducedJmg=rebin(temporary(temp_img),3,new_wid,new_len) 
tvscl,reduced_im g,l 200-new_wid,800-new_len,top=l 50,true=l 
;plots,1200-new _w id,800-new jen ;start position
plots,[1200-new_wid,1200+floor(new_wid/(dim(2)/600.0))-new_wid],$ 
[800-new_len,800-new_len]ydevice,thick=2,color=0
plots,[1200+floor(new_wid/(dim(2)/600.0))-new_wid,1200+floor(new_wid/(dim(2)/600.0))-new_wid],$ 
[800-new_len,800+floor(newjen/(dim (3)/800.0))-new_len],/device,thick=2 
p]ots,[1200+floor(new_wid/(dim(2)/600.0))-new_wid,1200-new_wid],$ 
[800-new_!en+f]oor(newjen/(dim(3)/800.0)),800-new_len+fioor(new_len/(dim(3)/800.0))],$ 
/device,thick=2
piots,[1200-new_wid,1200-new_wid],[800-new_len+floor(new_len/(dim(3)/800.0)),800-new_1en],$
/device,thick=2
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={id:struct.id,image:struct.image,$
dir:struct.dir,rlg;new_img,dual:l,zoom:struct.zoom}
end

10:begin
widget_control,struct.id,draw_button_events=0 
if  struct dual eq 0 then begin 
;draw ROI
result=defroi(!D.x_size,!D.y_sizeynofill)
print,'Pixels;',n_elements(result)
widget_control,event.top,set_uva1ue={id;struct.id,image:struct.image,$
dir:struct.dir,dual:0,zoom:struct.zoom}
endif else begin
result=copyroi(!D.x_size,!D.y_sizeynofill)
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={id:struct.id,image:struct.image,$
dir:struct.dir,rlg:struct.rlg,dual:l,zoom:struct.zoom}
endelse
widget_contro1,struct.idydraw_button_events
end

11 ;begin ;capture graphics
result=tvrd(0,G,!D.x_size,!D.y_size,true=l) 
file=dialog_pickfile(/write,path=stnjct.dir,filter='*.tif) 
write_tiff,file,result 
if  structdual eq 1 then $
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={id:struct.id,image:struct.image,$
dir:struct.dir,rlg:struct.rlg,dual:struct.dua1,zoom:struct.zoom} $
else widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={id:struct.id,image:struct.image,$
dir:struct.dir,dual:struct.dual,zoom:struct.zoom}
end

12:begin ;print graphics
image=tvrd(0,0,!D.x_size,!D.y_size,true=l)
set_plot,'printer'
device,scale_factor=2
result=dialog printersetupO
result2=dialog printjobO
tvscl,image,true=l ,top=150
device,/close_document
set_plot,'win'
if  structdual eq 1 then $
widget_control,event.top,set_uvaIue={id:struct.id,image:structimage,$
dir:struct.dir,rlg:structrlg,dual:structdual,zoom :struct.zoom } $
else widget_control,event, top,set_uvalue={id;struct.id,image:struct.image,$
dir;struct.dir,dual:structdual,zoom :structzoom }
end

13;begin ;zoom in
zoom =struct.zoom +1 
dim=size(struct.image) 
width=dim(2) 
length=dim(3)
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image=extrac(struct.image,0,0,0,3,600,800) 
image=rebin(image,3,zoom"‘600,zoom*800) 
image=extrac(image,0,0,0,3,600,800) 
if structdual eq 1 then begin 
rig=extrac(struct.rlg,0,0,0,3,600,800) 
rig=rebin(rlg,3,zoom*600,zoom*800) 
rig=extrac(rlg,0,0,0,3,600,800) 
tv,rlg,true=l
tvscl,image,600,0,top=l 50,true=l
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={id:struct.id,image:struct.image,$
dir:struct.dir,rlg:struct.r!g,duai:l,zoom:zoom}
endif else begin
tvscl,image,top=l 50,true=l
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={id:struct.id,image:struct.image,$
dir:struct.dir,dual:l ,zoom:zoom}
endelse
end

14:begin ;zoom out
if  struct.zoom ge 1 then zoom=struct.zoom-l else $
if  struct.zoom eq 1/2.0 then zoom= 1/4.0 else zoom= 1/2.0
dim=size(struct.image)
width=dim(2)
length=dim(3)
if (600/zoom) gt width then wid=width else wid=600/zoom 
if (800/zoom) gt length then len=length else len=800/zoom 
wid=wid-(wid mod zoom)
Ien=len-(len mod zoom)
image=extrac(struct.image,0,0,0,3,wid,len)
image=rebin(image,3,zoom*wid,zoom*len)
image=extrac(image,0,0,0,3,600,800)
if structdual eq 1 then begin
rlg=extrac(struct.rlg,0,0,0,3,wid,len)
rlg=rebin(rlg,3,zoom*wid,zoom*len)
rlg=extrac(rlg,0,0,0,3,600,800)
tv,rlg,true=l
tvscl,image,600,0,top=150,true=l
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={id:struct.id,image:struct.image,$
dir:struct.dir,rlg:structrlg,dual:l,zoom:zoom}
endif else begin
tvscl,image,top=l 50,true=l
widget_control,event.top,set_uvalue={id:struct.id,image:struct.image,$
dir:struct.dir,dual:l,zoom:zoom}
endelse
end
endcase

end
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APPENDIX 4

Visual Basic code for combined model

' Cross_organ Macro
' M acro recorded 01/08/98 by Aiden Flynn

Sub Cross_organ()

W orkbooks.Add 
ChDir "D:\DATA"
ActiveW orkbook.SaveAs filename:="ACTIVITY.XLS", FileFormat:=xlNormal _

, Password W riteResPassword , ReadOnlyRecommended := _
False, CreateBackup:=False 

'Fill sheet
Acti veCell .FormulaRl C 1 = "Time"
Range("Bl").Select 
A ctiveC ell.Form ulaRlC l =  "Blood"
Range("Cl").Select 
A ctiveC ell.Form ulaRlC l =  "Liver"
Range("D l").Select 
A ctiveC ell.Form ulaRlC l = "Spleen"
Range("El").Select 
A ctiveC ell.Form ulaRlC l = "Cortex"
Range("Fl").Select 
ActiveC ell.Form ulaRlC l = "Medulla"
Range("G l").Select 
A ctiveC ell.Form ulaRlC l = "Lungs"
Range("H l").Select 
ActiveCell.Form ulaRlC l = "Heart"
Range("ll").Select
ActiveC ell.Form ulaRlC l = "Stomach"
Range("Jl").Select
ActiveC ell.Form ulaRlC l = "Sm bowel"
Range("K l").Select
ActiveC ell.Form ulaRlC l = "Lg bowel"
Range("Ll").Select 
ActiveCell.Form ulaRlCl = "Thyroid"
Range("M 1 ").Select 
A ctiveC ell.Form ulaRlC l =  "Pancreas"
Range("N l").Select 
A ctiveC ell.Form ulaRlC l = "Bone"
Range("01").Select 
ActiveC ell.Form ulaRlC l = "Marrow"
'Do tumour model 
Range("Pl").Select 
ActiveC ell.Form ulaRlC l = "Viable"
Range("Q l").Select 
A ctiveC ell.Form ulaRlC l =  "Necrosis"

'Change sheet tab 
Sheets("Sheetl ").Select 
Sheets("Sheetl").Nam e = "%inj_act_g"

'Fill in activity values for organs 
timepoints = Application.InputBox( _
Prompt:="Enter num ber o f  timepoints", Type;= l)
Range("A2").Value = 0 
'Fill sheet with zero
Range(Cells(2, 2), Cells(timepoints + 2, 17)).Formula = 0 
'Fill values for time=0 
Range("B2").Value = 40 
Dim cone As Variant
cone = A rray(0.1389,0 .5 ,0 .2258,0 .2258, 0 .5 3 ,0 .1 6 0 6 ,0 .0 4 ,0 ,0 ,0 .1 8 ,0 ,0 ,0 .0 5 3 3 , 0, 0) 
'Fill first row 
For i = 1 To 15 

Cells(2, i + 2).Value = C ells(2 ,2).Value "■ conc(i -1 )
Next
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Range("02").Value = Range("B2").Value * 0.36 'Do marrow

For Count =  0 To timepoints -1
Timept = Application.InputBox( _
Prompt:="Enter timepoint", Type:=l) 
m ge = "A" + LTrim(Count + 3)
Range(mge). Value = Timept 
Activity = Application.InputBox( _
Prompt:="Enter %  inj Blood activity/g", Type:=l) 
m ge = "B" +  LTrim(Count + 3)
Range(mge).Value = Activity 
'fill next row 
For i = 1 To 15

Cells(Count + 3, i +  2).Value = Cells(Count + 3 , 2).Value conc(i -1 )  
Next
Activity = Application.InputBox( _
Prompt:="Enter % inj Liver activity/g", Type:=l ) 
m ge = "C" + LTrim(Count + 3)
Range(mge).Value = Activity 
Activity = Application.InputBox( _
Prompt:="Enter % inj Spleen activity/g", Type:=l) 
m ge = "D" + LTrim(Count + 3)
Range(mge).Value = Activity 
'Do kidney
Activity = Application.InputBox( _
Prompt:="Enter % inj Kidney activity/g", Type:=l ) 
ratio = Application.InputBox( _
Prompt:="Cortex/M edulla activity ratio", Type;=l) 
m ge = "E" + LTrim(Count + 3)
Range(mge).Value = Activity ratio 2 / (1 + ratio) 'cortex 
m ge = "F" + LTrim(Count +  3)
Range(mge).Value = Activity "' 2 /  (1 + ratio) 'medulla 
Activity = Application.InputBox( _
Prom pt—"Enter %  inj Lung activity/g", Type:=l) 
m ge = "G" + LTrim(Count +  3)
Range(mge). Value = Activity 
Activity =  Application.InputBox( _
Prompt:="Enter % inj Bowel activity/g", Type:= l)
'Do both small and large bowel 
m ge = "J" + LTrim(Count + 3)
Range(mge). Value = Activity 
m ge = "K" + LTrim(Count + 3)
Range(mge).Value = Activity 
Do marrow

m gel = "O" + LTrim(Count + 3) 
m ge2 = "B" + LTrim(Count + 3)
R ange(m gel).V alue = Range(mge2).Value * 0.36 
'Do tumour model
con = Application.W orksheetFunction.PiQ 
Activity = Application.InputBox( _
Prompt:="Enter Tumour activity/g". Type—1) 
vol = Application.InputBox( _
Prompt:="Enter Tumour mass (g)". Type—1) 'assume 1 g/cm3 
radius = 10 "■ (((3 "' vol) /  (4 * con)) (1 / 3))
If radius < 2 TTien Stop
If radius > 10 Then Stop
viable = 1.2092 ■" Log(radius) + 0.4815
voln = ((radius - viable) / radius) ^ 3
volv = 1 - voln
ratio =  Application.InputBox( _
Prompt:="Enter viable/necrotic activity ratio", Type:=l ) 
mge = "P" + LTrim(Count + 3)
Range(mge).Value = Activity ratio "■ 2 / (1 + ratio) 'viable 
mge = "Q" + LTrim(Count + 3)
Range(mge).Value = Activity ♦ 2 / ( 1  + ratio) 'necrotic 

Next Count

'open absorbed fraction 90Y file
Workbooks.OpenText filenam e—"D:\data\isotopes\y90abs.txt", _
DataType :=xl Del i mi ted
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Windows(" Activity.xls"). Activate
Sheets.Add after:=Sheets(l) 'add after current sheet
Sheets(2).Select
Sheets(2).Name = "90Y self
Sheets("%inj_act_g").Activate
Range(" A 1 :Q 1 ").Select
Select! on.Copy
Sheets("90Yself').Activate
Range("A l").Select
ActiveSheet.Paste
Range("bl").Delete (xlShiftToLeft)

'open absorbed fraction 1311 file
Workbooks.OpenText filename:="D:\data\isotopes\i 131abs.txt", _
DataType:=xlDelimited
W indowsC Activity.xls"). Activate
Sheets.Add after—Sheets(2) 'add before current sheet
Sheets(3).Name = "13IIself '
Sheets("%inj_act_g"). Activate
Range("Al :Q l").Select
Selection.Copy
Sheets(" 131 Ise lf '). Acti vate
Range("A l").Select
ActiveSheet.Paste
Range("bl"). Delete (xlShiftToLeft)

'calculate self dose 
For j = 1 To timepoints + 1 

For i = 1 To 13
dosel = Sheets("%inj_act_g").Cells(j + 1, i + 2).Value
Windows("y90abs.txt").Activate
abs_fractl = Cells(i + 1, i + 1).Value
Windows("i 13 labs. txt"). Activate
abs_fract2 =  Cells(i + 1, i + 1). Value
W indowsCactivity.xls"). Activate
Sheets("90Yself').Cells(j + 1, i +  1).Value = dosel * abs fractl 
Sheets("131Iself").Cells(j + 1, i + 1).Value = dosel * abs_fract2 
Next
'do viable and necrosis
abs fractl = 0.0003 * (radius ^ 3) - 0.0113 '* (radius ^ 2) + 0.1321 radius - 0.0361
abs_fract2 = 0.0006 * (radius ^ 3) - 0.0137 * (radius 2) + 0.1085 radius + 0.5794
dosel = Sheets("%inj_act_g").Cells(j + 1,16). Value
Sheets("90Yself').Cells(j + 1, 15).Value = dosel * abs fractl
Sheets(" 131 lseir').C ells(j + 1 ,15).Value = dosel * abs_fract2
'Now necrosis
abs_fract3 = -0.0006 "■ (radius ^ 3) + 0.0096 * (radius ^ 2) + 0.0086 radius + 0.0283 
abs_fract4 = 0.0021 "■ (radius ^ 3) - 0.0453 *  (radius 2) +  0.3578 *' radius - 0.1109 
dose2 = Sheets("%inj_act_g").Cells(j + 1, 17). Value 
Sheets("90Yself').Cells(j + 1 , 16).Value = dose2 * abs_fract3 
Sheets("l31 Iself').Cells(j + 1 ,16).Value = dose2 abs_fract4 

Next

'calculate cross dose

Sheets.Add after—Sheets(" 131 Is e lf )
Sheets(4).Name = "90Ycross"
Sheets("%inj_act_g").Activate
Range("Al :Q l").Select
Selection.Copy
Sheets("90Ycross"). Activate
Range("A l").Select
ActiveSheet.Paste
Range("bl").Delete (xlShiftToLeft)

Sheets.Add after—Sheets("90Ycross")
Sheets(5).Name = "131 Icross"
Sheets("%inj_act_g").Activate
Range("Al :Q l").Select
Selection.Copy
Sheets(" 131 Icross").Activate
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R ange("A l")Select
ActiveSheet.Paste
Range("bl ").Delete (xlShiftToLeft)

Dim tempi As Double 
Dim tempy As Double

'open file that contains the mass o f  organs 
Workbooks.Open "d:\data\isotopes\mass.xls"

For k =  1 To timepoints + 1 
For j = 1 To 13 'new target 

tempi = 0 
tempy = 0
For i = 1 To 13 "new source 

W indows("activity.xls").Activate 
tem pi = Sheets("%inj_act_g").Cells(k + 1, i + 2).Value 
W indows("mass.xls"). Activate 
ratio = Cells(i + 1 ,2 ).Value /  Cells(j + 1, 2).Value 
W indowsCy90abs.txt"). Activate 
abs_fract = Cells(j + 1, i + 1).Value 
tempy = tempy + (tem pi * abs_fract *' ratio)
Windows("i 131 abs.txt"). Acti vate 
abs ftact = Cells(j + 1, i + l ).Value 
tempi = tempi + (tempi abs ftact ratio)

Next
W indowsCactivity.xls"). Acti vate 
Sheets("90Ycross").CelIs(k + 1, j + 1). Value = tempy 
Sheets(" 131 Icross").Cells(k + 1, j + 1). Value = tempi 
'do tumour cross dose
I_n_v = -0.0018 "■ (radius ^ 3) + 0.0403 (radius ^ 2) - 0.3271 '* radius + 1.0504 
Y_n_v = 0.0017 * (radius ^ 3) - 0.0329 (radius ^ 2) + 0.2128 radius - 0.1709 
I_v_n = 0.00009 "■ (radius ^ 3) - 0.0017 * (radius ^ 2) +  0.0116 * radius + 0.0003 
Y_v_n = -0.0003 * (radius ^ 3 )  + 0.0055 * (radius ^ 2) - 0.02 * radius + 0.0249
Sheets("90Ycross").Cells(k + 1,15). Value = Sheets("90 Y self').Cells(k + 1 ,15). Value + Sheets("%inj_act_g").Cells(k + 1, 

17).Value * Y_n_v "■ voln / volv
Sheets("90Ycross").Cells(k +  1,16). Value = Sheets("90Y self').C ells(k + 1,16). Value + Sheets("%inj_act_g").Cells(k + 1,

16).Value *  Y_v_n * volv /  voln
Sheets("1311cross").Cells(k + 1,15). Value = Sheets("l 31 Iself').Cells(k + 1,15). Value + Sheets("%inj_act_g").Cells(k + 1,

17).Value * l_n_v * voln / volv
Sheets("1311cross").Cells(k+ 1, 16). Value = Sheets("l 31 Iself').Cells(k + 1, 16). Value + Sheets("%inj_act_g").Cells(k + 1, 

16).Value "■ l_v_n "■ volv / voln 
Next 

Next
W orkbooks("y90abs.txt").Close savechanges:=False 
W orkbooks("i 131 abs.txt").Close savechanges:=False 
W orkbooks("mass.xls").Close savechanges:=False

ChDir "model"

directory = Application.lnputBox( _
Prompt:="Enter name o f antibody", Type:=2)

M kDir directory 
ChDir directory

W orkbooks("activity.xls").Close savechanges:=True, fllename:="model.xls"

End Sub
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APPENDIX 5 

True dose calculations

(i)

Antibody Dose (Gy) Tinit (brs) Teff(brs) RE True dose (Gy)

A5B7-IgO 97.7 0.15 276.6 1.27 107.87

A5B7-F(ab’)2 39.5 0.08 108.6 1.22 41.8

A5B7-Fab 9.6 0.19 50.2 1.06 7.03

MFE-23 1.78 0.07 9.93 1.09 1.32

TFM 89.29 0.07 187.5 1.39 113.72

DEM 60.63 0.03 152.2 1.34 72.61

DFM+25KPEG 41.62 0.12 203.4 1.09 32.63

MOPC 13.35 0.01 103 1.01 2

NFE 0.47 0.02 3.61 1.02 0.21

(ii)

Antibody Dose (Gy) Tinit (brs) Teff (brs) RE True dose (Gy)

A5B7-IgG 49.25 0.21 172 1.22 50.28

A5B7-F(ab’)2 41.68 0.06 98.65 1.28 47.66

A5B7-Fab 9.52 0.16 47.5 1.06 7.14

MFE-23 1.84 0.06 10.09 1.08 1.37

TFM 71.44 0.06 148.7 1.41 92.65

DFM 49.33 0.03 55.88 1.27 55.88

DFM+25K PEG 33.88 0.0001 148.3 1.09 27.66

MOPC 12.83 0.37 101.9 1.03 5.49

NFE 0.55 0.02 4.05 1.02 0.27

Important factors in the true dose delivered to viable tumour cells, from ^̂ Î (i) and (ii) 

labelled antibodies, for the dose limit o f 6 Gy to kidney.
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(i)

Antibody Dose (Gy) Tinit (hrs) Teff (hrs) RE True dose (Gy)

A5B7-IgG 325.66 0.03 397.5 1.89 593.5

A5B7-F(ab’)2 131.52 0.02 154.3 1.72 218.4

A5B7-Fab 31.92 0.05 76.3 1.21 34.2

MFE-23 3.9 0.03 13.2 1.19 3.9

TFM 297.63 0.01 263.3 2.3 671.2

DFM 202.1 0.006 218.1 2.13 419.5

DFM+25K PEG 138.73 0.03 313.4 1.3 162.8

MOPC 44.47 0.001 290.5 1.04 26.37

NFE 1.03 0.01 5.53 1.04 0.72

(ii)

Antibody Dose (Gy) Tinit (hrs) Teff (hrs) RE True dose (Gy)

A5B7-IgG 246.27 0.02 281.9 2.1 507.8

A5B7-F(ab’)2 138.9 0.01 138.6 1.92 259.7

A5B7-Fab 31.73 0.04 71.5 1.2 34.1

MFE-23 4.04 0.03 13.4 1.18 4.01

TFM 238.13 0.01 208.5 2.38 554.6

DFM 164.4 0.01 173.9 1.91 305.1

DFM+25K PEG 112.9 0.00003 223.8 1.29 133

MOPC 42.8 0.09 191.7 1.11 35.7

NFE 1.21 0.007 6.05 1.05 0.88

Important factors in the true dose delivered to viable tumour cells, from (i) and (ii) 

labelled antibodies,for the dose limit o f 20 Gy to kidney.
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( i)

Antibody Dose (Gy) Tinit (hrs) Teff (hrs) RE True dose (Gy)

A5B7-IgG 48.99 0.34 216.3 1.13 42.4

A5B7-F(ab’)2 82.13 0.03 135.3 1.45 111.8

A5B7-Fab 44.1 0.03 83.9 1.29 52.03

MFE-23 19.44 0.003 20.99 1.95 36.88

TFM 69.24 0.09 173.3 1.3 80.41

DFM 170.26 0.011 189.8 1.7 200.24

DFM+25K PEG 33.43 0.14 184.7 1.07 23.96

MOPC 6.83 3.34 13 1.01 0.01

NFE 8.36 0.001 11.02 1.32 10.5

(ü)

Antibody Dose (Gy) Tinit (hrs) Teff (hrs) RE True dose (Gy)

A5B7-IgG 43.36 0.24 164.4 1.2 42.24

A5B7-F(ab’)2 78.48 0.02 118.7 1.52 112.9

A5B7-Fab 31.96 0.04 71.7 1.2 34.4

MFE-23 28.24 0.002 23.21 2.27 63.01

TFM 106.96 0.035 167.4 1.62 163.91

DFM 96.4 0.012 149.7 1.53 139.75

DFM+25K PEG 31.68 0.05 144.4 1.08 25.27

MOPC 7.69 0.7 65 1.01 1.76

NFE 1.21 0.007 6.05 1.05 0.88

Important factors in the true dose delivered to viable tumour cells, from (I) and (ii) 

labelled antibodies, for the dose limit of 2 Gy to marrow.
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(i)

Antibody Dose (Gy) Tinit (hrs) Teff (hrs) RE True dose (Gy)

A5B7-IgG 97.98 0.15 276.8 1.27 108.3

A5B7-F(ab’)2 164.25 0.012 163.7 1.9 303.88

A5B7-Fab 88.2 0.013 101.5 1.57 133.13

MFE-23 38.86 0.001 25.04 2.91 111.74

TFM 138.49 0.037 213.35 1.61 210.76

DFM 248.3 0.004 230.7 2.39 581.76

DFM+25K PEG 66.86 0.064 245 1.15 61.94

MOPC 13.67 0.75 111.4 1.01 2.54

NFE 16.71 0.0003 13.16 1.65 26.81

(ii)

Antibody Dose (Gy) Tinit (hrs) Teff (hrs) RE True dose (Gy)

A5B7-lgG 86.71 0.102 207.4 1.4 109.36

A5B7-F(ab’)2 156.97 0.01 312.97 2.04 312.97

A5B7-Fab 63.91 0.018 87 1.41 85.13

MFE-23 56.46 0.0006 27.51 3.55 198.94

TFM 213.91 0.013 202.7 2.24 467.45

DFM 192.81 0.004 181.5 2.07 389.31

DFM+25KPEG 63.35 0.002 186.4 1.16 62.75

MOPC 15.38 0.296 115.2 1.04 7.64

NFE 23.64 0.0002 14.76 1.89 43.91

Important factors in the true dose delivered to viable tumour cells, from ^̂ *1 (I) and (ii) 

labelled antibodies, for the dose limit o f 4 Gy to marrow.
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( i)

Antibody Dose (Gy) Tinit (hrs) Teff (hrs) RE True dose (Gy)

A5B7-IgG 318.44 0.03 395 1.87 573.75

A5B7-F(ab’)2 533.81 0.002 219.8 3.93 2089.2

A5B7-Fab 286.64 0.002 136.4 2.87 811.88

MFE-23 126.14 0.0001 32.78 7.2 906.01

TFM 450.08 0.006 292.9 2.97 1320.9

DFM 806.97 0.0005 310.25 5.52 4441.85

DFM+25K PEG 217.3 0.015 358.8 1.47 300.05

MOPC 44.42 0.179 281.5 1.05 27.54

NFE 55.62 0.00001 17.44 3.12 172.46

(ii)

Antibody Dose (Gy) Tinit (hrs) Teff (hrs) RE True dose (Gy)

A5B7-IgG 281.82 0.019 292.5 2.28 628.44

A5B7-F(ab’)2 510.14 0.001 191.3 4.39 2228

A5B7-Fab 207.71 0.003 117.35 2.32 475.74

MFE-23 183.35 0.00007 35.59 9.28 1698.95

TFM 695.21 0.0017 271.6 5.01 3472.19

DFM 626.63 0.0006 244.1 4.47 2791.35

DFM+25K PEG 206.13 0.00002 266.2 1.53 300.4

MOPC 49.99 0.077 203.8 1.13 44.07

NFE 76.75 0.00003 19.4 3.89 297.61

Important factors in the true dose delivered to viable tumour cells, from (I) and (ii) 

labelled antibodies, for the dose limit o f 13 Gy to marrow.
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BIOLOGY CONTRIBUTION

A NOVEL TECHNIQUE, USING RADIOLUMINOGRAPHY, FOR THE 
MEASUREMENT OF UNIFORMITY OF RADIOLABELLED ANTIBODY 
DISTRIBUTION IN A COLORECTAL CANCER XENOGRAFT MODEL

A iden a . Flynn, M.Sc., A lan J. Green, Ph.D., Geoffrey M. B oxer, Joanne L. Casey, Ph.D., 
R. B arbara Pedley, Ph .D., and Richard H. J. B egent, F.R.C.P.

CRC Targeting and Imaging Group, Department of Clinical Oncology, Royal Free Hospital School of Medicine, London, UK

Purpose: Radioimmunotherapy of cancer employs an antitumour antibody to carry a radionuclide selectively to 
deposits of cancer. Conventional dose estimates, based on the Medical Internal Radiation Dose (MIRD) 
formulation, assume uniform distribution of radiolabelled antitumour antibody within tissue source regions. This 
assumption has been tested by using a statistical model to predict the pixel value distribution obtained from the 
digitised radioluminographs of a known radioactive source. The model uses the statistical nature of the detection 
of radiation where any uniform source distribution can be expected to have a detected histogram of pixel counts 
that is normal or Gaussian. Therefore, any test for the degree of normality in the detected distribution is also a 
measure of the degree of uniformity in the source.
Methods and Materials: Three statistical techniques have been used to test the normality of the histogram of pixel 
values produced from the antibody distribution in a tissue section. Kurtosis, skew, and Lilliefor’s are tests for 
normality and have statistically defined critical values for a normal distribution. After administration of 
^̂ Î-labelled F(ab) 2  antibody to nude mice bearing the LSI74T colorectal cancer xenograft, the uniformity of 
antibody distribution in tumour and healthy tissues is measured using the radioluminographs of formalin-fixed 
paraffin sections. The test statistic for kurtosis, skew, and Lilliefor’s is calculated for each tissue and is compared 
to critical values from statistical tables.
Results: The radiolabelled antibody is distributed uniformly in liver, spleen, muscle, lung, and colon and, 
therefore, conforms to conventional use of the MIRD formulation. The study showed that the kidney cortex and 
medulla should be considered separately in macroscopic absorbed-dose calculations, as should bone marrow and 
hard bone. Antibody heterogeneity in the tumour necessitates the incorporation of a microdosimetric tumour 
model into a macrodosimetry model for the accurate calculation of absorbed dose in all tissues. © 1998 Elsevier 
Science Inc.

Radioimmunotherapy, Radioluminography, Uniformity, Skew, Kurtosis, Lilliefor’s.

INTRODUCTION

Radioimmunotherapy (RTT) uses systemically administered 
antibodies to direct a therapeutic dose of radiation to met
astatic cancer deposits. The targets are tumour-associated 
antigens, such as carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA), that are 
abundant in tumours relative to normal tissues. Specific 
antibodies to these antigens are used to carry the radionu- 
chde to the tumour site where it is retained. The antibody 
clears from the circulation and healthy tissues, sparing them 
from excess radiotoxicity.

Successful RIT requires that a lethal dose be delivered to 
all cells in the tumour. Cells receiving a sublethal dose 
could potentially lead to treatment failure, no matter how 
high the dose received by the remainder of the tumour. It is 
known that antigen expression in the tumour is heteroge

neous (1,2), so it is hardly reasonable to assume a uniform 
distribution of the radiolabelled antibody. Any calculation 
based on this assumption can often lead to misleading 
results because the dose-deposition produced is dependent 
on the uniformity of the spatial distribution of the radionu
clide throughout the tumour volume.

There is httle data about the extent of nonuniformity of 
radiolabelled antibody distribution within tumours. Studies 
using autoradiographic film (3, 4) give some indication of 
the pattern of heterogeneity, but this technology is limited 
by poor sensitivity and by a restricted range of linearity of 
response of the film (about 2 orders of magnitude). By 
contrast, phosphor plate imaging (radioluminography) has a 
sensitivity 10 to 250 times that of film and a response that 
is linear over 5 orders of magnitude (5). Spatial resolution of
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Fig. 1. The histogram of pixel values from a phosphor plate 
exposed to background radiation.

the phosphor plate is limited by beam width of the scanning 
laser (88 /im), whereas the resolution of autoradiographic 
film is hmited by grain size (0.1-1 jxm ). The resolution of 
the phosphor plate is sufficient for the study of the beta- 
emitting radionuchdes, such as and used in RIT, 
which have 90th percentile distances of approximately 0.08 
cm and 0.51 cm, respectively in soft tissue.

The purpose of this investigation was to use phosphor 
image technology (radioluminography) to produce digital 
images of the radiolabelled antibody distribution in sections 
of tumour and healthy tissues. The radioluminographs were 
used to quantify the nonuniformity of the spatial distribution 
of the antibody in tissue. Standard quantitation software 
measures the mean, median, standard deviation, and range 
of activities in the tissue. These show the spread of activity 
and, therefore, can be used as a rough test for nonunifor
mity. However, they do not measure the degree of nonuni
formity necessary to test the validity of conventional ab
sorbed-dose measurements. To test if the antibody 
distribution is sufficiently uniform, a statistical model is 
required.

S ta tis tica l m o del
Radioactive decay is a random process. Consequently, 

any measurement based on observing the radiation emitted 
in decay is subject to some degree of statistical fluctuation. 
A tissue section with a uniform distribution of radiolabelled 
antibody can be thought of as an array of identical radioac
tive sources. The counts per pixel within the region of 
interest (ROT), enclosing the tissue section, are also affected 
by statistical fluctuations. The histogram produced from the

pixel counts is notmally distributed (Fig. 1) and, therefore, 
any test for normahty in the histogram can be used as a test 
for radiolabelled antibody uniformity in the source tissue. 
The degree of departure from normality is a measure of 
nonuniformity or heterogeneity. If the histogram of the 
pixel counts is significantly abnormal, then the source dis
tribution is heterogeneous. The degree of heterogeneity is 
shown by the level of significance at which the test fails.

Three special-purpose techniques for investigating 
whether or not a population is normally distributed are the 
Lilliefor’s (6), skewness, and kurtosis (7, 8) test statistics:

1. The Lilliefor’s goodness-of-fit test measures the maxi
mum difference between the standard normal distribu
tion and the normalised sample distribution. Insignificant 
differences then indicate normality.

2. Skewness measures asymmetry. A normal distribution is 
symmetrical. A distribution that is not symmetrical is 
skewed. Skewed distributions are divided into two cate
gories: positively and negatively skewed. The skewness 
test statistic has a value of zero for a normal distribution.*

3. Kurtosis of a distribution describes its degree of peaked
ness compared with the length and size of its tails. A 
distribution that is relatively flat and has short tails is of 
high kurtosis and is said to be platykurtic. A distribution 
with a sharp peak and long tapering tails is of low 
kurtosis and is termed leptokurtic. The normal distribu
tion is of intermediate kurtosis and is said to be mesokur- 
tic. The kurtosis test statistic has a value of 0.7979 for a 
normal distribution.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A n tib o d y  rad io labelling
F(ab')2 , a fragment of the monoclonal IgG antiCEA an

tibody A5B7 produced in our laboratories (9) was labelled 
(10) with ^̂ Î to a specific activity of 60 kBq/]u,g. A control 
IgG antibody, directed against alphafetoprotein (AFP) (11), 
was also labelled with ^̂ Î. The radiolabelled antibodies 
were sterihsed by passing them through a 0.22-jum acrodisc 
filter.̂

A n im a l stud ies
The human colorectal adenocarcinoma cell line LS174T 

(12) was grown as a xenograft model in the flanks of nude 
mice. Radiolabelled antibody was administered via  the tail 
vein when the tumours reached 0.5-1.0 cm .̂ Four mice 
were given the radiolabelled F(ab' ) 2  antiCEA antibody and 
four were injected with the antiAFF antibody. All were 
euthanized 24 h after administration.

H isto lo g y
The liver, kidney, lung, spleen, colon, muscle, femur, and 

tumour were removed from each mouse for histological 
processing. Tissues were fixed in 10% neutral formalin for

Gelman Sciences, Northampton, UK.
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Fig. 2. Histologically stained tissue sections with the correspond
ing radioluminograph. Tissue sections are stained with haematoxy- 
lin and eosin to facilitate the delineation of regions of interest 
around each tissue. Tissues are bone (Bo), colon (Co), kidney (Ki), 
liver (Li), lung (Lu), muscle (Mu), spleen (Sp), and tumour (Tu).

48 h, processed to paraffin wax and sectioned at 3 jim . 
Femurs were decalcified in EDTA/formalin for 48 h before 

processing. M ultiple sections were cut from each tissue 

from all mice. The sections were dewaxed in inhibisol and 

exposed on molecular dynamics (M D) phosphor plates and 

analysed using MD ImageQuant® and Interactive Data Lan

guage® software. After scanning, all tissue sections were 

stained with haematoxylin and eosin to compare radiola

belled antibody distribution with tissue morphology. The 

stained sections were then digitised using an HP desk scan

ner (Hewlett Packard Ltd, Palo Alto, USA),

Radioluminography
Before and after use, remaining images and background 

noise were erased from storage phosphor plates using the 

MD Image Eraser® (M olecular Dynam ics Ltd., Chesham, 

UK). The tissue sections were placed on the imaging plate. 

Intimate contact was achieved by using an MD exposure 

cassette. The latent image formed was converted to a quan
titative digital image using an MD 425 Phosphorlmager®.

Data analysis
Each radioluminograph (REG) and corresponding stained 

histological section were coregistered using the cross-cor

relation method (13 -15). A region o f interest (ROI) was 

drawn around each tissue on the digitised stained histolog
ical image (Fig. 2). This ROI was copied onto the same 

position on the RLG. This gave an ROI corresponding 

accurately to the outline o f the tissue section, and allowed  

the quantitation o f the antibody distribution within the sec

tion.

For each tissue section, the test statistics for L illiefor’s,

Fig. 3. Histological staining helps to differentiate tumour necrosis 
(N) from oxygenated viable areas (V). There is also a hypoxic 
region that contains necrotic and viable cells (H). Image registra
tion allows the accurate quantitation of the antibody distribution in 
each area.

skewness, and kurtosis were calculated and compared with 

the appropriate critical value from statistical tables (16, 17). 

If a histogram o f pixel counts from any tissue section was 

significantly abnormal, the antibody distribution within the 

tissue was considered heterogeneous.

In the case o f the tumours, histological examination 

showed that each section could be delineated into three 

major zones: the first zone contained mostly viable tumour, 

the second mostly necrotic tumour, and the third was a 

hypoxic region that contained both viable and necrotic cells. 

Again, using the registered stained histological section and 
RLG, an ROI was drawn around the whole tumour, the 

viable and the necrotic areas on the histological image (Fig. 

3). The distribution in each ROI was analysed.

Using three tumour sections showing varying degrees o f  

heterogeneity, the specific antibody distributions were com 

pared. Again, the test statistics were calculated and the 

effect o f  tumour morphology on the uniformity o f the dis

tribution was studied. Results were also compared with the 

tumour distribution given by the nonspecific antibody.

The effect o f  the heterogeneity o f  the radioactivity dis
tribution on the dose rate distribution was also studied. The 

dose rate in each pixel, for each tumour section, given by 

'^^I, '^'l, and was calculated. The MIRD beta-dose 

point kernels (16, 17) were used to calculate the dose rates 

for ‘^‘l and ^ Y , whereas the Auger electrons emitted from 

'̂ Î were assumed to be absorbed in the source pixel. This 

distribution was then compared with the distribution given  

when the radioactivity in the source tissue was uniform.

The degree o f heterogeneity in the necrotic and viable 

tumour regions was compared for each tumour section. 

Further statistical tests were performed to determine if the 

populations in the necrotic and viable areas o f  each tumour 

section were differently distributed. For nonparametric con

ditions, the M ann-W hitney U test statistic was calculated 

along with the 1-tailed probability o f  obtaining the test 

value at the 0.05 significance level. For parametric condi

tions, the 2-tailed t test statistic and its significance was 

calculated. Additionally, for the tumour sections showing  

the distribution o f the antiCEA antibody, the W ilcoxin
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Fig. 4. The radioluminograph of a section of liver, a(i), with the 
corresponding histogram, a(ii), of normalised pixel values within 
the section, along with a standard normal distribution, showing a 
uniform distribution of radiolabeled antiCEA P(ab')2 , 24 h after 
administration. The RLG of a kidney section, b(i), showing high 
activity in the cortex with reduced activity in the medulla. The 
histogram shows two distinct populations, b(ii) due to the distri
butions in the cortex and the medulla. On separation of these 
populations, the distribution in the cortex, b(iii), and medulla, 
b(iv), is uniform when compared to a standard normal distribution.

Signed Rank Test was used to compare the mean pixel 
values in the viable and necrotic regions.

R E SU L T S

Sections o f  tumours and normal tissues were used to 
study the distributions o f  the radiolabelied antiCEA and 
antiAFP, taken 24 h after administration, and to compare 
these with the histological appearances.

Liver is a typical exam ple o f  a tissue with a normal 
distribution o f  radiolabelied antibody (Fig. 4ai)— the test 
statistic for both Lilliefors and kurtosis was not significant 
at the 20% level. Therefore, the hypothesis that the distri
bution is normal is accepted at this level. The skew test 
statistic was also insignificant at the 10% level and, there
fore, the distribution was symmetrical. The histogram o f the 
pixel values was, therefore, normal and, hence, the antibody 
distribution within the liver was uniform (Fig. 4bii).

The antibody distributions within colon, lung, spleen, and 
m uscle were also uniform because L illiefor’s and kurtosis 
values were insignificant at the 20% level and the skew test 
statistic was insignificant at the 10% level.

In bone, the kurtosis test statistic was not significant at the 
20% level, indicating normal kurtosis. However, the L illie
for’s test was significant at the 5% level for the antiCEA 
antibody and at the 10% level for the antiAFP antibody. 
A lso, the distribution, in both, was significantly negatively 
skewed at the 1% level. The distribution in bone was not 
uniform and, by comparing the RLG with the corresponding 
stained section, it appeared that most o f  the antibody reten
tion occurred in the bone marrow, whereas the areas o f hard 
cortical bone had count levels close to background. When 
the populations from hard bone and bone marrow were 
separated, the antibody distribution within each was uni
form.

The histogram o f counts per pixel within the kidney 
region shows abnormal L illiefor’s, kurtosis, and skew val
ues (Fig. 4bi). The distribution was significantly platykurtic 
at the 2% level with L illiefor’s and skew significant at the 
1% level. The histogram o f the pixel values showed two 
distinct regions; one with high mean counts per pixel cor
responding to higher antibody uptake within the cortex; thp 
other with lower mean counts per pixel corresponding to the 
distribution within the medulla (Fig. 4bii). A s with bone, 
when the distributions in the kidney cortex (Fig. 4biii) and 
the medulla (Fig 4biv) were taken separately, the distribu
tion within each was uniform. The histogram o f  pixel counts 
within the cortex o f the kidney was normal: L illiefor’s and 
kurtosis were insignificant at the 20% level and skewness 
was insignificant at the 10% level. The histogram from the 
m edulla was also normal, with L illiefor’s and kurtosis pass
ing at the 20% with skew passing at the 10% level.

The distribution within tumour varied quite markedly. 
The tumours showed varying degrees o f  heterogeneity. Tu
mour 1, shown in Fig. 5al, was significantly abnormal at the 
1% level using the L illiefor’s test, was highly platykurtic at 
the 2% level, and positively skewed at 1%. This was con
sistent with high antibody uptake around the thin viable 
region o f  the tumour section. There also appeared to be two 
distinct populations: one corresponding to the large central 
necrotic region; the other due to the distribution at the viable 
rim.

On separation o f two populations, the distribution at the 
viable rim was still heterogeneous, with kurtosis not signif
icant at the 20% level but L illiefor’s and skew significant at 
1%. The distribution in central necrosis was also heteroge
neous with significant L illiefor’s and skew at the 1% level, 
but insignificant kurtosis at the 20% level. The M ann- 
W hitney U  test had a value o f 111.487 ip = 0) when 
comparing the distributions in the viable (mean pixel 
count =  118.4) and necrotic (mean =  37.25) regions.

The histogram from Tumour 2, in Fig. 5all, was leptokur
tic at the 2% level. It also had significant Lilliefor’s and 
skew at the 1% level, so the distribution is therefore non- 
uniform. The distributions in the viable and necrotic regions 
were also significantly abnormal. H owever, there was evi
dence that the distribution in the necrosis was more uniform 
because kurtosis was insignificant at the 20% level. The
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Fig. 5. Radioluminographs with corresponding stained tumour 
sections showing the heterogeneous antibody distribution (a). Sec
tions I-III show the distribution of the antiCEA P(ab')2 . The 
antibody is localised in the viable region of the tumour. Section IV 
shows the distribution of the antiAFP antibody. The nonspecific 
antibody penetrates into the necrotic centre of the tumour, where it 
is retained. Also shown are (b) the abnormal histograms of the 
pixel values within each tumour section.

M ann-W hitney U  test statistic was 343.141 (p = 0) for the 
viable (mean =  88.56) and necrotic (mean =  47 .52) areas.

Tumour 3, shown in Fig. 5aIII, had a kurtosis value that 

was insignificant at the 10% level, but significant at the 20%  

level. H owever, the L illiefor’s and skew test statistics were 

significant at the 1% level. The distributions in the viable  

and necrotic areas were both significantly abnormal. The 

M ann-W hitney U  test statistic was -6 3 .2 5 7  {p = 0) for the 

viable (mean =  132.18) and necrotic (mean =  59.01) re

gions.

Tumour 4, in Fig. 5aIV, show s the distribution o f  the 

nonspecific antibody. The histogram was not significantly  

skew ed at the 10% level, but it had significant kurtosis at the 
2% level and significant L illiefor’s at the 1% level. H ow 

ever, the distributions in the necrotic and viable areas both 

had insignificant L illiefor’s (p >  0 .2), kurtosis {p >  0 .2), 

and skew (p >  0 .1) values. The 2-tailed t test statistic 

255.146 (p =  0) for the viable (mean =  100.45) and 

necrotic (m ean =  55.84) regions.

Additionally, the W ilcoxin Signed Rank Test, on the 

mean pixel values in the viable and necrotic regions, shows 

that there was significantly {p >  0 .2) more radiolabelied  

antiCEA antibody in the viable region.

Table 1 show s the mean, maximum, and minimum dose  

rates in each tumour section as a percentage o f  what the 

mean, m axim um , and minimum dose rates would be if  the 

radiolabelied antibody were distributed uniformly in the 

sam e section. The mean dose rate in the heterogeneous

distribution was within 5%, for ’ *̂1, and o f  the 

mean dose rate from the uniform distribution. H owever, the 

difference in the maximum and minimum dose rates varied 

significantly, depending on the isotope.

DISCUSSION

W e have shown that nonuniformity tests on RLGs o f  
tissue sections are an effective way o f  measuring the degree 

o f  heterogeneity o f  in vivo radiolabelied antibody distribu

tion. B ecause conventional absorbed-dose measurements, 

based on the M IRD formulation, often assume a uniform  

distribution in the source tissue, the techniques described  

here test the validity o f  this assumption. This study has 

shown that the distribution o f  both nonspecific and tumour- 

specific antibodies was uniform in spleen, m uscle, lung, 

liver, and colon. Therefore, these organs can be used as 

source regions for M IRD formulation for m acroscopic do

simetry.

The overall distribution in bone was not uniform. H ow 

ever, the distributions within bone marrow and cortical bone 
were uniform. Therefore, for conventional absorbed-dose  

calculations, the activity in cortical bone and bone marrow 

should be taken separately.

W hen kidney was considered as a whole organ, the d is

tribution was not uniform, whereas the distribution was 

uniform in the cortex and within the medulla, if  considered  

as separate compartments. Again, a dosimetry m odel should 

include the activity in the cortex and the medulla.
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Table 1. The mean, maximum, and minimum dose rates for the heterogeneous radiolabeled antibody distribution, as a percentage of the 
mean, maximum, and minimum dose rates for the same section with a uniform distribution of radiolabeled antibody

Tumour

90y 13,1 125J

Mean (%) Max (%) Min (%) Mean (%) Max (%) Min (%) Mean (%) Max (%) Min (%)

1 97.6 128.5 101.6 100.8 191.5 59.9 100.0 262.5 0.0
2 100.5 200.6 41.5 103.2 252.9 34.0 100.0 268.4 17.9
3 97.9 130.6 77.7 98.7 168.4 60.0 100.0 192.0 28.6
4 101.9 122.4 69.9 101.0 140.8 45.9 100.0 160.5 35.4

For the tumour-specific antibody, the degree of heteroge
neity of antibody distribution in tumour varied widely. The 
examples show the effect of differing tumour morphology 
on the statistical tests. The antibody distribution in the 
necrotic and viable regions was heterogeneous in all cases. 
There was also significantly more radiolabelied antibody in 
the viable region than in the necrosis. Given that the activity 
in the viable region is 2.5 times that in the necrosis, at 24 h, 
a significantly larger dose rate is received by the radiosen
sitive viable region of the tumour during RIT. This is one of 
the advantages of RIT over conventional radiotherapy 
where more of the dose is absorbed in radioresistant hy
poxic cells.

The nonspecific antibody distribution was uniform when 
the necrotic and viable regions were considered separately, 
but not when the tumour section was taken as a whole. 
However, in this case, there was twice the activity in the 
necrosis compared to the viable region. This shows that a 
larger dose is delivered to the necrotic region of the tumour 
where it is wasted.

None of the tumours presented here could be considered 
to have localised radiolabelied antibody uniformly, which 
implies that macroscopic absorbed-dose calculations in tu
mour can lead to inaccurate results. The study also showed 
that the tumour, when using tumour-specific antibodies, 
could not be separated into necrotic and viable regions for 
use in macroscopic dose calculations.

There was more radiolabelied antiCEA F(ab' ) 2  in viable 
radiosensitive tumour areas than in necrotic areas 24 h after 
injection, whereas the opposite is true when using a non
specific antibody. This agrees with the results of other 
investigators (3, 18) showing that specific localisation of 
antitumour antibodies occurs in the accessible tumour areas 
shortly after administration. If specific localisation did not 
occur, the radiolabelied antibody would diffuse across the 
tumour into necrotic or radioresistant hypoxic tissue, where 
it is retained, as was seen with the nonspecific antibody. 
This would reduce Ihe therapeutic effect in the tumour, 
particularly if low-energy beta emitters are used.

The dosimetry analysis demonstrated that the extent of 
the dose heterogeneity depended on the range of the emitted 
electron. The range of dose rates was much smaller for 
than for ^̂ Î, with ^̂ Î having the largest dose-rate range. 
This demonstrated that offered better therapy for cells 
in regions where localisation was poor. However, this re
sulted in a lower local dose in regions of high concentration

of radionuclide, such as the radiosensitive viable region 
when the tumour-specific antibody was used. This showed 
good agreement with other investigators (19-22). Addition
ally, there was evidence to suggest that there was a signif
icant correlation between the range of doses from low- 
energy beta emitters and the degree of heterogeneity in the 
tumour. This relationship weakened as the energy of the 
emitted beta increased.

The mean dose rates for the heterogeneous distributions 
showed good agreement with the dose rates for the corre
sponding uniform distributions. Lower mean dose rates 
occured in Tumour 1 and Tumour 3 when ^°Y was used. 
This was probably due to the higher peripheral localisation 
of radiolabelied antibody, coupled with the long range of 
®®Y, resulting in a significant amount of the beta energy 
escaping the tumour. Conversely, a higher proportion of the 
electron energy was absorbed in the tumour if the radiola
belied antibody was more centrally located, such as when 
the antiAFP was used. Consequently, there was no correla
tion between the mean dose and the degree of heterogeneity 
because the statistical tests did not acount for the positions 
of sources. There was no error when ’^̂ I was used because 
all the energy from the emitted electron was absorbed 
within the source region.

To assess the potential clinical use of antibody/radionu
clide combinations for RIT, a more accurate dosimetry 
model needs to be developed to calculate the absorbed 
organ dose in nude mice. The aim of RIT is to treat tumours 
effectively without destroying healthy tissues. Therefore, 
given the limits imposed by nephrotoxicity and myelotox
icity on RIT, it is important that accurate kidney and bone- 
marrow data be included in a dosimetry model, such as the 
model developed by Hui e t a/.(23). Additionally, tumour 
cannot be divided easily into regions of uniform antibody 
distribution. The actual dose received by tumour cells can 
be very different from the MIRD calculations, depending on 
the positions of sources relative to cell nuclei (20, 24, 25). 
Therefore, a 3D tumour dosimetry model, such as Rober
son’s model for calculating dose rate heterogeneity (26), 
needs to be created to determine if all parts of the tumour 
receive a lethal dose. Furthermore, this tumour model 
should also be incorporated into a macrodosimetry model to 
accurately characterise the dose deposition in tumour and 
healthy tissues.

A further potential application of this method is to eval
uate the antibody distribution within tumours when different
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antibody molecules are used, such as scFvs or Fabs that 
penetrate more rapidly into tumour masses than whole an
tibodies (27). This may assist in the selection of the most

suitable radionuclide to match the pharmacokinetics of the 
antibody to be employed in RIT, and could also assist in the 
choice of antibody to be used in other targeting strategies.
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A comparison of image registration techniques for the 
correlation of radiolabelied antibody distribution with tumour 
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Abstract. Image registration is a powerful tool for correlating functional images with images of 
anatomical structure. This facilitates more accurate quantitation of regional radiopharmaceutical 
uptake. Similarly, registration of images of radiolabelied antibody distribution, in tissue 
sections, with the equivalent histological images allows the comparison and measurement of 
radiopharmaceutical distribution with morphological structure. The images used were obtained 
by storage phosphor plate technology, for the radiopharmaceutical distribution, and by digitization 
of the stained histological sections. Here we compare four fully automatic registration techniques 
and one manual technique in terms of their spatial accuracy. We have found that there was no 
difference in accuracy between cross-correlation, minimization of variance and mutual information. 
These techniques were more accurate than principal axes and the manual technique. However, 
minimization of variance and mutual information were more time-consuming than the other 
methods. Consequently, cross-correlation is the method of choice for automatic registration of 
large numbers of these image pairs.

1. Introduction

Image registration is a powerful tool for mapping images obtained by different modalities and 
for three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction. This can provide a highly advantageous approach 
to identifying, correlating and quantifying regional changes in anatomy and function. The 
imaging modalities and techniques used for registration have recently been reviewed by Maintz 
and Viergever (1998). As discussed in that review,' many of these techniques have yet to be 
fully validated for clinical application.

This note is primarily concerned with the use of image registration in radioimmunotherapy 
(RIT). To date, this has been limited to defining regions for absorbed dose calculations 
(Scott et al 1994, Flux et al 1997). This technique combines CT or MRI with SPECT 
images of radiolabelied monoclonal antibodies and allows the computation of absorbed dose 
in each region using the medical internal radiation dose (MIRD) schema for administered 
radiopharmaceuticals. However, this method measures gross localization and gives limited 
information on the distribution of radiolabelied antibody within the region.

Studies using 3D autoradiographic reconstructions of tumour sections have shown that 
a heterogeneous distribution of radiolabelied antibody leads to non-uniform dose deposition 
(Roberson et al 1994, Yorke et al 1993). This can lead to large differences in tumouricidal
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effect compared with that of a uniform distribution (Humm and Cobb 1990, Humm et at 1993). 
Indeed there is likely to be enhanced tumour cell sterilization if the radiolabelied antibody is 
distributed in the radiosensitive viable areas (Flynn et al 1999) whereas dose deposition in 
necrotic areas is wasted.

Information about the dose distribution of radiolabelied antibodies has been limited by 
the poor sensitivity and nonlinear dynamic range of autoradiographic film. By contrast, 
phosphor plate imaging (radioluminography) has a sensitivity 10 to 250 times that of film and a 
response that is linear over five orders of magnitude (Johnson et al 1990). Additionally, these 
images give only the functional distribution of radiolabelied antibodies without correlation 
with morphological structures.

To date, there has been no reported registration of images of radiolabelied antibody 
distribution in tissue sections with morphological images. Several studies have used 
registration to perform 3D reconstructions of autoradiograms of serial tissue sections (Hibbard 
and Hawkins et al 1988, Roberson et al 1994, Humm et al 1995). One study compared 
autoradiographs and digitized microscopy images of histologically stained sections (Humm 
et al 1994). In this case, however, registration was not performed.

Registration of radioluminographs (RLG) of tissue sections with their equivalent stained 
histological images facilitates the accurate delineation of regions of interest. This also allows 
the comparison of radiolabelied antibody distribution with factors such as tumour morphology, 
antigen expression, tumour vasculature and hypoxia. In addition, tumour response to RIT 
can be more thoroughly assessed by relating the dose distribution with factors such as cell 
proliferation, glucose metabolism and apoptosis.

Given that many tumour sections are generally required to reduce sampling error, and 
image resolution is at the 90 ^tm level, any registration technique ideally needs to be fully 
automated, reliable and accurate. Therefore, the aim here is to validate a technique for 
these images. Four fully automatic registration techniques and one manual technique have 
been compared for spatial accuracy and computation time. These methods were tested on 12 
different image pairs.

2. M ethods

The monoclonal anti-CEA antibody A5B7 (Harwood et al 1986) was labelled with ^̂ Î, 
using the chloramine T method (Greenwood and Hunter 1963), to a specific activity of 
60 kBq /rg~^ Twelve nude mice, bearing LS174T colorectal adenocarcinoma xenograft 
(Tom et al 1976), were sacrificed hours after the radiolabelied antibody had localized in the 
tumour. Tissues were resected from mice, fixed in 10% neutral formalin and histologically 
processed. Multiple paraffin sections, of thickness 4 /xm, were cut from each tissue from 
all mice. Four small pieces of a liver section, approximately 1-2 mm^, were used as 
markers and were placed at the four comers of each slide (figure 1). The sections were 
then exposed on Molecular Dynamics (MD) phosphor plates, digitized using the 425A 
Phosphorlmager.

After exposure, all tissue sections were stained with haematoxylin and eosin to relate 
radiolabelied antibody distribution to tissue morphology. The stained section was digitized 
using a Hewlett-Packard colour deskscanner and was saved as a true-colour tiff image. The 
scanning resolution was 290 dots per inch (dpi) to ensure the pixel size for the RLG and 
digitized histological sections were equal. This was confirmed by the X  and Y  resolution 
fields in each tiff file. The height and width of the image was the same as the RLG. 
All image analysis was carried out using MD ImageQuant and Interactive Data Language 
(IDL).
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Figure 1. A stained histological image (A) and corresponding RLG (B). ROIs were drawn on the 
stained image and RLG to delineate the small liver pieces. The pixels in each ROI were converted 
to binary format (B).

After registration, a region of interest (ROI) was manually drawn around the markers on 
the RLG and the stained image. The marker area was then highlighted by rescaling the pixel 
values, removing background noise using a Lee filter (Lee 1986) and converting to binary 
format (figure 1). The position of the centroid (x, y) of each region was calculated using the 
equations

JC =
iSij 

, S i j

g i j  G I

g i j  G /

( 1 )

(2)

where gij = 1 when location (/, j )  was within the marker area in region I and gij = 0 when 
(i, j )  was outside the marker area. Each coordinate in the RLG image was compared with 
the matching coordinate in the stained image. The average geometrical distance, in pixels, 
between the four pairs of coordinates was calculated. Then the average distance from all image 
pairs was taken as a measure of the accuracy of the registration technique. The performances 
of these techniques were statistically compared using the paired Student’s two-tailed f-test. All 
registration software was written in IDL and was compiled on a PC, with a Pentium processor, 
running Windows NT.
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2.1. Registration techniques

Five registration techniques were compared: manual, principal axes (Alpert et al 1990) 
and three pixel property based methods, cross-correlation (Pratt 1978, Collins et al 1994), 
minimization of variance (Woods et al 1993, Studholme et al 1997) and mutual information 
(Studholme et al 1998).

Manual registration was performed using the full image content while the other techniques 
required thresholding. For these techniques, the true-colour histological image was converted 
to a grey-scale image. A histogram of this image and RLG shows the distribution of the pixel 
values in each image (figure 2). The most common value was then used as a measure of the 
background signal {B). The lower threshold for these images was set For principal
axes, both images were converted to a binary representation of the data by using the threshold 
as the cut-off point.

For the pixel similarity measures, any value below this threshold was set to zero while the 
remainder was left untouched. The histological image was then used as a search area for the 
window image (RLG) so that the overlap between images was always the dimensions of 
the window image (figure 3). This ensured the measure of registration was not influenced by 
the size of the overlap (Studholme et al 1996).
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Figure 2. A typical smoothed histogram of pixel values in an RLG. The most common value is 
used as a measure of background signal.
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Figure 3. Cross correlation search and window areas.
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Figure 4. The manual registration software showing the overlaying of an area from the RLG onto 
the stained histological image.

2.2. Manual registration

Registrations were performed manually by overlaying a window, 80 x 80 pixels and centred 
on the cursor, containing the corresponding part of RLG on to the stained section and 
selecting translational and rotational corrections (figure 4). Corrections were specified in 
pixels (translation) and degrees (rotation). Interpolation following registration was bilinear.

2.3. Principal axis

The centres of mass are first registered with each other to correct for translational mismatch 
between the images. The centroid (%, y) of an image I is computed using equations (1) and 
(2).

The principal axes of an image I are defined as the eigenvectors of the 2 x 2 inertia matrix

_ { mil

of the image where

^
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(4)
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(7)

The centroid and the eigenvectors were calculated for the RLG and the grey-scale version 
of the histological section. The RLG was translated in the X  and Y directions according to
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the difference in the centroid calculations. The RLG was also rotated according to the angle 
between the major principal axis on each image. Interpolation was bilinear following rotation.

2.4. Spatial domain cross correlation

This technique is based on the fact that the cross correlation between two images increases as 
the two images are in better register. The cross correlation is maximized through a series of 
translational and rotational transformations.

Let F\ {j, k) and ^ 2 (7 , k) represent the two discrete images to be registered. In its simplest 
form, the correlation measure is defined as

EÛ LPiU,k)F2Ü,k)
(e u  zLi Ffu. k))''" (eU e L  m u  k))

where (7 , k) are indices in a /  x ^  pixel window area.

2.5. Minimization o f variance

This method is based on the assumption that, for a given pixel intensity in the grey-scale 
histological image, the range of intensities of corresponding RLG pixels is minimized at 
registration. This measure can be expressed as a weighted sum of normalized standard 
deviations of corresponding RLG values

ctr = (9)
s

where p{s) is the probability of the pixels in the grey-scale histological image having a value 
s and (Tr(s) is the standard deviation of the corresponding RLG pixels. The weighting ensures 
that the measure is influenced most strongly by RLG variance for the most common pixel 
values in the histological image.

2.6. Mutual information

This measure, also known as relative entropy, is based on the shared information between two
images that should be maximized at registration. The mutual information between the RLG
with intensity r and histological image with intensity s is given by

I(R-,S) = T  pir, s) log (10)
M p(r)p(s)

where p(r, 5 ) is the probability of an RLG pixel with a value r having a corresponding pixel 
value s on the histological image.

2.7. Optimization

Optimization was achieved using an iterative, multiresolution strategy. This began with coarse 
resolution images and iteratively reduced resolution. These images were created by sampling 
every ninth, third and finally every pixel of the original search and window images (Woods 
et al 1993). The window image was then translated in the jc and y directions with a step size 
equal to one pixel in the coarse resolution image, while rotational corrections were in 1 ° steps 
(Studholme et al 1997). An error volume was generated at the end of each iteration (figure 5). 
The optimal value in this volume then gives the values for corrections for spatial and rotational 
alignment. This transformation was then used as the starting point for the next iteration.
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Figure 5. A 3D plot o f the cross correlation coefficient for each horizontal and vertical translation. 
This demonstrates the rapid reduction o f the coefficient as the translations move from the point at 
which maximum correlation occurs. The data were taken from a plane through the error volume, 
at the angle at which maximum correlation occurred.

In the first iteration, the search area was created by adding a border, one-quarter of the 
width of the image along the jc-axis and one-quarter of the length in the y direction. This was 
filled with the background value. Subsequent thresholding then ensured that the content of this 
border was set to zero and did not influence the similarity measures. In following iterations, 
the border added was the same size as the sample frequency of the previous iteration.

Large rotational adjustments were not necessary since the slides were constrained in the 
same orientation by the phosphor screen exposure cassette and on the flatbed deskscanner. 
Therefore, the rotational search was limited from 3° anticlockwise to 3° clockwise on the 
first iteration. This was reduced to 2° on the second iteration and finally to T . Interpolation 
following rotational correction was bilinear.

3. Results

Five approaches to register radioluminographs with digitized histological sections were 
compared in terms of their spatial accuracy. Images of radiolabelled antibody distribution 
in tumour sections were registered with their equivalent morphological images. The results 
are shown in table 1.

Table 1. The spatial accuracy o f the five registration techniques. The values are the mean distance, 
in pixels, between the centroids o f  the markers in each image pair while the error is given by the 
standard deviation.

Registration technique Mean distance (pixels)

Manual 5.18 ± 2 .5 2

Principal axes 14 ± 7 .3 7
Cross correlation 3.68 ± 2
M inimization o f variance 4.01 ±  1.74
Mutual information 3.87 ±  2.23

Principal axes was highly significantly less accurate than any other technique while manual 
registration was less accurate than cross correlation (significant at 5% level), minimization of
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Table 2. The p  values from Student’s f-test that compares the accuracy of each technique.

Manual
Principal
axes

Cross
i correlation

Minimization 
of variance

Mutual
information

Manual 1 — — — —

Principal axes <0.00001 1 — — —

Cross correlation 0.03 <0.00001 1 — —

Minimization of Variance 0.07 <0.00001 0.54 1 —

Mutual information 0.08 <0.00001 0.77 0.8 1

variance (significant at 10% level) and mutual information (significant at 10% level). There 
was no significant difference between the accuracy of the pixel similarity measures.

The time taken to register each image pair increased with image size for automatic 
registration. On average, principal axes took 30 s, cross correlation took 1.65 min, minimization 
of variance 15.3 min and mutual information achieved registration in 9 h.

4. Conclusion

Registration of RLGs of tumour sections and images showing histology allow the accurate 
delineation of morphological structures. This facilitates the quantitation of the uptake, retention 
and potential effect of radiolabelled antibodies in both radiosensitive and resistant parts of the 
tumour.

We have shown that fully automatic pixel similarity measures were found to be the most 
accurate method for registering RLGs with their digitized stained histological equivalents. 
There was no significant difference in accuracy between cross correlation, minimization of 
variance and mutual information. However, the time taken to achieve registration varied 
markedly between these techniques. This was due to the additional loops required to calculate 
each measure. In IDL, considerable performance penalties are associated with using loops 
rather than matrix operations. Indeed, the extent of the difference may change if matrix 
operations were used rather than loops. Nevertheless, there may also be a performance handicap 
when matrix operations replace loops.

There were several potential sources of error in this work. The search method assumed 
that no nfisregistration occurred at the end of each iteration. If this happens then it is unlikely 
that the images are corrected in the following iterations since the point of registration lies 
outside the search field. A further source of error was in determining the centroid of each 
liver marker. Occasionally this was not well defined on the RLG. Consequently, this method 
was not a true measure of the accuracy of each registration technique. However, this did not 
influence the rank of each technique in terms of the accuracy.

To reduce sampling error, a large number of sections are required to thoroughly analyse 
radiolabelled antibody distribution in tissue. As a result, manual registration techniques would 
be time consuming and tedious. However, we have demonstrated that the fully automatic cross 
correlation technique can be used to efficiently register large numbers of image pairs.

Finally, this image registration technique is currently being used to correlate the 
radiolabelled antibody distribution with a number of functional and morphological parameters 
including antigen distribution and hypoxia. This technique allows the measurement of the 
relative influence of each parameter on the efficiency of localization. In addition, this 
enables the assessment of how antibody characteristics influence the distribution in a tumour. 
Therefore, it is likely that image registration will significantly help in determining the important 
parameters that influence antibody localization. These parameters may then be exploited to
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optimize tumour targeting and therapy. Furthermore, this allows the calculation of absorbed 
dose relative to tumour regions containing either radiosensitive or hypoxic cells.
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